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WTR-300  Surface Water Flow and Quantity

1.  The large excavation involved in the Asarco Rock Creek mine will divert subsurface flows and alter surface

springs, lakes, and wetlands.  Reduced or eliminated surface flows above the deposit will significantly degrade the

biotic support function that scattered springs, lakes, and wetlands provide across the landscape.  The fact that

springs d own gr adient m ay increa se in flow co mpen sates in no  way for lo ss of up slop e flows.  Pa rticularly

disturbing  is the poten tial for altered  flows within  an area  designa ted as wild erness by th e congr ess of the U S. 

Wilderness design ation includes pro tection of the unaltered  natural state. Develo pment of the m ine represents a

significant threat to this designation.  (S5124)

Response:  Reduced or eliminated surface flows caused by subsurface mining and the development
of the ore body are considered low under Alternative V.  However, mitigations such as buffer zones,
hydraulic monitoring and surface water monitoring reduce the risk of impacts.  Full disclosure of the
potential impacts are provided in Chapter 4-Hydrology.  Under Alternative V, a long-term
monitoring plan would be implemented, and mining would be prohibited with a 1,000-ft buffer
surrounding Cliff Lake and the Cliff Lake fault, and the north and south ore outcrops.

2.  Page s 4-28 to 4 -30: Th e italicized hy drology  summ ary indica tes that surfac e water ru noff in M iller Gulch  would

likely return to near normal after reclamation with the paste tailings deposit?  Will the storm water diversions

associated with the paste deposit, the contours of the reclaimed deposit, and the permeability of the deposit be such

that surface water runoff in Miller Gulch will return to normal after reclamation?

The italicized hydrology summary discussion also does not describe potential changes in surface water flows

(particularly lowered flow s and extende d duration of low /no flow periods d uring the low flow  periods of the year)

that could occur as a result of mining exploration or production.  Springs and ground water feeding Rock Creek

could be reduced during blasting and excavation of the adits and mine cavity.  Altered flows could have significant

effects on the  ecology  of the Ro ck Creek  basin, an d thus, are  of potentia l concern .  

The italicized  hydrolo gy sum mary d iscussion a lso neglec ts potential g round w ater conta mination  associated  with

seepag e from the  underg round s torage re servoir.  We  recomm end inclu ding the u ndergro und stora ge reservo ir

among the mine features that potentially may affect surface and ground water resources under all action

alternatives in the first sentence of the hydrology summary (page 4-28).  We also recommend noting on page 4-29

that seepa ge from th e under ground  reservoir ha s the poten tial to discha rge to gro und wa ter. 

The EPA strongly supports the decision to include an underdrain and seepage collection for the paste disposal

facility as well a s an app roved g round- water m ixing zon e with ap propriate  downg radient co mplian ce well(s).

(S146)

Response:  The surface of the tailings area would be graded to prevent ponding and minimize
infiltration, runoff would be routed into Miller Gulch.  Lastly, the surface of the tailings mass would
be revegetated.  Therefore, it is expected that after reclamation, the volume and timing of runoff from
the tailings area to the lower reaches of Miller Gulch would approach baseline conditions.

Evaluation adit and mine development is not expected to reduce flows in Rock Creek, and was
therefore not included in the Chapter 4, Hydrology summary.  The detail is provided in the text that
follows the summary.

The potential for seepage from the underground mine reservoir to reach the surface, while considered
remote, is disclosed in Chapter 4, Hydrology, Alternative II of the final EIS.  The preferred method
of addressing localized seepage into or out of the mine is through grouting, and is stated in the same
section.  Other methods such as liming could also be considered based on available data.  A 1,000-
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foot horizontal and 450-foot vertical buffer has been incorporated into Alternative V at the north and
south ore outcrop zones to minimize the potential for seepage from the underground reservoir to
reach the surface.

 

3.  Page 4-179: The potential reductions in surface water flow and/or altered Rock Creek headwater hydrology

should be noted in the probable environmental effects that cannot be avoided section and/or the summary of the

relationsh ip betwee n short term  uses and  long-term  produc tivity section.  (S1 46)  

Response:  No measurable reductions in headwater flow are predicted.  Please see Chapter 4 -
Hydrology.

4.  Page 2-65 - water budget - Alt V: A total of 2,268 gpm is estimated for mine inflow during the final year of

operation.  First, given that the Troy mine discharges around 2000 gpm, and the workings there are smaller, and at

a lower e levation, th e 2,268  gpm m ay be un derestima ting the am ount of w ater to be e ncoun tered at Ro ck Ck. 

Secon d, this water  will be rem oved from  the Rock  Ck. water shed an d discha rged to the  Clark Fo rk River.  Th is will

be contributing to the dewatering of Rock Ck. which is already a problem and should not be allowed.(S5093)

Page 4 -36 of the SDEIS notes the proposed evaluation adit is near an unnamed tributary within the headwaters of

the West F ork of Ro ck Creek , and tha t tributary pro vides pere nnial flow s between  20 and  100 ga llons per m inute. 

As mentioned earlier, ASARCO's proposal is to capture water from the evaluation adit, treat it, and discharge it at

some undetermined location.  This could remove a substantial portion of the tributaries’ contribution of flow to the

West Fork.  Yet, page 4-36 states that "it is not anticipated that the evaluation adit would affect existing spring flow,

or tributary flow to Rock Creek.  This statement is unfounded.

The Ag encies m ust presen t more de tailed discu ssion on h ow cap turing, treatin g, and d ischargin g this wate r will

impact effect flow regimes, dilution capacity, and sediment flushing and transport capacity in the West fork of Rock

Creek.  Additionally, the SDEIS needs to disclose those same impacts on the mainstem of Rock Creek.  During the

latter stages of mining and after closure, ASARCO will be required to capture, treat, and discharge over 2,300

million gallons a day of mine water to the Clark Fork River.  The impacts of removing this water from the Rock

Creek drainage must be addressed. (S6318)

Page 2 -119 - R emovin g 2,000  to 4,000  gpm a t the head  of the wate rshed wo uld indee d impa ct flows in R ock Ck.,

which, as stated above is already a problem with summer dry up reaches.  From Table 3-2, DEIS, the average flow

of Rock Ck is 21,845 gpm.  The estimated removal of 2,248 gpm (p 2-65) from the head of the watershed would be a

tenth of the annual average - a significant amount.  But it would be even more significant during the dry months

when flo w in Roc k Ck is dow n to less than  2,000 g pm. Ho w the ag encies co uld say the re would  be no im pacts to

stream flows in Rock Ck, I don't know.  (S5093)

Response:  Experience at the Troy mine suggests the majority of flow from the adit is localized near
major fractures or faults and occurs during months when fractures have been recharged by springtime
snowmelt and precipitation. 

The volume of water captured by the underground mine on a daily basis would not normally
discharge to surface water under premining conditions.  Specifically, ground water flow rates
associated with bedrock bulk permeabilities are extremely low.  Prior to creating artificial
underground pathways, it may have taken decades to centuries for this water to move through
bedrock and reach surface water.  Therefore, it is unrealistic to directly subtract the water removed
from the mine from the average daily flow in Rock Creek.  In addition, the amount of water
intercepted by the mine is insignificant when compared to the volume of water falling as
precipitation over the entire watershed on an annual basis.  Table 4-29 displays the results of the R1-
WATSED water sediment yield model which was completed for this project.  The existing peak flow
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water yield has been computed to be at 7 percent above natural conditions on the west fork and 3
percent above natural conditions for the entire Rock Creek watershed.  After mine closure, the water
yield values are still above those for a natural condition.

Only a small portion of the orebody is in the Rock Creek watershed; most is in the Bull River
watershed.  

5. Page  2-119 -  Miller Gu lch flows a re expecte d to decre ase, but the re is no exp ected imp act to dow nstream  users. 

However, surface flow is indicative of ground water levels.  If Miller Gulch flow is less, downstream users of the

aquifer, i.e. households with springs and wells, can expect decreased water availability.(S5093)

Page 4-29 para.6 Surface water runoff in Miller Gulch would decrease.....”  How would this affect prior existing

water rights?(S614)

Additionally, page 4-40 of the SDEIS discusses how 5 miles of ephemeral tributaries to Miller Gulch would be filled

with tailings.  It goes on to say  that “surface wa ter runoff to Miller Gulch  would be ex pected to decrea se

temporarily during the proposed mine life” and that the "disruption of natural surface water runoff to Miller Gulch

during operations could reduce flows for existing beneficial uses."  The surface water in Miller Gulch is already

approp riated for po wer gen eration, irriga tion, and  domes tic uses, and  ASAR CO do es not ha ve water rig hts to

appropriate surface water in Miller Gulch.  These issues must be resolved.(S6318)

Response:  Potential impacts to existing beneficial uses of surface water are discussed in Chapter 4-
Hydrology. 

6.  Page 3-13 - Flow data: Table 3-2, should include flow data for Miller Gulch, E Fk Rock Ck, W Fk Rock Ck, E Fk

Bull River.  (S5093)

Response:  The EIS contains the full data set for the main fork of Rock Creek and the Clark Fork
River.  Since no flow impacts are predicted for the east and west forks of Rock Creek and the East
Fork of Bull River, no data is required.  The flows for the West Fork of Rock Creek and Miller Gulch
are described qualitatively in Chapter  3, as flows are intermittent for both streams and an average
could not be calculated.  There are no surface water impacts to the East Fork of Rock Creek, but it
has an average flow of about 66 cfs and contributes an average of 82 percent of the total flow of
Rock Creek below the confluence with the west  fork.

7. ... in light of the  fact that WW P opera tions of their N oxon R apids D am can not insure  sufficient con tinuous flo w to

meet the re quirem ents and  definition o f instantan eous dilu tion for the in stream d iffuser it becom es difficult to

imagine that a further reduction of this flow for mill makeup water is desirable.(S614)

Also reference pg. 3-13 last 2 sentences last para.  Volume of water and flow of 144 cfs due to operation of Noxon

Rapids Dam does not ensure that the minimum criteria for dilution would be met. (S614)

Response:  Discharge from the proposed project must meet the effluent limitations identified in the
MPDES permit.  Low flow from the dam was used to develop the limitations.  The revised MPDES
permit also accounts for periods of time when water does not flow through Noxon Dam.

8.  Design criteria of a 100-year 24-hour storm event seems rather arbitrary and insufficient, given that 100-year

events have been happening with some regularity in the last few years.(S625)

Storm water design by-pass is predicated on a 10-year event.  As you know, living in Libby, these so called ?10 year

events” occur on a rather frequent basis - about three or four occurred in the past five or six years due to human

activities on the land an d perhaps so me chan ge in weather p atterns.  We sugge st that the storm water by -pass
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design be predicated on at least 100 year event. In the past 10 years we have seen only two of those according to the

USFS . (S3536 )  (S3468 )   

Collection of all storm water needs to be considered and guaranteed. (S5100)(S6638)

The storm  water system  is totally inad equate.  S tudies an d solution s based o n a 10 y ear even t are una cceptab le.  All

studies should ha ve been base d on a 100  year event; particula rly since we have h ad two 100  year events in the pa st

10 years.(S5954) (S5788)

Let's have  a good  storm wa ter mana gemen t system wh ich wou ld divert clea n water a round th e site and c ollect all

the runoff for settling in settling basins. (S6740)

To prote ct Rock C reek, the F orest Servic e should  prohibit d isposal of sto rm wate r until it has be en treated  to

remove all pollutants. (S3942)

Response:  DEQ regulations currently only require that storm water control structures be sized for
the 10-year/24-hour storm event.  Under Alternative V, all detention and retention ponds would be
sized to contain the 100-year/24-hour storm event. The agencies believe the Alternative V design
criteria are conservative, particularly because the expected project life is only 30 years.  Note that
higher magnitude events would have local and regional erosion and sediment impacts associated with
it, regardless of whether the proposed project is constructed or not.

9.  Need to require proof of any pollutants and any increases in pollutants--including storm run off waters.  How

will Asarco  handle  run-off?  (S 4016) 

Response:  The potential impacts of the proposed project, including the potential impacts from
increased sediment and constituents of concern are fully disclosed in Chapter 4-Hydrology.  Also,
see response to previous comment.

10.  If we h ave a w et year like w e had in  1997, a ny pon d or loca tion mu st be design ed to min imize runo ff dama ge. 

The Noxon area is known for the amount of rain and snow it receives. (S4429)

It would b e importa nt to reme mber tha t there can  be a trem endou s amou nt of snow , and ther efore sprin g runoff in

this area.(S4486)

Response:  Under Alternative V, all detention and retention ponds would be sized to contain the 100-
year/24-hour storm event.  It is because of the significance of rain-on-snow events, and the potential
for increased runoff during this type of event, that this pond size would be required.

11.  Pages 4-36 and 4-40: The discussion of Surface Water Quantity for Alternative II does not describe the

potential for mining to interrupt springs and ground water flows feeding Rock Creek and its tributaries.  As noted

earlier, it would appear that some of the water inflow into the mine, that will eventually be treated and discharged

to the Clark Fork River, presently may drain/flow into Rock Creek, but during operation of the mine, bypass Rock

Creek, and possibly after mine closure.  How carefully have the hydrologic connections between potential mine

water inflow and Rock Creek water sources been investigated? 

Chapter 2, Part I identifies flow (i.e., water quantity) as a significant issue.  Effects of mining activities on flows or

water volumes, should be described.  We remain concerned that the existing data on Rock Creek base flow and flow

regimes are inadequate to determine whether future effects of mining would significantly decrease spring and

ground water base flows to Rock Creek.  Change in surface water flows (particularly lowered flows and extended

duration of low/no flow periods during the low flow periods of the year), as the result of mining exploration or

production, could have significant effects on the ecology of the Rock Creek basin.  Rock Creek and tributary flow
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chang es due to m ining m ay be difficu lt to predict in a dvanc e, but pote ntial flow m odification s (reduction s) should

be discus sed and  disclosed.  

The hydrology section of the FEIS should better quantify potential changes in flow regime that may occur within the

basin as a result of mining-related activities.  The section should discuss potential impacts, including magnitude,

duration and frequency within the Rock Creek basin, and its potential significance to altering the flow regime, and

thus, aquatic life.  Changes in flow are critical to evaluating potential impacts to water quality and aquatic life.

The monitoring program should allow detection of flow alterations and surface water quantity effects.  We note that

Klohn- Crippen  recomm ended  installing gr ound w ater mon itoring we lls, and car rying ou t ground  water m odeling  to

assess changes during operations and at closure to address effects on local springs and seeps.  We believe Klohn

Crippen ’s recom mend ations sho uld be follo wed. (S1 46) 

Response: Some impacts to springs and seeps due to mining may be difficult to predict in advance. 
However, additional discussion related to the potential impact of the underground mine is presented
in Chapter 4 of the final EIS.  Because the relative area of the mine is less than 4 percent of the area
contributing baseflow in the Rock Creek drainage, no measurable reductions in flow or significant
impacts are predicted.  Actual reductions in streamflow would be substantially less than 4 percent for
several reasons.  These reasons include the naturally slow rate of water movement through deep
bedrock and the relatively small contribution of flow from deep bedrock versus flow from near-
surface fractures and colluvium.  Lastly, because the natural variation in stream flows (seasonally
and annually) are extreme, the potentially small changes in flow discussed above would not be
measurable or statistically significant. 

12.  According to the SDEIS, approximately 5 to 10 percent of the flow in the process loop would be diverted to the

wastewater treatm ent system and  fresh water adde d to the circuit on an  ongoing b asis to prevent buildu p of excess

constituen ts in the proc ess water [S DEIS  p. 4-52] .  This app ears to be a n unne cessary us e of fresh wa ter, leading  to

unexamined contamination of wastewater discharge.  As provided in the MPDES permit, Federal regulations in 40

CFR 440.104(a)(s)(ii) require that the permittee demonstrate that the discharge is necessary and can not be

eliminated through appropriate treatment.  This demonstration has not yet been made. [Fact Sheet/Statement of

Basis, P. 15]

If the wastewater treatm ent process reduc es ?excess constituents,” na mely chem icals used in the flotation pro cess

and dissolved metals or other contained matter, then it should be possible to recycle the treated water rather than

use fresh water.  The process does not reduce contaminants, precluding treated water recycle, then the impact of

contained chemicals and other con taminants on discharge to the environmen t should be more closely examined.  In

the matter in which flotation chemicals are treated in the SDEIS, it appears the treatment process would be

ineffective for their reduction, and they instead will be diluted into the Clark Fork River. The most common and

accepted means of ensuring against any deleterious effects is to operate the mill on a zero discharge basis, which

still allows for ample bleed of process water due to its entrainment in the tailing impoundment. If this proves

inadequate, then recycled water following treatment should be used for make-up needs, ensuring no unnecessary or

undue discharge to the environment.  (S188)

Response:  Make-up process water for the mill would come from various sources, including
reclaimed tailings slurry water, mine discharge water, reclaimed concentrate slurry water, and mill
site and tailing paste facility site storm water (Alternative V only).  Fresh water from the potable well
would only be used as make-up water for the mill when water from the other four sources is not
available.
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13.  The project designs, impact projections, and mitigation protection measures are fundamentally flawed due to a

lack of site-sp ecific precip itation da ta.  How ever, mu ch of this pro jects’ design  appea rs to be ba sed on th is

unsupportable assumption.

By document definition, “... the annual precipitation varies over the area, and is largely influenced by topography

and elevation.”  On pages 3-5 of the SDEIS, the variation is stated to be between 30 and 80 inches.  The Soil Survey

for the Kootenai National Forest Area (Sept 1995) identifies annual precipitation in higher elevations is estimated

to exceed  100 inc hes.  

More im portantly , “averag e annu al” doe s not ade quately a ddress the  individua l extreme sto rm even ts, particularly

rain on sn ow even ts, which a re comm on to the a rea. 

The desig n criteria for th e most critica l issues of: treatm ent capa bility; treatme nt system b ypass; an d catastro phic

failure of impoundments, appear to be based on general area, rather than site-specific precipitation data.  The

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) 1973 database is the only reference cited in the

Montana Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (MPDES) application.

Thoug h there is refere nce to the  identification  of various  ephem eral stream s, springs an d seeps, site sp ecific

information is lacking.  The project interceptions of these waters requires a more thorough analysis of treatment

capac ities for conta ct contam ination.  W here these  are identified  to be “... rou ted arou nd the d evelope d areas...,”

the impact to the stability of receiving stream channels does not appear to be addressed.  (S1417)

Response:  Proposed structures would be designed to safely contain and convey runoff from the 100-
yr, 24-hour precipitation event.  This design exceeds state requirements and has been deemed to be
prudent and adequate for the proposed facility.  If the proposed application for the Rock Creek
project is permitted, engineering plans and specifications for all structures would be submitted for
further review.  These designs would incorporate the estimated 100-year, 24-hour flow based on all
available data including all site-specific precipitation data and the NOAA database where
appropriate.  In addition, the Alternative V storm water control options (ponds sized to 100-year
events, lined ponds, reuse of storm water in mill, etc.) were specifically developed to mitigate
potential impacts.  Please refer to Chapter 4-Hydrology for details.

14.  Page 4-53  Drainage and Surface Water: the bottom up option would reduce flows in the southern fork of

Miller Gu lch.” If the flow  is reduced  it must be re tained by  the pile?  D oesn't this rec onstitute the  paste?  Isn 't this

an impact to surface water?  See page 4-56.  Tailings paste facility failure:  Conditions which could change the

character, and hence the behavior of the paste tailings include a change in moisture content of the past.”  (S614)

 Response:  The reduction in flows to the south fork of Miller Gulch would be due to the interception
of upgradient stormwater runon.  This stormwater would be diverted around the paste into the north
fork of Miller Gulch or Rock Creek.  This water would not reconstitute the paste.  However, there is
the potential as a result of severe precipitation events, there could be a sufficient increase in moisture
content to cause slumping and isolated sections of paste embankment failure.  It is unlikely that there
would be a complete collapse of the embankment resulting in mass runout of paste, rather any paste
failure due to a precipitation event would probably be more on the order of isolated and discrete
paste slumps.  This would require ongoing embankment monitoring, maintenance and repair. 
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15. Page 2-119  under "Surface and Ground water Quantity", "Surface water runoff in Miller Gulch would decrease 

...".  Should one assume that the present hydrology in Miller Gulch does not support slope water, or ground water

discharg e for local re sidents, tributa ries, associa ted wetlan ds, pond s or vegeta tion and  wildlife dow nstream ?  Again

this is a CWA potential action.  Corps needs to respond to this admission.  (S4832)(S4833)

Response:  Please see updates in Chapter 4 - Hydrology for more details on impacts to Miller Gulch
and Chapter 3 for a discussion of existing conditions..

16.  A general comment in reference to Miller Gulch.  In my study of the SDEIS, I assumed that the North Fork of

Miller Gulch was the one that drained Miller Gulch itself in the form of a major spring.  The South Fork of Miller

Gulch d rains the so uth face o f the east ridg e of Miller G ulch, an d the gen eral area  of the tailing s paste facility. 

Both streams flow  the year round .  The tailing paste facility can n ot impact the wa ter quality of the North F ork

because it is above the water level of the South Fork.  Any correction noted in my comments are based on the above

assumptions.  Page 2-64, paragraph 4, first sentence: Change North Fork of Miller Gulch to South Fork.  (S4892)

Page 2-119 Surface and ground water quality:  Change first sentence to:  Surface water run off in South Fork of

Miller Gulch would decrease during life of project and would impact down stream users.  Reference paragraph at

bottom of page 4-46 and top of page 4-41.  (S4892)

Page 3 -13 Mille r Gulch:   Chang e to and  add: Th e propo sed tailings im pound ment w ould be  located p rimarily

within the South Fork of Miller Gulch drainage.  The South Fork has a continuing flow of water the year round,

dependent on the amount of precipitation received in form of snow and rainfall.  Base flow in the North Fork of

Miller is maintained by a major spring located.  (S4892)

Response:  The footprint of the proposed tailings storage facility for all action alternatives would
occupy the headwaters of both the north and south forks of Miller Gulch.  There would be a lesser
impacts to the north fork because stormwater from above the tailings facility would be routed into the
north fork.

17.  Page C -15 sec 3.5.  There  would be n o water flow leavin g the area of pa ste facility for the following reasons.

The soft clay deposits would be removed/ a specific area of concern was across the south fork at the boundary of the

paste facility.  Removal of the soft clay would create a large depression and prevent water flow.  It will be

imperative to provide adequate foundation drains.  The installation of foundations drains will preclude water flow

into south fork.  The north buttress across South Fork of Miller Gulch would preclude water flow.  The above noted

events would have occurred by project year 5.5. (S4892)

Response:  Water flows would leave the paste facility area by both surface water runoff and by deep
infiltration leaching.  The tailings facility would be designed and constructed to capture as much
seepage from the tailings as possible and would include such features as finger and blanket drains.  If
the technical review panel determined that additional foundation drains are needed to keep the
seepage within the range predicted or for stability purposes, then they would be added to the design. 
Water intercepted by these drains would be sent to ponds and then pumped either to the mill for reuse
or to the waste water treatment plant prior to discharge to the Clark Fork River.  Removal of soft
clays would be required for stability purposes but could be used elsewhere within the footprint to
reduce infiltration.  The depressions created where the clays were removed could trap water or if they
intercepted a layer of higher hydraulic conductivity then seepage could potentially be increased at
that location, either situation may require design modifications to eliminate or reduce the impact. 
The tailings facility would intercept surface water runoff that would normally enter the south fork of
Miller Gulch.  Storm water from undisturbed lands above the facility would be diverted either to the
north fork of Miller Gulch or Rock Creek.  Storm water falling on the paste facility would be
diverted into storm water ponds and pumped either to the paste plant and the mill for reuse or to the
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wastewater treatment plant for discharge to the Clark Fork River.  The final contouring of the surface
of the facility and the reduced surface infiltration rate of the paste materials relative to native soils
may actually increase surface water runoff into the south fork after mining has ceased and the tail ings
facility has been reclaimed.  It is extremely difficult to quantify the potential net  water flow change
for the tailings facility area.

18.  Pages 2-75-77 Reclamation of tailings paste facility.  No mention is made of the drainage gradient being

toward the South Fork of Miller Gulch.  I request that the same amount of drainage into the South Fork of Miller

Gulch at post reclamation as was in the pre-mine time. (S4892)

Response:  It would be difficult to ensure that characteristics and distribution of runoff during pre-
and post-mining conditions would be identical, but the goal would be to get as close as possible.
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WTR-301  Ground Water Flow and Quantity

1.  Internal drainage and pump-back systems to reduce ground water contamination and the threat of impoundment

failure are necessary.  (S3392)

Response:  Internal drainage systems and a perimeter seepage collection system are part of design for
Alternatives III through V.  A pumpback system would be required under Alternatives II-IV but are
only included as a contingency measure under Alternative V.

2.  Page 2-2 first bullet, 2nd paragraph "Effects will be  ...".  On page S-21, it is stated there isn't sufficient ground

water available for users." (S4832)(S4833)

Response:  The text states that community water systems in Noxon and Heron are at near capacity. 
The water systems would likely need to be improved to utilize additional ground water resources.

3.  Page  2-119, p ara.4.  Th e statemen t “No im pacts to strea mflows in  Rock C reek or the  Clark Fo rk River w ould

occur for any alternative” is impracticable.  Ground water hydro-geology has not been adequately characterized

and it is apparent from some of the soil column borings and newer wells (summit, Oct. 97) that there exist windows

through the ground strata that will allow differing water regimes to mix.  (S614)

Response:  No measurable impacts to streamflow are predicted.  The text in the final EIS was revised
accordingly.  An analysis is provided in Chapter 4 - Hydrology.

4.  Page 3-24  para.3  This paragraph is applicable to more than just the area of the orebody; it should be

recognized tha t within the area of the p roposed tailings im poundm ent bedrock m ay also provide  flow to deeper,

regional ground water flow systems, including perhaps even Rock Creek.   (S614)

Response:  The text of the EIS is revised accordingly.

5.  Page  4-36 Se epage  Collection  & Pump  Back S ystem.  Th is also wou ld potentia lly decreas e static wate r levels in

wells......”  This would be a water rights violation!  (S614)

Response:  Sterling would be required to apply for and obtain the required water rights.  Water rights
issues as they relate to existing beneficial uses would be resolved through this process.  The capture
zones of the pumpback system wells would not be expected to influence existing ground water wells
due to the significant distance these wells are located upgradient from current users of ground water.

6.  What will be the end result to this area after years of losing or having it's water pumped out of it?  (S6721)

Page 4-29 para.3 Make-up water from a well located in the Clark Fork River alluvium.....”  A make-up well just like

a pumpback well creates a cone of depression.  Such a well located adjacent to the CF river will create such a

situation at the volumes that Asarco proposes to use.  How does this diminish the low flows anticipated at night

times and how does it affect the volume of water available for instantaneous mixing?  (S614)

Response:  Under all action alternatives, makeup water would be produced from a production well
located in the alluvium associated with the Clark Fork River.  The alluvium has a direct hydraulic
connection with the Clark Fork River.  As ground water is pumped from the production well, the
stress of pumping induces recharge from the river.  Therefore, because there is a recharge boundary,
there is no permanent loss of ground water from the aquifer.

The impact of the proposed makeup water well is discussed in Chapter 4-Hydrology.  The proposed
mill facility would require up to 3,131 gpm of water which would first come from excess water in the
mine or from the tailings impoundment.  Withdrawal of flows would represent only 0.19 percent of
the 7-day 10-year low flow of the Clark Fork River.  If no water flows through Noxon Dan, water
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would come from storage in Cabinet Gorge Reservoir.  In either case, the use of water is insignificant
compared to the water available, and the impact could not be measured. 

7.  Page  3-12: T he discus sion of hyd rology in  the SDE IS does n ot presen t new or u pdated  informa tion or da ta

relative to water quantity or Rock Creek base flow or hydrological regimes.  We remain concerned that existing

data on  Rock C reek flow re gimes ar e insufficient to  determin e whethe r future effects o f mining w ould sign ificantly

decrease spring & ground water flows to Rock Creek.  As mentioned earlier, Klohn-Crippen concluded that the

hydrogeology of the mine area did not appear to be well understood (page 55 of FMEA report).  They recommended

that ground water observation wells be installed to assess the hydrogeologic regime, and that ground water

modeling be carried out to assess changes during operations and closure.  It will be important for the water

resources monitoring plan to address baseline hydrological data and information needs, and to detect hydrological

impacts th at are difficu lt to predict.  (S1 46) 

Response:  The supplemental and final EISs present a summary of available hydrologic information
collected to date.  Collection of additional hydrogeologic information in the area of the ore body is
precluded because it would require extensive field studies, supported by development of access
roads, and installation of monitoring wells in the Cabinet Mountain Wilderness (CMW).  To avoid
the impacts associated with monitoring activities in the wilderness, the Agencies prefer to rely on
operational monitoring during mining, and the monitoring of springs and seeps that have been
identified to date under a comprehensive water resources monitoring plan.  The Agencies believe that
monitoring of springs and seeps, along with a contingency and corrective action plan, would be an
effective way to address the issues raised.  Additional hydrogeologic data would be collected during
construction of the evaluation adit.  This data would be used to evaluate the impact predictions in the
final EIS and to modify the mine plan so that impacts remain at or below what was predicted in the
final EIS.  If that could not be achieved, additional MEPA/NEPA analysis would be conducted. 
Lastly, the final EIS has been revised to include a conceptual model of ground water flow in the area
of the proposed mine.  Lastly, the potential for impacts as described in this comment have been
further mitigated under Alternative V which requires a 1,000-ft buffer in the vicinity of Cliff Lake
and the Cliff Lake fault, and the north and south ore outcrops as well as a 450-foot vertical buffer
between the surface and the mine workings.

8.  Page 4-34 (Underground Mine): We remain concerned that a safety factor of 1.5 to 2.0 for estimating inflow

may po tentially un derestima te mine inflo w beca use the va lues for hyd raulic pro perties of roc ks (hydrau lic

conductivity, transmissivity) vary by orders of magnitude.  EPA notes that geological fracturing and hydrological

conditions at Rock Creek could result in different mine inflow experiences than those encountered at Troy.

We also note that grouting to control water inflow could be difficult if the mine intersects the water table, and as

Klohn-Crippen stated the hydrogeology of the mine area does not appear to be well understood.  The Agencies

should develop contingencies if grouting does not effectively control mine inflow and inflow exceeds predicted

quantities. (S146)

Response:  The Agencies concur that hydraulic conductivity may vary locally by several orders of
magnitude, particularly in fractured rock settings like Rock Creek.  This local variation in hydraulic
conductivity could possibly resul t in higher flow rates (short-term yields) when local  fracture systems
are encountered.  Long-term yields however, are controlled by the bulk permeability of the rock. 
Available literature values suggest that bulk permeability of bedrock material would not be expected
to vary by orders of magnitude.  In addition, the estimates of mine inflow for the proposed Sterling
Rock Creek mine are supported by field data collected at the Troy mine.  The Troy mine makes 400
to 2,800 gallons per minute, with the highest flows during April, May, and June and an average flow
of 1,600 gpm (Sterling 2000c: pp.7-3). The majority of water is made near the portal entrance.
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Therefore, a factor of 1.5 to 2.0 in the sensitivity analysis is appropriate for disclosing the impacts of
the reasonable worse case analysis.  Monitoring of mine inflows would be conducted when mining
commences, and the accuracy of the analyses can be determined at that point.  If inflow to the mine is
greater than anticipated, it is possible that the water could be used and make up water needs would be
reduced during the life of mine.  After mining ceases, and if the inflow rate to the mine is higher than
predicted, additional treatment capacity would be required if the mine water does not meet MPDES
discharge requirements without treatment. 

9.  Page 4-50, 4-53 (Mine Closure): We concur with plugging of the mine adits near the ore body to reduce the

potential h ydraulic h ead (wa ter pressure ) on the ad it plug an d decrea se the risk of the  adit plug  blowing  out (this

has been a problem at other mine sites).  We note that the bulkheads proposed at mine closure to seal the upper

ends of the adits where they enter the mine workings (page 4-53) will need to hold the full pressure of water from

the water table level.  Has this water table level been estimated? 

We also note tha t natural refilling of the mine is estima ted by ASA RCO to tak e 7 years (page 4 -53).  We sugge st

assessment and consideration of accelerated refilling of the underground mine at mine closure.  Expedited filling of

the mine  with wate r should slo w the rate o f oxidation  reactions th at prom ote acid p roductio n and m etal release in to

the poo l (i.e., inunda tion of un dergrou nd rock  will reduce  exposu re of rock to  oxygen , and ther eby, slow  oxidation ).

Artificial refilling o f the mine m ay also a llow expe dited eva luation o f effects of the un dergrou nd reservo ir (i.e.,

allow m ore rapid  evaluatio n of seepa ge from u ndergro und rese rvoir and  other po tential und ergroun d reservoir

effects and  allow ea rlier bond  closure); an d would  allow po tential injectio n of aqu eous alka line ame ndme nts (e.g.,

soda as h, caustic so da, hyd rated lime ) into the min e pool to ra ise the pH  and alk alinity of the p ool to prec ipitate

metals and red uce potential toxic effects from  water that may  leak along fracture s or faults.

Due to con cerns about p otential flow reduction  or dewatering o f Rock Creek h eadwater tributa ries, we suggest

conside ration of th e Clark F ork River a s a water so urce for ar tificial refilling of the  mine after  closure.  A  well

drilled into the Clark Fork River alluvium (to be used for mill makeup water during mine operations) would already

be available. (S146)

Page 2-118, paragraph 4, last line – Hydrogeologic baseline data indicates that much of the surface area above the

ore body is not directly hydrologically connected to the ore zone ground water.  (S5)

Response:  The Agencies acknowledge EPA concurrence with the specified method of adit plugging. 
Little or no water was encountered during exploratory drilling at the proposed mine depth.  The
wettest conditions were encountered in a horizontal exploration hole drilled in the vicinity of the
evaluation adit which produced approximately 5 gallons per minute initially, and then gradually went
dry.  Analyses of ground water inflow presented in the EIS assumed the static water level in the area
of the mine was 500 feet below ground surface.  However, this assumption is considered to be very
conservative.  For example, the predicted flow rate for the proposed Rock Creek Mine is greater (by
a factor of 2.0) than the current flow rate exhibited at the Troy mine.

Active dewatering during mine operation would maintain an inward gradient and limit the migration
of mine water away from the workings.  Once dewatering of the mine ceased, the mine would fill
with ground water.  The level of filling would depend on the closure option implemented.  If the
mine were completely plugged, the entire void space would likely fill and the potentiometric surface
in the overlying rock mass would begin to rebound.  Some groundwater would migrate from the mine
workings to discrete surface discharge points.  The exact locations of preferred fracture flowpaths
cannot be identified.  However, based on the structural geology of the area and the geometry of the
deposits, higher probability discharge locations can be identified.
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Under the plugging scenario, likely locations for discharge of mine water from the Rock Creek
deposit would be where the deposit outcrops, including, South Basin below 5,800 feet elevation and
North Basin below 5,200 feet elevation.  Several small springs have been observed in South Basin. 
The large number of faults in the North Basin area make this the most likely area for mine water
discharge.  Another location where mine water may discharge is in Copper Gulch below 5,200 feet
elevation.  Copper Gulch is eroded along a splay of the Copper Lake Fault and, therefore, may
contain fault-related permeability structures.  However, a spring survey conducted in the upper
portion of Copper Gulch overlying the deposit during September 2000 revealed no springs or stream
flow.

If, on the other hand, the mines were allowed to passively drain out the service adits, the void space
would not completely fill and the potentiometric surface would not rebound in the overlying aquifer. 
The water level in the Rock Creek mine would rise to an elevation of about 5,500 feet where it would
drain out the service adit.  Only those portions of the mine below 5,500 feet, mainly the north and
west portions of the deposit, would flood.  Seepage from these areas of the mine could discharge to
the surface (i.e. East Fork Bull River [North Basin] and Copper Gulch).  The total discharge quantity
would probably be less than under the previous scenario because of lower hydraulic gradients.

The closure option selected at the time of mine closure under Alternative V would depend upon what
hydrogeologic and rock mechanics monitoring data revealed as well as what impacts, if any, had
occurred during mining.  The plugging scenarios is preferred and would be necessary if mining
affected the potentiometric levels of ground water in fractures that recharged Cliff Lake or other
surface bodies of water.  On the other hand, if the creation of new springs and seeps was the greater
concern, then free draining adits or continued pumping of mine water would be preferred.  The
requirement of a 1,000-foot buffer around Cliff Lake and the north and south ore outcrops, plus a
450-foot vertical buffer between the ground surface and the mine workings should minimize the
potential risk to Cliff Lake and the potential creation of post-mining springs and seeps (MT DEQ
2001a).

Accelerated filling of the mine with water after mining ceases could be retained for consideration in
the future only if post-mining flow and water quality data (from both the Troy mine and the proposed
project) support this approach.  The reader is referred to comment responses to similar questions in
WTR-300.

10.  Underground mining in areas characterized by fractures and faults is known to have significant effects on

ground water flows.  Well-established flows may be obstructed and it follows that, even though there may be no

evidenc e of surface  subsiden ce, the pro posed m ining in the  Cabine t Moun tains Wilde rness is virtua lly certain to

have effec ts on the gr ound w ater and  on related  surface w ater (i.e. seeps a nd spring s and the  water leve ls of lakes). 

Some seeps and springs could be completely dried up.  Lake water levels could be increased or decreased, and lakes

could be completely dried up.  The unpredictable nature of these effects dictates that, at the very least, a monitoring

program be provided that is capable of detecting such changes almost instantaneously, and that corrective action be

immediately instituted.  Should such changes be allowed to continue for any significant period, irreversible damage

to the wilderness is virtually certain to occur.  In fact, it is not unreasonable to assume that, by the time such a

chang e can be  detected b y monito ring, irreversib le dama ge has a lready oc curred a nd that th e only po ssible

corrective action would be action to limit the damage.  (S6348)

In gene ral the SD EIS lack s site-specific info rmation  on hyd rologica l connec tions betw een the u ndergro und ad its

and workings and lakes, seeps, springs, creeks and wetlands.  According to the conclusions and recommendations of
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the FMEA, the hydrogeology of  the mine area is not well  understood.  According to the SDEIS [p. 2-118],

prediction  of precise h ydroge ologic effec ts of mine d evelopm ent within a  fractured b edrock a quifer is extrem ely

difficult even  if numero us mon itoring we lls are availa ble and  the subsu rface geo logy is well kn own.  In th is

particula r case, no m onitoring  wells are av ailable, an d the sub surface g eology a ppears to  be com pletely unk nown . 

This rend ers a mea ningful h ydrolog ical evalua tion impo ssible.  The S DEIS  does say  that it can b e reason ably

predicted that mining could reduce flows at some springs [SDEIS p. 2-118], but goes on to specify unidentified

mitigation whe n this occurs.  The w ilderness lakes appe ar to retain water yea r-round; ho wever, outflows are

intermittent o r nonex istent during  drier years [ SDEI S p. 3-15 ].  This in dicates tha t the lakes w ater bala nce is

sensitive, and even small decreases in surface or ground water flow to the lakes, as a result of underground mining,

could result in significant alteration of natural lake characteristics.  According to the SDEIS, small quantities of

ground water may also flow long distances through interconnecting fractures.  Therefore, ground water in fractured

bedrock may flow to deeper, regional groun d water flow systems [SDEIS p. 3-24] .  On the same page the SD EIS

says that lakes in the vicinity of the ore body do not appear to be connected to the underlying ground water system

without actually citing a ny evidence o f studies or other informa tion gathered for this pu rpose.  Data a nd analysis,

instead o f ?appearances,” should support conclusions in the SDEIS.  In the SDEIS, the impact of dewatering cannot

be qua ntified beca use the loc ation an d extent o f subsiden ce cann ot be pred icted with a ny accu racy [SD EIS p. 4 -17] . 

Additional data and analysis in this regard is critical to a defensible decision by the agencies.  (S188)

Response:  The impact of mining on water resources in the CMW are disclosed in Chapter 4,
Hydrology, Surface Water Quality.  A conceptual model of ground water flow near the proposed
underground mine is provided in Chapter 4 of the final EIS.  In addition, under Alternative V a
1,000-ft buffer would left in place in the vicinity of Cliff Lake and the Cliff Lake fault, and the north
and south ore outcrops to mitigate any potential impact to water resources in this area.  Mining into
this buffer would proceed only after it could be determined no impacts could occur.  See Appendix K
for a discussion of the proposed water resources monitoring program.

11.  Please conduct detailed geochemical, seismic, and subsidence studies to ensure that there will be no acid mine

leaching, bedrock fracturing due to over burden pressure release, and no lake subsidence.  (S5159)

Response:  Please see the text of the final EIS (Chapter 4) and Appendix K for details of the
geochemical testing and rock mechanics monitoring programs.

12.  The impact to existing springs and seeps from underground dewatering and post-closure filling is uncertain, as

is the proposed b ut unidentified mitigation  after- the-fact for the dewa tering of wilderness lakes a nd wetlands.

(S188)

Response:  Uncertainties in impact predictions presented in the final EIS do exist, and are
acknowledged in the document.  Uncertainty would be expected, for example, because the fracture
pattern created by underground blasting cannot be predicted.  Impacts to flows in springs are
possible, but cannot be predicted with any certainty.  While there is potential for impacts to
wilderness lakes to occur under Alternative II, the potential for impacts in mitigated under
Alternative V due to the proposed 1,000-ft mining buffer around Cliff Lake and the Cliff Lake fault,
and similar prohibitions at the north and south ore outcrops.  In addition, the agencies have
committed to developing a comprehensive monitoring program and Contingency and Corrective
Action Plan.  Rock mechanics and hydrogeologic data (rate of inflow, degree of fracturing, static
water levels) collected during development of the evaluation adit would be used to evaluate and, if
necessary, modify the proposed mining plan to avoid potential impacts.  Details of these plans are
provided in the final EIS (Appendix K).
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13.  An additional problem with the analysis of the tailings facility is the use of the HELP model for predicting

infiltration of the tailings.  This model was not created for use on tailings and may not be reliable.  Is there an

examp le where th e HEL P mod el successfu lly predicted  the water d raining th rough a  tailings facility.  If no t, why is

it being used in this case?(S6301)

Response:  The Hydrologic Evaluation for Landfill Performance (HELP) model was developed to
compare seepage rates from landfills under a variety of design alternatives, and has not been
validated for use at tailings impoundment or paste facilities.  However, it is currently the best
available analytical tool.  Because of the uncertainties involved with seepage predictions, a blanket
drain and extensive system of finger drains would be constructed to collect seepage.  Seepage would
be routed to a single collection pond and pumped back to the paste plant or returned to the mill
during mine operation and directly to the water treatment plant after mine closure.  The quantity and
quality of seepage water from the paste facility would be monitored.  Any differences between
predicted and actual flow rates and quality could be documented, and the treatment plant size and
capabilit ies adjusted accordingly.

14.  Pag e S-16 2 nd para graph " Neverthe less,  ... typical imp acts  ... are we ll-understo od  ..."  If they a re well-

understood why are we considering potential effects, etc.? 3rd paragraph "However  ... could reduce flows  ... and

likely increa se flows  ..."  Inc reasing flo ws shou ld be con sidered a n indirect im pact (not q uantified o r identified in

SDEIS).  Re duced flows to " some springs"  should be iden tified as indirect impacts to we tlands, lakes, springs, wells,

not identified or delineated for the project. (S4832)(S4833)

Response:  The text has been modified to remove the term "well-understood."  However, the purpose
of an EIS is to disclose impacts, whether or not they are well-understood.  It is unlikely that the
springs and seeps identified to date are surface expressions of deep ground water movement in the
vicinity of the orebody.  While new spring discharge is possible, it can not be predicted with
certainty.
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WTR-302  Surface Water Quality

1.  We note that environmental objections usually estimate water quality in as poor a light as possible.  What

information do you have on water quality prior to the advent of mining in the area?  It is quite possible that the

removal of deleterious natural minerals (some soluble) could help rather than hinder the environment. (S4901)

... why haven't they been required to take data on what kind of water comes out of the drainage that they're talking

about putting the mine in? (S6743)

Response:  A summary of the baseline characteristics of surface water and ground water resources
for the project area is provided in Chapter 3.  The proposed project would increase the load of
chemical constituents to the environment.  

2.  According to the SDEIS, ASARCO has submitted an updated water quality database, reflecting several reporting

procedural modifications, such as removing duplicate samples from the data set; these modifications have been

validated  by the ag encies [S DEIS  p. 3-12] .  

The original water quality database has been developed and maintained by ASARCO, without benefit of validation

by the agenc ies.  Data validation to  determine the relative a ccuracy of the d ata, based on  standardized lab oratory

quality control/quality assurance procedures, is not in evidence.  Without that information the practice of removal

of duplicates from a  database is high ly questionable.  W hich duplicate w as removed  (first or second analyses), were

the data averaged, and were statistical analyses performed to analyze any resulting skewing of data as a result of

removal? 

In general, the ge ochemica l and water qu ality data largely fall into a m arginal or ?gray are a” whe n it come s to

interpretation or pred iction, resulting in what is com monly classified throu ghout the SD EIS as unce rtainty.  In these

circumstances, what appears to be fairly mundane alteration of data, may significantly affect overall results.  The

agenc ies mean s of validatin g such ch anges to  databa ses collected  and m aintained  by the pro ponen ts (typically

based on a brief discussion rather than an in-depth evaluation), warrants further circumspection of the water

quality database.  There is no evidence of a professionally acceptable data validation or database verification

process that would be legally defensible.  (S188)

Response:  Field and laboratory duplicates were analyzed as part of the quality control program for
the original data base used in the draft EIS.  Statistics used in the supplemental and final EISs were
generated after removing quality control samples from the data base.  In all cases the original sample
was retained for statistical analysis. 

3.  Two sets of water quality data, both about the same size and both collected during approximately the same time

period, are presented for the Rock Creek station at Highway 200.  One set (Table 3-2) was collected by the Montana

DHES and the other set (Table 3-3) was collected by ASARCO.  Mean and maximum  values for nitrogen variables

(ammo nia, TKN , and nitra te+nitrite) are  one to thre e orders o f magn itude large r in the AS ARCO  data set tha n in

the MDHES data set.  Maximum values for nitrogen variables in the ASARCO data set are extraordinary for surface

waters and probably represent sample contamination (Tom Reid, pers. comm.).  Results from contaminated samples

should be purged from the data set and mean values recalculated.

MDHES and ASARCO  data from the Noxon Bridge station on the Clark Fork River are presented in Tables 3-4 and

3-5, respe ctively.  These  data are  critical beca use they w ere used to  calculate n ondeg radation  criteria for ou tfall

001.  As w ith the Roc k Creek d ata, mea n amm onia an d nitrate+ nitrite values (to gether co mprising  total inorg anic

nitrogen ) are significa ntly larger in  the ASA RCO  data set tha n they are  in the MD HES d ata set.

WQB-7 (MDEQ 1995) establishes a "required reporting value" for each water quality variable "that should be

achieve d in routin e samp ling...based  on levels a ctually ach ieved at b oth com mercial a nd gov ernmen t laborato ries". 
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Some of the MDHES inorganic nitrogen values and all of the ASARCO values were generated using methods that

have detection limits two to ten times larger than the required reporting value.  This is particularly significant in the

case of the  ASAR CO da ta, where  one-ha lf of the detectio n limit value  was used  in statistical calc ulations.  

Inclusion of a relative handful of questionable ASARCO data resulted in a mean receiving water concentration for

total inorganic nitrogen (0.047 mg/L) that is nearly 50% larger than a mean RWC (0.033 mg/L) that would be

generated using MDHES data alone.  This is very significant, given that the nondegradation criterion for total

inorganic nitrogen is based on the mean R WC plus the trigger value (Table I.1, Fact Sheet/Statement of Basis).  In

turn, the trigger value (0.010 mg/L) is based on the "estimated detection level" (MDEQ 1995), which ASARCO

exceede d by an  order of m agnitud e (Table 3 -5).

Baseline  data, as w ell as opera tional mo nitoring d ata, shou ld meet rep orting va lues specified  in WQB -7. 

Obviously, baseline data derived from methods that do not meet required reporting values and data derived from

contaminated samples should not be used in calculating nondegradation criteria.  Moreover, the source of the

consisten tly higher n itrogen va lues repo rted by A SARC O shou ld be inve stigated.  A t a minim um, AS ARCO  quality

assuran ce proce dures an d record s should b e reviewed  and a p rogram  of split samp les should  be initiated w ith

DEQ.  ASARCO should be required to correct any deficiencies in QA/QC and to meet WQB-7 reporting values for

all monitoring.  (S5087)

Page 3-16 - Table 3-2: DEQ's baseline data for Rock Ck. concern: This bogus data due to the minimum values

(detection lim its) being m uch hig her than  ambien t concen trations an d due to  using a v alue of zero  when a nalysis

yielded a value below these useless detection limits. (S5093)

Response:  Data from DEQ and the applicant for the station on Rock Creek at Montana Highway 200
were presented independently in the supplemental draft EIS to segregate the two data sets.  The data
sets were segregated instead of combining all data as a way of removing the outliers from the
analysis, as is suggested in this comment.  It cannot be demonstrated whether the outliers were due to
sample contamination, laboratory contamination or other unknown cause. 

The differences in average concentration values presented in Tables 3-4 and 3-5 are primarily due to
number of samples, detection limits, and the methods for reporting less than detection limit values. 
See Chapter 4-Hydrology for a discussion of the various methods that can be used to analyze less-
than-detection limit values.

Baseline water quality data for the Rock Creek project have been collected for a 14-year period
between 1984 and 1998.  Through time, laboratory detection limits and requirements have changed. 
In most cases detection limits have decreased.  Many of the baseline water quality data presented in
the EIS were collected for the baseline reports that were published in 1985.  These reports pre-date
the 1995 WQB-7 standards and detection limits published at that time.

The final hydrologic monitoring plan would specify that the lowest possible laboratory detection
limits would be used for water quality analyses, and must meet the specifications set forth in the most
recent version of WQB-7.

4.  Page 3-17 - Table 3-3: Asarco's baseline data for Rock Ck. (narrative p 3-15)concern: Asarco has submitted an

update d version ” of their ba seline data , ?improved” they would say.  Indeed.  No matter how you play with the

data, it is still evident that metals in Rock Ck. already exceed the criteria.  Any mining activity in the headwaters of

the watershed will add metals to the waters and cannot, by law, be allowed.  Mining could also impact Miller gulch

and E  Fk Bull R iver and b aseline da ta and sta ndards  for these strea ms shou ld be prese nted.  Also , data for C liff

Lake, St. Paul Lake, Copper Lake are needed. (S5093)
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Response:  Additional data would be collected prior to commencement of mining activities.  No
measurable impacts are predicted for watersheds where there are currently limited data.  No data was
collected for the East Fork of Bull River because there would be no measurable impacts to that water
body.  Data was collected and is included in the final EIS for the wilderness lakes.  Impacts to Rock
Creek would be primarily sediment related as no tailings would be deposited in the headwaters. 
Numerous sediment mitigation would minimize those impacts.  Other water quality impacts relate to
nitrogen leaching off waste rock.  See Chapter 4, Hydrology for more detailed description of impacts
and Chapter 3 for description of the existing environment.

5.  Page 4-37 & 38 Tab les 4-11 and 4-12.  Too bad  that these tables were not sited side by side in the SEIS.  It

appears that there are some very consistent inconsistencies in these tables.  Numbers for sulfate (SO2), nitrate and

nitrite, zinc, lead, copper, are really out of order.  It is hard to believe that both parties are sampling the same

waters.  This kind of data performance is what makes the public skeptical that either the agencies or Asarco will be

willing or capable of delivering any kind of credible assurance that water quality in this project is being dealt with. 

(S614)

Response:  The Agencies attempted to research and publish summaries of all available data related to
the proposed project.  Water quality data presented in the EIS came from many sources, and was
collected through time for a variety of objectives and purposes (some not related to the EIS process). 
As such, parameter lists were not always consistent.  See also previous two comments about data and
detection variables.

6.  We have noted that the discussion of estimated water quality in the Clark Fork River resulting from the proposed

discha rge— as pres ented  in Tab les 4-1 4, 4-1 5, and  4-16— conta ins a ser ious err or.  Pa ge 4-4 2 discu sses AS ARC O's

estimate of water quality in the untreated and treated mine water.  Based on that information, the SDEIS states that

"the maxim um conc entrations of the treated effluen t are carried forward  to estimate the reason able worst case

impacts to  surface w ater qua lity."

However, careful review of that analysis shows that the maximum concentrations of several metals—including

copper, lead, and zinc—presented in Tables 4-15 and 4-16 are less than maximum concentrations in the treated

effluent pres ented in T able 4-1 4.  

Table 4-14 max Table 4-15/4-16 max

copper .213 m g/L .105 m g/L

lead .06 mg /L .01 mg /L

zinc .043 m g/L .033 m g/L

Based u pon this co mpariso n, it the SD EIS an d MP DES p ermit und erestimate  the conc entration  and loa d of meta ls

discharged to the Clark Fork, as well as their potential impacts on water quality and aquatic life.  We request the

Agencies re-run this analysis using more appropriate data.

The effluen t limits that the M PDE S perm it requires A SARC O to me et are the a ppropr iate data to  use in this

analysis.  W e recogn ize that AS ARCO  expects the  discharg ed mine  water to b e a better q uality than  what the  permit

allows.  However, we also recognizes that "the mine water treatment system would remove suspended solids, heavy

metals, an d amm onia nitro gen an d nitrate/nitrite n itrogen so  that the req uiremen ts of the MP DES d ischarge  permit

can be m et." (4-54  of the SD EIS) 

The com parison o f the relevan t data pres ented be low clearly  shows tha t the MP DES p ermit allow s ASAR CO to

discharge higher concentrations of metals than what they expect to discharge, and higher than the concentrations

used in the SD EIS impa ct analysis.
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Table 4-14 Table 4-15 MPDES daily/30-day

cadmium <.001 <.001 .10 / .048

copper .213 m g/L .105 m g/L .300 / .150

lead .06 mg /L .01 mg /L .117 / .048

zinc .043 m g/L .033 m g/L  1.5 / .750

We fully recognize that the proposed reverse osmosis treatment is a complex and expensive system to operate, and

that ASARCO is only likely to run it when the mine discharge exceeds permit limits  The SEIS notes this as well on

p. 2-69, stating that “once the biotreatment system is operating, reverse osmosis would primarily be used during

biotreatm ent upsets a nd ma intenan ce, and a s a polishin g step wh en the efflue nt did no t meet stan dards."

The situa tion could  certainly a rise where  the biotrea tment system  produc es effluent tha t meets the M PDE S perm it

limits, but is "dirtier" than the water chemistry data used in the SDEIS impacts analysis.  Regulators would have no

legal auth ority to requ ire ASAR CO to o perate the  reverse osm osis system in  order to p roduce  an effluen t that is

"cleaner" than what the permit requires, even though that is what the Agencies depended on in the decision-making

process.  

Therefor e, all water q uality imp acts ana lysis and n ondeg radation  determin ations pre sented in th e NEP A docu ments

should be based on the MPDES permit limits, not on water quality ASARCO thinks they can achieve.  (S6318)

Response:  Transcription errors in these tables of the EIS have been corrected.  Additional tables
have been added to Chapter 4 that assess impacts based on MPDES permit limits.

7.  Treatm ent of the tailin gs, their imp oundm ent, and  the treatm ent of the co ntamin ated wa ter should  be require d to

reduce contamination of these waters and wetlands. (S6580)

Greater precautions are necessary to protect the quality of water leaving the mine site.  (S3509)

... further testing and investigation regarding probable contamination and poisoning of our waterways needs to be

done. (S5800)

They also intend to dump their waste water, minimally treated, into the Clark Fork. (S5122)

Downstream water quality will be degraded. (S3488)

The EIS an d SEIS F ail to Adequa tely Evaluate Im pacts to Idaho  Surface Wa ter Quality and B eneficial Uses.

The SEIS states “No measurable impacts are predicted for surface or ground water resources of Idaho” (Page S-14

SEIS).  However, the SEIS clearly fails to make its case.  Neither the Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) nor the

Supplemental EIS (SEIS) address the potential for impacts to beneficial uses of the Clark Fork River in Idaho and

Lake Pend Oreille from increased heavy metals concentrations and loadings.  Ignoring these potential impacts is an

unbelievably sign ificant flaw in the analysis. . (S6337)

Response:  Discharge of water to surface and ground water must be in accordance with the
requirements of the MPDES permit.  All mine waste including intercepted tailings seepage
discharged to the Clark Fork River would undergo several different types of filtration, settling, and
treatment to meet the proposed MPDES permit limits prior to discharge  The proposed water
treatment system includes several features designed to minimize potential problems with the level of
treatment achieved in the system.  These features include the use of reverse osmosis as an effluent
polishing facility and the ability to eliminate or reduce flow to the treatment system during period of
low treatment efficiency.  Flow reduction can be accomplished by diverting water into mine storage
for short periods of time.  Please see the Alternative V description for more details of water treatment
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systems and Chapter 4 for details of impacts.  See also comments and responses on the water
treatment systems in WTR-305.

8.   Although alternative V is the more sensible choice because of it's pasted tailings, the collected seepage that may

occur should still be re-treated prior to release back into the tailings impoundment to ensure that re-contamination

does not occur.  (S5159)

Response:  Any seepage collected from the paste facility under Alternative V would not be placed
back on top of the tailings as is done with traditional impoundment seepage.  It would be returned to
the paste plant and then either to the mill for use as process water or to the waste water treatment
plant for discharge to the river.

9.  The first place that treated water is dumped is into Rock Creek.  That is not enough dilution.  Where does Asarco

propos e to dum p that first con centrated  brine that c omes o ff the tailings pa ste and the  storm wa ter from the  mine. 

The proposal has them dumping into Rock Creek. (S5066)

Response:  No discharges to Rock Creek other than storm water are proposed and then in accordance
with proposed MPDES permit limits.  The outfalls for the proposed project are ground water in
Miller Gulch and the Clark Fork River.  All waste water would be treated to meet MPDES permit
requirements prior to discharge.  Concentrated brine, as described in responses to comments in
WTR-305 would be safely disposed of in a permitted landfill.

10.  What is to happen to the toxic flow from the tailings pond and the flow of waste from the mine from Rock Creek

when the river flow is slackened and the tons of waste builds up? (S6597)

Response:  To the extent possible, all water from the mine, tailings impoundment (Alternatives II
through IV), and paste facility (Alternative V) are recycled and used in the mill as makeup water. 
Water that is in excess of mill makeup water requirements would be treated to meet MPDES permit
requirements prior to discharge in the Clark Fork River.  During low flow water could be stored in
the mine until the river flow increased.  Water could also be routed through the reverse osmosis
system to further reduce constituents in the water before discharge.  An analysis of the potential
impacts on water quality in the Clark Fork River is provided in Chapter 4-Hydrology.

 

11.  The SDEIS does not include adequate data or analysis of surface water quality and therefore cannot conclude

that surface and ground water resources will be adequately protected.  This includes acid mine drainage production

and treatment, ground water contamination (from any source, including nitrates), etc.  (S2034)

 Response:  Chapter 3 of the final EIS contains the baseline water quality data and Chapter 4 contains
the impact analysis of the proposed discharge for Alternatives I through V.  These analyses are based
on conventional chemical mass balance equations for both surface and ground water.  Additional text
has been added to Chapter 4 to discuss the impacts of these changes in surface water.  Acid mine
drainage and ground water impacts are also analyzed in the EIS.

12.  There are entities spending huge amounts of money, coordinating vast physical support in order to clean up the

upper Clark Fork.  What is the point if Asarco waste is just going to degrade the river again 100 miles downstream? 

Isn't there some governmental guideline about counter productive authority?  Please look into this.  (S3579)

Response: Progress has been made in remediating pollution in the upper Clark Fork River Basin from
both historic mining and other industrial activities.  Unlike historic mining activities that  have
resulted in the necessity for remedial action under federal Superfund programs, the proposed Sterling
Rock Creek project, if permitted, would be required to meet stringent standards as set forth in the
MPDES discharge permit and other permits.  These requirements would be protective of current
beneficial uses and the environment.
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13.  What will the lon g term affects be for thirty years o f treated water, the accu mulation ha s to end up som ewhere

232 pou nds of nitrogen, 22 5 pound s of aluminum , .01 pound s of arsenic, 1 poun d of cadmiu m, 4 poun ds of copper,

1 pound of lead, 105 pounds of manganese, 21 pounds of zinc and 552 pounds of solids per day has to go

somewhere? Who's to guarantee Asarco won't dump the maximum?  (S5066)

Response:  Nutrients and metals are naturally present in surface water resources, and are taken up by
or utilized by living organisms, attached to sediments, or transported further downstream.  The
Alternative V water treatment system would ensure discharges from the proposed project meet
MPDES permit requirements.

14.  The SDEIS admits that stormwater runoff and seepage from the confluence mill site could impact the mainstem

of Rock Creek. Page 4-42 states "that waste rock used in the construction of the proposed mill pad construction

would potentially increase the load of nitrogen, TSS, and other non-toxic constituents in Rock Creek during the

period of construction, and that resultant water quality impacts on Rock Creek cannot be estimated with certainty.” 

These discharg es from the mill pad  will effect the West Fork as we ll.  Page 4 of the Statem ent of Basis adm its this,

stating that storm water, mine drainage, and potentially process water from the mill area will be discharged to the

West Fork.  These impacts must be discussed. (S6318)

 Response:  The statement of basis, incorrectly listed the West Fork of Rock Creek as the receiving
water for Outfall 004; the discharge for Outfall 004 is to Rock Creek.  This typographical error has
been corrected in the final.  The effluent limits for Outfall 004 are based on protecting the existing
instream water quality, and are limited to significant precipitation events.

15.  Any increase in pollutants in the Clark Fork River could impair the aquatic resources of the river and hence the

Cabinet M ountains Wilde rness.  Moreove r, and despite ou r organization's focu s on designated  Wilderness, we m ust

express our concern with the proposal to place 100 million tons of mining waste along Rock Creek and near the

Clark Fork, and to potentially discharge 3 million gallons of wastewater every day into the Clark Fork River.  The

Clark Fork system has suffered greatly from past abuse.  It needs projects aimed at restoration, not further

degrad ation.  (S63 48) 

Response:  Alternative V was developed to mitigate potential environmental impacts associated with
the proposed project.  All discharges would need to comply with limitations identified in the MPDES
permit.  There are no direct impacts to the wilderness predicted from the mine and certainly not
relative to the discharge of treated water that meets MPDES permit limits.  The mine would not
discharge its potential maximum volume of water until the end of mine life (see the water balance
table for Alternative V in Chapter 2).

 

16.  Page 2-99 5th paragraph "Effects are predicted to impact  ..."  Is it appropriate and acceptable to USFS and

MDEQ to admit that "surface water quality from spills and pipelines ruptures, wilderness lake water levels and

aquatic life" are significant - yet they will approve of this degree of habitat degradation.  Again impacts to lake

levels and region al seeps and g round wa ter have not bee n addressed.  U nder the CW A, it is the Corps'

responsibility to assess these potential indirect, yet substantial impacts (again see page C-6, Section 23 0.10 (b).  It

is ironic that th e Corps re quires so m uch mitig ation an d study o n smaller in depen dent pro jects' impac ts to wetland s. 

What is the  impact to  downs tream effec ts and M tn Goa t habitat w hen wild erness lake s are affected ?  None  of this

has bee n addre ssed, yet the p roject prop osal indica tes (admits) th ese are rea l potential im pacts.  (S4832)(S4833)

Response:  This paragraph is a summary of significant or potentially significant impacts.  Under
Alternative V, there is a very remote risk of subsidence and surface expression of that subsidence
that would affect surface waters, primarily the wilderness lakes above the ore body and their
associated wetlands and riparian areas.  The risk of accidents, spills, and pipeline failures, while
slightly more likely than subsidence, is sti ll very unlikely.  Nevertheless, because there is a risk,
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however small, the agencies, including the Corps of Engineers, need to disclose that the impacts from
these events should they occur could be significant to surface waters and aquatic life.  That is the
purpose of an EIS, to disclose potential impacts.  The impacts from these events are described in
more detail in Chapter 4, Hydrology, Wetlands and Nonwetland Waters of the U.S., and
Aquatics/Fisheries.  Mitigations would be required should these events occur and result in impacts to
the environment.  Contingency plans would be developed for the more likely scenarios prior to mine
operation, but there is no way to predict and plan for all possible variations.  There are no predicted
impacts to mountain goats from these events, but impacts to the goats from the mine are described in
Chapter 4, Biodiversity.

17.  Page 2-50 of the SDEIS admits impacts from the evaluation adit in Alternative V will be the same as alternative

II, i.e., 59,000  tons of wa ste rock an d 119,0 00 tons o f ore will be sto red at the m outh of th e evalua tion adit.  Ru noff

from the waste ro ck and ore stoc kpiles will still impact the West Fork o f Rock Creek u nder Alternative V , and those

impacts must be disclosed.  In addition, these discharges must be permitted as a point source under the Clean Water

Act and Montana regulations. (S6318)

Response:  Runoff from the waste rock dump and evaluation adit area would be diverted and
collected in a lined pond.  Water would be used for drilling or would be treated prior to discharge to
the Clark Fork River.  No discharge is planned to the West Fork of Rock Creek.  Water from the face
of the dump would be captured in toe ponds at the base of the dump and infiltrate into the ground.

18.  Page S-16, paragraph 4. Please provide info on source of 7mg/L TSS; N and P estimates and estimates of

potential h arm of th ose estima ted amo unts to eco system m ust be pa rt of final EIS .  There are  also other  elemen ts

(metals, etc) tha t must be e valuated . (S3462)

Response: As a result of public comments on the supplemental draft EIS, sediment modeling was
updated by the USFS using the R1-WATSED model.  Results of sediment modeling using R1-
WATSED are provided in Chapter 4-Hydrology and Appendix N.  A complete analysis of potential
water quality impacts, including impacts from nitrogen, phosphorus, and other elements, is presented
in Chapter 4- Hydrology. 

19.  Page 2 -118 inc reases of sed iment an d nitrate loa ds to Roc k Ck. is con sidered.  co ncern: b ut not me tals? This is

absurd. Take a look at Upper Stanley Ck. just below the mill site at Troy. And at the above cited NOV.  (S5093)

Response:  The mill patio for the proposed project would be built from non-mineralized waste rock. 
As such, some residual nitrogen from blasting agents is expected.  Leaching of metals from non-
mineralized waste rock is not predicted as described in Chapter 4.  Increased sediment would
primarily be caused by road side construction activities and not caused by tailings or  waste rock.

20.  The SD EIS spe aks at leng th abou t how m oving the  mine's m ill facilities to the "co nfluence " location  will

eliminate  project-rela ted impa cts to aqua tic life and fishe ries in the We st Fork of R ock Cree k.  

Pages S-20 and 2 -122 of the SDEIS state that "moving  the mill site to the Rock Creek confluence (alternatives IV

and V) elimina tes the project-related imp acts to population s of bull and westslop e cutthroat trout in the W est Fork

of Rock Creek as well as reducing sediment impacts to spawning habitat and fish populations in Rock Creek below

the confluence with its East Fork."  

Additionally, p. S-16 states that "for Alternatives IV and V, suspended sediment produced from construction of the

mill facility, and  residual n itrate from b lasting wo uld not effe ct the West F ork of Ro ck Creek  becaus e the mill wo uld

be locate d farther d ownstrea m, there w ould be  less road co nstruction /reconstru ction, and  there wo uld be n o waste

rock dump."  
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Howe ver, these state ments ar e not sup ported b y informa tion presen ted in the S DEIS .  Review o f the projec t clearly

shows that discha rges from the eva luation adit and  mill area, and their ac cess road, will still impact the We st Fork

with increa sed load s of sedime nts, nitrates, an d metals . (S6318)

Response:  Please see the results of R1-WATSED modeling presented in Chapter 4 - Hydrology as
well as comments and responses in FISH-601 and T&E-501.  The discussion of potential impacts to
west fork of Rock Creek aquatics/fisheries resources was modified to indicate that minor impacts are
predicted in the short term and negligible impacts are predicted over the long-term.

The supplemental EIS was incorrect in stating that moving the mill to the confluence area would
eliminate impacts to the West Fork of Rock Creek.  The implementation of Alternatives IV or V
would still have a small effect on suspended sediment generation in the West Fork of Rock Creek
from the upgrading of the access road to the evaluation adit site.  This effect would be much smaller
for Alternatives IV and V compared to the other action alternatives. Alternatives II and III would
increase 25.7 and 19.3 mg/L of suspended sediment (respectively) while Alternatives IV and V
would increase 7.2 and 4.4 mg/L (respectively) over existing conditions.  The drainage that the
confluence mill site is located in drains to the East Fork of Rock Creek so sediment increases from
this area would be removed from the West Fork of Rock Creek. The evaluation adit area does not
have a defined channel and is located in a mostly talus area so no sediment transport is expected with
the activities in this area which would be located in the west fork watershed. Table 2-21 displays the
amount of road mileage required for each alternative.

21.  Plea se take the tim e to further stu dy the im pacts of sed imentatio n and n utrient load s to the Clar k Fork R iver. 

(S5159)

Response:  Please refer to Chapter 4-Hydrology for a complete discussion of the potential impacts of
the proposed project as they relate to sediment and nutrients.  If the project is approved, a
comprehensive water resources monitoring plan would be implemented.  As a part of this plan, water
samples from a variety of stations would be collected and analyzed for nutrients and total suspended
solids, as well as for a variety of other constituents. 

22.  Larg e flows from  the mine  site and tailin gs impo undm ent will carry  sedimen ts, potentially w ith heavy  metals

and nutrient contamination.  Impacts associated with anticipated discharges, and potential failure of impoundment

facilities represents an unac ceptable risk to nation ally important do wnstream reso urces including th e Clark Fork

River, Clark Fork  Delta, and P end Oreille Lake . Accumu lation and con centration of mine  pollutants in the delta are

of particula r concern  to us due  to the significa nt fishery, wa terfowl an d wetlan d wildlife va lues in this are a. 

(S5124)

Response:  A complete analysis of the potential impacts of the proposed project is provided in
Chapter 4, Hydrology, Aquatics/Fisheries, and Threatened and Endangered Species (Bull Trout). 
Impacts of the magnitude referenced in this comment are not anticipated.

23.  Page 2-73 4th paragraph "There will be 114 acres of sediment reduction work  ..."  Does this indicate that the

BMP's may be ineffective?  Is there any way to make sure these will be effective upfront? (S4832)(S4833)

Response:  The sediment reduction plan would require Sterling to mitigate an amount of sediment
that meets or exceeds the predicted sediment increase in Rock Creek from implementation of
Alternative V.  Please see “Rationale for Alternative V Sediment Mitigation Calculation” discussion
presented in Appendix N.  This is equal to the amount predicted by the R1-WATSED Model and
then doubled to provide for a safety factor. The limited amount of validation of the sediment side of
the R1-WATSED Model was also taken into consideration of the final amount of sediment mitigation
required by Sterling.  Appendix H discusses the expected effectiveness from past evaluations of
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BMP's on the Kootenai National Forest.  Appendix K discusses the monitoring process to determine
effectiveness over mine life.

24.  Reduce existing sediment sources in Rock Creek to offset the increased sediment loads from the mine.  (S3701)

Is it possible that you could require Asarco to reduce existing sediment sources in Rock Creek to offset the increased

sediment loads that mine construction will bring.  (S4801)

Response:  Please refer to Chapter 4 - Hydrology for a discussion of sediment yield and mitigations. 
See also comments and responses in T&E501 regarding the sediment mitigation plan.

25.   Page 4-74 under “Nutrients” “Discharge of treated mine water .. in minor increases of nitrogen ...”  See page

4-32, 4th paragraph - there it is stated “no increases.”  Which is it? (S4832)(S4833)

Response:  The treated discharge from the mine will contain nitrogen and therefore increase the
concentration of nitrogen in the receiving water.  The text has been edited for consistency in this
regard.

26.  Desc ribe the im pacts tha t the mine's d ischarge  will impose  on the C lark Fork  and its ab ility to assimilate

nutrients. (S3701)

Cond uct detailed  studies on  the impa cts the min e's discharg e will have  on the C lark Fork  and it's ability to

assimilate nutrient loads.(  S5159)

The nutrients presen tly in the Clark Fork R iver are already too  high and n eed to be mo re quickly addre ssed before

more are added. (S5621)

Response:  A discussion of baseline water quality conditions as they relate to nutrients is presented in
Chapter 3, and the potential impacts of the proposed project are discussed in Chapter 4. 

27.  Page 3-15 last paragraph In the report cited, how has nitrate been assessed?  Check with tribes who state that

nitrate levels are high.  (S4832)(S4833)

Response:  Nitrate was assessed using a mixing analysis.  The concentration of nitrate in the Clark
Fork River is disclosed in the EIS, and is compared to water quality criteria.  See Chapter 4 -
Hydrology.

28.  Page 3 -22 und er (b.) Wher e is this 75%  of soluble n itrogen co ming fro m?  Th e tributaries u pstream  are largely

native.  (S4832)(S4833)

Response:  Non-point sources such as residential development, agricultural and silvicultural activities 
are likely responsible for  this loading.

29.  Estim ate the tota l amou nts of explo sives used so  that nitrog en levels ca n be acc urately pre dicted.  Nu trients

such as this contribute to algal blooms, which increases the Biological Oxygen Demand in the Clark Fork and can

be detrimental to aquatic life. (S5159)

Response:  The nitrate concentration in the untreated mine wastewater is based on the Troy mine and
other similar mining operations in the state.  The nitrate concentration in the treated discharge is
determined by the treatment system but levels must comply with limits in the proposed MPDES
permit (see Appendix D).  The impacts to the receiving waters of the nitrogen in the discharge are
discussed in Chapter 4.
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30.  Page 3 -47 3rd  full parag raph:  Th e Clark F ork River is p resently co nsidered  unpollu ted (Priscu 1 989). 

(S4832)(S4833)

Response:  The Clark Fork River is considered unpolluted with regard to biological oxygen demand.

31.  Page 4-56, paragraph 5 – The discussion of the Priscu report does not make it clear that his analysis was based

on untreated water with an estimated NO2 +NO3 load of 17 mg/l.  (S5)

Response:  A typographical error in the text has been corrected to clarify this concern.

32.  Pag e 4-74, p aragra ph 1 – It w ould seem  approp riate to me ntion tha t FDR 1 50 wou ld be pa ved in this

discussion  of sedime ntation. (S5 ) 

Response:  The fact that FDR 150 will be paved was added to the discussion.

33.  Page 4-66 reagents: (also App F):  In the DEIS was a rather cryptic discussion of impacts from the use of

reagents.  Where does the 23,500 ppm of potassium in the Troy tailings (DEIS - Table 4-17) come from?  In the

SDEIS more information is presented.  A taste test was done on fish from Lake Ck below the tailings pond which

revealed an adverse effect on fish.  This should be included in the discussion.  Testing should have been done on

reagent residues in the tailings water.  How will these be effected in the treatment systems?  (S5093)

Response:  Potassium, a common ion, has only a narrative standard.  The discussion on mine
reagents was based on the original data submitted by the applicant in ASARCO’s 1986 application. 
This information, and the discussion based on it, was updated for the EIS.  Flavor of fish often varies
within and between sites due to habitat differences and/or seasonal condition.

34.  Lastly, the NEPA document must provide a more detailed discussion of impacts caused by reagents used in the

milling process, particularly xanthate which is known to be toxic to fish.   (S6318)

Response:  The discussion on the potential effects of mine reagents, particularly xanthates, was
expanded in the EIS.  As indicated in the effects evaluation, the outcome of a spill cannot be
predicted in advance given the many variables associated with it.

35.  Volume 2 page c-17 section 6.1.  The project will impact a private water supply. Reference paragraph at

bottom of page 4-40 and top of page 4-41. (S4892)

Response:  The text has been revised to state that the proposed project could potentially reduce
surface water flows to Miller Gulch, however the impacts from reduced flows cannot be quantified. 
The existing beneficial uses for surface water from Miller Gulch include power generation,
irrigation, and domestic uses (Water rights PO29428, W131977, and W131978).  Sterling would be
required, under the Metal Mine Reclamation Act to repair or replace any existing use of surface or
ground water that was affected by the proposed project.

36.  The EIS  must address potential danger to aquatic resources as well as the most important source of drinking

water for this part of the Pacific Northwest. (S4368)

Response:  An analysis of potential impacts related to fisheries and water quality are provided in
Chapter 4 of the EIS.

37.  The S DEIS  and oth er availab le informa tion set forth to  date do  not, in our  opinion , guaran tee that the q uality

of water for downstream will not be seriously impaired.  (S5765)

We need further testing to prove that the discharge of mining waste will not seriously effect the health of humans

and wildlife in that area. (S6638)
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Response:  A comprehensive water resources monitoring plan (see Appendix K) is proposed to
address issues related to water conditions in the future.

38.  In addition to failing to present adequate design information on the treatment system, the also SDEIS

understa tes the imp acts that the  expected  concen trations of m etals in the m ine discha rge will ha ve on w ater qua lity

in the Clark Fork  River.

Page 4-28 of the SDEIS states that "the impact of treated discharge on the quality of water in the Clark Fork River

in Montana and Idaho would not be measurable."  

Page 4-7 0 says "meta ls levels in the Clark Fork w ould remain  below Mo ntana's cold wa ter aquatic life standard s,

and that impacts from metals loading to aquatic life in the Clark Fork River and Lake Pend Oreille would be

negligible." 

These state ments ar e contrad icted by info rmation  presented  in MPD ES perm it.  (S6318)

Response:  The Agencies believe the analyses of water quality impacts presented in Chapter 4-
Hydrology are technically adequate.

All components of the Alternative V water treatment system (that is, clarification, filtration,
nitrification trickling-filter, reverse osmosis, anoxic biotreatment denitrification cells, and extended
aeration effluent polishing) have been successfully used to treat mine wastewater similar in nature
and under similar climatic conditions to those anticipated at the Rock Creek mine.  While it is
reasonable to assume that the final design and layout of the proposed water treatment system may
require minor modifications to more accurately reflect site specific conditions (such as chemical
constituents, flow rates, and water temperature), the water treatment system proposed as part of
Alternative V should be capable of providing the level of water treatment required by the proposed
MPDES discharge permit. 

39.  With the known harmful effects of the acids used in mining, set backs should be further back from the water due

to the heavy amounts of precipitation in this area. (S6638)

I believe tha t we need  further testing  to prove th at the disch arge will n ot effect wate r quality.  Th e mix of ac ids in

the mining process could seriously effect the health of humans and wildlife downstream.(S5100)

Response:  A complete disclosure of analyses is provided in Chapter 4-Hydrology and
Aquatics/Fisheries.  Environmental impairment due to use of acid is not predicted for the proposed
Rock Creek Mine.  Some of the reagents proposed for use at the mill are toxic to aquatic organisms. 
The greatest risk of impact from these materials would be from a spill of reagents en route to the
mill, although reagent residues in tailings could potentially affect fish should they reach surface
waters from pipeline rupture or tailings facility failure.

40.  Asarco must control all overflows, by passes, holding ponds and the tailings impoundments, whether it be a 100

year storm  or a natu ral disaster o r a minin g catastro phe.  The y must ha ve a proc edure to c over all po ssible

catastrophes and have the equipment to handle them all.  These procedures must be at hand and workable, not

merely on paper. (S3490)

Response:  Alternative V includes requirements for a Spill Prevention and Cleanup Plan (a draft is in
the hardrock permit application and supporting information for the MPDES permit application for
Alternative V), a Monitoring Alert Levels/Corrective Action Plan, and a Remedial Action Plan. 
These plans would be finalized prior to commencement of the proposed project for the most likely
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situations.  There is no way to predict all catastrophes due to the numerous variables.  Equipment
would be available to implement these plans prior to commencement of mining activities.

41.  The real risk from the tailings containment is the extremely high likelihood that in a very few years there will be

a catastrophic storm flooding event which would easily either breach the entire tailings containment structure or

create a liquid slurry which massively overflows the containment structure.  Asarco knows this, and its argument

that the pro posed stru cture is prote cted to stan d up m erely to a 1 0-year sto rm even t without su ch catastro phic

failures, is an unsatisfactory and deceptive response to the issue.  (S4280)

Response:  Sterling's proposed tailings impoundment is currently designed to handle the probable
maximum flood (PMF) event.  The Agencies understand a breach of the tailings impoundment dam
would be a catastrophic event.  Issues related to a breach of the tailings impoundment dam are
disclosed in Chapter 4-Geotechnical Engineering.  In addition, the Agencies have developed an
alternative method for tailings deposition (Alternative V) that addresses these concerns. 

42.  We strong ly urge the  MDE Q to redo  the assessm ent of the en vironm ental imp acts of Altern ative 5 in o rder to

fully project and account for the impacts of a plausible set of catastrophic events and system failures.  The added

analysis should encompass failures that change pollutant releases and loadings gradually over many years, but

significantly over a 30 to 50 year time span, as well as single catastrophic events, such as a pipe rupture, that can

overwhelm the assimilative capacity of the surrounding water resources and environment, with “irretrievable”

impacts o n species d iversity and  ecosystem  health, inc luding p ossibly the h ealth of hu mans livin g in the are a.  

The assistance of experts in disaster preparedness and impacts should be sought by the MDEQ in order to define the

nature of events and system failures to incorporate in new studies.  This should include careful study of unexpected

events tha t have led  to the listing o f so man y mines a s Superfu nd sites or m ajor sour ces of pollu tion in larg e areas. 

Residen ts of North Id aho ne ed look n o father so uth than  Kellogg  for a case stu dy of ho w a large  numb er of sma ll

errors in the projection of the impacts of a mine project can add up to very significant and costly impacts on a

whole region.  (S4832)(S4833)

According to the SDEIS [p. S-14], Alternative V could result in significant or potentially significant impact to water

quality from  surface w ater qua lity from spills an d pipeline  ruptures, to  wildernes s lake wa ter levels and  aquatic life

from the possibility of subside nce, and to surfa ce water qua lity and aquatic life in lowe r Rock Creek a nd Clark Fo rk

River if impoundment failure occurred.

The altern atives prese nted rely o n a Mo nitoring A lert Levels an d Contin gency/C orrective P lan [SD EIS p. S -17] . 

Comb ined with  the unce rtainties in wa ter quality ch aracteriza tion, the to-b e-provid ed alert leve ls and pla n result in

an inability by the agencies to evaluate, and the public to adequately address, the potential impacts and any

proposed mitigation.(S188) 

Response:  The EIS discloses the remote possibility of catastrophic events.  Clearly, the occurrence,
characteristics, and magnitude of such events can not be predicted with accuracy.  However, design
features such as deposition of tailings as a paste rather than in an impoundment, double walled
pipelines with emergency shutoff and leak detection systems, and prohibiting pillar robbing have
been developed under Alternative V to mitigate and limit the possible consequences of potentially
catastrophic events.

43.  3rd paragraph "Assuming the adit portal could not or would not be permanently sealed  ..."  I thought under

"Adit Clo sure" (see p age 2-7 4) it was to be plugged.

S-16 1st paragraph"Adit water would have to be perpetu ally piped" ?  Or pip ed for just 33  years?  C larify. 

Unsolv ed contra diction."W ater drain ing  ... and th en "po ssibly" into R ock Cree k."  Cha nge to ine vitably .

(S4832)(S4833)
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Response:  These statements refer to what would happen under Alternative II as adit closure is not
clearly defined in the permit application.  However, under Alternative V, the reasonable worse case
assumption used for this scenario is that water could be discharged in perpetuity.  The quality of
water exiting the mine portal would be treated and discharged, until the quality of the discharge met
MPDES permit requirements and then the adits would be plugged and sealed if other factors did not
require that the adits be free-draining.  If there is a potential for the creation of  new seeps and springs
from water stored in the workings, it may be more desirable to continue to pump the water or allow it
to drain and capture the drainage as it entered the adits; the water would then be treated, if necessary
to meet MPDES permit limits, and discharged into the Clark Fork River in perpetuity.  This decision
cannot be made until more data is collected during mining. 

44.  Page 2-118:  first incomplete paragraph "Water draining from adits  ... and then possibly into Rock Creek." 

Where else would the water go?  Isn't this considered a discharge/impact?  Corps response needed.  (S4832)(S4833)

Response:  Water in the alluvium below Rock Creek may or may not discharge to Rock Creek.

45.  Page 4-50 - mine closure concern: mine water will never (foreseeable future) return to current ambient water

quality leve ls.  Nitrate levels w ill diminish o ver time, bu t metals leve ls will continu e to be a p roblem  indefinitely. 

The water will have to be removed from the watershed and treated perpetually and plugging the adits does not solve

the problem.  After treatment the water should be returned to the head of the watershed.  (S5093)

Response:   The water would not meet standards for direct release to the headwaters of Rock Creek. 
But mine water should approach background levels of the ground water from which it came, and so
plugging the adits and sealing the water in the mine after mine water meets ground water standards
without treatment would be the most realistic alternative.  There are numerous operation problems of
maintaining pipelines and treatment systems in perpetuity that could cause more environmental
problems than the possible creation of seeps and springs from water stored in the mine.  But if
monitoring data indicated that the adits should not be plugged, then the agencies would have to
consider that option at that point in time.

46.  Use d ouble w alled pipe s made  of corrosio n resistant m aterials with le ak detectio n systems o n all pipes to

reduce metals and nutrient contamination. (S5159)

Response:  Double-walled pipes with leak detection systems would be required under Alternative V. 
Please refer to the description of Alternative V in Chapter 2 for more detail.

47.  The tailings pipeline should be located away from Rock Creek so as to protect Rock Creek water quality from

potential and inevitable leaks and ruptures. (S5092)

Response:  Please refer to Chapter 2 for details on a variety of pipeline design options.

48.  Use double walled, corrosion resistant pipelines with leak detection systems.  (S3701)(S4771)

Piping tailings 5 miles, across Rock Creek, to the impoundment area is asking for trouble.  What happens when the

pipe over Rock Creek ruptures? (S3293)

Another thing  you could u se is double-wa lled, corrosion resistant pipelines w ith leak detection systems to  guard

against metals contamination. (S4801)

Let's also reduce risk of pipeline spills by using double walled pipelines and a leak detection system. (S6740)

Response:  Please refer to Chapters 2 and 4 for additional details related to pipeline design, potential
impacts, and mitigations.  To minimize potential pipeline leakage problems, under all alternatives the
pipelines would be double-walled pipe with leak detection.  In addition, pipelines would be installed
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within a larger steel pipeline at the three stream crossings.  All pipelines would be buried under
Alternative V except at stream crossings.  The pipelines would be located on the uphill side of the
road corridor to keep the greatest distance between the pipelines and Rock Creek yet remain within
the corridor.

49.  In additio n to these issu es, we believ e the pote ntial impa cts from pip eline leaks a nd spills of m illing reage nts

must be b etter addre ssed.  The S DEIS  talks abou t using pip elines to m ove con centrate fro m the m ill to the rail

loadout facility as a mitigation for harlequin ducks and grizzly bears.  However, it must also present a better

discussion of the potential threats that the mitigation causes to aquatic life and fish in the Rock Creek drainage.

Page 4-66 talks about pipeline ruptures from the slurry, wastewater, and reclaim water and their potential to impact

water qu ality.  It says "im pacts to aq uatics an d fisheries reso urces in oth er waterb odies from  these imp robable

events would be minor."  

These events are n ot improbab le.  The tailings line at the ASA RCO Tro y mine leaked , a pipeline at ASA RCOs E ast

Helena Smelter leaked, and the Yellowstone Pipeline leaks. Leaks from the pipeline are very likely over the 30-year

life of the min e, and the  EIS sho uld recog nize it.

Additionally, page S-17 states "impacts to aquatics and fisheries from spills and/or pipeline ruptures would be

potentially significant for all action alternatives. The potential for spills would be further reduced by burial of the

pipelines under Alternative V."  

Burying the p ipeline does not red uce the potential for ru ptures and spills.  Riparia n area soils may  help absorb

some o f the spilled m aterial befo re it reaches  the creek, b ut buryin g the pipe  will also ma ke it harde r to detect,

locate an d repair p ipeline leak s in a timely m anner.  

Page 4-2 9 states that "the poten tial for tailings pipeline ruptures an d spills in the West Fork o f Rock Creek a re

eliminated under Alternatives IV and V."  This is not true.  The pipelines still cross the West Fork, just down on the

lower reach.  (S6318)

Page 2-52 - Alt V concentrate pipeline: a 3 inch pipeline from the mill to the rail loadout facility, (5 miles?), buried

in the sam e corrido r as the tailing s and wa ter pipelines .  concern : a break  in the pipe line causin g spillage o f highly

concentrated/toxic slurry...a very high risk plan.  (S5093)

Page 2 -78 - DE IS, Alt III: m itigation pla ns for chem ical spills and  pipeline ru pture to be  develop ed.  conc ern: still

not presented to public for public review.  (S5093)

Response:  Alternative V was developed to address issues related to chemical spills and potential
pipeline leakage.  The double walled pipelines would be equipped with a leak detection system
capable of identifying the stretch of pipe requiring repair.  Text related to the west fork will be
edited.  Pipeline ruptures from vandalism and breakage would be minimized through the use of
double-walled piles with leak detection systems and burial of the pipelines.  The applicant has
developed a Spill Prevention and Containment Plan to be implemented should there be a spill or
pipeline rupture.

50.  The SDEIS speaks at length about ASARCO's commitment to use double-walled pipes with leak detection on the

pipelines transporting tailings slurry, copper/silver concentrate, impoundment seepage, and degraded mine water

generated during mining.  We support the use of best available technologies for pipeline construction and leak

detection at the Rock Creek mine.
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How ever, a ny per mit issue d by th e Age ncies m ust requ ire these  design s as a co ndition  for app roval.  A SAR CO's

commitment is appreciated, but it is not legally binding.  If the Agencies are to assume the proposed pipeline

technolo gies will help  mitigate p roject-relate d impa cts, they mu st require the m as pa rt of the ope rating pe rmit.  This

issue is especially critical considering the numerous stream crossings within the pipeline utility corridor. (S6318)

Response:  If the Agencies approve an operating permit based on Alternative V, the double-walled
pipes with leak detection would be come a requirement of the hardrock permit.  They are included in
the Water Management Plan for Alternative V that provides supporting information for the MPDES

permit application.  

51.  Page 4-13  If sulfide mineral oxidation is the probable cause of elevated copper in water from the underground

workings at the Troy mine and this water reports to the tailings impoundment, what's to say that this same situation

will not present itself at Rock Creek.  Is Asarco prepared to perpetually treat water through an RO unit?  Or is the

state allowance that instantaneous dilution will occur in the Clark Fork River the solution to this problem?  (S614)

Response:  No mine water would be directly discharged to Rock Creek and Rock Creek is located
approximately 40 feet above the ground water table in the vicinity of the tailings storage facility. 
Water handling for Alternatives II through IV is illustrated in Figure 2-16.  For these alternatives,
waste water from the mine would either go to the mill, directly to the tailings impoundment, or to the
waste water treatment plant and discharge to the Clark Fork River.  Some of the water stored in a
pond on top of the tailings impoundment could be used as makeup water in the mill process and some
would be sent to the waste water treatment plant for discharge to the river.  Some of the tailings
water is expected to seep to ground water, but due to the depth of the ground water beneath Rock
Creek, no tailings seepage should reach the lower reaches of the creek.  Contingencies that were not
available at Troy would be in place to pumpback water that does no meet ground water criteria
downgradient of the impoundment.  Under Alternative V, after milling, the tailings will be slurried to
the paste plant and dewatered before deposition.  No water storage on top of the paste tailings is
proposed (Figure 2-34).  Paste tailings deposition will require approximately 20-25 percent moisture,
some of which could be from the mine.  These features would reduce seepage beneath the tailings
facility under Alternative V.

Under all action alternatives, the majority of mine water would be treated until it met MPDES
requirements without treatment prior to sealing the adits.  A large enough bond would be held such
that water could be treated in perpetuity, if necessary.  However, treatment of mine water would
cease once the adits were plugged and sealed.  Under Alternative V, there is the possibility, however,
that the adits may not be sealed in order to prevent the creation of new springs and seeps.  In that
case, water would continue to be discharged to the Clark Fork River in perpetuity.

The mine water at Troy is slightly elevated in copper with respect to surface water standards based
on hardness.  Mine water is considered to be ground water, and Troy mine water is below ground
water quality standards.  Under all action alternatives, any elevated copper in the Rock Creek mine
water would be handled in such a way that surface and ground water standards would not be
exceeded.

52.  Page 4-1 4  para.3   Plea se resolve the inconsistenc y of the above p aragraph  and the first sentence in the th ird

para. pg. 20 o f Klohn-Cripp en report, The av ailable data indica te that there are no sign ificant water chem istry

issues at the Troy Mine”.  (S614)

Response:  At the time the Klohn-Crippen report was written, limited chemistry data of the
underground pool at Troy were available.  The DEQ had mine pool water quality data from
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inspection reports that indicated copper, lead, and antimony were elevated slightly above surface
water standards based on hardness criteria.  The mine pool water meets all ground water standards. 
It appears that Klohn-Crippen’s study only focused on the applicant’s monitoring reports, which did
not include mine pool water chemistry data.  Since that time, more sampling of the mine pool has
occurred.  Chapter 4 was re-written to reflect this more recent mine pool water chemistry data.

53.  Page 4-31, table 4-9 (+) hardness value.  We have to take exception to the note that 10mg/l as used for

calculatin g Rock  Creek stan dards is co nservative .  It might be  were it not fo r the fact tha t Rock C reek has e xtremely

soft water co mpare d to other s imilar stream s in the area .  Therefore  the referenc e conserv ative is relative. 

Conservative for Rock Creek might entail calculations at a hardness of 5mg/l.(S614)

Response:  The lowest hardness value for which the formula for calculating the aquatic criteria is
valid is 25 mg/L.  Hardness values lower than 25 mg/L do not fall within the regression analyses
used to derive these equations, and may not be meaningful.  Because baseline data indicate the
average hardness of Rock Creek (10 mg/L) is lower than the 25 mg/L minimum value, the posted
criteria is conservative.

54.  The effect of the ventilation adit on water quality in wilderness lakes is also a concern. The wilderness lakes

have little buffering capability and may therefore, serve as a pot for acidification. (S6312)

Response:  No impacts water quality or quantity impacts are predicted from development of the air-
intake ventilation adit.  This would not be used to exhaust air from the mine.

55.  On page 4-11 the SEIS states "In upper Libby lake, acid anions are projected to increase by a maximum of

2.9% in 2030 for the Asarco +  Montanore cum ulative emissions while base cations would decrease by about 1% . In

lower Libby lake , acid anions are  projected to increase  by an estimated  2.8% for the A sarco + M ontanore

cumu lative emissio ns while b ase cation s would in crease by  about 1 .1%."

However, on page 4-12, the SEIS concludes "The estimated changes in acid anions and base cations are not

sufficient for the MAGIC/WAND model to project any changes in pH or alkalinity in upper and lower Libby Lakes

for either the Asarco emissions only or Asarco and Montanore cumulative emissions. The modeling results are due

to the relatively low levels of project mine emissions and associated low dispersion model projections of percent

increases in  nitrogen  and sulfu r depositio n to the Lib by lakes."

The above statements are somewhat contradictory and the figures described are only estimates, based on the

prediction of one model. In case these estimates prove incorrect, the SEIS should describe possible courses of

mitigation. And the agencies should require frequent monitoring of water quality in the lakes.  (S6312)

Response:  The modeling that was completed using the MAGIC/WAND model demonstrated no
effects on the Libby lakes.  The department has explained why the modeling resulted in this manner
and does not feel it is necessary to complete further modeling and analysis..

56.  I want answers to questions concerning the relicensing of the dams by WWP and why we don't hear of the

relationship betwee n the WWP  and their conc ern for the water qu ality with the propose d Rock Cre ek Mine so close

to their operations.  (S6597)

Response:  Nighttime operation of the Washington Water Power (now Avista Corporation) Noxon
Dam located upstream of the proposed Rock Creek Project reduces instream flows available in the
Clark Fork River at the confluence with Rock Creek.  An analysis of the potential impacts of the
operation of the Noxon Dam on water quality in the Clark Fork River is provided in Chapter 4-
Hydrology.  Relicensing of the dams has been added to cumulative impacts analysis at the end of
each appropriate resource section in Chapter 4.
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57.  Page 4 -51 See page M onitoring , Collection , and Pu mp Ba ck system;   (4) collection  ponds?   Are these sim ilar to

the toe ponds at the Troy facility?  (S614)

Response:  No.  The impoundment at the Troy Mine facility and proposed paste facility at Rock
Creek for Alternative V are characterized by fundamentally different conceptual designs.

58.  Require mining and milling to cease immediately if the discharge is not meeting environmental requirements or

if the waste water treatment facilities shut down for any reason. (S347)(S805)(S1687)(S1851)(S1905)(S4347)

(S4359)(S4363)(S4364)(S4393)(S4424)(S4427)(S4481)(S4482)(S4628) (S4633)(S4636)(S4651)(S4653)(S4655)

(S4658-S4663)(S4710)(S4714) (S4716)(S4816) (S4830) (S4871)(S4878)(S4891)(S4910)(S4912)(S5051)(S5088)

(S5159)(S5555)(S5763)(S5777)(S5790)(S5857)(S6340)(S6523)(S6526)(S6672)(S6677)(S6679)(S6806)

Response:  Should problems develop with the mine wastewater treatment facility, flow to the
treatment facility can be eliminated or reduced almost instantaneously by diverting mine inflow into
mine water storage.  Sufficient storage will be available within the mine at all stages of mine
production to store over 100 days of mine inflow.

59.  Pag e 2-65 (F igure 2-3 0): The fina l year wa ter balan ce num bers in the A lternative V  water ha ndling sc hema tic

differ from th e detailed w ater bala nce sum mary in T able 2-3  (pages 2 -32, 2-3 3).  This is to be  expected  since Tab le

2-3 was prepared for Alternative II, and Figure 2-30 for Alternative V.  It would be helpful, however, if a detailed

water balance summary was prepared for Alternative V so that the water handling and balance for the preferred

alternative  could b e reviewed  (i.e., prepare a  Table 2- 3 type wa ter balan ce summ ary for the p referred alte rnative).

(S146) 

Response:  The Alternative V water balance was presented in figure format for ease of interpretation
and to help reduce the volume of material presented.  However, a summary for Alternative V can be
found in Table 2-15.  Extensive computer output for Alternative V is on file with the Agencies, and
is available for review.

60.  Pag e 4-40, p aragra ph 4 – T he discus sion of m akeup  water req uiremen ts is misleadin g.  Increa sed runo ff,

discharged after treatment, would act to offset makeup water demand.  It should also be noted that if make-up water

is required there will be no  treated discharge w ater from the treatme nt plant to the Clark F ork River.  (S5)  

Response:  This section has been expanded to clarify this discussion.

61.  Page 2-106 3rd paragraph "Uncertainties in Agencies analysis  ..." (Chapter 4) (S4832)(S4833)

Response:  Uncertainties in the Agencies’ analyses are discussed in detail in Chapter 4 - Hydrology.

62.  Page S-14 Issue 3 "e ffects for impo undm ent failure."   So impo undm ent may fail, if this is the case see bullet #4

under Issue 1; also to what degree will surface water and aquatic life in lower Rock Creek and Clark Fork River be

affected? (S4832)(S4833)

Page 2 -105 1s t bullet Con tradiction w ith Issue 3 (sa me pag e)- - on on e hand  it is stated that "n o meas urable

impacts a re predicte d for surfac e or grou nd wate r resource s in Idaho ," yet "Effe cts from im pound ment failu re" will

affect Clark  Fork R iver. (S4832)(S4833)

Response:  The probability of tailings impoundment failure is considered remote although the
impacts would be catastrophic.  Therefore, the impacts have been discussed quantitatively in Chapter
4-Hydrology, but not included in the summary of probable impacts.

63.  Page 4-186 1st incomplete paragraph:  Bring to attention the statement "Any permanent change in ground

water quality  ... be an irreversible commitment of resources."  Change in ground water quality?  See Page 1-10

under "Water Quality Permits", " ... facilities  ... must be  ... constructed and operated  ... to prevent  ... that may

degrade surfa ce and grou nd waters  ..."  This shou ld not be perm itted.  Also "Becau se the concentra tions  ... the loss
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of higher qua lity water in the Clark Fo rk River would  be ... irretrievable."  This admission by ASARCO to a

reduction  in water q uality in Cla rk Fork R iver.  Is this in kee ping with  Section 4 01, and  Monta na Wa ter Quality  Act,

and ultimately Idaho's water quality standards?  Statement by ASARCO did not use the words "potential" or

"could." (S4832)(S4833)

Response:  Degradation is defined by rule ARM 17.30.715 and the MPDES limits would prevent
degradation according to these criteria.  However, there would be an increase in the load of nutrients
and metals to the Clark Fork River, and that load would not be removed from the river once it was
added to it — that is what would be irreversible.

64.  Pag e 2-124 , paragra ph 2. Re : tailings imp oundm ent failure. ?This impact ha s been defined a s having a sho rt

term irreversible impact and a long term excursion of water quality.” What is a ?short term irreversible impact”?

How is it different from a ?long term” or simply ?irreversible” impact?(S3462)

Response:  Short-term but irreversible implies the impact could not be prevented but that  in the long-
term the impact would not continue to occur.

65.  Treat on line drainage and runoff from the exploration adit prior to the discharge. (S6740)

Response:  Under all action alternatives, excess water from the exploration adit that is not used in the
mining process would be treated prior to discharge.  Drainage from the exploration adit would be
treated using a portable reverse osmosis unit under Alternative V or ion exchange unit under
Alternatives II, III, and IV located at the support facilities site for each alternative.  Stormwater from
undisturbed areas would be diverted away from the site.  Stormwater within the evaluation adit portal
site would be collected in a pond and sent to the treatment plant prior to discharge to the Clark Fork
River.

.

66.  In ac cordan ce with the  Clean W ater Act (CW A), the Co rp. of Eng ineers (CO E) should  recogn ize the proje ct will

result in significant environmental impact and potentially violate provisions of the CWA. (S188)

Response:  The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (COE) does recognize that the project may result in
significant environmental impacts to aquatic resources.  The COE Omaha District Regulatory Office
has commented on the various alternatives proposed in the draft EIS in an attempt to either avoid,
minimize, or develop appropriate mitigative measures to limit any adverse impacts to either wetlands
or water of the U.S.  The EIS process is also looking in-depth at any potential downstream impacts,
including surface and ground water discharges from the proposed mining project.  In accordance with
the Clean Water Act (CWA), the COE will not issue a 404 permit for any mining alternative that
cannot obtain a State of Montana 401 - water quality certification.

67.  Please cite/demonstrate this is in compliance with CWA.  We know the EPA guidelines can be changed

(Spokesman Review dated 2/13/98 - level leads acceptable at 288-fold increase of EPA standards, because the

discharge could not be maintained at current EPA standards.  These standards are political and not

environmentally/ scientifically assessed.  Any analysis of this potential in the Clark Fork Basin?(S4832)(S4833)

Response: Project discharges must comply with all applicable water quality standards.  These
standards apply in the receiving water and do not apply to the effluent.  Water quality standards and
effluent limits are analyzed in the MPDES discharge permit.
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WTR-303  Ground Water Quality

1.  In additio n to shortc oming s in predictin g the qu ality of seepa ge from th e impou ndme nt, the SD EIS fails to

present a conclusive discussion of where that contaminated ground water will migrate.  The general assumption

presented in the DEIS, and apparently carried forth to the SDEIS, is that contaminated seepage from the tailings

impoundment will discharge to the Clark Fork River alluvium, and moreover, that since there is such a high dilution

capac ity in the Cla rk Fork, n o adver se effects will occ ur. 

This assumption is also presented in the Statement of Basis for the current Draft MPDES permit:  page 19 states

that "it is assumed that ground water in both of the hydrostratigraphic units eventually mixes with the alluvial

aquifer associated  with the Clark Fo rk River."  Page  3 of the S.O.B. states “th e underlying a quifers are

hydrolo gically con nected to  the Clark F ork River.”

This assumption, and the SDEIS impacts analysis based upon it, fail to consider the potential impacts that seepage

from the impoundment could have on water quality and aquatic life in Rock Creek.  Yet several statements in the

EIS pro cess sugg est that there  is in fact a gro und wa ter flow com ponen t towards R ock Cree k.  

In their 1990 Petition for Modification of Ambient Water, ASARCO states that "ground water flow direction in the

tailings impoundment and land application areas generally is towards the Clark Fork River.  There is also a smaller

comp onent o f flow towa rds Rock  Creek." (p age 13 ) 

Figure 2 in the MPDES permit Statement of Basis shows that compliance monitoring wells will be located between

the tailings im pound ment an d Rock  Creek.  Th ese wells are  placed h ere for a rea son, and  the reade r must assu me it

is to monitor ground water flowing from the impoundment toward Rock Creek.

The potentiom etric surface maps (ba sal gravel/shallow b edrock aqu ifer and the shallow  unconsolida ted sediments)

presented in AS ARCO ’s Water Man agemen t Plans (WMP ) clearly indicate that at least a po rtion of the aquifers

impacte d by tailing s impou ndme nt seepag e will flow tow ards Ro ck Creek .  

Page S-17 and 2-119 of the SDEIS states “discharge of tailings impoundment seepage to Rock Creek, Miller Gulch,

and the Clark Fork River would be nearly eliminated.”  

The only data presented to refute the hydrological connection between ground water beneath the tailings

impoundment and surface water in Rock Creek is presented in Section 8 of the Evaluation of the Tailing

Impoundment Seepage Study found in ASARCO's WMP. In that discussion, data from one monitoring well (MW-21)

is used to conclude that "Rock Creek is perched approximately 40 feet above adjacent ground water levels, and

therefore is not recharged from ground water in the area of the proposed impoundment." (p. 40)

Other evidence discussed above contradicts this conclusion.  At a minimum, ASARCO and Agencies must present

more statistically meaningful and definitive data to demonstrate there is no hydrologic connection between ground

water associated with the tailings impoundment and Rock Creek.  That discussion must also delineate the "gaining"

and "lo sing" rea ches of R ock Cree k in the imp oundm ent area.  

Until that data is presented, Rock Creek must be considered a “receiving water” for seepage from the tailings

impoundment, and the potential impacts to water quality and aquatic life from that seepage must be presented

during th e NEP A proce ss. In that asse ssment, the  Agenc ies must co nsider the fo llowing fa cts.  

The ground water mixing zone associated with the tailings impoundment extends to, and includes, the mainstem of

Rock C reek east o f the tailings im pound ment.  M ontana  mixing zo ne rules [A RM1 7.30.50 6] (wa ter quality

assessment for mixing zones) require the Department to consider (a) biologically important areas and (e) passage of

aquatic  organism s (including  access to trib utaries), (g) aq uifer chara cteristics, (h) grou nd wate r discharg es to
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surface water, and (I) discharges to intermittent and ephemeral streams. The mixing zone analysis for the tailings

impou ndme nt discha rges to Ro ck Creek  must ad dress all these  issues. 

The MPDES permit allows ASARCO to increase metals concentrations—including copper and zinc—in the ground

water at th e end of th e mixing  zone to lev els several tim es higher  than tho se adop ted to prote ct aqua tic life. 

Addition ally, it allows A SARC O to incre ase nitrog en conc entration s in the gro und wa ter to 7.5 m g/L.  The im pacts

from increased metals loads on aquatic life—including insects in the hyporheic zone, and the possibility of

increased algae densities in the mainstem of Rock Creek, must be addressed.

Surface water in Rock Creek is extremely soft, and susceptible to metals contamination, as evidenced by the

following statements in the SDEIS:  p 3-15 states "the concentrations of cadmium, copper, lead, and zinc at times

exceede d num eric water q uality stand ards du ring the ba seline perio d of mea sureme nt.  This is due  to the extrem ely

low hard ness in Ro ck Creek .”

Page 4 -48  “be cause o f the lower h ardness a nd less dilutio n capa city in Roc k Creek, su ch a disch arge m ay result in

exceedence  of standards in R ock Creek eve n though the  same water w ould not violate stan dards in then C lark Fork

River.” 

Page 4-6 7 “in the event of a  spill, the impact to the lower 1 .0 mile of Rock C reek would b e the most severe be cause

of the relatively low flow and soft water in Rock Creek.”  

The exp anded  tailings imp oundm ent ana lysis must co nsider the im pacts tha t metal disch arges will h ave on a quatic

life in Rock Creek, espe cially considering the so ftness of the water.

The pump back system proposed to capture contaminated seepage before it migrates beyond the agency-approved

mixing zo ne may  adversely  effect flows in R ock Cree k.  

 Page 4-51 says “a potential ground water recovery well system similar to that proposed for alternatives II through

IV would b e installed if monitoring sh owed a viola tion of the MPD ES permit limits an d other mea sures were

ineffective at resolving the situation.”  

The analysis of potential impacts to Rock Creek must consider whether the cone of depression created by the pump

back wells will intercept alluvial ground water flows, and consequently, reduce flows in Rock Creek.

The expanded discussion must also address the lack of detailed baseline water quality data in the area of the

tailings imp oundm ent.   

The dra ft MPD ES perm it states that "to  ensure tha t the com pliance su rface (perim eter of the m ixing zon e) is

adequately d elineated and a  suitable baseline for the p roposed com pliance wells is develop ed in a timely ma nner,

the perm ittee will subm it a Work P lan to the D epartm ent for review  and ap proval   Th e Work P lan mu st contain

recommendations for the location, design, and development of monitoring wells to delineate the spatial and

tempor al variab ility in water q uality para meters do wngra dient of the  propos ed impo undm ent."

We believe this baseline information must be collected now and presented in the EIS process.  We also request that

the Ground water Work Plan include a requirement to sample ground water, and particularly the alluvial ground

water adjacent to Rock Creek, for the presence of aquatic life in the hyporheic zone.  Insects in the hyporheic zone

may provide an important food source for native fish in Rock Creek, and the NEPA document must disclose the

potential impac ts that high metals con centrations ma y have on tha t food source, pa rticularly considering the se

aquifers will be a part of the agency-approved mixing zone.
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In addition, the draft permit does not require the contaminated seepage from the tailings impoundment to meet

surface w ater stand ards, desp ite the ackn owledg ed hydr ologica l connec tion betw een seep age from  the tailings to

the Clark F ork River (a nd Ro ck Creek  and M iller Gulch ).  As noted  in previou s Coalition  comm ents, polluta nts

discharged to g round wa ters that are hydrolog ically connected to  surface waters mu st be regulated un der a

traditional NPDES point source permit.  This has not been done at Rock Creek. (S6318)

Conce ntrations o f metals in R ock Cree k near the  paste stora ge facility sho uld not b e allowed  to get high er than in

the Clark Fork River.  The basis for our concern is that the estimated ground water quality that would develop from

the paste facility (Table 4-13; Statement of Basis, MPDES permit, page 20) is quite poor relative to aquatic water

quality criteria. We und erstand that the do cument states (pag e 3-24) that grou nd water is expec ted to flow toward

the Clark Fork River, and not toward Rock Creek, and that there would only be about 30 gpm of seepage water

(page 4 -50).  Ho wever, if these  estimates tu rn out to b e wrong , and the g round w ater mov es toward  and surfa ces in

Rock Creek, there must be provisions for pumping back contaminated ground water to the paste facility.  If the

pumpback is necessary, measures must be taken to prevent stream dewatering.  Metals concentrations in Rock

Creek water im mediately adja cent to and do wnstream o f the paste storage facility shou ld be monitore d to assure

that metals concentrations do not increase.  (S1816)

Response:  No impacts to ground water quality are predicted outside the agency-approved ground
water mixing zone for Alternative V.  Alternative V includes plans for extraction wells that would
create a hydraulic barrier to prevent offsite migration of constituents in ground water.

Rock Creek appears to be perched on impermeable bedrock in the vicinity of the proposed tailings
disposal facility.  The static ground water level is approximately 40 feet below the Creek.  Therefore,
while there is a component of ground water flow towards Rock Creek, the creek is not hydraulically
connected to the aquifer in this area.  Likewise, the cone of depression from a hydraulic containment
system should not interfere with the base flow in Rock Creek at reaches adjacent to and downstream
of the tailings disposal area.  Under Alternative II, there would be a large hydraulic head buildup in
the proposed tailings impoundment.  This increase in head could rise above the elevation of Rock
Creek.  In this case, there potentially could be flow into the creek.  Under Alternative V, there would
be no hydraulic head buildup in a tailings disposal facility because this alternative eliminates the
need for ponding water on top of the tailings.  Therefore, the hydraulic gradient would not be able to
increase to levels that would cause ground water to flow into Rock Creek.  In either case, compliance
monitoring wells would be strategically located between the tailings facility and the river and Rock
Creek to document water quality conditions in this area. 

2.  Page s 4-37, 4- 38, Tab les 4-11, 4 -12:  Ha s addition al Troy tailin gs impo undm ent seepa ge water  quality da ta

been collected in 1996 and 1997?  We believe it would be prudent to disclose additional data for those elements for

which there is minimal data in Tables 4-11 and 4-12, such as arsenic, antimony, barium, chromium, mercury and

selenium.

Without adequate data EPA will remain concerned that insufficient ground water quality data has been collected at

Troy to provide the proper basis for concluding that there has been no ground water contamination at the Troy

tailings imp oundm ent.  There  must be a  realization th at the unc ertainty aro und the  baseline in formatio n directly

affects the co nclusion s that will be re ached .  The base  needs to b e adequ ate in size an d tempo ral distributio n to

account for variation within and between months and between years, and be related to the degree of precision

needed  in the imp act evalu ation.  We  note that T roy tailings w ater has b een foun d to be ac utely toxic (p age 4-6 7). 

The lack of ad equate Troy ta ilings ground w ater data and  information up on which to b ase a conclusio n is a

concern.
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The FMEA report (page 31) indicates that it is difficult to extend the operational and post-closure mine water

chemistry at the Troy mine to the prospective Rock Creek Mine. The Klohn-Crippen draft FMEA report noted the

need to monitor dissolved and total metal water chemistry from both the Troy and Rock Creek mines during

operation of the Rock Creek mine.  They indicated that arsenic, antimony, barium, chromium, copper, lead,

manganese, selenium and zinc should be monitored for both the Troy and Rock Creek mines (page 19 and 29 of

FME A report).

Page 4-35: M any concerns regarding Alternative II tailings impoundmen t seepage were expressed in EPA’s DE IS

comments.  The agencies are also referred to those comments. (S146)

Response:  Seepage from the Troy impoundment and adit water (mine drainage) samples are
collected and analyzed for the listed parameters.  The tables in Chapter 4 have been updated to
reflect this most recent monitoring.  The purpose of the EIS is not to evaluate the impacts at the Troy
mine but rather to use the data as a surrogate for predicting site specific impacts at the Rock Creek
facility.  We agree that having more data from the Troy mine during operations would be beneficial.  

Both EPA guidance (Technical Support Document, EPA, 1991, EPA/505/2-90-001) and regulations
(40 CFR 122.44) require that parameters which have a “reasonable potential” to exceed a state water
quality standard be regulated in the discharge permit.  This requirement has been satisfied (see
Permit MT-0030287).  The permit also requires the applicant to monitor for additional parameters
that were not limited in the permit but may be a concern.

The U.S. Forest Service in a letter dated February 9, 2000 to Sterling Mining Company requested
that a geologic report be prepared to demonstrate the similarity between the Troy deposit and the
Rock Creek deposit, and to respond to a number of related questions.  A report was prepared by John
C. Balla, Ph.D. and submitted to the Agencies in May 2000.  The results of this report indicate that
the Rock Creek deposit is a geological analog to the Troy deposit.  The Troy mine was shut down in
1993 due to low metals prices, the main orebody has been largely mined out, and the facility is
functioning on a care and maintenance basis, only.  Therefore, the current Troy mine in its present
status is expected to be similar to what the Rock Creek mine would be like after closure.

3.  Ground water below and directly downgradient of the paste facility are currently Class I waters and should be

protected according to the Safe Water Drinking Act 1989.  Efforts to protect ground waters have not been

performed and must be considered for use, value, and vulnerability of drinking water resources., as well as social

and economic values (US EPA, 1992). (S3469)

Response:  The discharge of seepage from the tailings facility would need to meet all limitations set
forth in the MPDES permit which were developed to be in compliance with all appropriate water
quality laws, regulations, and standards.

4.  I live downstream from Rock Creek and our water comes from an aquifer below the river.  Will my well be

eventually polluted by heavy metals from Rock Creek? (S5123)

Response:  Ground water impacts outside of the Agency-approved mixing zone are not predicted.  A
comprehensive ground water monitoring plan will also be implemented to monitor ground water
quality at a variety of locations.  Please refer to Appendix K and the proposed MPDES permit in
Appendix D.

5.  Page  S-16: T his section sh ould also  include a  brief discussio n of the ch anges to  ground -water qu ality that will

result from m igration o f leachate fro m the pa ste disposa l facility and fro m the m ine poo l. (S146) 
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Response:  The summary provides an appropriate level of detail as it relates to the issues in question. 
Information on ground water was found on the following page.  Please refer to Chapter 4-Hydrology
for a detailed analyses of impacts.

6.  Page 3-26, Table 3-8: An explanation should be provided for the very high total suspended solids concentrations

in samp les from the  sand an d grave l wells. This m ay indica te a prob lem with w ell construc tion and /or develo pmen t. 

Does this a ffect the reliab ility of analyse s of other w ater qua lity param eters? (S14 6) 

Response:  There is no current explanation for high total suspended solids values in samples from
some monitoring wells completed in sand and gravel but it appears to be a construction problem and
not a sampling one.  However, all samples were filtered, and only the dissolved fraction is recorded. 
In the few cases where total suspended solids were high, only the nitrate data are considered
unreliable.

7.  Page 4-51 - ground water quality concern: Apparently a loading analysis was done for impoundment seepage

water, an d, as in the M ontano re EIS, the  analysis u sed only d issolved va lues to repre sent the po lluted wa ter.  This

eliminate s 98% o f the metals in  the tailings w ater.  This ass umes tha t the groun d will attenu ate the co lloidal me tals

the same  as a .45 m icron filter do es, and th at the grou nd will ho ld the me tals in that state  for all time.  Th is is a wild

and unproven assumption. (S5093)

Response:  While metals bound to colloidal fractions greater than 0.45 microns may exist under some
environmental conditions, mass balance calculations using the dissolved fraction rather than the total
fraction provides a reasonable estimate of environmental impacts.

8.  Page 4-67, first paragraph.  It is stated that Am Cy Superfloc S-5595 is moderately toxic to aquatic life, but no

specifics (e.g. LC50 values) are provided here or in Appendix F.  In the appendix (page F-4), it is stated that “The

fraction fed to the final tailings thickener would go with solids to the tailings impoundment as a highly sheared

(decom posed) h ydroca rbon.”  S ince this ch emical w ill be used in  large qu antities (108 ,000 po unds an nually) an d is

also the only mill process reagent that will go into the tailings in any quantity, it seems appropriate to further

describe th e risk associa ted with its use .  To evalu ate the risk, yo u will need  to know  the conc entration  of this

chemic al in the tailing s (or paste) im pound ment, its per sistence, its toxicity  and the  toxicity (if any) o f its

degradation products, and how it might be mobilized from the paste impoundment, either through surface erosion

or ground water seepage. (S1816)

Page 2-27 - ore processing: SDEIS fails to give amounts of reagents left in tailings. concern: seepage of

reagent-contaminated water into ground water leaving tailings site.  (S5093)

Response:  Am Cy Superfloc S-5595 loses its toxicity in the milling process where the compound is
consumed.  Reagents are consumed or transformed into organic radicals in the milling process.  Only
organic breakdown products consisting of carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen remain in the paste.

9.  A major flaw in the DSEIS is the lack of a discussion on how the contaminants in the tailings fluid will be

managed.  The document does discuss how the new paste tailings method will decrease the volume of water

associated with the tailings, but no discussion is presented on how the contaminants released during the milling

process w ill be hand led.  As the w ater is recycle d, the wa ter-soluble  substanc es will be co ncentra ted and  ultimately

be released into the tailings facility as part of the tailings paste, only at (probably) higher concentrations in the

paste.  These substances will be leached through the soils underneath the impoundment and be recycled back to the

tailings impoundment during operation of the mine.  They will not disappear.  When the mine is closed, and

pump ing disco ntinued  they will dra in into gro und wa ter and u ltimately into  the River, sin ce the tailing s facility is

not lined.  There is no information presented which suggests that they will be contained over the long term.  The

DSEIS should clearly indicate how these water soluble contaminants will be retained over the long term.  At

present, the water soluble contaminants will be moved around with the process fluids and tailings during operation,

but ultima tely they will b e depos ited in the un lined tailing s impou ndme nt and lea ched into  the River a s meteoric
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water flush es throug h the tailing s.  By perm itting this facility, it ap pears tha t a very larg e amou nt of conta minan ts

will be even tually releas ed into the  Clark Fo rk River.  (S6 301) 

Response:  Under Alternative V, seepage water collected in the paste facility underdrain system or
captured in the pumpback well system would not be returned on top of the paste facility but either
sent to the paste plant and then the mill for reuse in the process circuit or to the waste water treatment
plant to be treated so the discharge met effluent limits set forth in the MPDES permit.  The agencies
would require sufficient bonding to cover the possible need for long-term water treatment.  The
density and permeability of the tailings would be such that water would not be able to move quickly
through the tailings.  The milling reagents are broken down into organic radicals in the milling
process.  Between these factors, there would not be a concern about contaminants in the ground
water.

10.  Appendix H ; H-3, last paragraph –Alternative V would have downgradient monitoring wells and a pump back

system on ly as a ba ckup.  H -4, last para graph –  The requ irement to  use “low est possible d etection lim its” needs to

be corrected.  This should be WQB-7 levels.  (S5)

Response:  If lower detection limits are available in the future, they would likely be incorporated in a
revision to WQB-7.

11.  We understand that the proposed paste technology in Alternative V would not produce as much seepage into the

ground  water as a  tailings po nd and  we believe  it is an impro vemen t over prev ious plan s.  Howe ver, we co ntinue to

be conc erned a bout the n eed for a sy stem of m onitoring  wells and  the repum ping of th e seepag e from the  paste

deposits. (S2794)

Page 4-32  para.2  For ground water, the applicable standards.....”  MT/DEQ proposes to give a ground water

mixing zone fo r the RC tailings imp oundm ent.  Down-g radient of this site towards M iller Gulch and the  Clark Fork

River are at least eight residences that get their drinking water from wells and springs which will probably be

impacted by this proposal.  Aside from the yearly sampling that has ensured, there has been no requirement by the

agencies or Asarco to determine if a hydrologic connection exists between the tailings impoundment area and the

water systems of these fam ilies.  This flies in the face of the rest of this paragrap h the states, Groun d waters are

designated Class l waters and are protected for human consumption........without treatment.”  (S614)

Response:  For purposes of this EIS, it has been assumed that there is a hydrogeologic connection
between the tailings disposal facili ty area and downgradient water users.  Because of this possibility,
Alternatives II-IV includes a perimeter pump-and-treat system to create a hydraulic barrier and
prevent potential transport of constituents outside the approved mixing zone.  The pumpback system
is only carried into Alternative V as a contingency measure due to the reduced seepage rates
compared to the other action alternatives.  The proposed paste technology is an improvement from
the Alternatives II-IV tailings impoundments.  To address concerns, and to provide the highest
possible level of environmental protection, a comprehensive ground water monitoring and
contingency corrective action plan, has also been proposed under Alternative V.

12.  The c ontinge ncy pum pback  system/tech nology  is unava ilable for rev iew and  is still in draft forma t.  Feasibility

studies must be co nducted to de termine if this is a technology  which ma y be utilized and if any e cological risk

factors may be forecasted on site.  I have also tried to access the Mixing Zone Plan (Hydrometrics 1997) and it has

been unavailable. (S3469)

Page 4-179: ?The tailings impoundment loading of nutrients and dissolved metals in ground water below the

proposed tailings impoundment would increase over baseline condition.  The increase would be limited to an

Agency approved ground water mixing zone and would likely exist over several decades  This presumes that

pollution  at groun d water se eps wou ld be allow ed and  approv ed by the  Monta na Dep t. of Enviro nmen tal Qua lity
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around tailings site outfall 002 (Tailing Paste Facility), See Appendix M Fact Sheet and Statement of Basis for Spec.

map and location. (S3469)

The plan could incorporate internal drainage and pump-back systems to reduce ground water contamination and

the threat of impoundment failure.  (S4801)

... address reducing ground water contamination with a pump-back system. (S3971)

The pump back systems proposed for the tailings facility are unlikely to capture all of the water in the ground water

system, and release of a large amount of contaminants in this water to the underground system is likely.  As

presented, a large p ercentage of co ntaminan ts released during m ining and m illing from this mine are a lmost

certainly going to be ultimately discharged into the river. (S6301)

Response:  Please refer to Chapter 4 for information related to the proposed pump-back system.  The
pumpback system would be an integral  part of the water management system needed for a tai lings
impoundment as part of Alternatives II-IV, but is only retained as a contingency measure under
Alternative V due to the greatly reduced seepage rates.  The contingency pumpback system proposed
by the agencies would consist of a sufficient number of extraction wells, properly located, and
discharging at a flow rate designed to hydraulically contain ground water within an Agency approved
mixing zone.  The use of pump-and-treat technology has been successfully applied at numerous
Superfund sites to create hydraulic barriers and has received approval by many agencies including
U.S. EPA.  Final design of a pumpback system for the proposed site would be developed prior to
construction of the tail ings facility.

13.  The id ea of a m ixing zon e is wond erful for indu strial discha rgers wh o presum ably ba rgain for th e largest “

practicab le” zone o f mixing, b ut it is a confu sed and  misguid ed mea ns of prote cting gro und wa ter resource s.  A

mixing zone purposely allows a ground water resource to be impacted, with the understanding that the

contam ination ca n be easily  controlled  or diluted.  S ince con centration s exiting the m ixing zon e can be  assume d to

be dilute, the  downg radient res ources a re protecte d from th e origina l discharg e.  A seriou s flaw in this thin king is

discoun ting the difficu lty in mitigatin g an im pacted a quifer, espe cially at its sour ce of con tamina tion.  (S669 0) 

Response:  Monitoring would be required to ensure ground water meets the requirements set forth in
the MPDES discharge permit.

14.  Wate r quality is no t adequ ately add ressed in the  SDEIS .  The new  paste tech nology  is never fully ex plained ....

and wh y was ”p aste techn ology w hich introd uces a hig her risk of pip e failure an d necessita tes the con struction o f a

110 foot building as a paste plant offered instead of a lined impoundment?  A clay lining is afforded the contingency

site at the paste plant. (S6342)

Response:  A comprehensive analysis of potential impacts from the proposed project are provided in
Chapter 4 of the EIS.  Additional detail on paste technology has been included.   In addition,
responses to geotechnical questions address the liner issue. 

15.  The contamination of our ground water is a distinct possibility with the Rock Creek Project.  I am aware that

Asarco has made changes in its proposed tailings impoundment and water treatment system but it is not enough.

(S3392)(S3391)

The imp oundm ent for this pro posed p roject has n o liner and  will leak a m inimum  of 29,00 0 gallon s of contam inants

into Rock Creek, eventually finding their way into the Clark Fork and Lake Pend Oreille.  (S3293)

Protect the  ground  water from  the conta minated  tailings wa ter by lining  the pon d area a nd using  return pu mps to

ensure no leakage.  Collect and treat all contaminated water.  (S6572)
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There should be a required sealant under the 100 million ton pile of tailings.  (S6588)

Page 2-89. Reason for dismissing the possibility of a lined impoundment facility.; These statements are not

convincing. Please include a more definitive analysis in the Final EIS.  (S3462)

I suggest re-consideration of the lined impoundment ....  The liner should be designed and constructed by a qualified

enginee r/contrac tor with sign ificant expe rience in th is field who sh ould be  required  to provide  some g uarante e of its

performance.  The liner should be provided with a bottom drain system that is capable of continuously monitoring

potential failure of the liner and any significant release of leachate.  In the event of a release, the drainage system

should b e capab le of captu ring the lea chate prio r to discha rge to the su bsurface . (S6690 )  

Creating an unlined tailing pond 400 yards from the Clark Fork River is unacceptable and it should be located far

enough away from the river so further backup containment structures could be installed.  We'd like the agencies

require a synthetic liner or leachate collection system with pump back wells as part of the tailings impoundment

design to help assure that contaminated leachate does not migrate offsite.  In spite of the reduction in seepage

attributed to the paste technology, the impoundment will still leak over 40,000 gallons per day of contaminated

leachate into the local ground water supplies.  A liner or collection system is needed to assure that local drinking

water supplies, and water quality and aquatic life in Rock Creek and the Clark Fork are protected..  Even if lined

Show  long will a lin er last?  Eve n if a liner is pla ced ben eath the ta ilings pile, wh at guara ntee cou ld they give  to

keep it from leaching into the river?  The impoundment should also be capped.  (F1)(F2)(P)(S3465)(S3735)(S3758)

(S3771)(S3783)(S3788)(S3790)(S3971)(S3798)(S3821)(S3830)(S3916)(S3926)(S4005)(S4046)(S4059)(S4150)

(S4187)(S4192)(S4222)(S4337)(S4377)(S4399)(S4486)(S4494)(S4573)(S4628)(S4796)(S4802)(S4910)(S5052)

(S5054)(S5060)(S5069)(S5083)(S5086)(S5092)(S5140)(S5160)(S5621)(S5776)(S5777)(S5954)(S6573)(S6599)

(S6604)(S6606)(S6613)(S6638)(S6640)(S6650)(S6656)(S6712)(S6719)(S6745)

 Response:  The water table is approximately 40 feet below the base of Rock Creek, and based on the
hydrologic analysis, potential surface water impacts on Rock Creek from the tailings impoundment
are not expected to occur.  Potential water quality impacts to the Clark Fork River would be expected
and have been calculated.  The change in concentrations of important constituents are not expected to
be measurable nor exceed water quality standards and permit limits.  

A tailing seepage collection system is included in the design of the paste tailing embankment,
Alternative V.

A liner was considered and dismissed from further study (see Chapter 2, Alternatives Considered but
Dismissed).  Alternative V, which incorporates deposition of tailings as a paste, alleviates the need
for a liner because seepage would be greatly reduced over that of an impoundment and would not
degrade water quality beyond the mixing zone.  During review of the final design by the technical
panel, the panel would also review field data to make sure that seepage calculations were accurate.  If
conditions, including the potential for ARD and metals leaching, differs greatly from what has been
predicted then they would revisit the liner issue.  A change of that magnitude would most likely
trigger additional MEPA/NEPA analysis.

Comprehensive ground water monitoring and contingency corrective action plans have also been
proposed under Alternative V to ensure compliance with limits in the MPDES permit.  Sterling
would be required under state law to repairing or replacing any water supply that is impacted by the
proposed project.
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16.  Page 4-35 / 36.  Ground Water Quality: Seepage impacts to ground water outside the mixing zone would be

minor.”  With emphasis on the MINOR, what does that consist of.  Would it preclude the use of the ground water for

culinary or drinking water purposes?  This sentence implies that the agency is wrong to allow some type of

degradation outside the mixing zone jurisdiction? (S614)

Response:  Minor means less than the nondegradation criteria established in rule (ARM 17.30.715). 
All beneficial use would be protected although some increase in concentration is expected for some
parameters.

17.  Page 4-51, paragraph 3 – This discussion needs to reference the proposed ground water mixing zone.  (S5)

Response:  The issue of a ground water mixing zone is addressed elsewhere in the text.

18.  Also, what is the hydraulic conductivity of soils beneath the paste tailings deposit?  Are these soils of

sufficiently low permeability to allow effective capture of paste seepage in the underdrain system?  Should a

compacted clay layer be used beneath the paste landfill? (S146)

Clays removed for dam stability purposes in alternatives III and IV would be used to seal higher permeable areas

[SDEIS p. S-17].  Similarly, seepage from the alternative V paste impoundment could be further minimized by

utilizing clays removed from under the tailing impoundment area to decrease seepage permeability.  The COE and

EPA gu idelines to evaluate im pacts and to d etermine com pliance with Sec tion 404 of the C lean Water Ac t require

analysis of “practicable” alternatives that would result in less environmental damage.  Under the guidelines, the

term “practicable” means available or capable of being done after taking into consideration cost, existing

technology, a nd logistics in light of overall pro ject purposes.  A clay  liner under the tailings im poundm ent appears

practicable from this standpoint, and would result in less environmental damage.  Recent COE and EPA actions on

similar projects support their using their authority in this regard to address the potential impacts from tailing

seepage.  The SDEIS refers to a conceptual system of basin drains, a blanket drain, and finger drains constructed

beneath the paste facility [SDEIS p. 2-62].  Based upon the conceptual system the need for a liner is ruled out by

the SDE IS.  The ex istence of q uasi-artesia n springs  in the area  of the tailing s impou ndme nt further co mplicate s both

drain an d liner con sideration s, as does th e lack of a h igh level of k nowled ge abo ut local hy drologic al cond itions. 

This suggests that a greater level of site evaluation and engineering detail is necessary to adequately consider the

effectiveness of the concep tual design and  allow for mean ingful assessment o f potential impacts.

According to the SDEIS ([p.2-89], the agencies decided that the MPDES analysis demonstrated that a lined

impoundment was not necessary to maintain water quality.  Elsewhere in the SDEIS however it says that although

the amo unt of seep age is grea tly reduced  under a lternative V , the resultan t impacts to  ground  water rem ain

essentially the same [SDEIS p. 4-49].  Evaluation of field data supports our conclusion that geotechnical and

hydrolo gic drilling c onduc ted in the fall o f 1997 in dicated th at the grou nd wate r hydrolo gy has b een inac curately

assessed, a nd requ ires a goo d deal o f further cha racterization  in order to  accura tely delinea te hydrolo gic

occurrence and flows.  In the absence of this critical information the accuracy of the MPDES analysis on potential

effects to ground water and surface water is highly questionable.

According to the SDEIS, cost estimates for a liner range from a low of $3.4 million for the impoundment as

propos ed by A SARC O, to a hig h of $29 .6 million fo r a synthetic ally lined im pound ment [S DEIS  p. 2-89] . 

Accord ing to the re port cited, th e cost of a 6 " clay liner  construc ted of existing  material w ould be  approx imately

$11.0 million, on the low scale of the range cited by the agencies to justify their decision.  The added benefits of the

liner, given the incremental cost of less than $0.10 per ton impounded, appears to justify a more objective

consideration of its inclusion as a mitigation.  Our examination of the report further indicates that the costs for

lining the pond have been estimated liberally, and may be significantly less.  15% was allowed for unidentified

items, 20% for engineering and construction management (versus 15% typically), and contractor profit at 15%

(versus 10% typically).  As the SDEIS indicates the soft clay deposits would be removed under Alternative V [SD EIS

p. 4-21], the cost of placing and compacting the clay to form a liner might be substantially less than indicated in the

report.  (S188)
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Response:  The current level of modeling on potential seepage from the paste pile, performed by an
independent third-party consultant (Klohn-Crippen 1998), suggests that approximately 30 gpm (US)
of paste effluent would seep into the ground water system across the entire paste facility footprint
(nearly 12 ounces of water per acre per minute).  Seepage is greatly reduced under Alternative V
compared to Alternatives II to IV.  Under Alternatives II, III, and IV only nitrate and manganese
could exceed Montana water quality standards.  Under Alternative V, only manganese would exceed
the standard.  However, the standard for manganese is exceeded for the baseline period of
measurement at some well locations.

Please refer to Chapter 4, Hydrology, Ground Water Quality Section for Alternative V for additional
constituents.  Sterling would need to comply with all applicable state and federal water quality laws,
and its MPDES.  Both the EPA and COE have reviewed the data and modeling pertaining to the
seepage analysis.

Further data would be required from Sterling should a permit be issued and construction begin. 
Evaluation of the effects from and effects on springs within the tailings facility footprint,
construction protocols relating to foundation preparation, and further review and approval by the
agency technical panel on the overall design (including seepage) of the impoundment and its permit
was issued, currently the agencies, including the EPA and COE, have not identified any
environmental impacts due to seepage emanating from the paste facility.  Plans and designs would be
modified if necessary through the permit revision process that includes some level of MEPA/NEPA
analysis so that the environmental impacts would be no greater than disclosed in Chapter 4 of this
EIS for Alternative V.  If that could not be achieved, then the permit and the change in impacts
would be subject to the appropriate level of MEPA/NEPA analysis and public comment and review. 
The construction of the mine and mill facilities could not begin until the agencies had reviewed the
data and the modified plans and designs.  The agencies would then have to determine that either no
additional MEPA/NEPA analysis was needed or that additional MEPA/NEPA analysis was required
and completed and agency decisions were made to approve the revisions to the permit, if appropriate,
before mine construction and operations could begin.

The statement that impacts are essentially the same refers to the potential exceedance of water
quality standards.  The additional drilling performed in 1997 and subsequent report do not provide
sufficient information to refute the conceptual hydrogeologic model presented in Chapter 3 of the
EIS.  The Agencies believe that lining the tailings deposition area offers no additional benefit
because MPDES limitation can be met for Alternative V.  The cost of installing a liner was not a
major component in the decision not to develop an alternative with a liner.

19.  Page 2-118. "Additional hydrogeologic data will become available during development of the exploration

adit." This kind of sen tence that predicts the ac ceptance of an  action alternative is inapp ropriate.  "Even  if it were

possible, drilling monitoring wells at the site would require an unreasonable amount of disturbance and

environ mental d estruction d ue to the to pograp hy (very stee p slopes a nd rock  faces) abo ve the dep osit." Why  explain

this in any detail? It isn't a possibility. How was it determined that this is an "unreasonable" amount of disturbance

while proposing that hundreds (actually thousands) of acres be disturbed for Asarco's profit is "reasonable?" 

(S3462)

Response:  There has been no decision about permitting this project and the “will” has been changed
to “would.”  The surface above the ore body is located in the Cabinet Mountain Wilderness where
construction and sampling of monitoring wells would cause unreasonable disturbance.  Sterling’s
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mining activities and facility-related construction would be outside the wilderness boundary.  There
is sufficient data for MEPA/NEPA purposes from the Troy and Montanore mines to estimate the
conditions at the proposed Rock Creek project.  The collection of additional data from the evaluation
adit construction as well as during mine operation would be required to validate the assumptions
used in the analyses in this EIS, and to ensure that the final designs would meet the parameters used
in the conceptual designs and that impacts from those final designs would be no greater than that
disclosed in this EIS.  A plan defining the evaluation of data collected from the evaluation adit has
been included in Appendix K.  If conditions are greatly different than disclosed in this EIS or if
designs could not be modified such that impacts remain within the boundaries of those disclosed in
this EIS for the selected alternative, then additional MEPA/NEPA analysis and public involvement
would be required.  The reports with this data and evaluation would be available for public review at
agency offices.  Lastly, under Alternative V, a 1,000-ft buffer would be left in the vicinity of Cliff
Lake and the Cliff Lake fault to mitigate any potential impact to water resources in the area.  A
similar prohibition is proposed in Moran Basin. 

20.  Page S-14: We believe a bullet should be added under Issue 1 which indicates that impacts to ground water

quality are likely from paste disposal leachate and from migration of underground mine pool water.  Similarly a

bullet should be added under Issue 3 indicating potential ground water quality impacts from paste disposal

leachate .  We note g round w ater impa cts from tailin gs/paste se epage  are includ ed on p age 2-2 .  (S146) 

Page 2-99: We believe that Issue 1 should identify potential effects on ground water quality and quantity/quality of

springs, seeps, base flows to Rock Creek, potentially longer durations of low flow and no flow intermittent stream

segments, etc.,.  Has it been  determined tha t mining activities will not effect groun d water, springs, seeps, b ase

flows?  If so that should be substantiated. (S146)

Page 2-2: Again, the EPA believes it would be appropriate to identify ground water quality impacts from migration

of unde rgroun d mine re servoir wa ter under  Issue 1.  (S1 46)   

Response:  Seepage from water stored in the mine has been included in the issue statement in
Chapter 2 as an issue that could drive alternative development.  However, the statements referenced
on pages S-14 and 2-99 of the supplemental EIS are conclusions of significant or potentially
significant impacts.  Impacts to water quality in the deep bedrock water aquifer are difficult to
predict but are not anticipated to be significant and so are also not included in the referenced
conclusions.  Mine water would initially be high in nitrates and sediment.  There are also no
documented beneficial uses of water in the deep bedrock system.  This issue is further addressed in
Chapter 4-Hydrology of the EIS.

21.  Page 2-107: Table 2-18 does not identify ground water impacts from the 207 million gallon underground

storage reservoir.  It is likely that water in this underground reservoir may contain elevated levels of nitrogen and

metals, and seepage from this reservoir could discharge through fractures and seeps to ground water.  This source

of ground water quality impact should be identified. (S146)

According to the SDEIS [p. S-16, 4-50], the effects of underground mining on springs and seeps cannot be

predicted  precisely, alth ough it is p redicted th at some r educed , and som e increase d flows will o ccur.  Very  little

evaluatio n is provid ed of the p otential effec ts from redu ced or inc reased flow s on stream  flow, and  relative to bu ll

and cutthroat trout survival in Rock Creek and other watersheds.  Increased flows are likely to also contain higher

concentrations of contaminants, specifically metals and nutrients.  The potential for impact in this regard has not

apparently been assessed in the SDEIS.  (S188)
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Page 4-47 Asarco's mine permit application is not clear as to the fate of mine adit water.”  It is the agencies

mandate to make clear about just such water.  Once again we refer to the lack of discussion of water quality from

water stored within the  mine works.  Th e lack of water qu ality data from stored  mine water at the  Troy works is also

pertinent to this discussion.  (S614)

Page 4-3 4 para. 3 by th e year 30......”  What is the co ndition of mine w ater stored in the Troy m ine for a

comparative review of what might be expected of the water that is proposed to be stored in the Rock Creek mine

underground reservoir?  Where are the tables depicting the quality of this water?  (S614)

In our comments of the Draft EIS and original draft MPDES permit—which we incorporate into these comments by

reference— we spok e at length  about th e unper mitted disc harges th at will occu r as a result o f storing m ine water in

the underground mine workings.  Review of the SDEIS, and the new draft MPDES permit indicates these discharges

will still occur under the Agencies' preferred Alternative V.

Page 4-34 of the SEIS states that “by year 30, up to a maximum of 207.7 million gallons of mine water could be

stored in the  underg round m ine as a m ethod o f mana ging exc ess water.  P otential for se epage  from the re servoir to

ground water exists, but is expected to be relatively low due to the low hydraulic conductivity of the bedrock in the

underground mine.  Seepage water would likely contain elevated concentrations of nitrate, metals, and total

dissolved  solids.”

Page 4-34 also states that "seepage could migrate and possibly exit to the surface seeps and springs at

undetermined locations in the Rock Creek, Copper Gulch, or E. Fork Bull River watersheds, although the potential

for develo pmen t of continu ous con duits that w ould allo w significa nt quan tities of water to r each the  surface is

considered “remote.” 

Page 2-118 says “the locations of underground fractures and their relationships to surface features such as springs

is frequently impossible to determine prior to mine development.  Therefore, the effects on springs and seeps cannot

be pred icted precise ly."

The inherent difficulties in predicting where these seeps and springs may occur does not excuse the Agencies from

permitting  those disch arges.  It also  does no t excuse the  Agenc ies from req uiring AS ARCO  to collect rea sonably

obtainable inform ation to help iden tify these areas, and to pre sent that information  during the EIS  process.

Page 4-53 discusses the Agencies' commitment to developing a comprehensive monitoring program and

Contingency and Corrective Action Plan.  It says that the Agencies have selected recommended monitoring

locations which would most likely be influenced by such seepage, that the precise location of the monitoring sites

will be determined based upon stream surveys to determine gaining and losing reaches, and that ASARCO would be

required  to cond uct statistically re presenta tive samp ling at eac h location  for two or th ree years p rior to

commencement of mining.

 

This information needs to be collected, analyzed, and presented as part of the EIS process.  Long-term seepage from

the mine workings is a critical issue for impacts assessment, and for bonding. In fact, in it's discussion of alternative

water treatment processes on p. 2-92, the SDEIS notes that one of the reasons percolation ponds was dismissed was

because they “would likely result in the formation of springs and seeps that would directly discharge into Rock

Creek and the Clark Fork River.  Seeps and springs could cause erosion and increased sediment loading to the

receiving streams.”  

Unde rgroun d mine sto rage an d adit plu gging w ill cause thes e same im pacts in R ock Cree k.  Yet pag e 4-53 a dmits

that it wou ld be difficult to  quantify th e volum e of flow or d irection of flow  using the a vailable h ydroge ologic

analyse s. 
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One way to acquire this information in a timely manner is to permit the evaluation adit first.  As Page 2-118 of the

SEIS recognizes "additional hydrogelogical data will be collected during development of the evaluation adit." 

Additionally, ASARCO could collect the two to three years of statistically defensible data needed to determine

impacts o n seeps a nd spring s.  

Given th e inadeq uate level o f informa tion to reaso nably p redict whe re long-ter m seepa ge from th e mine w ill

discharge, and  the inadequa te information on  acid mine dra inage and  metals leaching  potential from m ine wastes,

it would seem logical for the Agencies to review the alternative of permitting the evaluation adit alone so that

ASARCO can collect this much-needed information. (S6318)

Response:  Sterling’s application is not clear as to the fate of mine water after closure, although it is
implied that the adits would be sealed.  Under Alternatives III and IV, the adits would be sealed and
plugged, allowing the mine to fill up with water as described in Chapter 2, Alternative IV, Adit
Closure.  Under Alternative V the adits may or may not be plugged depending upon the need to
alleviate impacts to wilderness lake or prevent creation of new springs and seeps from retained mine
waters as well as the post-mining water quality.  The mine water would be used in the mining and
milling processes or treated and discharged to the Clark Fork River.  

Tables 4-22A and B display the post operational mine water quality data from the Troy Mine where
the mine water is currently being discharged to the tailings impoundment.  This is the best data
available for predicting the post-mining water quality at the Rock Creek project given the similarities
between the Rock Creek and Troy Mine orebodies, tailings, and mining methods (see Chapters 3 and
4, Geology, for more information).  As long as the mine water was being discharged to the Clark
Fork River it would be treated until it could meet MPDES discharge limits without treatment. 
However, that would not be the primary criterion for determining closure of the mine adits as those
limits are based on surface water quality standards.  Adit closure plans would also be based in part on
what impacts might need to be alleviated (impacts to wilderness lakes) by plugging the adits or
avoided post-closure development of new springs and seeps from water seeping out of an
underground body of water by not plugging the adits. The preferred closure plan would be to plug the
adits, but that may not be the best method based on data collected during mine operation. 

Background ground water quality data would be obtained from water entering the evaluation adit and
the mine after mining commenced.  Water would be collected from drill holes prior to blasting to
avoid nitrate contamination as well as from drill holes drilled below the adit and mine workings for
the express purpose of sampling ground water along fractures encountered during adit and mine
construction.   There is no way to accurately obtain this information before the mine is developed
given the random nature of the fracturing system through which the majority of the ground water
moves through the bedrock and orebody.

The water flowing through the bedrock and orebody naturally comes in contact with the metals in the
rock.  The mine would provide a more oxidizing environment that did not exist naturally and would
allow releases of some metals that would otherwise not occur.  (Please keep in mind that most of the
metals in the mine water would be in the suspended sediments and not dissolved in the water.)  Once
the mine was sealed and allowed to fill up with water, if the adit closure plan called for plugging the
adits, a more reducing environment should return allowing the metals content to approach pre-mine
levels.  The primary pollutants added to the mine water would be the nitrates from blasting.  Once the
nitrate levels reached pre-mine levels after mining ceased and the mine water met ground water
standards, it would be reasonable to allow the adits to be sealed to allow the mine to fill with water
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and eliminate the oxidizing environment.  Monitoring the mine water would still be required to
determine that this occurred.  Monitoring water quality at the Troy Mine after its closure, should that
occur during operation of the Rock Creek Mine, would provide additional information to be used
when finalizing the Rock Creek mine closure plan.  

Collecting data during completion of the evaluation adit would improve the predictability of long-
term seepage from the mine and our understanding of mine water quality.  Nevertheless, the adit
would intersect a limited number of fractures relative to the mine workings.  Potential impacts of the
underground reservoir to be used during mining and the post-mining pool of water are discussed
qualitatively in Chapter 4, Hydrology.  The impacts cannot be quantified, but the agencies
acknowledge that there is some potential for impacts from the underground reservoir to existing
downgradient springs and seeps and in the creation of new springs and seeps.  Any water in the mine
workings might eventually reach the surface through cracks and fractures already existing; ground
water of similar quality could have used some of those routes to reach the surface anyway over time
had the mine not been built.  Nevertheless, the mine would open new pathways of fractures not
currently connected and so water could reach the surface at places it currently cannot get to.  The
most likely discharge locations would be below the ore outcrops at the northeast and southeast ends
of the deposit and in Copper Gulch (MT DEQ 2001a).  1,000-foot buffer zones at those areas would
reduce the potential for new springs and seeps under Alternative V.  Additional information is
provided in Chapter 4, Hydrology, of the final EIS.  Some general concepts of ground water flow
have been included in Chapter 4, but cannot be confirmed until additional hydrogeologic monitoring
is done from within the evaluation adit and mine workings as described in Appendix K. 

Due to low bulk permeabilities in bedrock, flow rates would likely be very low, although flow would
be greater in the connected fractured pathways.  Potential impacts to ground water and to surface
waters from springs and seeps would likely be insignificant.  No such impacts have been documented
at the Troy Mine.  All springs and seeps downgradient of the mine would be resurveyed during
evaluation adit construction and would have to be regularly monitored during and after mining to
determine if mine drainage was impairing any of these resources.  If surface water quality impacts
were identified, it may be necessary to unseal the adits and resume water treatment until the mine
could be regrouted or treated with other new technologies that might have been developed to reduce
drainage from the mine or to improve its water quality. 

22.  Page 4 -179 un der "H ydrolog y" "It is un certain wh ere outflow  from the m ine wou ld discha rge."  Ho w wou ld

this affect on e whose  land lies in th at area?   Will there be  compe nsation fo r loss/alteration  of private p roperty if this

water (untreated) suddenly appears in someone's backyard? "All nitrogen would be leached out within 1 to 5

years."  Recall that nitrogen doesn't bind with anything in the soil or the water column.  If it isn't denitrified into N2

gas, it goes into the soils water column and ultimately into surface or ground waters, unchanged.  (S4832)(S4833)

Response:  There is no private property close to the orebody.  Water from the underground reservoir
could show up as springs and seeps downgradient from the mine in the Rock Creek and possibly
Copper Gulch drainages.  See also previous comment and response.
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23.  Page 3-24 (Well and Spring Inventory): For public disclosure purposes, we recommend including in the FEIS a

map an d discussion of the seep s, springs, and wetlan ds found in the rec ent field inventories (i.e., summa rize

1996/1997 field studies).  The extent to which seeps, springs, and wetlands may be affected by mining

exploration/production should be described in Chapter 4. (S146)

Response:  The final EIS includes appropriate additions in Chapters 3 and 4.  Details are available in
the reports on file with the agencies.

24.  In regard to the underground mine pool, we suggest assessment and consideration of expedited filling of the

underground mine pool upon mine closure.  ASARCO has estimated that it may take 7 years after mining ends for

the mine to fill with water (Supplemental DEIS page 4-53).  Expedited filling of the mine with water should slow the

rate of oxid ation rea ctions that p romote  acid pro duction  and m etal release in to the und ergroun d mine p ool (i.e.,

inundation of underground rock will reduce exposure of rock to oxygen, and thereby, slow oxidation).  Artificial

refilling of the mine may also allow expedited evaluation of seepage and other effects of the underground pool and

allow earlier mitigation of such effects, and may expedite bond closure.  We also suggest assessment and

consideration of injection of aqueous alkaline amendments (e.g., soda ash, caustic soda, hydrated lime) into the

mine pool to raise the pH and alkalinity of the pool to precipitate metals and reduce potential toxic effects from

water tha t may lea k along  fractures or  faults. (S146 ) 

Response:  Accelerated filling of the mine with water after mining ceases could be retained for
consideration in the future only if post-mining flow and water quality data (from both the Troy mine
and the proposed project) support this approach.

There may be value to consideration of expedited filling of the underground mine pool upon mine
closure.  However, until the chemistry of the water and ore body are better defined for the long term,
it would be difficult to determine the benefits of such action.  In addition, the quantity of water
required to fill this pool is estimated at over 13 billion gallons.  Assuming the expedited filling was
completed in one year, approximately 25,000 gpm (55 cfs) of supplemental water would be required.

25.  It is proposed that mine water be stored in the mine “… to help regulate water flow through the waste water

treatment plant.”  [EIS, page 2-29]  Water stored in the mine during operation is more likely to pick up

contaminants than water that infiltrates after mine closure.  Levels of oil & grease, suspended sediment which may

lead to hig her levels of d issolved m etals, and e levated lev els of nitroge n, are all likely  contam inants. Th e EIS sho uld

discuss the likelihood of additional contamination, and the effect this contamination could have on the treatment

proposed for the mine discharge.  (S6328)

Response:  All mine inflow would be stored for a short period of time in the mine.  This temporary
in-mine storage would allow the heavier suspended solids, (rock dust, etc.) to settle out in the mine
and not have to be treated along with mine wastewater.  Also if determined to be appropriate, ground
water inflow into non active portions of the mine might be segregated to minimize contamination
associated with active mining and conveyed to the water treatment facility in a separate pipeline. 

26.  The sing le largest un known  is the quality o f influent wa ter to the treatm ent facility.  The  influent wa ter quality

from the mine is very difficult to predict, since it will reflect the amount of oxidation occurring in the fractured rock,

the type o f rock and  the volum e of water flo wing thro ugh the  rock.  Use  of the Troy  adit water  quality is

questionable, at best, since the mine will be larger than the Troy Mine and use different processes for handling the

materials mined.  The original DEIS and the DSEIS do not provide any supportive information that the Troy mine

water is a good model for the Rock Creek mine water, other than a vague statement that the geology is similar (see

DEIS, page 3-12).  If the water quality is significantly degraded, compared to the Troy water, the water purification

systems may be adversely affected.  This is admittedly speculation, but so is the unsubstantiated assertion that the

water from the Rock Creek Mine will be similar to the Troy mine.  The mine proponent has the burden to provide

informa tion that this p articular m ine will not h ave an u naccep table neg ative imp act on the  receiving stre ams. 
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Because of the lack of a site-specific analysis of the rock at the Rock Creek Mine, they have not met this standard.

(S6301)

Response:  It is true that the characteristics of the anticipated mine wastewater are not completely
known at this time but are expected to be similar to the Troy Mine.  Mine wastewater from similar
ore bodies mined in a similar manner should be comparable in nature.  In addition, the proposed
water treatment technologies have been demonstrated to be capable of treating a variety of different
mine wastewater.  One of the purposes of monitoring is to provide for adjustments of plans as the
quantity of site-specific information continues to increase throughout the life of the mine. 

The U.S. Forest Service in a letter dated February 9, 2000, to Sterling Mining Company requested
that a geologic report be prepared to demonstrate the similarity between the Troy deposit and the
Rock Creek deposit, and to respond to a number of related questions.  A report was prepared by John
C. Balla, Ph.D. and submitted to the Agencies in May 2000.  The results of this report indicate that
the Rock Creek deposit is a geological analog to the Troy deposit.  The Troy mine was shut down in
1993 due to low metals prices, the main orebody has been largely mined out, and the facility is
functioning on a care and maintenance basis, only.  Therefore, the current Troy mine in its present
status is expected to be similar to what the Rock Creek mine would be like after closure.

27.  What will be the effects to the ground and surface water, and this ecosystem, from the mine's pumping of water

in order to extract the ore?  (S6721)

Response:  Details related to inflow to the underground mine workings are presented in Chapter 4-
Hydrology. 

28.  Will nitrate leaching to ground water from rock used for buttress construction be a concern (since the rock

would be blasted and excavated)?  This should be addressed.  We note that efforts to prevent contamination of

ground water are easier and cheaper than recovery and treatment of contaminated ground water after-the- fact

(i.e., pollution prevention pays). (S146)

Waste rock from the evaluation adit would be placed near the adit.  Waste rock from the production adits would be

used for millsite construction and hauled to the tailings paste facility and used immediately for buttress construction

to avoid rehandling this material.  Any seepage passing through the waste material, similar to seepage from the

mine, will contain p otentially significant quan tities of nitrate.  The SDEIS p rovides for treatmen t of the mine water,

but does not address nitrate contamination of seepage from the various waste rock surface locations.(S188)

Response:  The potential short-term impacts associated with leaching of the nitrogen residual or
waste rock from blasting are disclosed in Chapter 4-Hydrology. 

29.  The FEIS should clearly and completely describe proposed contingencies for; handling “mineralized” rock and

ore stockpiles in the event of a premature or temporary shutdown, for collection and treatment of any contaminated

waste rock leachate/runoff, for addressing seepage from the underground mine reservoir, and addressing flow and

quality impacts to seeps and springs and headwater tributaries of Rock Creek. (S146)

Response:  Please see Chapter 4 - Hydrology for an analysis of impacts.

30.  The revised Miller Gulch load out facility will involve the copious collection and return of water that has been

laden with concentrate of heavy metals.  There is no ground water data or monitoring wells spoken of in the DEIS,

SDEIS or anywhere addressing this issue.  What are we to know, if there is a pipeline rupture or escape of effluent

from this facility into the ground water hydrogeologic regime at this site. (S614)

Response:  Existing ground water quality data from numerous monitoring wells in the Miller Gulch
area are provided in Chapter 3 of the EIS.  The pipeline would have a leak detection system that
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make monitoring wells unnecessary.  If there was a leak or rupture, then monitoring wells could be
installed downgradient of the incident.  Impact from pipeline rupture would primarily impact surface
waters.  Potential impacts of a pipeline rupture are disclosed in Chapter 4 under Aquatics/Fisheries.

31.  Pag e 2-20 (E valuation  Adit): The  exploratio n adit wo uld be d riven at a d ecline of 10  percent.  T his sugge sts

that the working face would act as a sump unless provisions are in place to remove this water to the outside

environment.  Since mining requires a dry work area, how will water be collected and removed from the exploration

adit (estima ted evalu ation ad it seepage  of 168 g pm on  page 4 -28)? (S1 46) 

Response:  Water would be pumped to a lined 30,000 gallon pond constructed near the evaluation
adit port, initially.  After the adit advanced 350 feet, a 97,000-gallon underground mine sump would
be excavated.  Excess water would be pumped to a temporary water treatment unit at the support
facilities site and then discharged to the Clark Fork River.

32.  Pag e 2-119  1st incom plete para graph " Reloca ting the m ills  ... would elim inate the p otential for sp ills  ... to

reach the West Fork Rock Creek."  Subsurface effects are not addressed here. (S4832)(S4833)

Response:  No significant subsurface impacts were predicted.

33.  Page 2 -29 und er "Wate r Use an d Man agem ent"  Ho w abou t putting the  potable w ater obta ined from  wells

below the tailing impoundment site?  It should meet the standards. (S4832)(S4833)

Response:  The location of the water supply well is currently conceptual.
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WTR-304  Water Monitoring

1.  A citizen oversight committee should be formed to help the state monitor and ensure the requirements of the

permit are fulfilled.  Asarco should be required to fund any expenses this would involve.  Asarco should also be

required  to contrac t qualified, n eutral, ?experts” to study areas of concern identified by the oversight committee.

This committee mus have the power to shut the operation down immediately if it finds the company is violating any

portion of the permit.   (S1905)

Monitoring of water quality must be adequate to ensure standards are maintained. Asarco cannot be responsible for

policing itse lf, and DE Q does  not app ear to be fu lly able to pa rticipate at the  level desired  by the pu blic.  A

monitoring team funded by Asarco which includes members of the public and outside experts must be established.

(S3489)

Monitoring should include opportunity for citizen oversight in monitoring activities.  Accompany on the ground

inspection and annual/quarterly report review. (S3466)

Response:  Sterling must submit annual monitoring reports and inform the agencies whenever
standards are exceeded.  The agencies cannot require Sterling to use specific experts or fund a citizen
oversight committee.  Many mining companies use a third party for sampling and a certified
laboratory for analyses.  The agencies would conduct periodic monitoring and sampling separate
from that conducted by Sterling.  All monitoring reports would be available for public review after
receipt or compilation. 

2.  To further protect the C lark Fork River, the F orest Service should  require continuo us in-river monitoring  just

downstream of the waste water discharge pipe.  (S805)(S1687)(S1851)(S2866)(S3465)(S3942)(S4016)(S4046)

(S4063)(S4364)(S4910)(S5086)(S5138)(S5501)(S5513)(S6640)(S6656)(S6806)

After the mine is closed in 30 years, how does Asarco plan on monitoring its leftovers and repairing pollution and

damages? (S4429)

A complete monitoring program must be mandated and the measuring points should be sufficiently below the mine

discharg e system so  as to assure  the mine  waste wa ter is accepta bly clean . (S4628 ) 

It should be monitored by some one besides Asarco so we will know the truth. (S5138)

Provide real time, co ntinuous mo nitoring of all water an d air discharges a nd allow con tinual public acce ss to these

data.  (P) 

Response:  The Agencies have the responsibility for enforcement of conditions stipulated in the
operating permit and MPDES permit.  A comprehensive water resources monitoring program would
be implemented if the proposed project is permitted.  Continuous monitoring of selected parameters
at selected locations was considered but was not required because it was not necessary to monitor on
a continuous basis for compliance and it is not an approved analytical method.  

3.  Who is going to inspect work and monitor in times of declining budget.  (3251)

I would mandate strict monitoring for compliance paid for by Asarco and not DEQ. (S4334)

I suggest that a separate group perform the monitoring work.  The group would be composed of one person each

from Asarco, the USFS, and the DEQ plus a representative from the general public and one from a local

environmental group. Their findings should be made public on a quarterly basis. (S5091)
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Make Asarco pay for the monitoring and have the monitoring done by independent contractors who cannot be

swayed by political or economic concerns. (S5122)

Response:  The Agencies would be responsible for permit compliance inspections.  Sterling would be
responsible for monitoring and reporting under the MPDES and MMRA permits.  The public could
perform its own monitoring of surface waters, but the agencies cannot require Sterling to use specific
contractors or laboratories.  Most mining companies hire independent consultants to collect samples
and independent laboratories to analyze the samples, but these are not requirements.

4.  Volume II  page H-3 surface water monitoring.  There is no mention of monitoring the water quality of the

surface water run off from the reclaimed paste facility.  Due to the steep gradient there would be erosion to the

paste.  When it was determined there was no water quality problem the monitoring could cease.  Also see V1 page

2-64 paragraph 3.  (S4892)

Is there go ing to be a  monito ring station  at the state line  so Lake P end Or eille doesn 't get polluted  too? (S5 040) 

The EPA feels that it would alleviate many citizen’s concerns if an in-stream monitoring requirement were included

in the perm it to verify that w ater qua lity standard s in the Clar k Fork R iver were n ot violated .  We sugg est that this

in-stream monitoring location be located below Outfall 001.  In-stream monitoring could be on a lesser frequency

than effluent monitoring. (S146)

Require  proof tha t there will be n o meas urable in creases of p ollutants w here the C lark Fork  River cros ses into

Idaho and that nutrient increases will not increase algae growth downstream.  (S805)(S6806)(S1687)(S1851)

Page 3 of the S.O.B. notes that effluent limits apply at the end-of-pipe, prior to mixing with the receiving water, and

that compliance monitoring will occur at the end of the pipe as well. We support the MPDES permit requirement for

end-of-pipe monitoring.

However, considering the high concentrations of metals allowed in the discharge, and the questionable assumption

that the discharge will mix "nearly instantaneously," we request the Agencies require ASARCO to conduct MPDES

comp liance m onitoring  in the Clark  Fork R iver as well.  P articular a ttention sho uld be p aid to surfa ce water q uality

at the confluence of the Clark Fork River and Rock Creek.  (S6318)

Response:  A comprehensive water resources monitoring program would be implemented if the
proposed project is permitted.  Monitoring of selected parameters at selected locations, including the
Clark Fork River, was considered.  These ideas have been considered in development of the final
water resources monitoring plan.  Metals would be tested for in upstream samples from the Clark
Fork River while nutrients and other parameters would be monitored in both samples collected
upstream and downstream of the point of discharge (see Appendices D and K).  No sampling would
be required at the Montana-Idaho border.

5.  I want to see a more aggressive monitoring system set up. (S3490)

Response:   Please refer to Appendices K and D of the final EIS.

6.  It seems to me that this can be treated as a point source discharge.  There should be daily monitoring and,

should the monitoring indicate an improper level of discharge, there should be sufficient facilities to shut down the

discharge of waste water until such time as the discharge quality can be brought to acceptable levels. (S4018)

At the least, there must be strict standards, diligent monitoring, and prompt shutdown of operations and deployment

of corrective  measu res if monito ring detec ts problem s. (S4358 )(S4016 )(S4352 )(S5086 )(S6613 ) 
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Monitoring of the mine must be stringent at all locations of the mine.  The agencies that will monitor the mine area

must be given complete control to stop mine activity if any level is found to be above normal. (S4429)

Should mining discharge not meet requirements or if the waste treatment facilities shut down, mining and milling

activities should cease immediately.  (S4046)

Response:  Should problems develop with the mine wastewater treatment facility, flow to the
treatment facility could be eliminated or reduced almost instantaneously by diverting mine inflow
into underground mine water storage.  Sufficient storage would be available within the mine at all
stages of mine production to store over 100 days of mine inflow.

7.  How often are these wells monitored?  What is Asarco required to do when it detects contamination?  Will the

mine have to shut down? (S6604)

Response:  Monitoring wells are usually sampled on a quarterly basis.  If exceedences in
concentrations are noted, the well would likely be resampled to verify the original analysis.  If the
elevated concentration is confirmed, a contingency and corrective action plan would be implemented
(see Appendix K).

8.  We reco mmen d the follow ing add itions to the m etals mon itoring pla ns describ ed in Ap pendix H . 

Bioacc umula tion of M etals in Fish  Tissue.  The  propos ed mon itoring of co pper, zinc a nd mer cury is goo d. 

Presumably, gills will be analyzed for copper and zinc.  We would also suggest analyzing for cadmium and lead,

due to the  fact that these  metals alre ady exc eed wa ter quality cr iteria at times in  Rock C reek, plus th e uncerta inty

associated with the water quality that will be discharged from outfall #4 (as indicated in the discharge permit) at the

mill area.   In  addition , if tissue levels start to rise  at any po int, we sug gest mea suring liver c oncen trations as w ell

(excludin g zinc wh ich does n ot show c lear dose -related ac cumu lation in livers ).  

Fine-grained bed sediment should be collected annually at 3 or 4 locations along Rock Creek downstream of the

mill outfall a nd ana lyzed for co pper, cad mium , zinc and  lead.  Ag ain, this sug gestion is pr ompted  by the un certainty

associated with the water quality in outfall #4.  It would be appropriate to co-locate these sites with those selected

for measuring fines in bull trout redds.  The concern with contaminated sediments lies not just with the potential

effects on fish e ggs and  fry, but also w ith food-c hain tran sfer of meta ls from sedim ent to ben thic insects to fish . 

Consumption of metals-contaminated benthic insects have been shown to negatively affect growth of brown and

rainbow  trout (Woo dward  et al. 1995 ).

If sedimen t metals co ncentra tions beco me eleva ted, then a  risk assessm ent shou ld be perfo rmed for  the aqu atic

insects and fish, relevant investigations should be conducted, and if necessary, plans should be developed and

implemented to remove contaminated sediments and reduce metals inputs to the stream.  See Kemble et al. (1994)

for potential bioassay techniques to determine toxicity of sediments and pore-water.  Rock Creek water should be

sample d for meta ls on a m onthly ba sis at location s adjacen t to and d ownstrea m of the p aste storag e facility. This is

necessar y to add ress the con cern ab out meta ls entering th e stream fro m grou nd wate r recharg e or surfac e erosion . 

(S1816 )  

Response:  The conceptual monitoring plan (Appendix K) has been modified to incorporate analysis
of cadmium and lead in fish tissue and an ecological risk assessment, if appropriate.  Since fish are
the receptors of concern for Rock Creek and metal concentrations would be measured directly in
their tissues, routine analysis of metals in sediment is not necessary unless a risk assessment were to
be conducted.  

9.  Page  2-119. " ASAR CO's wa ter monito ring plan  would b e expan ded for a lternatives III th rough V  and wo uld

include a Monitoring Alert Levels and Contingency/Corrective Action Plan. This plan would ensure early detection

of potential environmental degradation or impairment and would focus primarily on the protection of surface and

ground w ater resources. The inten t of this additional plan w ould be to prev ent pollution and  other problem s before
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they occurred." The intent of the Monitoring Alert Levels and Contingency/Corrective Action Plan is good, but the

name of the plan implies that it would be geared toward correcting problems once they occurred, not preventing

problems. Why have neither the DEIS or SDEIS included a pollution-prevention monitoring plan so that the action

alternatives could have been meaningfully evaluated?   (S3462)

Response:  This idea has been considered for the final monitoring plan.  The entire design of the
mine plan and the regulations such plans must meet, are geared towards pollution prevention.  One of
the purposes of monitoring is  to ensure some unanticipated effect is  not occurring.

10.  Data should not be collected on a quarterly basis.  This is not a legally defensible monitoring plan and is not

protective of the ecosystem.  For the first several years, samples should be collected weekly at a minimum.(S5093)

Page 2-7 7,  Influent and effluen t monitoring to be  done frequen tly; more than req uired in draft MP DES.  This is a

very am biguou s statemen t and ha s to be care fully defined  in any pe rmit. (S614)

Response:  Monitoring occurs on multiple schedules.  Some parameters which are key indicators
would be monitored daily.  Others would be monitored weekly, monthly, or quarterly, as appropriate. 
The draft permit has been revised.  See Appendix D for monitoring required under the proposed
MPDES permit and Appendix K for monitoring to be conducted under the mine operating permit.  

11.  In the  consider ed opin ion of Wild erness Wa tch both th e Draft E IS and th e Supp lementa l DEIS a re seriously

deficient because they contain no complete and detailed plan for monitoring for potential damaging environmental

impacts.  The Supplemental EIS states that a Monitoring Plan will be developed for submission to, and approval by

the Agencies, that trigger levels and corrective action plans have not yet been developed.  We submit that this is not

acceptable.  Later development of such important elements of the plan of operation provides no opportunity for

public pa rticipation a nd pub lic input co ncernin g the ad equac y of these ele ments.  In o ur opinio n, grantin g a perm it

with such a deficiency in the EIS would be a violation of both NEPA and MEPA.  (S6348)

Page 2-77 - and App H and App M:  Water monitoring plan:  details still not finalized but apparently sampling of

Rock Ck. is to be only x4/year. concern:  final details not presented to public for public review.  x4/yr monitoring of

Rock Ck. is not adequate, is not a legally defensible monitoring plan, and is not protective of the Rock Ck.

ecosystem.  (S5093)

Page H -1 Introd uction; C orrective a ction plan s, final mon itoring pla ns conc ern: Sho uld be m ade ava ilable to

public for review and comment.  (S5093)

Response:  The final monitoring plan would need to be adjusted specifically for the approved plan as
specified in the record of decision should the mine be permitted.  A conceptual monitoring plan for
surface and ground water resources is included in Appendix K.  Neither NEPA nor MEPA require
that final monitoring plans be included in the final EIS.

12.  Page H-2 Water Monitoring Plan: begin during the first quarter of construction.  concern: Asarco's baseline

data is old, and full of errors.  It is unacceptable to simply let the company ?revise” the database.  The approved

water monitoring plan that will be used during construction and operation should be started two years BEFORE

construc tion begin s in order to  genera te a truly reliab le, comp arable a nd lega lly defensible  baseline d ata set, and  to

demonstrate that whoever manages the monitoring program can indeed do it correctly.  Asarco has never monitored

in an acceptable manner.  They have always found ways to confound the data, to make it weak.  All monitoring at

this project should be done by an independent, reliable, unbiased consulting firm that the public can have

confidence in.  (S5093)

Response:  Water quality data collected to date are acceptable for the purpose of establishing
baseline conditions.  Collection of additional surface water quality baseline data would not change
conclusions presented in the EIS.  Collection of operational data would be accomplished by Sterling
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or Sterling's consultant with periodic inspection and splitting of samples by the Agencies. 
Monitoring would begin at the time of evaluation adit construction, which would provide a year of
more monitoring before major mine construction began.

13.  Under Idaho’s Water Quality Standards, the Lake is designated as a Special Resource Water and no new point

source ca n discha rge pollu tants into the  lake or a trib utary of it (the C lark Fork  River).  This d esignatio n protects

existing wa ter quality fro m further d egrada tion and  limits discha rges to belo w detecta ble increa ses of polluta nts

over background levels. The SDEIS on page 4-49 interprets this as the concentration of pollutants from the mine

must be b elow dete ction limits at th e state bord er.  How ever, the ac tual stand ard or de signation  for Idaho  is

determined by a reduction of the ambient water quality of the receiving water as measured immediately below the

applicable mixing zone.  Since the Idaho border is only some 8 miles downstream of the discharge, in-stream

monitoring of the River discharge should at least be done right at the border above Cabinet Gorge Dam, but

actually should be conducted in Mo ntana immediately down stream of the diffuser in order to not violate Idaho’s

water qu ality standa rds, as requ ired by Se ction 401  of the Clea n Water A ct.(S6312)

Waste w ater discha rges hav e the pote ntial to dec imate the  watershe d and d estroy wa ter quality a nd fisheries. 

ASARCO must use treatment technologies that have long term data proving they can clean mine waste water for the

flows, temperatures, an d actual cond itions of the site.  In-river monitoring sh ould occur 2 4 hours a da y to ensure

that there is instantaneo us mixing, even  during nightly reserv oir drawdow n.  Mining an d milling should  cease

immediately if the discharge is not meeting requirements or if the waste water treatment facilities shut down.  You

must sho w proo f that there w ill be no m easurab le increase  of pollutan ts where the  Clark Fo rk River cro sses into

Idaho and that nutrient increases will not increase algae growth downstream.  Treatment of all stormwater

discharges to Rock Creek are necessary as they will carry pollutant from the mill and tailings. (F1)(S177)(S4891)

(S4912)(S5051)(S5088)(S5555)(S5763)

Response:  Monitoring water quality in the Clark Fork River just upstream and downstream of the
proposed discharge has been incorporated into the proposed MPDES permit.

14.  Pag e 2-71 p ara. 4, Nitra tes would  be mea sured co ntinuou sly with an  on-line a nalyzer.  Th is proced ure need s to

be applied to end of pipe effluent stream as well, with consistent but periodic QA/QC.  (S614)

Response:  The effluent would be monitored as would the river water quality below the mixing zone.

15.  We also em phasize the need  to monitor grou nd water nea r the mine, including  flow and qu ality of springs,

seeps, and Rock Creek and it’s headwater tributaries, so that flow and quality alterations induced by mining

explora tion and  produc tion can b e detected  and eva luated.  Th ere must b e a com prehen sive mon itoring pro gram to

detect ground  and surface w ater quality/quan tity effects.

We note that changes in surface water flows (particularly lowered flows or extended duration of low or no flows

during the low flow periods of the year), as a result of mining exploration or production, could have significant

effects on the ecology of the Rock Creek basin.  Water quality of ground water and seeps and springs in the

proxim ity of the und ergroun d storage  reservoir is of p articular co ncern a nd will nee d to be m onitored . 

We note that Klohn-Crippen concluded that the hydrogeology of the mine area did not appear to be well understood

(page 55 of the FMEA report).  They recommended that ground water observation wells be installed to assess the

hydrogeologic regime, and that ground water modeling be carried out to assess changes during operations and

closure.  

The EP A wou ld like to review  the water re sources m onitoring  plan de veloped  for the altern ative that is

implemented.  The SDEIS does not include much detail regarding specific operational and post-mining water

resource monitoring, so it will be important to see the final monitoring and mitigation plans.  (S146)
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Response:  Long term geochemical testing will be implemented to the extent possible.  Long term
kinetic testing would begin on waste rock removed from the evaluation adit and from additional
samples obtained from drilling inside the adit to zones not penetrated by the evaluation adit but that
would be intercepted by the mine adits.  A separate plan to evaluate the data collected during
evaluation adit construction has been included under Alternative V and is described in Appendix K.

16.  Page 3-24 para.5  Ground water quality of a soft calcium bicarbonate-type below the proposed mill site is an

issue of concern considering the quantity and quality of the waste rock that will be utilized in construction of the

mill pad.  A  special wa ter quality a nd was te rock m onitoring  progra m need s to be desig ned tha t will detect sub tle

changes in water chemistry.  Conditions of the permit must also ensure that should pollution be detected removal of

the offending rock and or facility will be dictated.  (S614)

Response:  See Appendix K for  details on the water resources monitoring plan.  Additionally,
geochemical testing of waste rock would help identify potentially acid producing rocks so that it
would either be stored in the mine or encapsulated in the tailings facility.      

17. Further investigation of ground water at the proposed mine site is needed.  What will be done to see that

pollutants will not get into the g round wa ter if the water table rises as a result of floodin g like we had just last

spring?  (S4352)

Measurements of year round ground water flows should be required to ascertain the degree of release from the

tailings impoundment.  (S6588)

Response:  The ground water analysis recognizes that fluctuations in the water table occur.  To
address concerns, and to provide the highest possible level of environmental protection, a
comprehensive ground water monitoring and contingency corrective action plan is proposed under
Alternative V.  Please refer to Appendix K.
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WTR-305  Water Treatment

1.  Asarco's proposed treatments for waste water treatment and tailings storage are unproven and therefore,

unacc eptable. 

 

There is also the question of an unproven and highly suspect wastewater treatment method.  Our home is not the

place for experim enting with poten tially disastrous treatment m ethods such a s ?anoxic biotreatment cells” and

reverse osm osis. 

Asarco's waste water treatment methods are unproven and this is a dangerous situation given that Clark Fork River

is less than o ne mile a way.  In a ddition, A sarco ca nnot be  allowed  to have u nlined tailin gs piles.  The  toxic

residuals  from these piles will undoubtedly pollute the creek and the land.  Unproven wastewater treatment

methods and an unlined tailings pile a mere 1/4 mile from the Clark Fork River are unacceptable environmental

risks.

Asarco should be required to use proven technologies to clean mine waste water for the flows, temperatures and

conditions at the proposed site. ... concerned with the unproven and experimental technology they propose to use 

to handle the 1 00 million tons of m ining waste tailings they p lan to leave perm anently along  Rock Creek  and just

1/4 mile from the Clark Fork River. How can this mine even be considered with the use of unproven and

experimental tech nologies that wo uld discharge 3  million gallons per d ay into the lower C lark Fork River.

Unproven waste water treatment methods and an unlimited tailings pile a mere 1/4 mile from the Clark Fork River

are unacce ptable environm ental risks.

Waste water discharges treatment technologies must be proven, monitored and abide by environmental regulations

by proving n o increase in polluta nts.

 ... Asarco should be required to use treatment technologies that have been tested with long term data proving they

can clean mine waste water for the flows, temperatures and conditions at the actual site.

Asarco should be required to use treatment technologies that have been tested and insuring that mine waste can be

clean enough for the flows and conditions at the Rock Creek site.

The water treatm ent methods a re unproven  on mine w aste.  They don 't even have a de sign completed  for the reverse

osmosis system.  ... Wha t if they can't design a filter to hand le the different toxins?

Neither the  anoxic b iotreatme nt cell nor th e reverse o smosis tech nologie s have be en prov en to wo rk on m ine waste

water.  Any water treatment technology must treat the water to meet water quality standards at the point of

discharge into state w aters.

The EIS  is inadequ ate in that it pr oposes to  deal with a  variety of en vironm ental threa ts by using  technolo gy that is

unproven in the proposed application.

Asarco should be required to use treatment technologies that have long term data proving they can clean mine

waste water for the flows, temperatures and actual conditions at this site.  The unproven technologies proposed for

waste water treatment from the mine and tailings pile are unacceptable.  Asarco should be required to use treatment

technologies that have a long term proven record of working with the conditions at this site.  (F1)(P)(S140)(S625)

(S3293)(S3395)(S3750)(S3631)(S3896)(S3942)(S4016)(S4046)(S4050)(S4159)(S4419)(S4482)(S4494)(S4628)

(S4725)(S4771)(S4891)(S4912)(S5051) (S5066)(S5088)(S5133)(S5098)(S5501)(S5555)(S5621)(S5763)(S5771)

(S5954)(S5970)(S6342)(S6543)(S6606)(S6613)(S6631)(S6640)(S6656)
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The primary biological treatment system, and the secondary reverse osmosis do not  remove a sufficient amount of

mine waste, also this is not a proven method.(S3490)

The pla n does n ot provid e the Mo ntana D EQ or th e public w ith full inform ation reg arding th eir plan to e ffectively

treat the huge amount of waste water that will pour into the river.  As I understand it the proposed method has never

been us ed on su ch a colu mn of w ater and  it is unclear w hether the  filters can actu ally proce ss that am ount.(S4 337)  

Require Asarco to use treatment technologies that have long-term data proving they can clean mine waste water for

the flows, temperatures and actual conditions anticipated at the Rock Creek site.(S4364)

 ... how will they treat and co ntrol their waste water disch arge so it will not pollute Ro ck Creek, the Clark F ork

River and subsequently Lake Pend Oreille?  (S4019)

Subm it more de tailed desig n specifica tions for ove rall water trea tment.  (S3 701)(S4 801)(S6 740) 

The mine ca n not be ope ned without furthe r testing of the waste water trea tment metho ds.  There needs to  be more

research about the 3 million gallons of waste water that will be dumped into the Clark Fork River. (S4482)

The procedures used should be well seasoned and appropriate to the task. Wastewater and storm water must be

contained with safeguards to prevent any chance of overflow or spillage.  The wastes must be treated to a high

degree so the w ater put into the river is cleaner tha n the river water itself.  These waters m ust be tested before

allowing the release to the river.  (S4914)

The propo sed waste water trea tment plans are  also inadequ ate.  The techno logy being pro posed has n o long-term

baseline data on an installation of this magnitude, to prove its ability to be completely effective.  (S5086)

 ...the paste treatment and the reverse osmosis water treatment.  How assured is Asarco that this can work on the

scale that they propose?  What is the assurance based on i.e. what is the science behind a large scale use of such

technolo gy?  Ag ain how  can the p ublic be a ssured tha t truthful and  adequ ate mon itoring will be  done?   What is

Asarco's backup plan, if this new technology does not work?  How will we be informed whether it is or is not

working ?  (S509 1) 

The ABC treatment where bacteria are supposed to digest nitrates and ammonia is not proven to work for large

amounts of waste water from the mines.  (S5094)

The RO is developed for drinking water systems.  It may not work for waste water from the mines and must be

constantly monitored day and night to prevent filter shutdowns.  Does this sound proven to you?  (S5094)

The anoxic biotreatment cell system as a way to remove nitrates and ammonia from mine waste has no established

record in the kind of use proposed for Rock Creek. should that system prove to be ineffective, up tp 320 gallons of

untreated water per minute could seep from the tailings impoundment area, with potentially catastrophic impact on

the Clark Fork River and Lake Pend Oreille.  The pristine wilderness surrounding Rock Creek and the watershed

running through it should not be used as a testing ground for untried technology. (S5097)

Concerning waste water discharges, there must be long-term data proving they can clean mine waste water for the

actual conditions at this site. (S5776)(S6712)

Show evidence that the ABC method of water treatment will actually work. (S6572)

Asarco  should e stablish, thro ugh clea r and co ncise doc umen tation, that th eir waste w ater treatm ent techn ology is

reliable in the wide array of temperatures and year round flow conditions. (S6588)
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The wa ter treatmen t method s and fac ilities appea r to continu e to lack do cumen tation an d studies tha t they wou ld

indeed work well enough to insure that the waters of the Clark Fork River and Lake Pend Oreille would receive

adequate protection over the decades of mine operation. Considering the values of the resources at risk, there needs

to be more documentation regarding the reliability of these methods and more evidence that the water resources

will not be adversely impacted even if the systems work as advertised. Under the circumstances, poorly documented

claims are simply not acceptable. It appears a lot more study and testing are necessary before the DEIS can be

acceptable.  (S6681)

The discussion continues about ABC being used “in large drinking water treatment facilities” and commonly used

in “domestic w aste water” treatme nt.  Again, whe re is the long-term reliability and  adequate d elineation that these

systems are effective with mine process waste water at the anticipated flows at Rock Creek?  Where is the detailed

design? (S6312)

Require ASARCO to use treatment technologies that have long-term data proving they can clean mine waste water

for the flows , tempera tures and  actual co nditions a t this site.  (S805 )(S6806 )(S1687 )(S1851 )  

  

RO Process Design.  According to the SDEIS, reverse osmosis, if adequately sized and operated, is a very effective

water treatment process and should be sufficient to address any water quality issues during operations [SDEIS p.

4-18].  This statement ignores the critical importance of proper design, without which adequate size and operation

are pointless.  This underscores the fact that no conceptual, much less detailed, design has been provided for the RO

system.  The design , because it will be for a no vel application, ab solutely requires that it be base d on extensive test

work and preferably pilot plant testing.  A detailed evaluation and report should have been provided by the

proponent and used as the basis for the SDEIS discussion of this wastewater treatment alternative. (S188)

Page 2-107. Water Resources Row, under V. "Same as Alternative II but with increased treatment reliability and

minor increases in phosphorus due to changes in waste water treatment systems." The new waste water treatment

system is a " pilot" system  and ad mittedly m ay or m ay not b e successfu l. How ca n it be con sidered a n increas e in

treatment reliability? (S3462)

Another critical component of the proposed ASARCO Rock Creek mine is the water treatment system that will be

used to treat degraded mine water prior to discharge to the Clark Fork River.  Mu ch of the discussion in the SDEIS

focuses on ASARCO’s proposed modifications to the treatment system, and it's expected ability to meet MPDES

permit req uiremen ts.  For exa mple, 

Page 4-54 of the SDEIS states that "the proposed mine water treatment system would, if properly designed,

constructed, and operated, produce an effluent that meets the requirements of the revised draft MPDES discharge

permit."  

Page 30  of the Klohn-C rippen Repo rt states that "if adequately sized a nd operated , it(reverse osmosis) is a very

effective wa ter treatmen t process a nd shou ld be sufficien t to addres s any wa ter quality issu es during  operatio ns."

How ever, b ased o n our r eview o f the info rmatio n prese nted in  the SD EIS, D raft MP DES  perm it and it's

accompanying Statement of Basis, there is insufficient information on the system design, and the quality and

quantity of water it must treat, to determine the system's ability to meet MPDES effluent limits, and protect water

quality an d aqua tic life in the Clar k Fork R iver and L ake Pen d Oreille.  

Our concerns with the proposed treatmen t system include: the lack of detailed design specifications for the system; 

experimental n ature of biologica l treatment and rev erse osmosis; the lack o f detailed baseline da ta on the chem istry

and volume of water to be treated; the mixing zone for the proposed discharge and it’s potential to impact migrating

bull trout; the failure to monitor water quality in the Clark Fork River. (S6318)
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The impac ts that nutrients in the discharg e will have on nu trient reduction strategies (nitrogen  and pho sphorous;

and the disposal of waste brines from the reverse osmosis system. (S6318)

Page 4 -54 1st inc omplete  paragr aph "A SARC O expe cts that the b iotreatme nt system  ... prim ary treatm ent  ...". 

Contradiction with page 2-66, 2nd paragraph under "General Waste Water Treatment", "Neither system would be

designa ted as the p rimary o r back-u p system."   continuin g with pa ge 4-54 , "How ever, the rev erse osm osis system  ...

after the biotreatment  ...".  Contradiction with page 2-69, 1st paragraph where it is stated " ... if biotreatment

proves to be succ essful".  Consider this ad mission of insecurity from  ASARC O abou t the treatment facilities 

capabilities.  (See next comment).  (S4832)(S4833)

Page 4-54 1st full paragraph:  "Reverse osmosis technology  ... has been proven  ..."  Citation please - where? who?

how much co uld it handle?  Similar conditions?  Also "Reverse osmosis has been u sed  ... 200 gpm  ..."  and "In

addition,  ... from 100 gpm  ..."  How does reverse osmosis perform with 2,300 gpm?  In the event that biotreatment

'proves' to be 'unsuccessful', can a reverse osmosis system remove all nutrients, metals, pollutants from discharge

water to meet Idaho's "Special Resource Waters" discharge water levels of "below detection limits?"

(S4832)(S4833)

 Also, "Th e propo sed dua l nitrate rem oval system   ... appears to be capab le  ..."  Page 4-54 sta tes this "has been

proven".  Which is it?  "The proposed anoxic treatment  ... be effective  ... under Montana  ...conditions."  Consider

volume differences between systems - those handle 200 gpm, not 2,300 gpm (page 4-54).  Which is it? 

(S4832)(S4833)

Another concern with the proposed treatment system is its' ability to effectively treat the volume of degraded mine

water expected to be discharged from the proposed Rock Creek mine.  ASARCO's original proposal to use a passive

bioreactor and ion exchange system been dismissed during the NEPA process, apparently due to concerns over

their ability to m eet MP DES e ffluent limits.  

The following statements from page 4-42 of the SDEIS demonstrate this point:  "the proposed passive biotreatment

system has not been proven to be capable of providing the degree of nitrogen removal required to meet the limits of

the draft MPDES discharge permit" and "the long-term reliability of ion exchange as a nitrate removal system has

not been  demon strated."

The SDE IS suggests that these co ncerns will be add ressed by using the  technologies A SARCO  is proposing as p art

of Alternative V. Page 4-54 states "the reverse osmosis technology and the proposed anoxic biotreatment

technology have been proven to be capable of removing nitrate from water in a reliable manner."  Additionally, p.

2-69 states "the reverse osmosis technology has been proven to be capable of removing dissolved pollutants, such as

nitrate, from  water in m any larg e capac ity waste wa ter treatmen t facilities throug hout the w orld."

Contrary to these statements, reverse osmosis technology has not been proven at large scale mining operations like

the proposed Rock Creek mine. The reverse osmosis treatment systems provided as examples in the SEIS—Lead, SD

(200 gpm) and Lewistown, MT (100 gpm)—are only treating flows that are an order of magnitude lower than flows

expected  at Rock C reek durin g the later sta ges of the R ock Cree k mine(2 ,300 gp m). 

Addition ally, the exa mple of a noxic bio treatmen t systems pre sented in th e SDE IS—th e Stillwater M ine in

Montana—is only treating 130 gpm.  This example does not demonstrate the proposed anoxic biotreatment system

will be cap able of m eeting the e ffluent limits spe lled out in th e Draft M PDE S perm it.  

If uncertainties regarding the effectiveness of the passive bioreactor and ion exchange system were the reason they

were dismissed during the NEPA review, one could argue that the currently proposed treatment system should be

dismissed as well.  Again, the Klohn-Crippen report (p. 30) noted "this (reverse osmosis) is a highly sophisticated

treatment process; one not typically implemented at mining operations." (S6318)
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As we stated in ou r commen ts on the Draft EIS , we believe decision-m akers and the p ublic need to ha ve more

detailed design specifications for the water treatment system in order to determine the system's ability to meet

effluent limits and protect water quality and aquatic life in the Clark Fork and Lake Pend Oreille.  As the following

statemen ts demon strate, those d esign spe cifications h ave not b een prese nted.  

Page 1 of the Statement of Basis states "ASARCO has submitted a conceptual level wastewater treatment design

which m ay includ e any or a ll of the follow ing com ponen ts:  filtration, biolo gical treatm ent, ana erobic

denitrification , and reve rse osmo sis."

In addition, p. 2-66 states that "at the final design stage, modifications to the treatment system may be made

depending  on a num ber of factors, including  the actual discharg e water chara cteristics, the final MPDE S limits,

and the  technolo gy availa ble at the tim e."

These  design  specific ations  are ne eded  now to  predic t, and m itigate th e poten tial neg ative effe cts the m ine's

discharge could have on water quality and aquatic life in the Clark Fork River and Lake Pend Oreille.  (S6318)

 I have received the impression that there is at least some uncertainty among the agencies as to how effective the

proposed treatment processes will be at the volumes planned and also that the volumes to be treated might be

understimated.  I think an extra effort is justified at this sensitive area of Montana.  (S3591)(S3654)

We need more detailed design specifications on the overall water treatment plan. Will the reverse osmosis system be

able to handle the volume of contaminated water the mine will generate?  (S3391)

We need more detailed design specifications on the overall water treatment plan. How will the RO and the

bioreac tor react?

We'd like Asarco to submit more detailed design specifications for their proposed water treatment system before any

final permit decision is made.  The proposed bioreactor/reverse osmosis system is an experimental approach that

has nev er been p roven to b e effective at trea ting over 2 ,000 ga llons per m inute of co ntamin ated wa ter this mine  will

discharge, and the public and the regulatory agencies need the design specifications to make an informed decision

on whether it will work.  (S3465)

The company's proposal for water reclamation is theory not science the EIS is full of theory not science.  (S3487)

A more detailed design needs to be spelled out. (S6740)

They co uld subm it more de tailed desig n specifica tions on th e overall w ater treatm ent plan. T hey cou ld presen t a

long term operation and maintenance plan that covers water treatment scenarios and costs for when active mining

stops. (S4801)(S6745)(S3392)

The proposed dual system of water treatment (ABC and RO) are not sufficiently proven for the agencies to rely on

them.  Many conclusions regarding the dual treatment systems at this site are based on assumptions about the Rock

Creek site a nd limited  applicatio ns elsewh ere.  (See e.g . 4-42, 4-7 4).  Long  term reliab ility, applicatio n to

significantly  unkno wn wa ter quality, sim ilar scale ap plication, a nd anticip ated flow s have no t been sufficie ntly

conside red for the F orest Servic e to mak e permittin g decision s.  Addition ally, detailed  facility design  and wa ste

disposal is n ot analyz ed in the S DEIS .  As a result, u nprove n techno logies are p roposed  for unkn own co nditions. 

This does not meet the spirit or intent of NEPA or the Clean Water Act.  (S2034)

The polluted wastewater generated from the ground water seepage into the mine must not be allowed to be

discharged with any contaminates into Rock Creek or the Clark Fork River.  The unproven method proposed is not

satisfactory.  (S5092)
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  Response: It is true that both the quantity and the quality of mine water requiring treatment have been
estimated.  It is also true that the capability of proposed water treatment system to treat the projected
quantity and quality of mine water has also been estimated.  However, the applicant has provided
significant documentation on the capability of the proposed water treatment system to treat water of a
similar nature under similar climatic conditions.  This information has been reviewed by both
government agency personnel and by independent consultants to verify applicability and accuracy.

All components of the Alternative V water treatment system (that is, clarification, filtration,
nitrification trickling-filter, reverse osmosis, anoxic biotreatment denitrification cells, and extended
aeration effluent polishing) have been successfully used to treat mine wastewater similar in nature
and under similar climatic conditions to those anticipated at the Rock Creek mine.  These
technologies are not considered experimental or unproven.

Further nitrate removal using either reverse osmosis or anoxic biotreatment would be accomplished
using multiple treatment units.  The individual treatment units would be sized to treat mine
wastewater flows very similar in magnitude (650 gpm) to that being successfully treated at other
mine sites in Montana and South Dakota (100 to 200 gpm).  Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that
the level of nitrate removal achieved using multiple reverse osmosis units or anoxic biotreatment
cells at Rock Creek would be very similar to that being achieved at these mine wastewater treatment
facilities.

There are other advantages to the multiple treatment unit concept proposed for Rock Creek.  This
multiple treatment unit approach has been shown to facilitate system upgrades, to minimize potential
treatment upset episodes, to allow easier facility maintenance, and to provide a higher level of system
reliabili ty.

The final design and layout of the proposed water treatment system may require minor modifications
to more accurately reflect site specific conditions (such as chemical constituents, flow rates, and
water temperature).  Much of this information would be obtained during development of the
evaluation adit and refined during mine construction and operation.  The water treatment system
proposed as part of Alternative V would be sized to handle the quantity of water requiring treatment
and would be capable of providing the level of  water treatment required by the MPDES discharge
permit.  

Final engineering design specifications are not required to predict the effects of the mine’s discharge
on water quality and aquatic life in the receiving waters.

2.  How c an this m ine even b e conside red with th e use of un proven  and exp erimenta l technolo gies that w ould

discharge 3 million gallons per day into the lower Clark Fork River. (S4355)

Response:  The wastewater treatment system proposed for Alternatives II, III and IV does include
unproven and experimental technologies.  For this reason, Alternative V proposes an improved 
wastewater treatment system.  All components of the Alternative V water treatment system (that is,
clarification, filtration, nitrification trickling filter, reverse osmosis, anoxic biotreatment
denitrification cells, and extended aeration effluent polishing) have been successfully used to treat
mine wastewater similar in nature and under similar climatic conditions to that anticipated at the
Rock Creek mine.  While the final design and layout of the proposed water treatment system may
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require minor modification to more accurately reflect site-specific conditions, the water treatment
system is not  considered to be either unproven or experimental.

The anticipated flow of mine discharge to the river under Alternative V ranges from approximately
500 gpm (720,000 gallons per day) during the first 3 years and would double to nearly 1,000 gpm
about year 10 and would only reach just over 2,000 gpm (2.9 million gallons per day) at the end of
mine life at about year 30.  The waste water treatment system would be expanded by adding
additional units to both systems; they would not need to be built to handle the maximum flows at the
start of operations.

3.  Water tre atment is in sufficient if it degr ades the w ater qua lity going in to the Clar k Fork.  Th e propo sed plan  still

shows seepage, leaching, and incomplete removal of contaminates from several sources.  (S3489)

Prop osed d ilution o f heavy  metal w astewa ter into th e Clark  Fork R iver is sim ply du mpin g was te in the  river.  D idn't

we outlaw that a long time ago? (S4645)

I am gre atly conc erned tha t the plan fo r waste wa ter treatmen t at the prop osed Asa rco will yield a n effluent tha t is

too close to the maximum contamination allowed.  (S3591)(S3654)

Response:  Water treatment would be insufficient if the discharge did not meet the terms of the
MPDES permit and degraded water quality conditions in the Clark Fork River.  The requirements of
the discharge permit have been developed to be fully protective of the receiving waters.  Under
Alternative V, all discharges from the proposed project would require a sufficient level of treatment
to prevent environmental degradation.  The proposed water treatment system should be capable of
providing the level of treatment necessary to comply with the requirements of the discharge permit.

4.  Page 2-69 1st paragrap h "A larger tank would be installed  ... if biotreatment proves to be successful."  Is

ASARC O unsure if this proce ss will work?  If it fails what is the prescribed sce nario?  If biotreatm ent for excess

nitrates fails, how does ASARCO plan to assume the responsibility for excess nitrate discharge into an already

nitrate-exceeded water environment?  What about waste from this technology?  (S4832)(S4833)

The wa ste water trea tment pla n calls for two  treatmen t method s:  the ano xic biotrea tment cells (A BC) wh ich will

remove 80 percent of the nitrogen, and the reverse osmosis (RO) process which will remove 90 percent of the

nitrogen and metals.  It is our understanding that the RO system would be primarily a backup system after an initial

period.  We would like to see the plans include the use of both systems in an in-line method.  The water could first be

passed through the ABC and then the RO unit.  It is important that as many of the pollutants as possible be removed

from the water before it enters the surface or ground waters.  (S2794)

Why aren't the semi passive biotreatment and the reverse osmosis water treatment systems being designed or

proposed to operate simultaneously rather than as a back up system for the event of the primary system failing?

(S6721)

What role will the permitting agencies have in determining when the reverse osmosis treatment system will be used

vs. the biotre atment sy stem? (S1 46) 

How will the two systems will interact? (S6745)

The SD EIS states th at the ano xic biotrea tment cells (A BC) will rem ove 80 p ercent of th e nitrogen  (and ap parently

little or none  of the meta ls) and the re verse osm osis (RO) p rocess will rem ove 90 p ercent of th e nitrogen  and m etals. 

Instead of using the  RO system initially an d then only as a  backup a fter about 5 years, I firmly be lieve that every

effort should be made to alter the system to an in line process, with the water passing through the ABC first and then
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through  the RO  system for fin al clean u p of nitrog en and  remova l of metals.  I'm  aware th at this wou ld result in

additional expense to the company, but it might eliminate the need for the diffuser or allow something less expensive

at the disch arge po int. (S3591 )(S3654 ) 

Page 2-69. "A larger tank would be installed if biotreatment proves to be successful." Biotreatment is not proven at

this scale. How can the treatment of such a large amount of wastewater destined to flow into the Clark Fork River

be dependent in part on unproved technology?  (S3462)

Response:  While anoxic biotreatment as been successfully demonstrated at other mine sites, there
are several reasons why its use at the proposed Rock Creek mine may be determined to be not
appropriate.  For example, mine wastewater inflow may be less than that anticipated and reverse
osmosis may be found to be more cost effective than anoxic biotreatment.  The biotreatment system
could be expanded by adding additional cells or by increasing the size of existing cells should flows
be greater than anticipated

The water treatment facility would be designed to treat the mine water to the level required by the
discharge permit and to allow the use of the reverse osmosis facility for effluent polishing as required
to provide the required level of water treatment.  However, the RO system would be the primary
system initially operating at the full capacity needed while a pilot biotreatment system was
constructed and operated in tandem.  Once the biotreatment system was fine-tuned for specific Rock
Creek mine conditions and had proved it could handle the flow and constituents, then it would be
expanded to fill the primary treatment system role.  It is anticipated that the anoxic biotreatment cells
would be capable of removing an acceptable level of nitrate from the mine wastewater without the
use of reverse osmosis.  Not using reverse osmosis would save a significant quantity of energy and
would eliminate any requirement for brine handling and disposal.  If problems arose with the
biotreatment system at any time then the RO system would resume the primary treatment role or be
used to supplement the biotreatment as necessary to meet the MPDES permit discharge limits.  The
agencies would be responsible for approving the final treatment facilities, but Sterling would
determine which system to use to ensure compliance with the MPDES permit limits.

Achieving a higher level of nitrate removal by providing a two step nitrate removal process including
anoxic biotreatment and reverse osmosis would not remove the requirement for a discharge diffuser.

5.  There are serious inconsistencies throughout the description of various treatment facilities.  The most glaring

appears to be the fact the site is identified as being located in a “net evaporative climate zone” (page 28, of Fact

Sheet and Statement of Basis for Proposed Permit Limits, MT-0030287) thus “...there will be no discharge of

wastewa ter.’

In Chapter 3, page 5 of the SDEIS, under “Climate,” the impoundment area is reported to have incident

precipitation which “...exceeds estimated evaporation by about 3 inches.”  (Asarco, Inc., 1987-1994) This indicates

there will be  at minim um 3 in ches of exc ess precipita tion whe rever these  is contact co ntamin ation disch arged to

Rock Creek or the Clark Fork River.  This translates into at least a 356 to 50 million gallon/per/year error

infiltration or tre atment c apacity e stimate for th e project.

It calls into qu estion all trea tment fac ility design a ssumptio ns when  the most b asic of treatm ent facility site-sp ecific

evaluatio ns, evapo rative gain  or deficit, is in erro r.  

The interception of small drainages, springs, seeps, and shallow ground water associated with upgradient

precipitation and potentially affected by contact contamination, does not appear to be included in treatment and
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discharge calculations.  Unless this is included in treatment or bypass calculations, the capabilities of the system

will be greatly undersized.  (S1417)

Response:  The discussion of net precipitation in the statement of basis addresses the amount of
process wastewater that may be diverted from the mill circuit to the water treatment system.  It is not
used in sizing the treatment or waste holding systems.  The water balance developed by the Applicant
and reviewed by the agencies includes precipitation from all major mine areas (paste storage, plant
and mill sites, etc.).  Uncontaminated stormwater would be diverted away from the active mine area
and not require treatment.

6.  I am concerned about building more ponds if needed to treat water.  (S3251)

Response: The Agencies Alternative V water treatment system would not require additional ponds as
it incorporates reverse osmosis technology but additional cells would be added as flow increased.

7.  Page 4 -56 3rd  paragr aph "U nder Alte rnative V   ... reverse osm osis  ... may n eed to be  used  ...".  Co ntrast this

statement with comments on page 2-66 and 2-69;  it has to be used.  (S4832)(S4833)

Response:  Reverse osmosis would be used during the adit evaluation phase and would be used until
such time as the anoxic biotreatment is capable of providing the required level of nitrate removal. 
See also the previous comment.

8.  In Table S-2, p. S -8  "Evalua tion Adit Water Trea tment" und er Alternative V. "P ressure filtration, oil skimmer,

and a reverse osmosis with a pilot anoxic biotreatment system." How can a "pilot" system be considered a

"significant improvement" in Alternative V?  (S3462)

Response:  Pilot testing of wastewater treatment technology is a standard procedure to determine
how to best apply a particular treatment technology at a particular site, in order to optimize final
system design.  At no time would the pilot biotreatment system be used as the primary system until
the final designs for the full system had been approved.

9.  Page 2-70, Reverse Osmosis: It is stated that reverse osmosis (RO) units sufficient to treat flows up to 650 gpm

would be used.  It is also stated that the RO system would be available to operate during bioreactor upsets (page 2-

66).  The maximum mine operation wastewater treatment flow is stated to be 2,300 gpm.  Would this mean that RO

treatmen t capacity w ould ha ve to be p rovided  to treat 2,30 0 gpm  (i.e., four 650  gpm R O units n eeded)?   Would

addition al backu p RO u nits be nee ded if one  of the units w ent dow n (i.e., a fifth RO  unit)? (S14 6)  

Response:  It is anticipated that the mine wastewater treatment facility would be constructed in
stages.  By the time a reverse osmosis unit with a capacity in excess of 650 GPM is required, the
mine should have several years experience with the biotreatment system.  Any decision to expand the
capacity of the reverse osmosis unit can then be based on the capability of the anoxic biotreatment
cells to successfully treat mine wastewater under varying flow and climatic conditions.  The final
plan for the waste water treatment system would have to address contingency measures to be
implemented during biotreatment upsets.  These could include surface water storage capacity (which
would be especially critical during early years of mine development when storage in the mine was
limited) or use of temporary units.

10.  What happens to the waste water treatment when a reverse osmosis unit is not functioning?  Is there sufficient

backup capacity to process at the given rates or does the process continue without processing a portion of the

effluent? (S4634)

Response:  The reverse osmosis facility would be designed with multiple individual reverse osmosis
units.  This would allow individual columns to be taken off-line for maintenance purposes while still
providing an adequate number of units to treat the required flow.  For example, a reverse osmosis
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facility designed to treat 650 gpm of mine wastewater would include 8 to 10 individual reverse
osmosis units.  In addition, flow to the water treatment facility could be reduced or eliminated by
diverting wastewater to in-mine storage during emergencies or periods of less than acceptable nitrate
removal.

11.  Page 2-69 3rd paragraph "If the effluent  ..."  If the biotreatment proves 'unsuccessful' how many times does

ASARCO go around the circle of "returning to the treatment facility for further treatment"?  (S4832)(S4833)

Response:  As indicated, effluent from the aeration pond would be routed back to the reverse osmosis
facility for further treatment prior to discharge if the effluent did not meet MPDES permit limits with
biotreatment alone.

12.  If they can remove 80%, there is no reason why they can not remove 100% of these contaminants. (S3490)

Response:  The level of water treatment required would be necessary to meet the requirements of the
Montana Pollution Discharge Elimination System (MPDES) discharge permit.

13.  The imp acts that ble ed water  will have o n the treatm ent system ; the impa cts that nutrie nts in the disc harge w ill

have on n utrient reduction strategies (nitrog en and ph osphorou s; and the dispo sal of waste brines from  the reverse

osmosis system.  (S6318)

What's to become of the mill 's bleed water?  Where does the bleed water figure into the treatment system?

(S6745)(S3392)

What impacts will the bleed water have on the treatment system?  (S4832)(S4833)

Another issue of critical importance to the proposed water treatment system is the fate of the "bleed water" from the

mill circuit, and it's potential to undermine the effectiveness of the treatment system. Page 2-66 of the SDEIS states

that "approximately 5 to 10% of the flow in the process loop (3,000 gpm for mill) will be diverted to the wastewater

treatmen t system an d fresh wa ter added  to the circuit o n an on going b asis to preve nt buildu p of excess  constituen ts

in the process water." 

At a minimum, the lack of a complete discussion of the NSPS issue, including all of ASARCO's "plans and

specifications" to meet the NSPS, must be available for public review and comment as part of the NEPA/MEPA

process. T he Fore st Service ca nnot ap prove the  Rock C reek befo re the inform ation nec essary for M PDE S perm its

have been obtained. Dubois v. U.S. Dept. of Agriculture, 102 F.3d 1273 (1st Cir. 1996).  Since the project has not

yet supplied the necessary information to obtain them, the Forest Service's "approve first, review permitting

information later" process is fundamentally flawed.  Moreover, the Forest Service cannot meet its duty under 36

CFR 2 28.8 to en sure that the  project will co mply w ith the Clea n Water A ct withou t an und erstandin g of the spe cific

nature of the discharges.  (S6318)

Response:  Mill bleed water would be routed to mine wastewater treatment facility where it would be
treated to remove suspended solids, heavy metals, nitrate and organics.

14.  The system to treat nitrate is an improvement over the system proposed in the DEIS.  However, addition of

methanol to a sulfate containing mine drainage is very likely to generate hydrogen sulfide.  Sulfate reducing

bacteria can utilize methanol very well, and pockets of sulfate reducing bacteria are likely to be present in the

system.   Although nitrification will predominate in the system, sulfide production is almost certain.  Aeration of the

water during the summer months may be sufficient to remove sulfide from the system, but in winter, the oxidation

process are slowed considerably as are the volatilization processes.  Sulfate reduction will also increase the pH of

the water, which in turn will increase the proportion of the non-volatile sulfide anion.  What is the discharge

standard for sulfide from the facility.  Since this substance is effectively as toxic as cyanide, how often will it be

monitored in th e discharge w ater?  Man y municipal trea tment systems that use  a nitrification-denitrification proce ss
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have a chlorination step disinfect the water prior to discharge.  This also can reduce the sulfide concentration by

oxidation.  How will the discharge from this treatment facility be treated in order to reduce the sulfide

concentration, or will it simply be allowed to drain into Rock Creek with no monitoring for this toxic species? 

(S6301)

Page 3-9 2nd full paragraph "All information indicates  ... do not release detectable levels of sulfate when they

weather naturally."  So any values of sulfate found in the receiving waters would be from the mine.  Is this part of

the monitoring plan?  If sulfates are found in the waters - is the anoxic biotreatment facility to remove these, or the

reverse osmosis facility?  Has it been established that treatment facilities are to remove these materials? 

(S4832)(S4833)

Response:  The potential for sulfate reduction does exist in the anoxic biotreatment cells.  The
potential would be minimized by limiting methanol addition to that necessary to achieve nitrification. 
Initially, effluent monitoring would occur on a daily basis.  

15.  Production of hydrogen sulfide will precipitate some metals as metal sulfides, and is likely to be an important

mechanism for removal of some of the more problematic heavy metals.  These materials are reasonably stable as

long as oxygen is excluded.  However, when the media is allowed to dry or is exposed to oxygen, or methanol

addition s are disco ntinued , these meta l sulfides will be o xidized an d release th e metals a nd sulfuric  acid.  Ho w will

the media be handled to preclude this from happening.  Simple burial of the media is not acceptable, since water

penetration will ultimately release those metals into ground water.  (S6301)

Response:  Heavy metals precipitation within the anoxic biotreatment cells would be minimized by
removing over 99 percent of the expected heavy metals through clarification and filtration prior to
biotreatment and by minimizing sulfate reduction in the anoxic biotreatment cells through process
control.

16.  Remo val of am monia  is not discus sed in an y detail, an d rema ins a substa ntial conc ern with th is project.

Ammonia will almost certainly be released during blasting which uses ANFO or other explosives.  Nitrification

(ammo nia to nitra te) is very sensitive  to tempe rature of influ ent water.  S ince the w ater temp erature a t the mine is

expected to be very close to 0oC during the coldest winter months, ammonia removal is unlikely to be successful.  No

data are presented to the contrary, although Attachment 1 on “Water Treatment System for the Proposed Rock

Creek Mine” admits on page 2-1 that “the trickling filter may need to be enclosed or insulated to allow for proper

functioning during colder seasons.”  This document does not indicate how an enclosure will increase the

temperature of influent water, that has been allowed to pass through an open sedimentation tank and a sand

clarifier, which is likely to cool the water.

In fact, the ammonia removal system is not described in any detail, and no data were found which indicated that

such a system will work effectively at the low temperatures expected for several months during the year.  The

potential fo r release of a mmo nia to the riv er is clear, an d this repres ents a sign ificant risk to aq uatic org anisms in

the river both from unionized ammonia and the eutrophication potential.  (S6301)

Page 2 -66 (Ge neral Wa stewater T reatmen t): There is som e conce rn that the b iotreatme nt system m ay be sub ject to

upsets and to less effective treatment during cold weather.  (S146)

The anoxic system, it says on page 2-66, would have cell dimensions based on preliminary design data for 80

percent nitrate-nitrogen removal at 6 degrees C.  That's above freezing.  It can drop to 20 or 30 below F around

here.  Ma ybe I misse d it, but I cou ld find no  conjectu re in the SD EIS as to  how w ell, or if at all, this system  would

work in sub-zero temperatures.  (S625)

The reverse osmosis process is temperature dependent.  What are the projected capacities at reduced temperature?

(S4634)
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Response:  Both nitrification and denitrification are temperature dependent.  For that reason Sterling
has proposed several measures to reduce unnecessary cooling of the mine wastewater.  These
measures include using a buried double-walled pipe to convey water from the mine to the water
treatment facility and minimizing open water surfaces.  Based on experience at other mine facilities,
Sterling anticipates a minimum water temperature of 6 degrees C.  It should be noted that during
periods of less effective treatment (for example, cold or process upsets); flow to the treatment facility
would be reduced significantly in a very short time by diverting mine inflow into in-mine water
storage.

17.  I see nothing in the proposed technologies that will insure that metals don't contaminate our watershed. The

metals in solution in the water will poison the bacteria in the biologic filter and the metals in solution will pass right

through this filter.  Asarco then proposes that if the biologic filter doesn't purify the water adequately, then they may

have to u se a ionic e xchan ge mec hanism .  Ion exch ange m oves selecte d materia ls through  a semi-p ermeab le

membrane under controlled pressure and electrostatic gradients into another solution.  It does not move the

material into a solid storable form, and therefore it is more of a shell game than a filter mechanism.  (S5136)

Response:  Sterling estimates that over 99 percent of the heavy metals in the mine wastewater will be
removed by clarification and filtration prior to inflow into the anoxic biotreatment cells due to the
binding of metals to sediment.  Heavy metals should not have an adverse impact on the ability of the
anoxic biotreatment to remove nitrate.  Reverse osmosis, not ion exchange, uses a semi-permeable
membrane to remove dissolved solids.  Ion exchange uses an engineered resin to capture charged
ions.  Both ion exchange and reverse osmosis produce a concentrated waste stream which must be
disposed of in an acceptable manner.

18.   What ha ppens to the spen t membran es that are loaded  with heavy m etals (Cr, Pb), nitrates, etc.?  These

materials may  or may no t be classified as dange rous waste dep ending on  the actual constituen ts.  Are there

proced ures, facilities an d transpo rtation in p lace to ha ndle no rmal op erations a nd off no rmal eve nts such a s a spill

or storage tank breach?  (S4634)

Response:  Based on the use of reverse osmosis at other mine wastewater treatment facility, the spent
membranes would not be classified as a hazardous waste.  The mine permit application includes a
Spill Prevention and Cleanup Plan that describes procedures for dealing with “off-normal” events
such as a spill or storage tank breach.

19.  Reverse osmosis membranes are stated to be replaced every 3 to 5 years.  This seems optimistic considering the

volume  of waste w ater being  treated an d the dec line in mem brane e fficiency as it is use d.  (S463 4) 

   Response:  After the anoxic biotreatment facility is brought on-line, it is anticipated that reverse
osmosis would only be used for effluent polishing.  However, even if reverse osmosis was used
exclusively for nitrate removal, a three- to four-year membrane maintenance cycle would be
reasonable.

20.  As for reverse osmosis, if it were the only treatment system at a discharge rate of 2,300 gpm over a thirty year

mine life, I calculate you  would prod uce 5,721,3 75 gallons of b rine waste (and I d idn't figure in leap years).  Befo re

approv ing that, yo u had b etter know  where it's go ing to go  and ho w it's going  to get there, ra ther than  just saying it

can be d isposed o f in an ap proved  landfill such  as.... (S625 ) 

Please h ave deta iled unde rstanding s of how m uch nu trients and  waste brin e water w ill be produ ced, and  their

ultimate fates. (S5159)

Page 2-70, Reverse Osmosis Brine: Contingencies for reverse osmosis (RO) brine waste disposal should be further

described.  It is stated that RO waste brine generation would amount to approximately 10 percent of the system
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inflow, and that brine waste would be reduced (with a crystallizer/evaporator) to one 55 gallon drum of waste per

day for ev ery 250  gpm o f water treate d.  (S146 )  

RO Brine  Denver Mineral Engineers, Inc. (DME) designs and operates RO systems for mine wastewater.  In 1992

DME initiated a program offering RO systems for treatment of mine wastewater in partnership with Arrowhead

Industrial Waters, Inc., a worldwide leader in RO technology and applications.  Based on the knowledge and

experien ce of those  compa nies, reverse  osmosis, a lthough  a comp lex and e xpensive  wastewa ter treatmen t process, if

properly designed and operated, can be used effectively to remove contaminants from the mine wastewater at the

Rock Creek project.  However, it is also the experience from the program run by those companies, that based upon

the examination of brines actually produced from similar wastewater streams, some characteristics of the brine,

some metals may be in soluble form, and the resulting waste product may not meet TCLP criteria.  Meaningful

evaluation and design information is obtainable by operating a pilot-scale RO system on similar wastewater

(possibly from the Tro y mine), and a nalyzing the resulting b rine's characteristics.

Reverse O smosis (RO ) creates a co ncentra ted waste stre am brin e, consisting  of rejected n itrate, nitrite, am monia

and metals containing approximately 90% of the original contaminants in the wastewater.  Because the reject water

or waste stream cannot be easily disposed of at the project site, the reverse osmosis system would operate at a high

recovery  rate to min imize the w aste volum e [SDE IS p. 2-69 -70] .  The high  recovery  rate will prod uce a m ore high ly

concentrated brine.  According to the SDEIS, the brine or crystallized solid would not be ignitable, corrosive, or

reactive an d it would  be non -toxic base d on EP A's Toxicity  Chara cteristic Leac hing Pr ocedu re (TCLP ) criteria

[SDEIS p. 2-70], based on a theoretical evaluation.  The SDEIS should clearly state that actual brine has not been

produced and evaluated from pilot plant testing or other analysis methods producing a real brine product.(S188)

 Page 2 -70 - Wa ste brine wo uld be n on-toxic a nd cou ld be used  by fertilizer com panies?   This is a pro blem. 

Fertilizer companies have been caught using toxic wastes, but only after farmers' lands have been decimated and

rendered  useless, and  the EPA  has been  a partne r to the pro cess with the ir flimsy, mea ningless re gulation s.  This

will have to be followed closely.  (S5093)

What will happen to the wastes that are generated and concentrated by these systems and how will they be disposed

of?  Where are the impacts of this disposal disclosed and analyzed? (S6312)

Consider further treatment of the proposed project's waste waters, and safe disposal of the waste brine.  (S5159)

 Anothe r issue need ing mo re detailed  discussion  in the SD EIS is the fin al disposa l of the waste  brine gen erate

during reverse osmosis treatment.  This waste product generated during RO treatment will contain elevated levels of

nitrate, nitrite, am monia , metals an d other ion s.  Addition ally, page  2-69 state s “becau se the reject w ater or wa ste

stream cann ot be easily disposed  of at the project site, the reverse osm osis system would  operate at a high  recovery

rate to minimize the waste volume.” 

However, final disposal of these waste brines has not been determined, or presented in the SDEIS.  Page 2-70 states

that "the w aste brine is g enerated , approx imately 1 0 percen t of the system  inflow wh en reverse  osmosis tre atment is

required, would either be stored and gradually blended back into the biotreatment treatment system, or

crystallized/evaporated" and that "the waste brine could be used by fertilizer companies in western Montana, Idaho,

eastern W ashingto n, and C anada  or dispose d as a reg ulated w aste in an a pprove d landfill suc h as those  in

Missoula , Kalispell, an d Spok ane."

The issue of final disposal must be resolved, especially considering these wastes could be hazardous wastes under

40 CFR 261.21-261.25.  Page 2-70 notes that "only minimal quantities of brine would be generated if biotreatment

becomes the primary treatment system."  However, if biotreatment is not the primary system, waste brine volumes

could be extravagant.  The Agencies must decide where and how these wastes will be disposed, and present that

decision in the EIS process.  (S6318)
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What about the 10% waste material produces as a result of the reverse osmosis process?  (S4832) (S4833)

Some  clarity is need ed on h ow the w aste brine th at would  be prod uced w ould be  disposed  of. (S674 0)  

What will happen to Ros contaminated, concentrated brine? (S3392)

How will your Reverse Osmosis system dispose of the concentrate that is ten times the concentration then the

incomin g feed?  T he RO  System w ill experienc e difficulties lead ing up to  failure, or to e xpensive  to opera te. (S3655 ) 

The reve rse osmo sis system is to b e sized to trea t 650 gp m.  This w ill require a la rge system  as the pro cess is

genera lly low volu me.  The  process is n ot comp lete and g enerates a  second ary waste  stream w ith the reject w ater. 

Assuming a 90% efficiency, the process will generate 34 million gallons of waste water per year.  What will become

of this effluent?   Will it be evap orated?   How?  A solar ev aporatio n pond  would c onsum e an exten sive area.  A

fueled evaporator would be an additional operating expense.  (S4634)

Response:  First it should be noted that the treated water discharge rate would vary over the life of
the project.  The predicted maximum discharge rate of 2,043 gpm would not be realized until project
year 30.  The predicted discharge rate at year 1 is approximately 550 gpm, at year 10 - 937 gpm, at
year 15 - 1,165 gpm, and at year 20 - 1,342 gpm.

Secondly, it is difficult to predict the quantity of brine waste that would be generated during the mine
water treatment process for several reasons as follows:

1.  It is anticipated that reverse osmosis would only be used for nitrate removal during
project start up and during periods of lower than required biological nitrate removal.

2.  If reverse osmosis were used for effluent polishing purposes, it would be possible to store
the brine for short periods and then recycle the brine back through the biotreatment treatment
process.  This could either completely eliminate the need to dispose of waste brine or reduce
the quantity of brine requiring disposal.  Mine wastewater would be treated to meet the
requirements of the MPDES permit even when waste brine was routed through the
biotreatment system.

Off-site disposal of waste brine generated during operation of the reverse osmosis facility could be
accomplished through a variety of methods.  Depending upon the composition of the brine, the brine
could be a suitable source of fertilizer nitrate.  If nonhazardous, the brine could be concentrated in a
crystallizer/evaporator and transported off-site for disposal as a non-hazardous regulated waste.  

The brine would not be classified as a hazardous waste as defined in 40 CFR 261.21-261.25.  If no
other method of reuse or disposal could be developed, the brine would be disposed of as a regulated
waste in a solid waste landfill that is willing to accept it.   Regardless of waste disposal options
available to the applicant, all waste generated at the Rock Creek Mine would be disposed in
compliance with the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA).  The closest permitted
landfills at this time are in Missoula, Montana or Spokane, Washington.

21.  Assuming the reverse osmosis units provide treatment during a bioreactor upset when the maximum mine

wastewater flow of 2,300 gpm occurred, this would appear to generate 331,200 gallons of brine waste per day

(2,300 gpm  x 1440 m in/day x 0.10 =  331,200 g allons).  If this waste were then co ncentrated using  the crystallizer-
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evaporator to one 55 gallon drum for every 250 gallons of brine water it would result in over thirteen hundred 55

gallon drums of concentrated brine waste produced per day.  If our understanding is correct, this is a large amount

of brine w aste prod uction pe r day tha t could pre sent a sign ificant was te disposa l problem . (S146) 

Response:  One 55 gallon drum of concentrated brine would be produced for every 250 gpm
(360,000 gallons per day) of mine wastewater treated.  If all mine wastewater required treatment by
reverse osmosis, the total quantity of waste brine would be less than ten-55 gallon drums per day at
peak discharge near the end of mine life.  

22.  Wou ld it make se nse to use th e crystallizer-ev aporato r units to furth er conce ntrate the b rine waste  into a solid

crystalline p roduct to  reduce w aste brine v olume?   Also, will fertilizer co mpan ies accep t nutrient rich  brine wa ste

that is conta minated  with hea vy meta ls?  Have  fertilizer comp any limita tions for acc epting nu trient rich brin es with

metal contamination been evaluated?  (S146)

Response:  The extent that the waste brine would be contaminated with heavy metals can not be
predicted with certainty.  However, it is anticipated that over 99 percent of the heavy metals present
in the mine wastewater would be removed by clarification and filtration prior to treatment with
reverse osmosis, if such treatment is even found to be necessary.

23.  Page 2-69 (Water Treatment): It is stated that the semi-passive biotreatment cells would “not generate sludge

or reject material requiring disposal.”  The SDEIS states that relatively small amounts of biomass would be

generated in the treatment cells and this biomass would be discharged to an aeration pond.  (S146)

What are "relatively small amounts of biomass?"  (S3462)

Response:  Small quantities of biomass may slough off in the biotreatment cells and be carried into
the aeration polishing pond.  The quantity of biomass wasted from the anoxic biotreatment cells is
estimated at 10 mg/L.  This material would be removed from the wastewater through a combination
of aerobic-anaerobic digestion and sedimentation prior to discharge.

24.  We believe it is possible over the 26-30 year operating life of the mine, and the years of continued operation of

the wastewater treatment system after mine closure, that heavy metals, may build up in the sludge deposits at the

bottom of the aeration pond.  We recommend that monitoring of the metal content of the sludge in the aeration pond

be carried out at mine closure, and possibly periodically before mine closure.  Contingency plans for potential

disposal o f sludges co ntaining  elevated le vels of hea vy meta ls should b e develop ed.  (S146 )   

Response:  Small quantities of heavy metals may be present in the aeration pond sludge.  Sampling of
this sludge would be required to determine the most appropriate method of site reclamation after the
mine shut down and mine wastewater treatment is no longer required.  If the sludge were such that a
potential metals problem would happen, then the sludge would be removed from the pond, dried, and
enclosed in a geomembrane lined cell within the paste facility and buried beneath 6 feet of
compacted tailings mounded over the material to prevent excess water from potentially moving
through the cell. 

25.  Page 2-29 (Water Use and Management): We want to reiterate as noted in our earlier DEIS comments (from

Decem ber 199 5) that the p roposed  Alternative  II passive b iotreatme nt-ion exc hange  combin ation of p rocesses is

question ably suitab le, and po tentially an  environm ental risk, for effe ctive treatm ent of nitrog en and  all of the me tals

that could conceivably be present in mine wastewaters (e.g., arsenic, antimony, barium, cadmium, chromium,

coppe r, lead, ma ngane se, mercu ry, selenium , silver, and zin c).  (S146) 

Alternative V appears to be a more reasonable choice considering the smaller amount of waste brine, the proven

effectiveness, and simplicity of treatment compared to the Alternative II version, which produces more brine, is not

proven techn ologically, is more difficult to adm inister and mon itor, and is experimen tal. In both scenarios, h owever,
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waste wa ter should  be require d to und ergo furth er treatme nt to fulfill stricter wa ter quality re quirem ents in ord er to

reduce the 30  year cumu lative effect of discharge in to the C lark Fork River. It is Mo ntana's respon sibility to ensure

polluted waters don't reach Idaho and Washington State. (S5159)

Response:  Questions as to the effectiveness and reliability of the originally proposed mine
wastewater treatment system in the draft EIS were raised by many commenters.  As a result, the
water treatment system included in Alternative V is a more proven commonly utilized system than
the water treatment system included in Alternatives II-IV and would allow the mine discharge to
meet MPDES limits and result in unmeasurable changes in water quality at the Montana-Idaho
border.  The effluent limits in the discharge permit are developed to protect all designated and
existing beneficial uses.  The revised water treatment system in Alternative V is expected to meet or
exceed these effluent limits and thereby provide an addition level of protection for water quality. 
The Alternative V wastewater treatment system was developed in response to concerns raised in the
draft on the original treatment proposal.

26.  The DS EIS do es not ad equately  accoun t for the ma nagem ent and  disposal o f either the an oxic biotre atment c ell

waste or th e brine pro duced  by the reve rse osmo sis process.  G iven that th ese highly  concen trated wa ste bypro ducts

will be produced in large volumes continuously, and handled, stored, loaded and transported within a few hundred

yards of the Clark Fork River, great care will be needed to eliminate the chances of a large, accidental spill into the

river or lake.  In addition, these wastes will ultimately have to be trucked or shipped via rail out of the area.  The

route will take the material either along the river or the shore of Lake Pend Oreille for many miles, where the

chances of a large, direct spill cannot be dismissed.  (S4832)(S4833)

Response:  See responses to previous comments regarding on-site brine handling.  A spill from train
derailment would be handled according to Montana Rail Link policy and state regulations.  A
vehicular accident would be handled according to state, federal, and/or local regulations or guidelines
for the location of the accident.  Analysis of these types of spills is beyond the scope of this EIS.

27.  Min e evalua tion adit w ater treatm ent is describ ed as pre ssure filtration, o il skimmer , and reve rse osmo sis with

a pilot anoxic biotreatment system [SDEIS p. S-8].  What is the design and layout for the proposed process at the

evaluation adit site?  On how many acres?  What will be the provision for the equalization pond needed to make the

treatment proce ss effective (provide consistent feed ch aracteristics)?  The order o f the text suggests that pressure

filtration will be followed by an oil skimmer.  However, typical water treatment plant designs for similar

applica tions typica lly utilize oil skimm ing (in the fo rm of Diss olved A ir Flotation  - DAF ) prior to pres sure filtration. 

This is done to ensure that filtration media is not adversely affected by oil or grease.  (S188)

Response: Oil skimming would precede pressure filtration during treatment of mine evaluation adit
water.  Filtered water would be treated at a reverse osmosis facility capable of treating 650 gpm can
be housed in a building approximately 66 feet long, 28 feet wide, and 12 feet wide.  Total area
required for the evaluation water treatment facility is estimated at less than ½ acre and would be
located at the support facilities site.

28.  Will bonding be adequate to ensure that both systems are available and operational for the life of the mine

including the post-closure period?  (S146)

Treatme nt in Perp etuity.  Wate r treatmen t is not prop er reclam ation, the g oal of wh ich is to elimin ate, not trea t in

perpetuity, long-term impacts.  The prospect of treatment in perpetuity, as suggested by the SDEIS, should be

rejected by  the agen cies, as no m eans of en suring the  feasibility of a p erpetua l treatmen t scenario is p ossible. 

Alternatives should be developed and selected that preclude perpetual treatment.  In the simplest terms, perpetual

water treatment is unacceptable, as it is a means of facilitating avoidance of present responsibility for

environmental decisions.  As a result, it delegates the responsibility to provide for the operation and maintenance of

such so-called mitigation to future generations.  (S188)
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The reverse osmosis is a relatively expensive treatment based on processing capacity.  Please describe the capital

reserves pla nned to  keep this p rocess in o peration .  (S4634 )   

To ensure better safety you could present a long-term operation and maintenance plan that covers water treatment

scenarios and costs for when active mining stops. What is the long-term perpetual water treatment system?

(S4797)(S4801)(S6745)(S6740)

And what is the long term operation and maintenance plan for this water treatment system?  The mine will continue

to discharge over 2,000 gallons a minute once active mining stops, and I assume that's into perpetuity. So what's the

long term perpetual treatment system? (S6740)

Require that the company present a long term operation and maintenance plan covering water treatment scenarios

and co sts after conc lusion of a ctive minin g. (S674 5)(S339 2) 

Response:  As required by State law, Sterling must post a reclamation bond.  The amount of this
bond would include sufficient funds to operate and maintain the water treatment facility as long as
necessary to comply with the MPDES permit after active mine operation ceases.  See Chapter 1,
Agency Roles and Responsibili ties for more discussion on bonding.

Post closure water treatment would be continued until the quality of the mine drainage without
treatment meets the limitation as outlined in MPDES discharge permit or the mine was sealed.  Final
adit closure plans would determine whether or not the mine was plugged and the ultimate fate of the
mine water. 

29.  Pag e 2-66 u nder "G eneral W aste Wate r treatmen t" anox ic mean s no oxyg en, not low  oxygen .  (S4832 )(S4833 ) 

Response:  “Anaerobic” means no oxygen, “aerobic” mean with oxygen, and “anoxic” means low
oxygen.”

30.  Page 2-6 9: par 1: Ho w will phospho rus be mon itored? System req uires its addition; what w ill prevent excess P

from adding to Clark Fork load?  (S3462)

Phosphorous.  According to the SDEIS, minor increases in phosphorous due to changes in wastewater treatment

systems (ABC biological treatment) will occur [SDEIS p. S-25].  Additional phosphorous may be needed for

microbial growth in the anoxic biotreatment cell (ABC) system [SDEIS p. 2-69]. Receiving waters are phosphorous

limited, an d the po tential for a m inute incre ase in ph osphor ous and  nitrates from  the biotrea tment pro cess could

increase algal mass in the Clark Fork River by an undetermined amount [SDEIS p. 4-56].  An additional stage of

treatmen t should b e perform ed to rem ove pho sphoro us.  Phos phorou s can be re moved  from wa stewater b oth

biologically and  chemically.  Pho sphorous treatm ent comm only follows biolog ical nitrogen treatme nt where

residual phosphorous might be problematic, and is commonly performed in industrial wastewater treatment

practice (references provided on request).  (S188)

Response:  Phosphorous addition will be limited to that necessary to optimize nitrate removal in the
anoxic biotreatment cells .  Phosphorous in the treated water discharge will be kept  below an average
monthly limit of 0.84 mg/L allowed by the MPDES discharge permit.  Monitoring of effluent and
instream sites for phosphorus has been added 
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WTR-306  MPDES Permit and Process

1.  Page 13 "Table I.5." Concentration of pollutants shall not exceed the following limits established in 40 CFR

440.104.  Many parameters in Table I.4 (reasonable potential to exceed standards) exceed these values.  Conflict of

standard?  401 response needed.  (S4832)(S4833)

Response: The effluent limits in the permit are based on the more restrictive of water quality
standards or the technology based limits in 40 CFR 440.104.  Therefore, if the discharge complies
with effluent limits it would be in compliance with these federal requirements.  Section 401 of the
federal Clean Water Act does not apply to state actions, such as an MPDES discharge permit.

2.  Currently, the Montana section of the Clark Fork which will be impacted by mine waste is considered

?unimpaired .”  It is my understand ing the level of waste be ing allowed u nder the Asarc o permit is precisely beca use

the river is unimpaired making it capable of handling this volume of disposal.  It would be my conclusion then, that

if permitted, there is no mo re room for the im pact for man y other kind of wa ste on the river.  I am perso nally aware

that, at this time, well before Asarco makes its impact, our County Sanitarian is finding conditions which do not

make her comfortable permitting new septic systems in localities down stream from the Asarco loading point.  That

says to me San ders County is alrea dy very conce rned abou t impacting even  an unimp aired river.  It would also

stand to re ason tha t, should th e mine g o in and  hire 350  employ ees, all of these  would n ot be curre nt residents. 

And, it is unlikely unhired residents are going to move away to make room on currently developed properties for the

new resid ents.  I sugg est, with so little pro perty ava ilable even  to the prese nt popu lation, the n ew min er families w ill

have to be developing new residential sites and an enlarged population will surely have a septic impact on the river

which will push it beyond what the Clean Water Act allows when added to Asarco's waste.  My problem to you then

is, what is your plan for community waste disposal along the 8 miles of river below the mine?  If you are assuming

the solution is that these small communities put in waste water systems, how do you propose these systems will be

paid for? (S3476)

How will the effects of all activities, mining or otherwise, on Rock Creek be mitigated to ensure current water

quality standards are at least maintained?  (S6721)

We would like to see the permit limits for metals and nutrients reduced so that the mines discharge does not degrade

water quality at the confluence of Rock Creek and the Clark Fork River, an important migratory corridor.  The

curren t perm it allows  Asarc o to vio late the  standa rds ad opted  to prote ct aqu atic life in  this area , and w e think  that's

wrong, and illegal. (S3465)

Response:  Montana's surface water standards are a combination of drinking water, aquatic life, and
fish ingestion numeric standards, as well as prohibitions discussed in ARM §17.30.633.  The
Agencies will base effluent limits and other conditions of the MPDES permit for the proposed Rock
Creek Mine  project on protection of beneficial uses and promulgated water quality standards
including nondegradation standards to protect those uses.  State of Montana DEQ residential
development requirements for septic systems would apply to newly constructed residences for new
miner families.

3.  Page  4-185 under "Hydrology" "Proposed discharges from the  ... biotreatment cell  ... would alter water

quality in the Clark Fork River."  It's not supposed to.  MDEQ comment needed. "Some seepage  ... would continue

in perpetuity."  Not supposed to.  See Page 4-32 ("Idaho Standards").  (S4832)(S4833)

Response:  All discharges must meet the requirements outlined in the MPDES permit.  The permit
allows some loading of constituents to the Clark Fork River.  The increase in concentration of
constituents in receiving waters would not be measurable and would not affect existing uses.
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4.  How  will the new  discharg e permit a pplication  criteria of 14 4 c.f.s. adeq uately dilu te the pollu tants.  The o ld

discharge permit application was based on 3100 c.f.s.  This deserves more attention!  The data shows that nitrogen,

phosphorus and copper will all exceed Montana's trigger values.  How can this be permitable if it exceeds the

detection  limits.  (S471 9) 

Response: Receiving water flows are explained in Section I.A in the Fact Sheet/Statement of Basis
(FS/SOB).  The original draft permit used a value of 3,100 cfs based on the period 1962 to 1979. 
The USGS has since updated the statistics for this site and measured flow during the shutdown of the
Noxon Rapids Facility resulting in a revised 7-day, 10-year low flow values of (1) 3,610 cfs, based
on the period 1962 to 1994.  The low flow estimate of 144 cfs has been revised to 365 cfs based on
measured flow during shut down.  Therefore, newer numbers are used in the revised draft permit. 
The trigger levels for nitrogen and phosphorus would not be exceeded, see Table I.3 in the FS/SOB. 
The nondegradation criteria are applied to changes in receiving water concentration outside of the
mixing zone [ARM 17.30.715(1)(c)].  There is no requirement in Montana law or regulations which
prohibits changes above or below detection limits since discharge limits are based on water quality
standards rather than the technological limits of analytical equipment.

In addition to nondegradation based limits, the revised draft permit also analyzed impacts to aquatic
life within the mixing zone. This analysis was done by assessing conditions the would occur during
critical flow periods in the river.  These critical conditions would occur when the flow through
Noxon Rapids dam is reduced.  The measured flow during this period is approximately 365 cfs. 
Table I.A.4.1 in the Statement of Basis for the MPDES permit shows the resulting concentration of
pollutants in the river after mixing.  Water quality based effluent limits were found to be necessary
for nitrogen, arsenic, copper, lead, manganese, and mercury.

5.  Cadmium  SDEIS .994/lb/day, MPDES 1.326 lb/day.  Copper ration is different in the SDEIS than the MPDES. 

Manganese SDEIS 69 lb/day MPDES 105 lb/day.  Mercury SDEIS .0014 lb/day vs .0022 lb/day.  Lead SDEIS .994,

MPDES 1.326. Zinc has a value listed as N/A in the SDEIS, but has a listing value similar to the listed value for

silver, 20.7 lb /day in the  MPD ES.  Wh y?  (S614 ) 

Response: The analysis in the supplemental draft EIS is based on the expected concentration of the
pollutant in the discharge and the MPDES permit specifies the maximum allowable amount of
pollutant.  The discharge must meet the lowest applicable standard outside of the mixing zone.  A
water quality based limit has been included in the final permit (see Appendix D).  Additional tables
are included in Chapter 4 of the final EIS that incorporate the impacts of MPDES average monthly
limits.

6.  Pages 6 to 10 - Effluent Limitations: concern: Effluent limitations for Outfalls 001, 002, 003, 004 are missing

silver as a parameter.  Outfall 004 is also missing aluminum.  These discharge points should also have reagent or

reagent breakdown products listed as a parameter.  (S5093)

 Silver is not included in the MPDES, but is quantified at  20.7 lb/day average monthly limit in the SDEIS.  (S614)

Appendix M, pg. 6  The established parameter for aluminum is dissolved, this does not appear to be a typo.  Does

this mean that there is actually more aluminum going into the Clark Fork as total recoverable?  (S614)

Response: Based on chemical analysis of the Troy Mine data, silver is not expected to be present in
the discharge in significant concentrations and there is no reasonable potential for silver to exceed
nondegradation criteria.  Silver concentrations will be monitored at all outfall locations and if the
baseline assumptions are incorrect a limit will be developed and included in the permit.
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The effluent limit for aluminum has been deleted since aluminum would not be expected to cause a
change in water  quality.

7.  Why are there no data for selenium from the Troy Mine, or the discharges from the Proposed Rock Creek Mine? 

This substa nce is one  of the mo st toxic con stituents to fish a nd birds a nd repre sents a serio us prob lem in no n-acid

generating mine waste in Nevada (see NDEP data on the Independence Mining Company).  Lack of data on

selenium is a major problem with the water quality data presented.  Selenium often follows sulfur, and although the

rock may not be acid generating, selenium releases may still be a substantial problem.  Selenium, antimony, nickel

and thallium need to be included in the list of metals to be routinely monitored.   (S6301)

Also, selenium, which is often found in mine tailings and process water should have an effluent limit or at least be

monito red for in the  treated wa ter dischar ge at ou tfall 001.  (S6 686)(S6 337)  

Permit P art I. C. Specific-Effluent Limitation s. & D. Self-Monitoring  Requireme nts.  Set an appropriate effluent

limit and monitoring frequency for selenium for the treated discharge at outfall 001.  (S6686)

Response: A limit for selenium has been added to the proposed limits for Outfalls 001 and 003 (see
Tables I.C.2, I.C.3,  and III.A.2.1 respectively in the Statement of Basis [S.O.B]), and a monitoring
requirement for selenium has been added to Outfall 002 for ground water monitoring (see Table
II.B.3.1 in the S.O.B.).

8.  Page 4-39 – The Mn values in this table don’t match the statement of basis.  Title should indicate ground water

benea th rather than below the impo undm ent.  (S5) 

Response:  The title of Table 4-20 has been revised as suggested.  Statistics for ambient ground water
quality for wells in the sand and gravel unit are presented in Table 4-20, and are based on data from
monitoring wells MW-84-7, MW-85-17, MW-85-18, and MW-85-19.  Statistics presented in the
Statement of Basis did not include data from monitoring well MW-84-7.  Both data summaries, while
not identical, are useful for identifying the general quality of ground water near  the proposed tailings
facility.

9.  Ambient manganese concentrations already exceed Montana water quality standards.  The standard for

manganese is also exceeded under all action Alternatives.  The SDEIS fails to come up with an alternative that

complies with Montana water quality standards.  (S22)

Response:  Baseline manganese values in both the lascustrine and basal gravel units in the vicinity of
the paste disposal area, and in Miller Gulch, naturally exceed the standard (0.05 mg/L).  Manganese
concentrations in the vicinity of the paste facility range from 0.005 to 3.2 mg/L depending on several
site specific factors.  The concentration of manganese in these units to the south and west of the paste
storage area are significantly lower.  This change is attributed to dilution, and to a lesser extent
attenuation.  Based on analysis of Troy tailing water, the average concentration of manganese is
estimated to be 0.75 mg/L.  Synthetic Precipitation Leaching Procedure (SPLP) tests of the paste
material, manganese concentrations are predicted to be significantly lower (0.011 mg/L).  Since
manganese concentrations very widely in the vicinity of the paste facility, no increase (defined
below) above naturally occurring levels will be allowed in compliance wells in which it has been
determined through baseline sampling that manganese exceeds 0.05 mg/L.  If manganese is below
this level, then the concentration would be maintained at or below 0.05 mg/L.

10.  Pag e 11 Ta ble I.3. No te that in the C hronic se ction of tab le, total inorg  N, Al, and  Mn req uire a WQ BEL, w hile

in Acute se ction, Hg  requires a  WQB EL.  Tab le is potentia l for dischar ge to exce ed water  quality stan dards. 

Section 401 response.  (S4832)(S4833)
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Response: Effluent limits are developed for parameters which have a reasonable potential to exceed
water quality standards and included in the permit so that they do not exceed standards.  Section 401
of the federal Clean Water Act does not apply to state actions, such as an MPDES discharge permit.

11.  Page 6 Table I.1. If these values are correct then the Clark Fork River at Rock Creek is already in exceedance

of water quality standards for Total N, Total P, Al, Cu, Pb, Fe, Hg, Zn.  (S4832)(S4833)

Response: The mean values shown in Table I.1 are less than the applicable standard for all
parameters shown.

12.  Klohn-Crippen Consultants were contracted to carry out technical assessment of the paste tailings disposal

alternative and acid rock drainage aspects of the Rock Creek Project.  It is stated on page 19 of their report, dated

February 17, 1998, that ABA test results indicate the following parameters should be included in site water

chemistry monitoring and modeling: arsenic, antimony, barium, chromium, copper, lead, and selenium.  The

parameters antimony, barium, chromium, and selenium are not included in the list of parameters to be monitored at

Outfall 00 2. We reco mmen d that these  param eters be inclu ded in the  monito ring requ irement fo r Outfall 00 2 in

order to obtain data for metal leaching potential. (S146)

Response: Based on the Agency’s analysis, arsenic, copper, lead, and selenium have been added to
the list of analytes requiring monitoring during operation of the proposed mine.

13.  In Table IV .1, the maximu m baseline co ncentrations given  for ammo nia and nitrate+ nitrate are extraordina ry

for surface waters and are not credible for the East Fork of Rock Creek.  Moreover, the biological data for Rock

Creek do not reflect such extreme nitrogen values.  Sample contamination or computational error is probable and

these data  should b e purge d from th e data b ase.  They  should n ot be used  for setting m aximum  daily effluen t limits

for outfall 004.  This is further evidence for the need to review ASARCO's QA/QC procedures and for split sampling

with DE Q (see pre vious com ments).   (S5087)

Response: The department agrees that these values are a result of sample contamination and/or
recording errors and they have been removed from the Fact Sheet//Statement of Basis.  These values
were not used to calculate effluent limits.

14.  Page 4-46  Table 4-17  This is probably a best case scenario for resultant discharge to the Clark Fork River at

a low flow  of 140c fs.  This does n ot include  upsets an d make s no me ntion of w aters stored  within the m ine that will

probab ly have h igher con centration s of minera lization an d nitrate resid ues from  blasting.  Th e TIN nu mbers d o not 

jive with the MPDES permit in appendix M and neither do the silver and zinc.  (S614)

Response:  Mass loading analyses for surface water discharges and impacts to the Clark Fork River
at a variety of flows were developed based on expected concentrations of constituents in the treated
waste water stream.  Regardless of where untreated water comes, it must meet the effluent limits set
forth in the MPDES permit.  Upsets, such as accidental spills and ruptures, as well as the potential
impacts these upsets might have, are disclosed in the final EIS.

15.  Pag e 7 Tab le I.2. Calcu lated Ma x Daily L imit cannot be Avera ge Daily  x 4.8.  See K jeldahl N  (there 0.1 x 4 .8

_39?? )  If we assum e statistics are co rrect then efflu ent N @  15.2 m g/L to 6.0  mg/L is > > non degrad ation criteria

listed in Table I.1.  (S4832)(S4833)

Response: The calculated maximum for Kjeldahal nitrogen was incorrect.  The correct value is 0.48
mg/L.  The text has been corrected.  Nondegradation criteria apply to receiving water after mixing.

16.  Pag e 4-31: T IN conc entration  in revised d raft is 193.4  lb/day, pe r averag e month ly limit vs MP DES p ermit in

SDEI S app M  pg 6 tha t lists outfall #00 1 (discha rge to Cla rk Fork R iver) as 232 .0 lb/day a verage m onthly lim it. 

That’s like a twenty percent increase.  Why?  (S614)
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Response: The original draft permit limited nitrate to 193.4 lb/day and ammonia to 193.4 lbs/day, or
a total of 386.8 lbs/day of total inorganic nitrogen (TIN).  The revised permit limits TIN to 232
lb/day, or a 40 percent decrease.

17.  Also on page 6, the water quality based effluent limits for total inorganic nitrogen (outfall 001) will need to be

recalculated.  Effluent limits for other variables may also need to be recalculated if detection limits for baseline

data do no t meet reporting req uirements or if metho ds did not otherw ise comply with Q A/QC pro cedures.   (S5087)

Response:  Effluent limits have been reevaluated.  Most of the data for the Clark Fork was collected
by the department as part of an on-going monitoring program unrelated to the project.  Lower
detection limits were initiated in 1988 when newer analytical equipment became available to the
department.  The earlier data was not used to develop permit limits and therefore the effluent limits
are acceptable.  

The data collected by ASARCO was collected according to a department-approved baseline study
plan which contained a QA/QC plan.

18.  Statement of Basis Part I.A. Water Quality Based Effluent Limitations.  Delete the last sentence of the  first

paragr aph.  It refere nces the n eed to m eet Idaho ’s narrative  standard  for excess n utrients.  Tha t standard  is

secondary to the provisions of designated Special Resource Waters such as the Clark Fork River and Lake Pend

Oreille.  This designation protects existing water quality from further degradation and limits discharges to below

detectable increases of pollutants over background levels.  Increasing ASARCO’s discharge limits could only be

done if this standard could be met.  (S6686)

Response: The text that is referred to in this section is discussing Montana’s narrative water quality
standards (ARM 17.30.633(1)(d) and nondegradation requirements and therefore, no change is
necessary.

19.  In its March 11, 1998 staff analysis, IDEQ raised concerns about the draft Montana Pollution Discharge

Elimination System (MPDES) permit.  These included:  No maximum daily limit or average monthly load for

phosph orus wa s calculate d in the dra ft Monta na Po llution Disc harge E limination  System (M PDE S) permit.

There are no parameters established in the MPD ES permit limiting phosphorus in  spite of the fact that the SDEIS

identifies the n ecessity of ad ding this p roduct to  Asarco's p rimary w ater treatm ent system . (S614) 

Summaries of information are contained in two independent investigations of nutrient levels in the Clark Fork River

and Lake Pend Oreille.  They are a 1989 report by Priscu and a 1993 report by the Environmental Protection

Agency.  These studies have shown that the Clark Fork River and Lake Pend Oreille have problems or the potential

for proble ms with n utrient load ings of bo th phosp horus a nd nitrog en.  Also in  the draft SE IS on pa ge 4-75  in

chapter 4 on environmental consequences under the section on nutrients the statement is made that “Limited

impacts from nutrients to aquatic life in the Clark Fork River and Lake Pend Oreille are anticipated.”  The tentative

MDEQ MPD ES permit for the ASARCO Rock Creek Project has a specific effluent limitations and monitoring

requirements for nitrogen for the treated water discharge at outfall 001.  There is no effluent limit for phosphorus

for discharge 001.  Since phosphorus is critical in the downstream river and lake and since it is possible that

phosphorus may be added in the treatment process, provision must be made for a specific effluent limit for

phosph orus in the  treated wa ter dischar ge at ou tfall 001.  (S6 686) 

Page 2-69 para. 1,  Phosphorus may also need to be added for microbial growth.  It is estimated that app. 1 mg of

phospha te (as phospho rus) would hav e to be added  for every 30 mg  of nitrate (as nitrogen) remo ved.  Why is there

no parameter for phosphorus in the MPDES permit?  The MPDES permit for the Troy project had parameters for

this constitue nt and th ey were n ot even a dding th is to any pr ocess such  as the bio- treatmen t cell called for in  this

water treatment system.(S614)
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Permit P art I. C. Specific Effluent Limitations.  Set an appropriate effluent limit for phosphorus for the treated

water disc harge a t outfall 001 .  Also, prov ide a table  in the perm it which sh ows the e stimated c oncen trations (mg /l)

and loads (lbs/day) of nutrients and metals anticipated at the state line during low and high flow events when mine

discharge is at its peak.  Contrast these values with detection limits.  The detection limits used must be values

defensible and statistically proven at a 95% confidence interval.  If this is not possible with existing data, describe

how and when this will be accomplished and incorporated in the permit.  (S6686)

Response: An effluent limit for total phosphorus has been added to the permit and a table (Table
I.C.2) has been added to the statement of basis of the MPDES permit.  An analysis shows the
predicted changes in concentration and loads at the state line.  The table is not included in the permit
since the purpose of the permit is to contain specific legal requirements that are enforceable through
the permit.  The purpose of the Statement of Basis/Fact Sheet is to contain information used in
developing the permit.  Detection limits are based on method detection limit (see Appendix B of  40
CFR 136) and Minimum Levels for specific approved analytical methods.  

20.  Page 4-66 some of the reagents proposed for use in the milling......”  The MPDES permit has no monitoring

requirem ents for the re agents.  A s some o f these are to xic to aqu atic life this is an o versight tha t canno t be excuse d. 

Potassium Xanthate has been measured outside of the Troy Project tailings impoundment.  (S614)

Appen dix M, pg . 6 There a re no pa rameters  set for silver, iron o r process flo culants.  W hy not?   This is particu larly

egregio us in view o f the fact that p g. 25 of the  Klohn- Crippen  report states, ?Asarco noted that 2/3 of the copper

minera lization in the  ore is boro nite, which  contains  iron and  therefore m ay prod uce acid ity upon o xidation.”

(S614)

Appendix M, pg. 7.  There are no parameters for floculants or lead.  (S614)

Response: Iron and silver were analyzed in the Fact Sheet/Statement of Basis and are not expected to
cause a significant change in water quality.  Iron is a common constituent of most geological
formations.  All outfalls have effluent limits or compliance levels specified in the permit for lead. 
There are no specific water quality standards for the process chemicals.  Whole effluent toxicity
testing has been included to make sure these constituents do not violate narrative standards or
adversely effect beneficial uses.

21.  I would a sk for stricter limits on discharges so a s not to degrad e the water qua lity of Rock Creek or th e Clark

Fork River.  (S4334)

Response:  Please refer to Appendix D for details on the proposed MPDES permit.  The proposed
effluent limits would not allow degradation of Rock Creek or the Clark Fork River.

22.  The rate of nitrate emission into the drainage, whether dilution by mixing occurs or not, is still too high to be

acceptable for this river and lake system.  (S4280)

I do not see how pumping over 3,000,000 gallons of silt and waste water per day into this lake would not take a

tremendous toll over time.  (S4359)

Response:  All discharges from the proposed projects must meet effluent limitations detailed in the
MPDES permit.  The MPDES permit sets limits on nutrient loading to the Clark Fork River at a level
that is protective of surface water resources and beneficial uses.  Sterling would be required to treat
all effluent to remove nutrients prior to discharge.  Details of the proposed water treatment  systems
are provided in Chapters 2 and 4.
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23.  DEQ  must require m itigations for ASAR CO to attain co mpliance if origina l standards are no t met, not just

require A SARC O to try” a nd mitiga te. In other w ords, if wate r quality stan dards a re not me t, then AS ARCO  should

not just say they tried to fix the problem, but be required to fix the problem.  (S5159)

Response:  By State and Federal law, Sterling must meet the requirements of the MPDES discharge
permit.  Failure to do so can result in significant fines and other penalties as well as a requirement to
abate violation (fix the problem). 

24.  Permits ma y be terminated  or modified or rev oked if there is but not limited to  (2) misrepresentations o r a

failure to fully disclose all relevant facts.  see 402 b 12 k and 40 c.f.r.s. 122.64.  All the facts are not in.  A lack of

data sho wing the re won't b e an imp act amo unts to a fa ilure to fully disc lose all releva nt facts.  The  data sho ws it

won't meet Montana's standards; there is no way it will meet Idaho's!  (S4719)

Response: The agencies believe that the relevant information has been presented or if the data is
unavailable, stipulations have been added to gather the appropriate information as necessary.  The
MPDES discharge permit is based on compliance with Montana water quality standards and would
not result in a measurable change in concentration at the Idaho state line.  Idaho Division of
Environmental Quality has indicated that they will not accept any measurable change at the border.

25.  On page 25, letter i, of the S.O.B., what is meant by "accedences of trigger levels"?  Do you mean excursions

from trigger levels?  (S5087)

Response: Yes, “accendence” has been changed to excursion; and trigger levels have been changed
to action levels which are specified in this section of the permit. 

26.  Page 4-47  The trigger values, however apply to a non-degradation........” Therefore, trigger value exceedances

occurrin g during  these nigh t-time perio ds are no t relevant to th e non-d egrada tion determ ination.”   Please ex plain

these last two sentences?  Says who, and why not?  Why do the trigger values apply at higher flows but not at lower

flows where there is less leeway for dilution?  (S614)

Response:  MPDES permit limits are based on trigger values or 15 percent of the water quality
standards for toxic parameters, since the standards are based on short-term exposure.  Permit limits
for nutrients are based on a 30-day flow value.  The authority for this is based on Montana WQS
[ARM 17.30.635(4)].

27.  Page 9 o f the S.O.B. indicates tha t 30Q10 m ean daily flow w as used for non degradation  analysis for nutrients,

while the 7Q10 flow (3,610 cfs) is used for compliance with chronic aquatic life, human health standards, and

nondegradation review.  These flow values are used to help assure human health and aquatic life standards are met

during natu rally occurring low  flow conditions.

However, flow conditions in the Clark Fork at ASARCO's proposed discharge point are also influenced by

operation of the N oxon Ra pids Dam .  Page 7 of the S .O.B. recognizes this, stating tha t "flow is regulated from  zero

to 51,000 cfs during a 24-hour period” and that “flow is reduced to zero daily for approximately 6 hours each day

and lon ger on w eekend s to allow th e reservoir to  fill."

We believe the low flow conditions that routinely occur in the Clark Fork River as a result of dam operations(144

cfs, see Table 4-17 o f the SEIS) should  be used for the no ndegrada tion determination .  These low flow co nditions,

and their resultant reduction in the rivers dilution capacity for mine discharges, occur daily in the Clark Fork.  In

order to assure protection of aquatic life, all water quality determinations for the project—including standards

compliance, toxicity determinations, and nondegradation review—need to be based on this low flow condition.

We disagree with the statement on page 4-47 of the SDEIS, which says "trigger values apply to nondegradation for

flows equ al to or gre ater than  the 7Q1 0, rather th an shor t duration  flows from  the dam  that are less th an the 7 Q10. 

Therefore, trigger value exceedences occurring during these night time periods are not relevant to the

nonde gradatio n determ ination."
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The fact is, these night time low  flows occur far mo re frequently, and reg ularly than the 7Q 10 flows. Mo reover,

when these daily low flows for the Clark Fork are considered, the proposed mine discharges could exceed the

trigger values for ammonia, phosphorous, and copper (see p. 4-47 SDEIS).  Consequently, ASARCO's proposed

discharge to the Clark Fork River would have to be considered "significant," and must be required to go through

the nondegradation process.  (S6318)

Response: Water quality based effluent limits which are based on receiving water quality and flow
are used to address two different conditions.  The first condition is nondegradation which protects the
existing high quality nature of the receiving water.  Nondegradation criteria are set at a level below
the lowest applicable standard.  In this case, the lowest applicable standard is the chronic aquatic life
standard which is based on 96-hour (4-day) average conditions.  Since adequate flow is available on
a daily basis, the 7-day, 10-year low flow (3,610 cfs) is considered appropriate for developing
nondegradation based limits.  The nondegradation regulation does not apply to discharges within the
mixing zone. 

The second condition or concern which must be addressed in the permit is toxicity to aquatic
organisms within the mixing zone.  Montana water quality standards allow limited toxicity within the
mixing zone [ARM 17.30.507(1)(b)].  Toxicity-based limits are evaluated for shorter periods,
typically one hour.  These critical conditions will occur when no water is released from Noxon dam. 
Recent data collected at the gaging station below the dam indicate that 365 cfs of flow is available
when the dam is shut down.  

Whole Effluent Toxicity (WET) limits were developed in the permit that would limit any acute
toxicity to the immediate area of the effluent diffuser. 

28.  Review of the Draft MPDES permit, and its accompanying Statement of Basis indicates the Department of

Environ mental Q uality has n ot mad e on "sig nificance  determin ation" fo r discharg es from the  tailings imp oundm ent. 

Page 19  of the S.O.B. doe s say that "Mo ntana non degradation  rules allow chan ges in water qua lity that are

nonsign ificant,"  ho wever, it do es not say w hether the  Depar tment ha s actually m ade tha t determin ation. 

The only discussion presented on the significance determination found on p. 2-89 of the SDEIS, which states that

"the analysis (in the DEIS) indicated that the mitigations of pumpback wells which were introduced as part of

Alternative III were sufficient to decrease the concentrations of nitrates and metals (after mixing) emanating from

the impoundment to justify finding the discharge ”nonsignificant."  

DEQ  still has a lega l obligation  to make  a significan ce determ ination o n discha rges from  the tailings im pound ment,

and to presen t it during the EIS pro cess. When do ing so, DEQ  must consider the  fact that the pump  back wells are

not includ ed as pa rt of the tailings  impou ndme nt design  in Alterna tive V.  Add itionally, DE Q mu st recogn ize that in

spite of the expected reduction in the volume of seepage from the tailings impoundment, the impacts caused by the

discharg e are still expe cted to be  the same .  The mixin g zone is still the s ame size, a nd the g round w ater qua lity

compliance limits at the end of the mixing zone are still the same.

Page 4-49 of the SEIS recognizes this fact, stating "although the amount of seepage is greatly reduced under

Alternative  V, the resu ltant impa cts to grou nd wate r remain  essentially the  same."

The impoundment is expected to discharge about 30 gallons per minute, or 43,200 gallons per day (p. 4-50 SEIS) of

water— the equiv alent of 21 6 septic tan ks discha rging 20 0 gpd.  A dditiona lly, the discha rge will be a llowed to

increase ground water nitrate concentrations at the end of the mixing zone to 7.5mg/L .
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In the past, the Department has determined that subdivisions with far fewer than 216 septic tanks does result in a

“significant” change in water quality. Certainly the discharge from the tailings impoundment should be considered

“significan t” as well. 

Besides nitrates, the other critical issue associated with the tailings impoundment mixing zone and significance

determination concerns arsenic and mercury in seepage from the impoundment.  Nondegradation rules (A.R.M.

17.30.7 15) prov ide that a d ischarge  can on ly be con sidered " nonsign ificant" if the d ischarge  does no t contain

carcinogenic parameters (arsenic) or parameters with a bioconcentration factor greater than 300 (mercury) at

concen trations less tha n or equ al to the co ncentra tions of tho se param eters in the rec eiving wa ter. 

The Draft MPDES permit applies the "no increase" criteria at the downgradient boundary of the mixing zone, not at

the point of discharge.  DEQ must demonstrate there will be no increase in arsenic or mercury in the ground water

at the poin t of discharg e.  If they can 't do so, the d ischarge  must be c onsidere d significan t.

We believe that the increases in ground water metals and nitrate concentrations within the mixing zone will cause a

significant change in water quality, and that the Department should conduct a nondegradation review to assure the

least degra ding wa ter quality p rotection p ractices are  used on  the Rock  Creek pro ject.  (S6318)

Response:  The compliance limits for ground water found in Part I of the permit are based on
nonsignificance criteria found in the Nondegradation Rules [ARM 17.30.715] and incorporated in the
Fact Sheet/Statement of Basis for Outfall 002.  Therefore, the finding of nonsignificance was
implicit.  The Fact Sheet/Statement of Basis has been modified to included a section that specifically
addresses nondegradation for each outfall in the MPDES permit.  Arsenic and mercury must meet the
limits at the point of discharge and not at the end of the mining zone.  

29.  Page 4 -32 - No ndegra dation P olicy con cern: Trig ger value s for metals fo r Rock C k are not p resented in  this

SDEIS (no r in the DEIS).  No r is a discussion of discha rges of metals to Ro ck Ck.  It is clear that the agen cies are

asserting that this project will cause no (significant) degradation to Rock Ck.  By omission, they are also asserting

that this  projec t will cau se not (sig nifican t) degra dation  to Mille r Gulc h or to th e E Fk  Bull R iver.  M ontan a's

Nondegradation Policy and the nation's Clean Water Act are being avoided by means of this refusal to look at the

reality that metals levels will increase in Rock Ck. (and likely in Miller Gulch and E Fk Bull River also).  The

purpose for this deception and denial is clear.  The Nondegradation Policy would not apply.  The Clean Water Act

standards would apply and increasing the concentrations of these metals in the streams would be illegal and

permits could not be granted.   (S5093)

Response:  The proposed project would not discharge effluent directly to Rock Creek nor the East
Fork Bull River.  Temporary increases the concentration of total suspended sediment have been
predicted by the R1-WATSED model.  Trigger values are displayed in Chapter 4 - Hydrology and
Appendix D.

30.  For c larity, the first full sente nce at the  top of pa ge 5 sho uld be rev ised to read :  "Since th ere are no  numer ic

standards for nutrients, effluent limits are based on the nondegradation criterion, which is calculated as the mean

receiving water concentration plus the trigger value.  Estimated detection levels (EDLs) are used as trigger values

(MDE Q 199 5)."  As it stan ds now , this sentenc e include s "trigger va lue" in the  definition o f "trigger va lue," wh ich is

not helpful.  This brings up two questions:  (1) what is the difference between "estimated detection levels" (="trigger

values;" footnote 22 of WQB-7) and "required reporting value" (last column and footnote 19 of WQB-7)?, and (2)

why do these two parameters have the same value for nitrate+nitrite but different values for ammonia in WQB-7? 

(S5087)

Response: Trigger values are published values in Department Circular WQB-7 and are used for
determining nonsignificance under the nondegradation rules.  Estimated detection value is not a
defined term, trigger values are generally based on method detection levels (MDL) using standard
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laboratory water, as modified by best profession judgement, whereas, required reporting values are
defined on minimum levels which is approximately 10 times the MDL.

31.  Under "I. Outfall 001"  "Dischargers issued permits must conform to Montana Nondegradation Rules  ... and

may no t cause rec eiving wa ters conce ntrations to  exceed th e applica ble the stan dards  ..."  If th e "discha rgers" (in

this case, ASAR CO emp loyees), don't comp ly, can the MD EQ and  EPA simp ly ignore this rule and re lax standards?

(See Spokesman-Review 2/13/98, [relaxation of Pb levels in CDA basin due to non-attainment of s tandards])

(S4832)(S4833)

Response:  State water quality standards can not be changed without approval of the Board of
Environmental Review and then after only after a public hearing and approval from EPA. Montana
water quality standards must meet federal criteria for approval.  If a permittee exceeds effluent limits
then the Montana DEQ initiates enforcement actions based on the significance of the violation.  If
DEQ fails to take enforcement action, then EPA has authority to enforce violations of the permit.

32.  Outfall 002.  Outfall 002 is identified as seepage from the tailings paste storage facility into the unconsolidated

basal and lac ustrine aquifers adjac ent to the Clark Fo rk River.  This does no t identify that the outfall might also

flow into the  aquifer ad jacent to R ock Cree k, with the p otential for h ydrolog ical conn ectivity of that a quifer with

surface w aters in Ro ck Creek .  Based o n our field o bservatio ns, recent g eohyd rologica l evaluatio ns cond ucted in

the fall of 1997 strongly indicate the potential for seepage flow to go towards and into Rock Creek, where they

might sig nificantly a ffect flows an d water q uality.  The  mixing zo ne as sho wn is directly  adjacen t to Rock C reek. 

Given the compliance limits for the quality of ground water at the downgradient boundary of the mixing zone,

significant c ontam ination o f Rock C reek surfac e water from  nitrogen  and co pper, in ex cess of aqu atic life

standards, is likely to occur.  (S188)

Response: The paste storage facility would be situated in 3 subbasins: Miller Gulch, Clark Fork and
Rock Creek based on surface drainage.  The possibility of lateral flow through a preferential flow
path given the heterogenous nature of the unconsolidated material is a possibility. This condition has
been analyzed and is considered remote. The lower segment of Rock Creek is  a losing stream,
making the chance of ground water recharge in this section unlikely.  A series of ground water
monitoring wells would be located in each subbasin and in each hydrostratigraphic unit.  The exact
number and location of these wells would depend on data collected in the Ground Water Work Plan. 

33.  Site-Sp ecific Hyd rologica l Informa tion.  The M PDE S perm it is based on  calculatio ns that assu me certa in

hydrological conditions at the proposed tailing impoundment site.  However, recent hydrological investigations by

Summit Envirosolutions strongly indicate that the previous assessments of hydrology for the area are inaccurate,

and a c onsidera ble amo unt of ad ditional inv estigation a nd evalu ation is nec essary in o rder to pro vide a rea sonably

accurate assessment of the existing hydrology and any effects tailings seepage might have on that hydrology.  In the

absence of this critical information it does not appear the MPDES can be properly based.  Further examination of

the hydrology should be undertaken and the MPDES permit delayed.  (S188)

Response: The agencies agree that additional hydrological investigation and baseline data collection
is necessary.  This work will be conducted as part of the Ground Water Work Plan which is a
condition of the permit.  The compliance limits established for Outfall 002 in the permit would be
based on Montana’s ground water standards and nondegradation criteria.  These limits are in effect
regardless of the underlying hydrogeological conditions.  The function of the EIS is to evaluate
whether the proposed project can comply with these limits.  The agencies analysis indicates that
seepage from the storage facility would not exceed these limits.  The permit also contains Action
Levels which would require additional action from the company if exceeded.  Action Levels are not
violation of standards or the permit but are intended to serve as an early warnings that one or more of
the predictions are incorrect.
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Lastly, the Summit Envirosolutions report was reviewed by the agencies.  The agency review
indicated the report contained technical inadequacies and issues that would need to be resolved prior
to being able to draw valid conclusions regarding site hydrology.

34.  Page 11 - Monitoring, recording and reporting requirements concern: All of this should be done by an

indepen dent, reliab le, unbiase d consu lting firm.  Also , detection lim its for each p arame ter should  be listed in all

tables with monitoring requirements.  (S5093)

Response:  Monitoring, recording and reporting of results are legally the responsibility of the
company.  The permit requires that Required Reporting limits as found in Department Circular
WQB-7 be achieved for analytical results.  The agencies would conduct periodic sampling to verify
results received in monitoring reports.

35.  Page 15 - Monitoring of compliance wells concern:  monitoring of metals should be monthly as it is for

nutrients a nd shou ld be bo th dissolved  and tota l recovera ble meth ods.  Bas eline data  for total reco verable sh ould

be obtained.  The assumption that collodial particles in sandy, gravelly soils all behave just like a .45 micron filter

is invalid.  (S5093)

Response:  Montana ground water standards are based on dissolved method of analysis for metals.

36.  Page 15 – Monthly monitoring of the ground water wells seems excessive.  If the down hole data (SC) indicated

a significant change (> 25%) from the previous month then sample collection for lab analysis of SO4 and potassium

would b e appro priate. (S30 58) 

Response: The monitoring requirement has been changed to incorporate this comment.

37.  Pag e 14 2n d comp lete parag raph "I f more tha n 10 pe rcent  ... test repea ted until satisfa ctory con trol survival is

achieved."  How is this to be done?  Repeated tests will result in less toxicity?  Under "e:"  "The purpose of the

TRE/TIE  ...”  The cause of toxicity is known, it is derived from the mining activity.  Under Ground Water

Monito ring sugg est quarter ly reports no t annua l reporting .   (S4832)(S4833)

Response: The test is repeated with a new sample of effluent and control water until satisfactory
control results are achieved.  These tests are performed according to standard test procedures; the
reader is referred to the EPA test procedure manual cited in the text (EPA-600-/4-90/027).

Ground water monitoring will be conducted monthly for some parameters (indicators) and quarterly
for others (metals, nutrients, etc).  Ground water movement underneath the paste facility is in the
order of 1 x 10-5 cm/sec  or approximately 0.1 feet per day, therefore, monthly monitoring is
considered adequate.

38.  Page 14 – The  effluent limits allow 2 TUs in effluent, but the test protocol requires an undiluted sample.  It

should be made clear that compliance is based on 1:1 dilution of sample.  Would it be reasonable to have initial

testing on undiluted sample and if there is toxicity then a diluted sample is tested.  If the diluted sample also shows

toxicity then re-sampling and re-testing would be required.  e. – The discussion of TRE/TIE should reflect the

clarification described above (that is toxicity means failure of initial and follow –up 1:1 dilution tests.  (S3058)

Response:  The test is run on a sample of undiluted effluent.   The test procedure requires that the
toxicity be performed at 100, 75, 50, 25, 125 and 0 percent effluent.  The results of this analysis are
then used to determine toxicity of the effluent.
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39.  Pag e 16, b(ii) – D oesn’t usin g the 95  % pred iction interva l mean th at one in 2 0 results wo uld be ex pected to

exceed the limit even without seepage from the impoundment?  The use of the word “anomalous” seems

inconsistent.  Perhaps it would be better to indicate that any exceedence would need to be evaluated to determine

the cause of the exceedence.

Page 1 6, b(iii) – Sho uld be P art V. A?  (S3058)

Response: Random variation would result in sample results which occasionally exceed the limits of
the confidence interval; so would sample contamination.  The use of the word “anomalous” was
intended to address the latter case.  The language in this section has been modified to reflect this
comment. 

 

40.  Pag e 18, 3(c) –  Should  modify to  indicate W ET testing  only in qu arters whe re there is a d ischarge .  (S3058 )  

Response: The text has been changed to clarify that WET testing is required only if a discharge
occurs at any time during that calendar quarter. 

41.  Page 20, II. D. – Wouldn’t it be appropriate to add a start date to the monthly reporting.  Until such time as the

company began construction activities or submitted plans for Department review in anticipation of beginning

construction annual reporting of no discharge should be sufficient.  (S3058)

Response:  The proposed permit has been modified to address this concern.

42.  Page 2 3  Klohn-C rippen Final R eport, Feb 17 , 1998 recom mends wa ter chemistry mon itoring for param eters

indicative of oxidation and metal leaching from the tailings facility.  How is this recommendation adopted into the

MPDES permit;  the ultimate vehicle for wastewater permitting?  (S614)

Response: The permit contains weekly monitoring requirements for 11 different metals associated
with the ore body, as well as daily monitoring for pH.

43.  Pag e 12 – It w ould be  more rea sonable  to mon itor nutrients a nd meta ls at the sam e 4 days p er week sc hedule. 

What is the purp ose of Kjeldahl an d total nitrogen?  T he permit requ irement of TIN sh ould be ad equate (also

applies to 003 and 004).  (S3058)

Response:  Due to periodic blasting, the nitrogen concentration is expected to be highly variable and
hence the more frequent sampling requirement.  It is likely that the monitoring frequency would be
reduced after additional data were collected on the performance of the biological treatment system. 
Kjeldahl nitrogen measures the chemically reduced forms of nitrogen.  Studies have shown that
organic nitrogen can decompose and contribute to algal growth.  Since the biological treatment
system will operate in an anaerobic condition it is necessary to monitor organic nitrogen.  

44.  Perm it Part I.D.  Self-Mo nitoring R equirem ents. Add an additional monitoring location to the permit, on the

Clark Fo rk River at th e USG S mon itoring station  below th e Cabin et Gorge  dam.  P arame ters mon itored sho uld

include those described for Outfall 001, including selenium, and excluding influent flow rate, effluent flow rate, and

acute whole effluent toxicity.  Monitoring frequency should be determined by a water quality monitoring plan

designed to detect changes in Clark Fork River water quality.  The monitoring plan should be subject to approval

by Idaho DEQ.  Implementation of the monitoring plan should begin six months after the date this permit is issued,

and continued for the life of the mine plus 10 years.  When designing the monitoring plan, particular attention

should be given to the hydroelectric dams’ regulation of water levels and impoundments.  Results of this monitoring

should be used to demonstrate compliance with Idaho Water Quality Standards. (S6686)

Response:  A monitoring site in Idaho below the Cabinet Gorge Dam is neither necessary nor
scientifically defensible with respect to the project discharge.  The permit contains statistically based
and enforceable effluent limits based on Montana water quality standards.  Sterling would be
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required to monitor the effluent and in-stream just downgradient and upgradient of the outfall.  See
Appendix D for the parameters to be monitored and monitoring frequency.

45.  Page 9 under "Other limitations" (i) Is this historical evidence that suggests that this "2.8 inches in 24-hr

period" does not occur frequently or even annually? This storage is probably closer to a 10-yr event, not a 100-year

event.  (S4832)(S4833)

Response: The 2.8 inch precipitation event is the 10-year, 24-hour storm event.  This number is from
regional data reported by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, Atlas 2: 
Precipitation Frequency Atlas of the Western US, see FS/SOB reference citations.  

46.  Page 3-5 2nd paragraph Please discuss potential of >2.8 inches in a 24-hours period.  This has significant

impact o n ASA RCO 's planne d discha rges whe never > 2.8 inch es of precip itation occ urs within a  24-hou r period. 

Has this ever occurred?  Where is the data to suggest this value is appropriate for the existing 3 million gallon/day

discharge already planned? (S4832)(S4833)

Response:  See previous comment and response.  This storm event pertains more to potential
stormwater discharges rather than the mine water discharged to the Clark Fork River after treatment
and is the basis for technology-based limits in the MPDES permit for outfalls 003 and 004.

47.  Ther e seems to  be som e confusio n betwee n stateme nts mad e in Volu me 1 C hapter 2  and the  MPD ES perm it in

Volum e 2 App endix M .  Appare ntly a storm  event of 2.8  inches in 2 4 hours  is a 10 yea r event.  A sto rm even t of 6.5

inches in 24 hours is a 100 year event.  (S4892)

Response: That is correct but this is not a discrepancy.  These values represent two different storm
events.  The 10-year/24-hour event in the basis for technology-based limits used in the MPDES
permit.  The 100-year/24-hour event is a design parameter used for structural control features such as
ponds and diversions.

48.  Pag e 15 1st p aragra ph: "D ischarge  from  ... pon ds  ... may o nly occu r  ... 10-year  ... ev ent  ... accord ing to

regulations  ...".  " This discharge is authorized  ...".  Note!  A 10-yr event.  The DEQ and Corps are responsible for

allowing  a discha rge kno wing Ta ble I.4 pa rameters  (reasona ble poten tial to exceed ) the standa rds in Tab le I.5. 

This is contradictory and may not be legal.  (S4832)(S4833)

Response: Discharge of effluents in compliance with the MPDES permit are not illegal. 

49.  Pag e 3 1st inco mplete p aragra ph: "Th e pond  underd rain con tainmen t pond  ... sized  to contain  10-yr  ... even t 

..."  A 10-yr event would happen very frequently.  Untreated discharges should be expected to occur 10% of the

time.  Sectio n 401  C orps an d DEQ  response  needed .  (S4832 )(S4833 ) 

Response:  A 10-year, 24-hour event can be expected once in 10 years; however, it may occur more
frequently during any given 10-year period.  A discharge from an event greater than the 10-year/24-
hour event must still comply with water quality standards, but not the technology-based limits in the
MPDES permit.

50.  SOB 2, paragraph 3 – Do we want to be restricted to a 100-yr 24-hr storm for discharge from this pond?

(S3058)

Response: The specific discharge limitation for Outfall 003 is contained in Part I.3.b.(ii) of the
permit which limits the discharge in Outfall 003 to storm events which exceed the 10-year, 24-hour
criteria.  Discussion of the 100-year, 24-hour event is part of the facility description and is based on
the design parameters presented in the applicant’s Water Management Plan.
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51.  Page 27 4th paragraph:  How can effluent limits for Outfall 003 comply with non-degradation and water

quality standards in the Clark Fork River, given the fact that untreated discharges will occur at every 10-yr event? 

The limits h ave bee n mod ified to "M ax Daily  Limits" an d "no lim its on load ?"  Wh y?  "Th ese mod ifications  ...

limited to storm events  ... which  ... occur on an infrequent basis  ..."  A 10-yr event in NW MT is not an infrequent

event.  I challenge the agencies maintaining the "standards" to view this statement with skepticism.  (S4832)(S4833)

Page 28 under "Other Limitations "This outfall can be expected to discharge untreated effluent very frequently.  NW

MT has frequent 10-yr events.  Consider water quality compromise to receiving waters.  Section 401, MDEQ, and

Corps response needed.  (S4832)(S4833)

Response: There is no requirement for treatment for Outfall 003, however, discharge is not permitted
unless the effluent complies with the applicable effluent limits.  Daily sampling of effluent is
required of Outfall 003 because the discharge is expected to be short-term and intermittent, therefore,
compliance is assessed on a daily basis.  The load from Outfall 003 is part of the load from Outfall
001.  A storm event resulting in 2.8 inches of precipitation in a 24-hour period occurs, on average,
once in ten years.    

52.  Volume 1, page 2-64, paragraphs 2 and 3:  Several lined storm water ponds would be constructed at lower

elevations of tail ings paste facili ty  (see f ig 2-22) and sized to handle a 100 year/24 hour event .  Volume 2,  app M,

MPDES permit, page 9, other limitations: reference is made to 2.8 inches of precipitation in 24 hours. Volume 2,

app M , page 2 , middle p aragra ph: referen ce to a 10 0 year/24  hour/6.5  inch  even t.  Discharg e from this p ond wo uld

be to the u pper M iller Creek d rainage   chang e this senten ce to lowe r Miller Gu lch.  Volu me 2, ap p M, fact sh eet,

page 15 top paragraph: reference is made to a 10 year/24 hour storm event.  Volume 2, app M, fact sheet, page 4,

top of page: change upper Miller Creek to lower Miller Gulch.  Volume 2, app M, fact sheet, page 27 outfall 003,

paragraph 1:  The majority of this paragraph is not correct.  Delete and substitute: The paste facility storm water

detention  ponds a re located  in a ephe meral dr ainage  that joins low er Miller  G ulch nex t to Gove rnmen t Moun tain

Road.  Miller Gulch in this area is ephemeral until its confluence with Clark Fork River.  Volume 2, app M, fact

sheet, page 28, top paragraph: reference is made to 10 year/24 hour/2.8 inch storm event.  Bottom of page, other

limitations: reference is made to 24 hour/2.8 inch event.  (S4892)

Response: The suggested changes referring to Miller Gulch have been incorporated into the text.

53.  Volu me 1 pa ge 2-63  bottom  of page :  The lined  storm wa ter pond  at mill site wou ld be  enla rged alo ng with

diversions to handle a 100 year/24 hour storm event.  Volume 2 app M, MPDES permit, part 1, page 10, other

limitations: mention is made of 2.8 inches of precipitation in 24 hours.  Volume 2, app M, fact sheet, page 2 bottom

of page: no size is mentioned for the storm water retention pond at the mill site. Volume 2, app M, fact sheet, page

3, top of page: reference is made to a mill site  under drain containment pond sized to handle a 10 year/24 hour

event.  Volume 2, app M, fact sheet, page 31 middle paragraph: reference is made to a 10 year/24 hour/2.8 inch

event.  Sa me in bo ttom pa ragrap h.  Volum e 2, app  M, fact she et, page 3 3, other lim itations: refere nce is ma de to 2.8

inches in 24 hours.  (S4892)

Response: The mill site stormwater pond would be sized to hold the 10-year, 24-hour event and sized
to pass the 100-year, 24-hour event.  The limitations conform to the applicable regulations and
standard engineering practice.

54.  Page 32 1st paragraph:  "Discharge  ... limited to spring runoff."  Note exception is any 10-yr precipitation

event in which all water quality standards may be exceeded.  This should be considered illegal under ARM

17.30.715(1)(b), and applicable water quality standards.  (S4832)(S4833)

Page 33 under "Other Limitations:"  Assuming this paragraph is complete and accurate, there can be untreated

discharges da ily or continuously from  Outfall 004 as lon g as it is between Ap ril 1 and July 1.  The  word "or"
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indicates this.  Is this what is meant?  No limits to discharges, no standards must be met?  Is this in keeping with the

applicable laws?  I challenge this.  (S4832)(S4833)

Response: The effluent limits are based on water quality standards that may not be exceeded.  The
discharge is limited to spring runoff when a minimum of 10:1 dilution exists in the receiving water,
therefore, the resulting change will be less than the criteria of ARM 17.30.715(1), except arsenic, a
carcinogen, which is limited to less than receiving water.

55.  Page 10 b (i) – The limitation of April 1 would potentially preclude discharge during winter rain on snow

stormwater events which, although infrequent, may be among the highest flow events.  Perhaps December 1 through

July 1 would be more appropriate. (S3058)

Response: April 1 to July 1 was based on baseline flow measurements indicating that sufficient flow
was available in Rock Creek to meet nondegradation criteria.  The lowest flows typically occur
between December 1 and March 1, therefore, this change will not be made.  Sterling may choose to
collect addition flow data on the relationship between winter precipitation events and stream flow
and modify the permit in the future based on such data.

56.  Throug hout the M PDE S docu ment for th is project, on e finds the q uote “Th ere shall be  no disch arge from  this

facility (or outfa ll) unless the m easured  precipitatio n exceed s 2.8 inch es, or equiv alent am ount of sn ow me lt runoff,

in a 24-hour period.”  

Basing a system bypass discharge for this scale, scope, and type of activity on NOAA data for western Montana,

rather than site-specific precip itation data, is scientifically indefensible.  Given  the range of prec ipitation averages,

coupled with difficult to impossible to measure rain-on-snow events, there is a high potential for yearly to several

times per y ear of un controlled  and un treated disc harges fro m the va rious pro ject outfalls. 

The project is not a highway or subdivision or local gravel pit.  To utilize the 10-year storm exemption for treatment

system bypass, though legal, is irresponsible., It virtually guarantees regular discharges of physical and chemical

contam inants from  through out the pro ject, all within tec hnically leg al permit e xemptio ns.  (S141 7) 

Response:  The proposed design for Alternative V would be based on the 100-year, 24-hour event.

57.  Under "Outfall 003"  "This outfall  ... periodic overflow of commingled storm water and process water  ..." 

What is the percentage of process water to storm water?  Only treatment is "settling"?  (S4832)(S4833)

Response:  Storm water which contacts the paste facility is considered process water, therefore, it is
100% process water.  The water would be sent back to the mill circuit for reuse as process water or
routed to the wastewater treatment plant for discharge to the Clark Fork River.  Outfall 003 would
only be able to discharge during a 10-year, 24-hour event. 

58.  MPDES permit: out-fall 004 which is a combined storm water and mine drainage discharge to the East Fork of

Rock C reek. Un der no circ umstan ces shou ld there be  any disch arge to the  East Fo rk so that it serv es as a con trol.

(S614)

Response: The MPDES permit authorized discharge to Rock Creek in the vicinity of the confluence
of the east and west forks of Rock Creek provided the discharge meets the permit limits.  Otherwise,
the water must be recycled into the process water cycle or pumped to the waste water treatment plant
for discharge to the Clark Fork River. 
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59.  Pag e 12 Ta ble I.4. (com pare with  "Table  I.5" unla belled Ta ble und er "B" o n page  13).  Essen tially all

parameters have "reasonable potential" to exceed non-degradation criteria; yet below it is stated that "MT Water

Quality Stand ards require receiving  waters to be free from su bstances that will cau se toxic or harmfu l conditions 

..."  Will the discharge then be in exceedance of standards?  This is considering "treated" waters.  What should be

expected from admitted exceedance in 10 yr events where untreated discharges may occur?  Compare Table I.4.

with "Table I.5."  (S4832)(S4833)

Response: If the discharge complies with effluent limits it would not exceed water quality standards,
including nondegradation criteria.  The effluent limits would apply to the respective effluent
discharges regardless of precipitation.  For Outfalls 003 and 004 no discharge would be allowed,
regardless of quality, except when the storm event exceeds 2.8 inches (10-year event).

60.  Page 11 (iv) – This stipulation is unclear or unnecessary.  Shouldn’t this be more specific and indicate that

infiltration of process water or storm  water in contact with materials likely to contribute to pollution or into the

mine waste material on the mill site should be minimized.  It would seem beneficial to encourage un-impacted

stormwater to infiltrate.  The stormwater pond will be lined and any discharge during periods of high runoff either

to ground water or to Rock Creek would have similar effects on water quality.  In fact it seems that an infiltration

gallery discharge would be beneficial not only in creating less disturbance, decreasing potential sediment load but

also in minimizing impact to Rock Creek by attenuating the peak flow.  In fact, shouldn’t the 004 discharge include

a groun d water c ompo nent?  (S3 058) 

Response: Department experience has shown that “unmineralized” waste rock used for construction
uses will contain blasting residuals (ammonium and nitrate), other constituents (dissolved solids),
and, potentially other pollutants (metals, oil and grease, reagents) which will infiltrate into ground
water.  Potentially contaminated ground water may return to surface water during periods of critical
low flow and have a chronic affect on aquatic organisms.  Further, no ground water flow data
(quantity or quality) was submitted in the application, nor was there any data on the estimated quality
of the effluent.  Neither the application or the Water Management Plan contained any discussion of
an infiltration gallery; these documents implied that the discharged water would be allowed to
infiltrate inside of the 300-foot streamside management zone (SMZ).  The department would
consider an infiltration gallery or percolation pond if a suitable design, with supporting baseline data
and monitoring were included in an application. 

61.  SOB 3, paragraph 2 – Does diverted stormwater require a permit?  (S3058)

Response: Diversion of storm water away from potential contaminate sources is considered a best
management practice and does not need a permit. The owner/operator should construct the diversion
in a manner which minimizes pollution of state waters, i.e. use reasonable land, soil and water
conservation practices.  

62.  Page 2-20 (not changed in Alt V, p 2-50) - exploration adit: 59,000 tons waste rock and 119,000 tons ore rock

piled up outside of adit. concern: erosion of nitrates and metals into waters of U.S.  I see no plans for containment

of erosion from these rock dumps.  Also, 4x/yr monitoring of Rock Ck below this site is not protective of the

ecosystem.  This site would be a discharge point and needs an MPDES permit.  (S5093)

Response: Best management plans would be used to control erosion at the adit site.  The site would
be bermed and runoff would not be allowed to leave the site.  Sterling has not applied for
authorization to discharge from this site under the Montana Pollutant Discharge Elimination System
(MPDES); therefore, no discharge of pollutants to surface water is authorized. Discharge to ground
water and monitoring requirements would be covered under the operating permit.  Sampling
frequency is a function of natural variability, concentration, and risk (probability of accepting Type I
& II error).  The frequency of four times per year is subjective interpretation of these factors.
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63.  Pag e 2-100  - mine pla n - mill site (Alt V ): 1,000,0 00 tons w aste rock p roduce d during  adit constru ction, used  in

mill site patio, and paste fac ility starter berms. concern: ero sion of nitrates and m etals into waters of U.S.  Th e ore

body is surrounded by rock that has much lead in it.  In 1987 Asarco was served with a Notice of Violation for

elevated metals (Cu, Pb, Zn) in Upper Stanley Ck. at the Troy facility.  Copper levels exceeded criteria for

protection of aquatic life by up to 250 mill site.  (Mine Site Visit, EPA, May 1992, App. A).  This conclusion was

only pa rtially correct, b ut never-th e-less dem onstrates w hat is likely to a lso be foun d below  the prop osed m ill patio

at Rock  Ck.  Erosio n is to be exp ected an d cann ot be con tained by  mill pad sto rm wate r underd rains (only  briefly

mentioned p 2-63) but will move into the ground water, and eventually reach Rock Ck.  Also, 4x/yr monitoring of

Rock Ck below this site is not protective of the ecosystem.  Erosion from the mill site would be a discharge point and

needs a n MP DES p ermit, othe r than the s tormwa ter permit th at is propo sed only fo r extreme sto rm con ditions. 

(S5093)

Response: Storm water runoff originating above the mill site would be diverted away from the site.
The mill site would be constructed with underdrains which collect seepage and excess storm water. 
This water would be utilized in the mill as process water, or, if the storm event exceeds the 10-year,
24 hour event, the pond would discharge to Rock Creek.  Limits are set on the quality of this effluent
(Outfall 004) so that it would not violate water quality standards.  Some seepage could escape from
the mill site underdrain system and may enter area ground water.  The seepage is not expected to
contain significant quantities of metals but may contain nitrates. 

64.  require treatment of all stormwater discharges to Rock Creek since they will carry pollutants from the mill and

tailings.   (F1)(S161)(S805)(S1687)(S1851)(S4891)(S4912)(S5051)(S5088)(S5555)(S5763)(S6806)

Storm water d ischarges from the  mine and ta ilings pile will also need to be a ddressed as wa stewater sources.

(S6640)

Assurance should be provided that storm water runoff will not increase deposition of toxins or nutrients into the

Clark Fork R iver. (S6588)

Require treatment of all storm water to reduce the risk of further contamination.  (S5159)

Response:  All storm water runoff from the 100-year/24-hour event would be contained in
synthetically lined basins.  Storm water collected at the adit portal and mill sites would be collected
and recycled for mill use.  Storm water collected from the outer slopes of the mill pad and the mill
site underdrains and that collected from the tailings facility would only be allowed to discharge as
specified by the MPDES permit during storms exceeding the 10-year/24-hour event.  Otherwise,
collected mill site and tailings facility storm water would be pumped back to the mill for reuse or to
the waste water treatment plant prior to discharge to the Clark Fork River.  Stormwater diverted
above the mill or the tailings facility from undisturbed sites would be allowed to flow into Rock
Creek, Miller Gulch, or the Clark Fork River.

65.  On page 6, it is stated that outfall 004 would discharge to the East Fork of Rock Creek.  The Fact Sheet and

Statement of Basis says outfall 004 will discharge to the West Fork of Rock Creek.  Which one is correct?  (S5087)

 Response:  Outfall 004 consists of periodic overflow of commingled stormwater and mine drainage
from the mill area.  Outfall 004 would be expected to discharge from a lined stormwater retention
pond to Rock Creek above the confluence of the West Fork of Rock Creek.  The final location of this
discharge site may be adjusted depending on the location of the mill and mill underdrain containment
pond.
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66.   Cover page – Why is the mill site discharge designated to East Fork and not main stem?  Our application is for

discharge to main stem Rock Creek and which is where discharge, if any were to occur, would in fact be.  SOB 4,

paragraph 2 –Should West Fork be East Fork or deleted?  (S3058)

Response:  The discharge permit application submitted by the Applicant requested authorization to
discharge to Rock Creek via overland flow from the mill site underdrain containment pond.  It is the
department’s position that uncontrolled overland flow is not acceptable, therefore, as a condition of
the permit, the department required that the discharge be restricted to 10-year, 24-hour storm events
and that the discharge be routed to Rock Creek via an engineered structure.  Further, this discharge
may only occur during the period of the hydrograph when sufficient instream flow would be
available to dilute the discharge.  Reference to the West Fork of Rock Creek is incorrect and has
been deleted from the permit.  The actual discharge structure would be directed to the East Fork of
Rock Creek, or, to the mainstem of Rock Creek below the confluence based on site specific factors
and final design.  The permit has been modified to refer to Rock Creek.

67.  Pag e 31 - Sp ecial Con ditions con cern: nee d a Trea tment Sy stem Wo rk Plan.  (S5093)

Response: Part I.C.1.b of the MPDES permit requires the applicant to submit complete plans and
specifications, as well as other pertinent information on the wastewater treatment system.

68.  Page  24 under "#3." Bypass.  These statements are "loaded."  They are a way of not maintaining required

discharges to within  water quality limits.  Anythin g can be co nsidered as "n o feasible alternative."  Th ese

statements allow the untreated discharge of effluents under almost any circumstance.  (S4832)(S4833)

Response: These requirements are standard conditions included in all discharge permits issued under
the jurisdiction of the federal Clean Water Act.  Treatment systems may be by-passed provided
effluent limits are achieved. 

69.  Fact Sheet Page 2 1st incomplete paragraph "Asarco proposes to install  ... if necessary  ..."  See earlier

comm ents abo ut the role o f Reverse O smosis vs A noxic B iotreatme nt Cell.  This is d irect contra diction w ith

statements that "ABC will be primary source."  "Neither ABC nor RO will be designated primary treatment." 

Clarify real role of each of these proposed experimental facilities.  Section 401 responsibility. 1st full paragraph

"The p rimary so urce of see page  ... inc ident prec ipitation  ..."  S eepag e into grou nd wate r by >20  gpm a nd it is

caused by precipitation?  (S4832)(S4833)

Response:  Reverse osmosis would be used for nitrate removal during the adit evaluation phase of the
project and during the earlier stages of mine production.  Anoxic biotreatment cells would be
constructed early in the production stage and should be capable of removing an acceptable level of
nitrate from the mine wastewater without the use of reverse osmosis.  Not using reverse osmosis
would save a significant quantity of energy and eliminate any requirement for brine handling and
disposal.  However, a reverse osmosis facility would be maintained onsite to provide effluent
polishing as required and to serve as a back-up nitrate removal system if necessary.  See also Water
Treatment Systems, WTR304 comments and responses.

70.  Page 5 under "B" Outfall 002.  "Mixing zone of 700 feet".  Is there geologic substantiation of this distance? 

(S4832)(S4833)

Page 4-52 - ground water mixing zone boundary concern: where is this boundary? App. M, p 31 says

?approximately 500 to 750 feet downgradient of the facility.” What is the rationale for this? (S5093)

Response:  The ground water mixing zone is discussed in Part II.A of the Fact Sheet/ Statement of
Basis (FS/SOB). The mixing zone boundary is shown in Figure 2 in the FS/SOB, Appendix D. 
Mixing zones must be the smallest practicable size [75-5-301(3)(a), MCA] that will allow for initial
mixing of the effluent (seepage) and ground water.
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71.  Appen dix M. Pg. 6.  O ut-fall 001 (mine dra inage and  process water) this water is disch arged to Clark F ork

River via diffuser, instantane ous mixture to oc cur within two (2) river width s.  Two river widths in this case  occurs

at the outlet of Rock Creek to the Clark Fork, this is not allowable under MT regs. (S614)

Mixing zones are not legal or constitutional.  (S5970)

Response:  Montana Code Annotated (MCA 75-5-301(4) specifically requires the adoption of rules
governing the granting of mixing zones in surface water and ground water.  The Administrative
Rules of Montana (ARM) 17.30.501 provides rules for implementation of mixing zones.  Mixing
zones are legal and constitutional provided all water quality standards are met.

72.  We are confused over the contradictions presented by the MDEQ regarding whether or not there is an actual

mixing zone connected with Outfall 001 to the Clark Fork River.  At past public informational meetings presented

by MDEQ, the USFS, and ASARCO on regarding the SDEIS, it was stated that the effluent diffuser eliminates the

need for a mixing zone.  The Statement of Basis, Appendix M of the SDEIS, page 14, has a heading called “mixing

zone” and then states that mixing will be nearly instantaneous, that is complete mixing will occur in less than 2

river widths . There wo uld also b e a violatio n of Mo ntana W ater Qua lity Standa rds for a nu mber o f param eters if in

fact there w ere no m ixing zon e in which  standard s are allow ed to be e xceeded .  

What is the width of the river at the point of discharge?  If it  is approximately 300 to 350 ft.  in width, do we assume

that the “mixing zone” boundary is 600 to 700 ft. or less downstream of the diffuser?  If so, doesn’t this place the

mixing zone near the confluence of Rock Creek and how is this allowed given the presence of bull trout and

westslope cutthroat trout in Rock Creek? There must be a description of the boundaries of this mixing zone, as

required by Montana law, (if in fact a mixing zone exists) in order to determine if that zone would be allowed under

other pro visions of the  law.  (S6312) 

Response:  The proposed MPDES permit has been revised for a low flow of 365 cfs because of
operational shutdowns of Noxon Dam at night and on weekends.  Analysis showed upper
concentrations would be below toxic levels within 6.5 feet and below non-degradation standards
within 20 feet at low flow or 243 feet at high flow.  The mixing zone would be 300 feet below the
diffuser.  The applicant would be required to meet post-treatment water quality conditions presented
in the MPDES permit.  Hardness, temperature and pH are all considered in establishing permit limits.

73.  If there is a mixing zone (in which non-degradation criteria also does not apply), why does p. 4-47 of the SD EIS

go into a lengthy explanation of why exceedances of trigger values for non-degradation for ammonia, phosphorus

and copper are not relevant due to “short-duration flows from the dam”.  Why wouldn’t the explanation merely be

that there is a mixing zone and non-degradation doesn’t apply?  (S6312)

Response:  Nondegradation would not apply in the mixing zone at flows less than the Q7,10.

74.  Whether or not there is a definable mixing zone, we do not accep t the assertion on p. 4-47 that the nightly 6-8

hour, and 12-hour weekend reservoir drawdowns constitute a “short-duration flow” in which trigger value

exceedances are not relevant to the nondegradation determination.  These drawdowns are neither short duration,

nor do th ey involve  any flow  whatsoe ver (as ack nowled ged in the  Stateme nt of Basis, p age 9 “ flow is reduced  to

zero daily for approximately 6 hours each day and longer on weekends”) to enable mixing of the pollutants being

discharged.  Therefore, the discharge should have to undergo a non-degradation review by the MDEQ.  (S6312)

Response:  The discharge meets the nonsignificance criteria of ARM 17.30.715 discussed in the
MPDES permit.  Flow from the reservoir would be reduced to near zero, when the generators are not
operating.  The flow during these near-zero flow periods is estimated at 140 cubic feet per second
(cfs) based on conservative assumptions and used in the draft permit.  Additional studies have placed
the flow at 373 cfs during these conditions.  See also updated Appendix D.
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75.  The SD EIS discusses a m ixing zone but for so me reason w ill not call it a mixing zone.  O utfall into the Clark

Fork R iver (CFR ) includes a n effluent d iffuser and  suggests m ixing within  two river w idths (not insta ntaneo us). 

What is this w idth, and  how do es it chang e at high a nd low riv er flows?  N umero us impo rtant que stions are left

unansw ered, inclu ding bu t not limited to  the actua l length an d width o f the discha rge, poin t of discharg e, impac ts

from location near the Rock Creek confluence with the CFR, impacts to fish and other wildlife, duration of

exceedences in the mixing zone, etc.  The mixing zone discussions also do not consider the impa ct of the dam’s

nightly dra wdow ns where  for 6-8 ho urs on w eekday s and 12  hours on  weeken ds the wa ter in the river is es sentially

not moving (zero flow).  These are neither short duration, as stated in the SDEIS, nor demonstrably in compliance

with app licable wa ter quality la ws.  There  is not sufficient d ata for a co mplete a nalysis in the  SDEIS .  This

underscores the unsupportability of the conclusion that monitoring is not needed in the diffuser area.  More data,

disclosure, discussion about impacts, and monitoring are needed for the diffuser/mixing zone evaluation.  (S2034)

 Response:  See response to previous three questions.  In addition, the MPDES permit has been
revised to reflect the flows expected during the shutdown of the Noxon Rapids facility. 

76.  In addition, given the above daily extended “zero” flow conditions, we question the statement on page 14 of the

Stateme nt of Basis, A ppend ix M, that th e mixing  will be “ne arly instan taneou s” for this 24 -hour/d ay discha rge.  It is

impossible for MDEQ to make this assumption given the flow conditions and then to state that “no in-stream

monitoring is necessary.”   In-stream monitoring at the diffuser line itself, or at the end of the applicable mixing

zone, should be required to validate the department’s assertions of in-stream mixing and dilution and the assertion

that both Montana’s and Idaho’s water quality standards are not going to be violated.  (S6312)

Prove that there is instantaneous mixing 24 hours a day.  (S5771)

Response:  The assumption of instantaneous and complete mixing was used to simplify the mass
balance analysis.  The assumption and calculations are more accurate for reaches further from the
source.  Near-field mixing, or initial dilution, with an effluent diffuser is not dependent on flow in
the river.  Mixing is induced by the hydraulic forces generated by the diffuser.  Monitoring would be
done both upstream and just downstream of the mixing zone.  The effluent would also be monitored. 
See Appendix D for more detail.

77.  Effluent line  - The defuser line that is proposed to dump mine waste water into the Clark Fork River just below

Noxon Dam will utilize all the allowable degradation for that river.  This one operation would, in essence, preclude

any future choices for development along the river below that lien.  We do not judge this to be a wise choice when

measured against the potential future need of society for copper or silver.  Of even greater concern is the proposal

to issue permits first and then find out what will go into the surface, ground, and underground water later.  We

suggest th at Asarco  do the disc harge c ontent w ork first and  the perm its, if issued, be ba sed upo n that asse ssment if

they meet all clean water criteria. (S3536)(S3468)

Efforts to address contamination and degradation are still insufficient and must not be judged by financial

feasibility but rather by whether the process truly eliminates pollutants.  Whether added metal and/or chemical

contamination reaches the Clark Fork must be the final criteria.  (S3489)

The use of a diffuser on the bottom of the river to dilute what would otherwise be substandard water is somewhat

like placing a long horizontal perforated pipe on top of a polluting smokestack.  (S3591)(S3654)

Response:  The use of an in-stream diffuser would not, in and of itself, preclude future development
in the Clark Fork River downstream of the proposed project.  Future projects would be reviewed and
judged on their own merit.  Discharges from the proposed project would have to meet the
requirements of the MPDES discharge permit.  An instream diffuser was recommended by the
Agencies to further enhance the assimilative capacity of the river and further protect near shore
fishery habitat.  The quality of mine discharge water must meet the requirements of the MPDES
discharge permit prior to discharge through the diffuser.
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78.  Page 4-33 of the SDEIS states that the evaluation adit will discharge approximately 138 gpm of water.  The

SDEI S and M PDE S perm it are uncle ar how  these disch arges will b e treated, a nd whe re they will be  discharg ed. 

Page 2-66 of the SEIS says "a portable version of the reverse osmosis system would be built to handle mine

discharge water from the evaluation adit," yet the MPDES does not identify the receiving water for this discharge,

or the qu ality of the w ater discha rged.  

If the discharge is to the W est Fork, the impa cts must be disclosed.  If the d ischarge is to Rock  Creek or the Clark

Fork River, the EIS must address the impacts on those receiving waters. It must also address the impacts that

removin g that wa ter from the  drainag e will have  on flows in  the West F ork— including  impacts o n dilution  capacity

and ability to flush and transport sediment. Also, the Agencies must include this treatment in the required financial

assurance/bond as noted elsewhere in these comments.  (S6318)

Response: Ground water inflow into the evaluation adit would be treated to remove oil, suspended
solids and dissolved solids and piped to a portable reverse osmosis system at the support facilities
site then discharged to the Clark Fork River at the location proposed for mine discharge.  The
discharge from evaluation adit must meet the same MPDES permit limits as mine discharge from the
water treatment facility during mine operation. 

79.  The MPDES effluent limits allow ASARCO to discharge mine water with concentrations of copper, cadmium,

lead and zinc several times higher than Montana's cold water aquatic life standards.  While Montana law does

allow numeric standards to be exceeded in the mixing zone, it also specifies that "an effluent in its mixing zone may

not block passa ge of aqua tic organisms, nor m ay it cause acutely tox ic conditions." {AR M 17.30 .602(14)}.

The SDEIS and MPD ES permit have failed to demonstrate that mine discharges to the Clark Fork will not block

passage of aquatic life or result in acutely toxic conditions.  Even it is assumed the effluent diffuser will provide

nearly instantaneous mixing—i.e., within two river widths—the mixing zone will still encompass the confluence of

the Clark F ork River a nd Ro ck Creek , a biolog ically impo rtant mig ratory co rridor for ad fluvial bull tro ut. 

The Agencies should tighten the MPDES effluent limits, or require ASARCO to relocate the discharge pipe, so the

mixing zone does not degrade water quality at the Clark Fork/Rock Creek confluence.  (S6318)

Response: The discharge will not block fish migration or cause avoidance of Rock Creek.  See the
Statement of Basis, Section 1.E for discussion of mixing and fish avoidance.

The proposed MPDES permit has been revised for a low flow of 365 cfs because of operational
shutdowns of Noxon Dam at night and on weekends.  Analysis showed upper concentrations would
be below toxic levels within 6.5 feet and below non-degradation standards within 20 feet at low flow
or 243 feet at high flow.  The mixing zone would be 300 feet below the diffuser.  The applicant
would be required to meet post-treatment water quality conditions presented in the MPDES permit. 
Hardness, temperature and pH are all considered in establishing permit limits.

Additional analysis was added to the MPDES permit addressing fish avoidance levels of metals .  At
maximum discharge levels that would occur near the end of mine life the discharge from each
diffuser port would generate a relatively narrow plume of water that exceeded acute aquatic
standards, which is allowed within a mixing zone.  However, dilution and mixing with river water
would allow the plumes to go below fish avoidance levels within a maximum of 15 feet.  As a result
of the USFWS Biological Opinion, Sterling would need to work with USFWS and FWP to study bull
trout migratory behavior and passage patterns around the diffuser.  In early years until all diffuser
ports were required, water would be discharged on the south ports gradually adding the next ports to
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the north.  Sterling would continue to investigate design options that would create a discharge-free
corridor on the north side of the river at full discharge rates.  It might be necessary to modify the
MPDES permit to allow a slightly longer but narrower mixing zone to achieve this.

80.  The main concern we have with regard to the tentative MPDES discharge permit (Appendix M) pertains to the

issue of behavioral avoidance of metals by fish.  We are concerned that metal concentrations in the mixing zone of

outfall #1 will be of a magnitude that will repel fish (especially bull trout) away from the mouth of Rock Creek,

thereby preven ting or delaying the ir movemen t into the stream.  In add ition, the mouth of R ock Creek pro vides a

cold water refuge for bull trout, WCT, and other coldwater species during summer.  We are also concerned that

metal concentrations will increase in Rock Creek near its mouth as a result of ground water seepage or surface

erosion of metals from the paste storage facility.  If Rock Creek metal concentrations increase to the point that they

exceed those in the Clark Fork River, then avoidance may be exhibited by fish wanting to reside in the cold water or

move from the river into Rock Creek.

Assure that the m ixing zone for me tals from outfall #1 d oes not flow past the m outh of Rock  Creek.  Unless

information can be gathered to prove otherwise, it should be assumed that a chemical gradient will be created

within the mixing zone that will impede bull trout movement into Rock Creek.  The easiest solution to this would be

to move the discharge pipe to the opposite (south) side of the river.  If ASARCO wishes to keep the point of

discharge on the north bank and upstream of Rock Creek, they should conduct studies (dye tests) to show that

higher-than-background levels will not develop in front of Rock Creek under any flow conditions.  A monitoring

plan must be devised and implemented to assure that metals gradients do not develop during the course of the mine

operatio n.  

These recommendations are intended to be protective of Rock Creek water quality and not diminish its suitability as

a bull trout core area.  They are also consistent with Montana’s statute and rules dealing with mixing zones, which

provide  for the den ial of a mix ing zone  if a param eter is determ ined to “in hibit migra tion of fish or o ther aqu atic

species.”(A RM 1 7.30.50 6 (2)(e)).  (S1816)

We also find ample evidence for the DEQ to deny the application based on violations of water quality laws.  The

proposed mine would break the Clean Water Act by further impairing the beneficial used of Rock Creek and the

Clark Fork River, including fish habitat, drinking water, and recreational use.  Statements from the SEIS (p. 4-179)

admitting this include It is uncertain where outflow from the mine would discharge,”  Sediment loading below the

proposed Rock Creek and the Clark Fork River would increase over baseline conditions,” Nitrogen loading below

the proposed mill site would temporarily increase during project construction.  The increase in concentration

cannot be estimated with certainty,” and loading of nutrients and dissolved metals in ground water below the

proposed tailings impoundment would increase over baseline conditions.  The increase would be limited to an

Agency-a pproved g round wa ter mixing zone a nd would  likely exist over several decad es.”  Several of these

statements are truly outrageous.  If ASARCO does not know where the outflow from the mine would discharge, how

can they  keep the d ischarge  out of the a djacent w ater bod ies?  Increa sed sedim ent, nitroge n, metals, a nd nutrie nts

will add to the water quality listed lower Clark Fork and Lake Pend Orielle.  What is the guarantee that the ground

water mixing zone will be mixing” at all times?  We found no discussion of constant monitoring to see if this is the

case.  The se stateme nts indicate  that inad equate stu dy has b een don e to determ ine the exte nt of pollutio n that wo uld

occur w ith the min e.  (S6332)

Response:  Impacts to surface and ground water resources were analyzed and presented in Chapter 4-
Hydrology.  All discharges from the proposed project would need to meet the requirements set forth
in the MPDES permit.  As such, all discharges must comply with existing water quality laws and
regulations.  Monitoring is also discussed and is described in Appendix K and in the proposed
MPDES permit in Appendix D.
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81.  S-17 2nd  paragrap h:  "Und er all action  ... only nitrates and d issolved Mn w ould exceed  Montan a standards 

..."  How and where is this addressed?  Nitrates flow continuously through soil/water column - they do not bind,

they are transported unchanged through system - thus they will continue downstream.  Clark Fork River and Rock

Creek ar e already  in exceed ance of c ertain wa ter quality sta ndards .  This will only  exacerb ate existing h igh levels

of NO3 , NO2 in  water system .  Thus sho uld be a ddressed  up front.  S tudies on  effects on aq uatic inver tebrate

structure -->  food ch ain supp ort, algal b looms, etc .? 3rd pa ragrap h  "This p lan  ... early de tection  ..."  wh at levels

or which pollutants would be used for "early detection".  Does this relate to "trigger values" as given in "Fact

Sheet" (page 5)? 5th paragraph "A contingency plan  ...".  This should be addressed prior to project

implementation.  (S4832)(S4833)

Response:  Table 4-13 of the supplemental draft EIS provides concentration data for nitrate and
manganese under all action alternatives.  The EIS and permit contain analyses that demonstrate that
the discharges will comply with all applicable water quality standards.  The reference to trigger
levels in ground water has been changed to action levels to demonstrate that they are not the same as
trigger values used in other parts of the permit.

82.  Pag e 2-29 - m ine plan:   storage o f mine wa ter within un dergrou nd min e workin gs, up to 2 08 million  gallons.  I

see no ch ange to  this plan in A lt V. conce rn: diffusion  of nitrates an d metals in to groun d waters w hich even tually

discharge into surface waters.  Once again, 4x/yr monitoring of Rock Ck below this site is not protective of the

ecosystem.  This site would also be a discharge point and needs an MPDES permit.  (S5093)

Response: Authorization to discharge to surface waters is provided in Part B of the MPDES permit at
those Outfalls specifically designated.  Discharge at any other surface water location, not authorized
under an MPDES permit, is a violation of the Montana Water Quality Act and could subject the
person to penalties under the Act.  Discharge to ground water would be covered under the operating
permit.

83.  Do the signatory parties involved (FS and MDEQ) feel comfortable enough with this, that no violation of water

quality standards would occur throughout the life of the project under any circumstances of excess runoff discharge

from extraordinary rainfall events for the life of the project and beyond?  (S4832)(S4833)

Response:  Water quality violations are not expected due to discharges from stormwater control
structures. 

84.  Page 25, I – What is 307(a)?  (S3058)

Response: This text refers to section 307(a) of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act [33 USC
1317].  A definition of the “Act” has been added to the permit. 

85.  Page 26 – It would be useful to specifically describe the notification levels.  (S3058)

Response: The notification levels are specified in Part III.J.1 and III.J.2 of the permit.
 

86.  Page 2-65.  Water balance chart does not adequately explain why there is precipitation equivalent to 231 gpm

and evapotranspiration and sublimation is 145 / 21 gpm in one portion of tailings impoundment and 175.4 gpm

precipitation, and evapo /sublim. 65/11 gam on other parts of same facility.  (S614)

Response: The amount of evaporation is a function of the size (area) of the individual components. 

87.  SO B 15, pa ragrap h 1, line 2 –  This discu ssion of wh at is process  water an d what c an be d ischarge d is

confusing.  Although this may be a “net evaporation zone” based on USGS general maps, evaporation does not

exceed precipitation every year (1997 for example).  Therefore, it doesn’t seem reasonable to make the

generalization that no storm water discharge is allowed.  Additionally it is our understanding that discharge of

treated stormwater at 001 is allowed.  This issue may warrant further clarification.  (S3058)
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Response: The text has been modified to state that the facility is subject to New Source Performance
Requirements except for process water which is discharged from Outfalls 001-003 or recycled to the
mill process water circuit. 

88.  Page 4-49  I request a pub lic hearing on the MPDE S permit process, outside and separate from the EIS

process. G iven that th is is an interstate  jurisdiction issu e, meeting s should b e held in S andpo int, Idaho  as well as in

Noxon.  (S471)

Response: There had been a lot of public concern about the fact that the hearings for the draft EIS
and draft MPDES permit were held separately several months apart.  As a result the MPDES permit
and the supplemental EIS as well  as the 404 (b)(1) and the air  quality permits were all covered by a
single set of hearings.  Three hearings were held: One in Missoula, Montana, on February 10, 1998,
one in Sandpoint, Idaho, on February 11, 1998, and the third in Noxon, Montana, on February 12,
1998.  Hearings on the draft EIS and MPDES permits were held in Noxon and Sandpoint.  See
Chapter 1 for more information on public involvement.
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WTR-307  Total Maximum Daily Loads (TMDL)

1.  Page  4-56, pa ragrap h 4 – Re ference to T MDL  requirem ents; wha t are these?   Page 4 -57, 1 ST paragraph – What

“TMDL requirements” are refereed to here?  (S5)

Response:  TMDL refers to Total Maximum Daily Load.  A TMDL is a calculation of the maximum
amount of a pollutant that a waterbody can receive and still meet water quality standards, and an
allocation of that amount to the pollutant’s sources.  It is the sum of the allowable loads of a single
pollutant from all contributing point and nonpoint sources.  The Clean Water Act, Section 303,
establishes the water quality standards and TMDL programs.  The Montana 303(d) list does not list
the Clark Fork River below the confluence with the Flathead River as impaired due to nutrient
loading.  The lower Clark Fork River, however, is listed as impaired due to habitat, thermal, and flow
alteration.  The proposed discharge will not contribute to impairment for these factors.

2.  The C lark Fork  River in Id aho is listed a s water qu ality limited d ue to me tals pollution .  Idaho w ater qua lity

standards for cad mium an d zinc were excee ded several times d uring the period  1985 throu gh 1987  on Clark Fo rk

River samples collected at the Cabinet Gorge USGS monitoring station.  Since that time there have been no

recorded excursions above the Idaho criteria for cadmium and zinc at the Cabinet Gorge monitoring station.  Idaho

water quality standards for copper were exceeded on several occasions at the Cabinet Gorge monitoring station

since 1985 with the last five excursions occurring in 1992, 1993 and 1996.  Lake Pend Oreille is listed as water

quality “threatened” due to increasing nutrients from a variety of sources. Both waters are scheduled for

development of a problem assessment and a total maximum daily load allocation (TMDL) designed to recover the

impaired  use, and  to protect ex isting wate r quality.  W ork has b egun o n develo ping a T MDL  for Lake P end Or eille

and the Clark Fork River, with an anticipated completion date of December 1999.  When the TMDLs become

effective, Montana must meet these limits at the border.  This may or may not require a change to A SARCO’s

discharge permit depending on the outcome of the problem assessments.  Therefore, a reopener clause should be

included  in the MP DES p ermit in ca se it is needed  to addre ss the future T MDL s. (S6686 )  

Page 3-22 para.2  The state of Idaho classification for Lake Pend Oreille as a special Resource Water does not

allow an y addition al nutrient lo ading.  4 0CFR  122.4 (d ), 131.10  (b).

Page 2-95.  TMDL allocation for Lake Pend Oreille and Clark Fork River.  Other than the one paragraph

describ ing the  necess ity of me eting T MD L stand ards a t the M T / ID b order  there is n othing  describ ing As arco's

discharge m eeting those stand ards.  Violation of 40  CFR 12 2.4 (d) (When imp osition of conditions ca nnot ensure

compliance with applicable water quality requirements of all affected States).  (S614)

Both point and non-point discharges from the mine will have to be consistent with the Total Maximum Daily Loads

(TMDLs) for the Clark Fork River and Lake Pend Oreille.

Idaho’s schedule for the development of TMDLs requires the Clark Fork TMDL to be developed by 2004 and done

in conjunction w ith Montana .  A Lake Pen d Oreille TMD L is to be comp leted by the end o f 1999.  Beca use the Clark

Fork’s nutrient contribution to the lake is significant, IDEQ will estimate the Clark Fork’s nutrient load and

incorporate that into the Lake Pend Oreille TMDL.

Since the Clark Fork River is already water quality limited, reductions in metals loading will be required.  In the

interim, Idaho water quality standards prohibit increased metals loading to the Clark Fork River in Idaho.  Any

metals loading from the Rock Creek mine will have to be more than compensated for through effluent trading or

some other w orkable scena rio which will assure n o further impairm ent of beneficial uses.
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Accord ing to a N ovemb er 18, 19 96 mem o from ID EQ to M DEQ , the EPA  believes tha t the Rock  Creek disc harge, if

allowed, would use up any allowable nutrient degradation in the Clark Fork River.  IDEQ expressed concerns that

this could prohibit growth and future development along the river.  (S614)

 

Once th e TMD Ls are de veloped  and ap proved  for the river a nd lake, M ontana  will have to  assure tha t those limits

are met at the bo rder.  Therefore, any  MPDE S permits ultimately issued  should conta in reopener clau ses to assure

complianc e with WQS  and TM DLs.

Overall, it  does not appear that, at the current rate of progress, Idaho can meet the court-ordered, 8-year TMDL

schedu le.  If new sou rces contin ue to be p ermitted, the  process w ill be unde rmined  further as sta keholde rs lose faith

in their ability to achieve load reductions.  Additionally, the “reasonable assurance” standard will prove daunting

if more pollution of unknown quantities is allowed.  (S6337)

Response:  Part IV, Section O. of the MPDES permit contains such a reopener provision that should
be sufficient to address future TMDL requirements.  

3.  Perm it Part IV.O . Reopener Provisions: TMDL or Wasteload Allocation. Add a sentence which recognizes that

an EPA approved Idaho TMDL or a violation of Idaho water quality standards are valid reasons to reopen and

modify this permit.  (S6686)

Response: The language in Part IV.O recognizes any EPA-approved TMDL or Wasteload Allocation,
therefore,  no change to this language is necessary.

4.  Idaho is develo ping a TM DL for nutrients for La ke Pend O reille and for metals in the Id aho portion  of the Clark

Fork River, as per those water bodies impaired listing in Idaho under the CWA 303(d) process.  The agencies need

to justify how they are allowing additional loadings of metals and nutrients to these waters prior to development of

TMD Ls for these p ollutants, w hich are u nder co urt order to  be com pleted by  the end o f 1999.  A  re-open er clause in

the discharge p ermit to meet TM DL requirem ents in Idaho is not sufficient to enable proper analysis, determination

of impacts, and public comment on the proposed discharges of these pollutants with the current information

presented in the SDEIS.  (S6312) 
Response:  The states of Idaho and Montana, in cooperation with the Tri-State Water Quality
Council, are working on a border nutrient agreement which, if approved by EPA, will function as a
TMDL.  The permit may be reopened, if necessary, to incorporate this agreement (see the proposed
MPDES permit Part IV.O in Appendix D).

5.  It is true that the  section of th e Clark F ork at the p roject site is not listed .  Howev er, the river is listed b oth

upstream and downstream of the site!  The failure to list the center portion is deceitful and dishonest!  We urge

DEQ  to list the entire C lark Fork .  We think is it an  understa tement to  say, ?nutrients in the mine's waste water

discharge could negate some of the upstream nutrient control measures and also affect nutrient loading to Lake

Pend O reille”  (SEIS , p.2-95).  (S6332)

Response:  The Tri-State Council is in the process of coordinating TMDLs for the lower Clark Fork
River in Montana and Idaho.  The MPDES permit has a reopener provision that allows subsequent
incorporation of TMDLs as soon as they are developed.  It is  beyond the scope of this EIS to analyze
the need for and development of a TMDL for this stretch of river.

6.  In the MPDES permit #MT-0030287 you recognize natural dilution in many instances as a process for reaching

the TMD L allocation for the C lark Fork River.  Th is is clearly unacceptab le as stated in the TM DL regulato ry

protocol for 303d listed water bodies.  (S3469) 
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Page 30, 2 – It is our understanding that this permit constitutes both a WLA ( see pages 10-13 of SOB) and TMDL

for affected receiving waters for the parameters that are indicated to be present in the discharge whether a limit has

been im posed o r not.  It wou ld be usefu l to explicitly state  this.  (S3058 )  

Response: The final permit would be submitted to EPA for approval as a TMDL for this section of
the river.  The permit limits are based on compliance with Montana’s water quality standards,
including Montana’s nondegradation policy and mixing zones rules. The TMDL would be limited to
those parameters which have limits in the permit (nutrient and some metals).  Due to the lack of
specific information on the quality and volume of the discharge and receiving water, Outfall 004
does not constitute a waste load allocation.  The permit constitutes a legal authority to discharge
those constituents which were disclosed in the MPDES permit application whether or not those
parameters received effluent limits in the permit.

7.  Pages 4-56 and 4-57: We agree that the impacts of nitrogen and phosphorus in the treated discharge to the

Clark Fork River upon the limnology of Cabinet Gorge Reservoir and Lake Pend Oreille (note addition of

phosphorus during biotreatment) should be analyzed and disclosed.  As noted any increase in the loading of

phosphorus and nitrogen must comply with TMDL requirements of the MPDES permit and must not degrade water

quality in Idaho.  Also, increased Clark Fork River nutrient loading due to mine related population growth and

overloaded wastewater treatment facilities at Thompson Falls (and elsewhere) should be considered in the TMDL

analysis.  Effluent limitations for phosphorus and nitrogen may also need to be considered.

We note that there  is great public conc ern regarding  protection and  maintenan ce of water qua lity in the Clark Fork

River an d Lake P end Or eille.  Nutrient lo ading is o f particular c oncern  (i.e., nitrogen a nd pho sphoru s loading ). 

The SDEIS indicates that over 90% of the water entering Lake Pend Oreille comes from the Clark Fork River as

does 85% of the total loading of phosphorus (page 3-23).  We note that while the draft MPDES permit includes an

effluent limitation for total inorgan ic nitrogen, it does not include a n effluent lim itation for ph osphor us.  While

calculatio ns predic t that wastew ater discha rges from  the Rock  Creek m ine will not re sult in mea surable in creases in

phosph orus con centration s in the Clar k Fork R iver and L ake Pen d Oreille, it do es appe ar that ph osphor us loads to

the river an d lake will in crease, sinc e phosp horus w ill be adde d to mine  wastewa ters during  biotreatm ent. 

We reco mmen d that the a nticipated  increased  loading  of phosp horus to th e Clark F ork River a nd Lak e Pend  Oreille

as a result o f the discha rge of min e wastew aters be disc losed an d discusse d relative to n utrient load ing con cerns. 

We are pleased that weekly monitoring of nitrogen and phosphorus in outfall 001 is included in the proposed

permit, but we request that nitrogen and phosphorus monitoring be included in the in-stream monitoring requested

for the Clark Fork River below outfall 001 to verify that no measurable increase in phosphorus concentration in the

Clark Fork R iver occurs.

It should be recognized that in response to either monitoring results or the aforementioned future December 1999

TMD L calcula tions, reeva luation m ay result in e stablishm ent of an e ffluent limitatio n for pho sphoru s in the future . 

In fact, it may be appropriate to consider establishing a limit on phosphorus loading from the Rock Creek mine at

this time, given the public’s concerns about protection of the Clark Fork River and Lake Pend Oreille.  (S146)

Page  2-94  2 nd pa ragra ph: "p rotect L ake P end O reille  ..."  A re the d ischar ges go ing to fu lfill/main tain ID 's

standards?  How will ASARCO/FS/DEQ control algae by reducing nutrient concentrations when nitrates (which do

not bind  in the wate r column ) will inevitably  find their wa y into the rive rine system ? 3rd pa ragrap h have " nume ric

nutrient loading targets for the Clark Fork and Lake Pend Oreille"  been met?  How?

 Page 2-95  2nd paragraph  "However, nutrients in the mine's waste water discharge  ... could negate  ... nutrient

control measures  ..."  How?  IF ASARCO is fulfilling state water quality standards as they already claim to? 

Unsolved contradiction. 3rd paragraph  So Lake Pend Oreille water quality already is listed as "threatened"; how

can any water quality-comprised discharges be acceptable?  (S4832)(S4833)
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 Response:  TMDL limits have not yet been developed for this reach of the Clark Fork River. 
Reopener provisions in the MPDES permit will allow future consideration and incorporation of
TMDLs.  Comments were received on the draft Fact Sheet/Statement of Basis (FS/SOB) expressing
concern regarding the loading of nutrients and the lack of an effluent limit for phosphorus in the draft
permit.  Numeric limits for both nitrogen and phosphorus are included in the proposed permit.  The
average monthly load for total inorganic nitrogen would be 232.0 lbs/day.  The average monthly load
for phosphorus would be 23.2 lbs/day.  The FS/SOB for the proposed MPDES permit now requires
that monitoring of nutrients, including total nitrogen and phosphorus, be conducted at a location
above (upstream) and below (downstream) the proposed discharge.  In addition to the chemical
analyses, the project proponent must also monitor chlorophyll above and below the point of
discharge.  

Predicted changes in nutrient concentrations for the Clark Fork River in both Montana and Idaho
have been presented in the Statement of Basis for the permit and in the EIS.  These changes are
predicted to comply with both Montana and Idaho water quality standards.  Numeric nutrient targets
for the Clark Fork River and Lake Pend Oreille have not been established.  An additional analysis of
the impacts, discussed in the final EIS, concludes that the predicted increase in nutrient
concentrations are not likely to result in a measurable increase in periphyton biomass within the
limitations of the existing data.

8.  Rock C reek is a sectio n 303(d ) listed stream .  The discu ssion of wa ter quality im pacts to R ock Cree k is

inadequate.  Despite documented water quality problems, the Forest Service proposes to implement the proposed

project, which will increa se sediment directly into R ock Creek.  Bec ause the SD EIS failed to ana lyze and disclose

these impacts, it is our estimation that implementation of Alternative V will only worsen existing violations of

beneficia l uses in Ro ck Creek .  

The SD EIS failed  to discuss th e amou nts of sedim ent that wo uld be a dded d irectly, indirec tly and cu mulative ly to

Rock Creek.  NEPA is clear that disclosure and differentiation of each alternative should be in the EA.  Yet, this was

simply not done.  Additionally, the Forest has not completed or disclosed water quality related monitoring in the

Rock C reek drain age. 

Since this proposal occurs in an impaired stream, the State of Montana is required to develop Total Daily Maximum

Loads (TMDLs) for the pollutant in the stream.  It is important to note here that BMPs and mitigation measures

cannot be su bstituted for TMD Ls.  Until water qua lity standards are attained  (including the app ropriate man ganese

standards) and beneficial uses restored to Rock Creek, the Forest Service may not permit any project that further

degrades this stream.

The Kootenai NF LRMP gives explicit direction for the Forest Service to protect water quality. The implementation

of the ASARCO mine will neither protect the aquatic ecosystem nor meet existing State water quality criteria,

especially fo r Rock C reek.  Instea d it will have  the opp osite effect by in creasing  sedimen t directly into R ock Cree k. 

Appro val of Altern ative V vio lates the Ko otenai N F's LRM P. 

The Rock Creek SDEIS does not supply the decision-maker with appropriate information.  There is no information

about th e existing w atershed  condition , the total ma ximum  daily load  to Rock C reek, nor a ny qua ntifiable da ta

proving  that there w ill be no m easurab le increase s of polluta nts.(S22) 

One way the Agencies could assure that the mine-related increases in sediment loads are offset by the abatement

projects is to in corpora te those pro jects into a sed iment TM DL for R ock Cree k.  This wo uld allow  the Agen cies to
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formalize ASARCO's commitment to implement the projects, and allow ASARCO to begin discussions with the

private landowners on Engle Creek whose cooperation is needed.  The EIS should discuss this alternative.

The Agencies should keep Rock Creek on the 303(d) list, develop a sediment TMDL for the drainage, and

incorporate the sediment abatement projects into it.  Additionally, the TMDL analysis must also consider the

impacts o f ASAR CO's rece nt loggin g activities, an d the plan ned Fo rest Service tim ber sale m entioned  on p. 4-6 5 in

the analysis.  (S6318)

Page 4-32 - TMDL: Rock Ck is listed as a water quality limited stream; sediment and metals. concern: TMDL's for

nutrients, sediment and metals should have been presented, and must be calculated before permitting proceeds, and

made available for public comment.  (S5093)

Response:  The baseline condition of the Rock Creek watershed is provided in the final  EIS.  In
addition, a 303(d) analysis by the Agencies indicated there was no adverse trend in metals
contamination or siltation in Rock Creek, and therefore did not fit the definition of a threatened body
of water.  Data submitted by the applicant did suggest the mainstem of Rock Creek is partially
supporting aquatic life and cold-water fisheries beneficial uses.  The cause of the impairment is
salmonid-fishery habitat degradation, while the probable source of the impairment is silviculture. 
Rock Creek is now listed as “partially supporting” in the year 2000 Section 303(d) report. 
Watershed modeling completed by the Agencies using R1-WATSED was also used to predict and
evaluate of existing harvest, roading, and proposed mining activities within the Rock Creek
Watershed.  Sufficient information is available related to existing conditions in the Rock Creek
watershed, and future potential impacts.  In regard to the TMDL status of Rock Creek, the proposed
Rock Creek Mine is not within the boundaries on the TMDL area for the upper basin.  After the
Idaho TMDL is developed, the Tri-State Implementation Council would work with the two states to
set a TMDL for the Montana/Idaho border, which would include any loading from the Rock Creek
Mine.  The reader is referred to comments and responses in WTR-308 dealing with the Clark Fork
River TMDL development for more information.

The listing of a waterbody on the 303(d) list does not preclude the issuance of a discharge permit to a
point source provided that:  the discharge complies with the state nondegradation criteria; will not
cause a decline in water quality for the parameters for which the waterbody is impaired; and,
complies with all applicable treatment standards [75-5-703(10), MCA].  The only point source
discharge to Rock Creek is located to mill site and complies with the foregoing criteria, therefore, the
department believes that a permit may be issued.

9.  (404 (b)(1), Section 230.10(b) see page C-6, under 2.1.2 number 1 ("contributes").  4th paragraph "Rock Creek 

... due to po tential for wa ter quality d egrada tion assoc iated with A SARC O  ... project."   Has the d evelopm ent of a

TMDL been initiated?  Why has ASARCO petitioned to have Rock Creek "delisted"?  What is their intent?  If they

know that discharges will continue to degrade Rock Creek - does delisting make it any easier for ASARCO to do so? 

(S4832)(S4833)

Response:  While short term increases in sediment load are predicted, the USFS WATSED model
indicates an improvement in sediment yield over baseline at the completion of mining as a result of
BMPs.  ASARCO petitioned for the delisting because it felt the data did not support the listing of
Rock Creek as impaired.  DEQ’s review of their petition resulted in the removal of the threatened
impairment classification due to a change in definition but Rock Creek remained listed for aquatic
habitat due to silvacultural practices.
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10.  There is no whole watershed catchment study methodology established to estimate total nutrient loads to the

Clark Fork River.  Total nutrient loads to the entire watershed must be determined and monitored due to the

provisions established in the Total Maximum Daily Loading provisions according to the Clean Water Act 303d

listed water bodies.  (You  already have  a metals problem , why take the eco logical risk?)  An Eco logical Risk

Assessment for the entire watershed would need to be conducted.  (S3469)

Response:  A study of the entire Clark Fork watershed for the purpose of identifying non-point
sources of nutrients to surface water resources is outside the scope of this analysis.  Chapter 3
identifies pertinent watershed information as it relates to existing activities and Sterling’s proposal. 
Chapter 2 identifies reasonably foreseeable activities in the watershed which may result in
cumulative impacts to surface water resources.  Lastly,  Chapter 4 identifies the potential cumulative
affects.  This, in effect, constitutes all ecological risk assessment.  
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WTR-308  Idaho Water Quality Issues

1.  We also  have a v ery serious d iscrepan cy betwe en  Mo ntana a nd Idah o standa rds by an  order of m agnitud e. 

How do the agencies propose to mitigate or resolve that without resorting dilution solution?  (S614)

Is it valid to say "no measurable impacts to waters in Idaho" - does this include possible "accidental discharges"? 

(S4832)(S4833)

Response: The conclusion of no measurable impacts to waters in Idaho specifically refers to impacts
related to discharges permitted under the MPDES permit, and does not include “accidental
discharges.”  Impacts from accidental discharges cannot be quantified because the nature of the
accident, the chemical and flow characteristics of the discharge and receiving waters, and the timing
of the event are all unknown.  Additional analyses of impacts to water quality at the Montana/Idaho
State line and comparison to water quality standards were performed, and the Fact Sheet/Statement
of Basis (FS/SOB) was revised in response to this analysis and to comments received from the State
of Idaho on the supplemental EIS and draft FS/SOB.  In addition, the wasteload allocation for
manganese was revised.  The current analyses support the conclusion that no measurable changes
would occur at the Idaho border due to the proposed project.

2.  Page 4-32 3rd and 4th full paragraphs Bring to your attention Idaho's stance.  "beneficial uses" cannot be

comprom ised by discharg es that reduce wa ter quality.  Lowering o f water quality is defined a s "measura ble adverse

change."  (S4832)(S4833)

Response:  The Idaho DEQ stated that any measurable increase in the ambient water quality would
not be consistent with the Special Resource Water designation for the Clark Fork River in Idaho.  As
a result of comments received from the State of Idaho additional analyses of impacts to water quality
at the Montana/Idaho State line were performed, and results compared to water quality standards. 
The FS/SOB was revised in response to this analysis, as was the wasteload allocation for manganese. 
A wasteload allocation for phosphorus was also added.  The current analyses support the conclusion
that no measurable changes would occur at the Idaho border due to the proposed project.

3.  The combination of waste and storm water runoff water should cause no appreciable deterioration of water

quality in the Clark Fork River as it enters the state of Idaho, and subsequently, Lake Pend Orielle.  (S6588)

   

We are at great risk from the silver/copper mine in Noxon, Montana, because we draw our drinking water from the

lake.  We spent $1 0,000 on a  water purification system  which is no m atch for the potential co ntaminan ts similar 

to those found in Lake Coeur d' Alene.  (S3798)

Asarco  should b e forced to  prove tha t there will be n o increas e in polluta nts into the C lark Fork  River wh ere it

crosses into  Idaho a nd, just as im portantly , nutrient inc reases will no t increase a lgae gro wth dow nstream .  (S4046 )  

My seco nd con cern is that M ontana  appea rs to have m ore relaxe d waste w ater toleran ces than I daho h as.  Even  if

the level of p ollution is sa tisfactory by  Monta na stand ards in ou r 8-mile stretc h, what a re you pr oposing  to do to

mitigate illegal levels once the water passes into Idaho?  It doesn't seem prudent to let Asarco pass the legal battles

off to the financial responsibility of the citizens of Montana.  My impression is the fight will be between Montana

because it allowed the impact and Idaho trying to get damage repairs, not between Idaho and Asarco.  (S3476)

Require  proof tha t there will be n o meas urable in creases of p ollutants w here the C lark Fork  River cros ses into

Idaho and that nutrient increases will not increase algae growth downstream. (F1)(S4364)(S4891)(S4912)(S5051)

(S5088)(S5555)(S5763)
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There needs to be substantial proof that the technologies that Asarco plans to use for wastewater treatment and

tailings treatment will not increase pollutants into the Clark Fork River, especially where it crosses into Idaho. And

proof that ground water won't be impacted, and that nutrient increases will not increase algae growth in the river

delta and lake.  (S5101)

Require proof of no increase of pollutants where the Clark Fork River enters Idaho.  (S4910)(S5771)

The ground water at the mine site and the water in the Clark Fork River must be kept at safe levels, with no

pollution .  No add ed nutrien ts should p roduce  algae g rowth an ywhere .  All mine w ater shou ld be treate d with

proven methods and not contaminate nearby waters, whether underground or surface. (S4429)

Demonstrate there will be no net increased of pollutants into the waterways.  (P)

Proof should be required that there will not be measurable increases of pollutants where the Clark Fork River

crosses into Idaho and that nutrient increases will not increase algae growth downstream and particularly in Lake 

Pend Oreille.  (S5501)

Please req uire proo f that there w ill be no m easurab le increase s in polluta nts flowing  into the cree k, river or lake . 

(S5621)

Where is the data that shows the mine won't affect water quality at the Idaho Montana border?  (S4719)

Lake Pend Oreille is the largest and deepest natural lake in Idaho.  The Clark Fork River is the lake’s principal

inlet, contrib uting as m uch as 9 0 percen t of the lake’s a nnual in flow.  The Id aho D ivision of En vironm ental Qu ality

(Idaho DEQ) administers Idaho’s Water Quality Standards.  Under the Idaho Water Quality Standards and

wastewater treatment requirements, the Clark Fork River in Idaho and Lake Pend Oreille are protected for the

beneficial uses of domestic and agricultural water supply, cold-water biota, salmonid spawning, and primary and

second ary con tact recrea tion.  Idah o standa rds also de signate the  Clark Fo rk River in Id aho an d Lake P end Or eille

as Special Resource Waters.  Under IDAPA 16.01.02.056 no new point source can discharge pollutants, and no

existing point source can increase its discharge of pollutants above the design capacity of its existing wastewater

treatment facility, to any water designated as a special resource water or to a tributary of, or to the upstream

segment of a special resource water if pollutants significant to the designated beneficial uses can or will result in a

reduction of the ambient water quality of the receiving special resource water as measured immediately below the

applicable mixing zone.  Interpretation of this rule and water quality certification of federal permits under Section

401 of the Clean Water Act is made by the applicable Idaho DEQ Regional Office.  Section 401 of the Clean Water

Act also p rohibits an other state to  authorize  a discha rge whic h violates a  downs tream state s’s water qu ality

standards.  This must be addressed in the MPDES permit issued by the MDEQ.  (S6686)

Failure to consider compliance with Idaho water quality standards in the self-monitoring plan.  (S6337)

On page S-14  of the SEIS, under Issue 1: Effects on quantity and quality of Montana and Idaho surface and ground

water resources it is stated by the MDEQ and U.S. Forest Service that: “No measurable impacts are predicted for

surface or ground water resources in Idaho.”  It is difficult to either support or refute this statement given the

information in the E IS and SE IS.  To determine  if Idaho Water Q uality Standard s are fully protected it is necessary

to know if the pollutants will be detectable at the Idaho border.  This information was requested by the Idaho DEQ

in an October 14, 1997 letter to the MDEQ, but as yet, has not been provided to the Division.  Information on

concentrations and loadings comes from the draft MPDES discharge permit.  (S6686)

Response:  The Idaho Department of Health and Welfare administers Idaho's water quality standards
and apply to the Clark Fork River at the state line.  Idaho standards designate the Clark Fork River in
Idaho and Lake Pend Oreille as Special Resources Waters.  This designation requires that existing
water quality cannot be lowered.  Lowering of water quality is defined as a measurable adverse
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change in chemical, physical, or biological parameter relevant to a beneficial use.  The effluent limits
in the proposed MPDES permit would not result in a measurable change according to the criteria
discussed in the FS/SOB. in either Montana or Idaho, and therefore, will comply with Idaho’s
regulations.  An additional table showing the change in concentration at the state line has been added
to the FS/SOB for the MPDES permit (see Table A.1).  Should Idaho DEQ determine that the permit
potentially violates its state water quality standards, then Idaho would have authority under Sections
402(b) and (d) of the Federal Clean Water Act and 40 CFR Section 123.44 to administratively appeal
the permit to EPA.

A summary of the analysis in the statement of basis for the proposed MPDES permit and an analysis
of the potential impacts of nutrient and metals loading from the proposed project on water quality in
the Clark Fork River and Lake Pend Oreille is provided in Chapter 4-Hydrology.

4.  In contra diction, ag ain, to the n o predicta ble impa cts on Ida ho wate rs, page 3 -21 states th at algae g rowth

potential in Lake Pend Oreille is moderate to moderately high particularly for conditions where nitrogen and

phosphorous are added simultaneously.  This is precisely what will be happening upstream in the Clark Fork River

at the point of discharge where ASARCO may add phosphorus to the ABC treatment system, thereby increasing the

concentration of phosphorus in the treated effluent (page 4-54).  Again, on page 3-23 it states that maintaining open

lake wate r quality is de pende nt upon  mainta ining nu trient loadings from the River at or below present levels; page

4-57 sa ys this is depe ndent u pon m aintainin g nutrien t discharges at or below  present leve ls.  How is the  allowab le

average daily discharge of 232 lbs./day of nitrogen in the River, added to phosphorous, keeping nutrient loading

into the lake “at or below present levels”?  Page 4-56 also states that the potential for increase in phosphorus and

nitrates from the biotreatment process could increase algal mass in the Clark Fork River by an undetermined

amount. Page 2-95 states that nutrients in the mine’s waste water discharge could negate some of the upstream

nutrient control measures and also affect nutrient loading to Lake Pend Oreille.  It appears that the SDEIS

concludes there will be no impacts to Idaho waters, and then shows precisely that there will be impacts from

nutrients.  A n effluent lim it for phosp horus n eeds to be  added  to the Ou tfall 001 disc harge p ermit.  (S6312) 

Response:  The analyses presented in Chapter 4-Hydrology indicate there would be no measurable
change in concentration of constituents in the Clark Fork River at the Montana-Idaho border.  Under
Alternative V, the ABC treatment system would be replaced by a technology that does not depend on
the addition of phosphorus.  The calculated change in concentration of phosphorus in the Clark Fork
River at the Q7,10 flow is less than 1.0 micrograms per liter, which is below the Montana water quality
trigger value.  See revised MPDES permit for phosphorus limit.  The MPDES permit also has a
reopener clause that would allow for future incorporation of TMDLs.

5.  In addition to the potential impacts metals will have on the Clark Fork River, the SDEIS fails to disclose the

magnitude of adverse impacts that increased nitrogen and phosphorous loading will have on the Clark Fork River

and La ke Pend  Oreille.  

Page 2-94 of the SDEIS describes the Tri-States Implementation Council and their ongoing efforts to reduce

nutrient loading and nuisance algae growth in the Clark Fork River basin and Lake Pend Oreille.  Among other

things, the C ouncil's pr oposed  mana gemen t actions inc lude "a n aggre ssive antide gradatio n policy w ith respect to

nutrient sources." 

Review of the SDEIS discussion and MPDES permit demonstrates that the nutrient discharges from the proposed

Rock Creek mine are likely to undermine these ongoing efforts.  For instance, its hard to determine how allowing

ASARCO to discharge 232 pounds a day of total inorganic nitrogen advances the efforts to reduce nutrient loading,

or complies with the Council's "aggressive antidegradation policy with respect to nutrient sources." 
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Additionally, the SDEIS admits on p. 2-95 that "nutrients in the mine's wastewater discharge could negate some of

the upstrea m nutrien t control m easures, a nd also a ffect nutrient lo ading in  Lake P end Or eille."

We believe the SDEIS needs to more fully disclose nutrient and nuisance algae problems in the Clark Fork and Lake

Pend O reille, and th e impac ts that nutrien ts discharg ed from th e mine w ill have on  those ben eficial use su pport in

those surfa ce waters.  

This is especially critical considering  the statement on p age 4-56 o f the SDEIS, w hich says that "existing  biomass

levels in the Clark Fork River at the time of the study exceeded conditions that were aesthetically acceptable" and

that "the potential for m inute increases in ph osphorou s and nitrates from the  biotreatment pro cess could increase

algal m ass in the C lark Fork  River by a n unde termined  amou nt."

We believe these " minute" nu trient increases are una cceptable con sidering the Clark F ork already gro ws more

algae than is aesthetically acceptable.

Additionally, we believe the NEPA review needs a more thorough discussion of the potential impacts caused by

phosphorous discharges from the mine.  Page 4-56 recognizes that Clark Fork River appears to be phosphorous

limited, and p. 4-54 admits that "the concentration of phosphorous in the treated effluent could increase over

untreated  concen tration."  Ye t the draft disc harge p ermit doe s not even  contain a n effluent lim it for phosp horous . 

The MPDES permit must contain effluent limits and compliance standards for phosphorous in the discharge.

Consideration must also be given to the fact that nitrogen, phosphorous, and methanol will be added as part of the

treatment system.  Page states that methanol at a concentration of 60 mg/L would be continually added, that

nitrogen-rich sludg e would be u sed to inoculate the trea tment cells, and that p hosphoro us (1 mg P a dded for every

30 mg  nitrate rem oved) m ay also b e added  to prom ote micro bial grow th.  (S6318)

Clark Fork River and Cabinet Gorge.  The SDEIS cites a report that concluded that the Clark Fork River below

Noxon and Cabinet Gorge Reservoirs is relatively unpolluted, and that river water can either be phosphorous

limited or co -limited by  both nitro gen an d phosp horous , with respec t to algal gro wth.  The  algal gro wth pote ntial in

the lake (Cabinet G orge) is considered to b e moderate to  moderately h igh, particularly for con ditions where

nitrogen  and ph osphor ous are a dded sim ultaneo usly. [SD EIS p. 3 -21]   Phosp hate ba ns have  been en acted in

several co mmu nities along  the river to de crease m unicipa l wastewa ter phosp horous  content [ SDEI S p. 3-21 , 4-58] . 

Based on the information contained in the SDEIS, the Rock Creek project would add limited nitrogen and

phosphorous to the river and lake.  Yet, no significant impact is predicted.  The study indicates that even slight

increases m ight be ex pected to  have sign ificant imp act, contra dicting the  conclusio ns mad e in the SD EIS. 

Lake Pend Oreille.  According to the SDEIS summary, no measurable impacts are predicted for surface or ground

water resources in Idaho [SDEIS p. S-14].  Information contained elsewhere in the SDEIS is contrary, stating

?nutrients in the mine's waste water discharge could negate some of the upstream nutrient control measures and

also affect n utrient load ing to La ke Pend  Oreille.”  [S DEIS  p. 2-95]   Algal gro wth pote ntial in Lak e Pend  Oreille is

mode rate to mo derately h igh, particu larly if nitroge n and p hospho rous wer e added  simultan eously [S DEIS  p. 3-22] . 

Algae may currently be limited by a phosphorous and/or nitrogen deficiency [SDEIS p. 3-50].  Maintenance of open

lake wate r quality is larg ely depen dent on  mainta ining nu trient loadin g from th e Clark F ork River a t or below  their

present levels [SDEIS p. 3-23].   According to the SDEIS, the EPA may intervene to resolve interstate disputes.  The

potential impacts to Lake Pend Oreille are uncertain based on the information presented.  The Montana DEQ and

the Forest Service should demonstrate that an independent analysis for the purpose of evaluating the potential

impacts to  Lake P end Or eille has be en cond ucted, an d the EP A rende r an official o pinion a s to the likely im pacts

and legality of the pro posed action u pon dow nstream states.

Information contained in the SDEIS identifying nitrogen as the greatest potential nutrient impact to Lake Pend

Oreille, developed in 1989, did not include information on phosphorous addition in the wastewater treatment
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process and discharged to surface waters [SDEIS p. 4-56], which was first identified until 1997.  Because Lake

Pend O reille is phosp horous  limited [SD EIS p. 4 -58] , the additio n of even  minute a moun ts of phosp horous  could

increase algal mass in Lake Pend Oreille by an undetermined amount.  This supports the conclusion that an

addition al phosp horous  treatmen t process step  should b e incorpo rated into th e wastew ater treatm ent plant d esign. 

(S188)

Response: Neither of the reports referred to above (Priscu 1989, USEPA 1993) make a statement that
slight increases might be expected to have significant impact on algal growth in Cabinet Gorge
Reservoir.  The Priscu (1989) report concludes that additional nitrogen loading from the Rock Creek
project should have no major influence on the magnitude of attached algal productivity and biomass
in the Clark Fork River because phosphorus will limit the conversion of dissolved organic nitrogen
into algal biomass.  This report did not make any similar conclusions regarding phytoplankton in the
river or reservoir, but given the relatively small predicted project-derived increase in nutrient levels
in Cabinet Gorge Reservoir, a similar conclusion for phytoplankton seems reasonable.

The increase in phosphorus concentration in the Clark Fork River is calculated to be less than the 1.0
microgram per liter trigger value.  When a TMDL for the lower Clark Fork River is developed, it
could be incorporated in the MPDES permit through the reopener provision. 

6..  The proposed mine is not consistent with Idaho Surface Water Quality Standards:  New point and non-point

discharg es associa ted with the  Rock C reek prop osal are in consisten t with Idah o water q uality stand ards (WQ S). 

Idaho WQ S prohibit new  point source disch arges of pollutan ts of concern into Sp ecial Resource W aters.

Given the legal status of the Clark Fork River and Lake Pend Oreille, and the current impaired and threatened

status (respectively) of their beneficial uses, allowing additional upstream metals and nutrient loading would be a

clear violation of Idaho water quality standards.  This is irrespective to the ability to model quantifiable physical

impacts to beneficial uses.  (S6337)

Response:  The proposed mine is located in Montana and is under the jurisdiction of Montana's, not
Idaho's, water quality laws.  The discharge from the proposed project must meet all requirements of
the MPDES permit.  EPA and the State of Idaho provided input and review for developing the
permit.  The permit has a reopener provision that would allow incorporation of TMDLs into the
permit as soon as they are developed in coordination with the Tri-State Council.  However, any
increases in nutrients and metals would not be measurable at the Montana-Idaho border (see
Statement of Basis in Appendix D).

7.  Page  3-23 un der (d.) "M aintena nce of op en lake w ater qua lity  ... depend ent on m aintainin g nutrien t loading s  ...

at or below   ... present levels."   See pag e 4-185  under H ydrolog y; "Pro posed d ischarge s from  ... biotre atment  ...

would a lter the wate r quality  ..."  C ompa re this statem ent with pa ge 4-32 , 4th full para graph, " This desig nation  ...

existing water qua lity cannot be lowe red."  Also "F inally, Section 401  of CWA  ..."  Co rps and DE Q need to a ddress

this.  Idaho standards indicate no water quality alteration is allowed.  ASARCO admits to altering nutrient status

either as surface water quality changes in Rock Creek and from paste facility seepage into Clark Fork River (page

4-30, 1s t paragra ph "U nder Alte rnate V  ... see page fro m  ... paste fa cility  ... 20-30 g pm), com pare with  this

admission (page 4-51, 2nd paragraph) that Table 4-13 indicates nitrate in tailings seepage water will be at higher

concentrations than ambient ground water concentrations.  (S4832)(S4833)

Response: The Idaho DEQ stated that any measurable increase in the ambient water quality would
not be consistent with the Special Resource Designation in the Clark Fork River in Idaho.  As a result
of comments received from the State of Idaho additional analyses of impacts to water quality at the
Montana/Idaho State line were performed, and results compared to water quality standards.  The
FS/SOB was revised in response to this analysis, as was the wasteload allocation for manganese.  A
wasteload allocation for phosphorus and selenium were also added.  The current analyses support the
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conclusion that no measurable changes in concentration would occur at the Idaho border due to the
proposed project.  The Idaho DEQ also considers changes in loading at the Idaho-Montana border to
determine if the proposed Rock Creek project complies with the Special Resource Water designation. 
Based on the analysis presented in the FS/SOB, the annual load increase to Lake Pend Oreille for
total inorganic nitrogen and total phosphorus was 2.0 and 1.5 percent, respectively.  Should the Idaho
DEQ determine the permit violates state water quality standards, the state would have the authority to
administratively appeal the permit to EPA.  

8.  Page 4-49 2nd paragraph:  "Because Lake Pend Oreille and the Clark Fork River are designated as Special

Resource W aters ... pollutants  ... must be below  detection limits  ..."  "If this is not achievab le  ...”  IDEQ m ust

approv e "lower ing of wa ter quality."   Take ca ution in the  consider ation tha t IDEQ  and EP A relaxed  Pb levels in

CDA basin by 288-fold because "achievement" was not possible (Spokesman-Review 2/13/98).  This is a significant

factor here.  All these standards that must be complied with are "flexible" under certain circumstances.  Ignoring

water quality standards in Lake Pend Oreille because the proposed project "could not achieve" planned water

quality lim its in discharg e waters is a  clear viola tion of the la w.  Their p lan ma y seem so und.  Bu t "what if"

scenarios have not been taken into account.  If the proposed project cannot meet standards, what will happen?  Can

the USF S and D EQ ind ividuals w ho app roved the  permit be  held respo nsible?  It is state d that "D ue to neg ligible

econo mic or so cial bene fits  ... IDEQ w ould ha ve difficulty justifyin g  ... lowering   ... limits  ..."  What h appen ed with

CDA Lake recently?  How did Pb levels be allowed to increase phenomenally? Through an economic or social

benefit to the city of CDA?  (S4832)(S4833)

Response:  Sterling must meet all requirements stipulated in the MPDES permit or fines would be
levied and additional abatement actions required.

9.  Page 4-57, paragraph 1, last two sentences – The EPA (1993) report actually says “A nutrient load-lake

response  model h as been  used to a id in predic ting the effec t these and  other nu trient levels co uld hav e on the la ke. 

Computer simulations indicate that the trophic state of the lake’s pelagic waters would be little changed by small to

moderate alterations in how much nitrogen and phosphorous entered the lake.” (EPA 1993, page 29 ).  It does not

say that lake water qual ity is “dependent  on maintaining nutr ient discharges … at or below their present levels”.

(S5) 

Response:  The EIS is consistent with the EPA report.

10.  There are no  data provided  to support the con clusion stated on p age 2-105  that no mea surable impa cts are

predicted for surface or ground water resources in Idaho.  There should be a table provided which displays the

actual data demonstrating there will be no impacts.  In fact, page 2-106 contradicts this assertion by stating that the

agencies analyses (for surface & ground water quality) are based on assumptions that may vary from actual mining,

climate & site conditions and cannot be known completely in advance.  The key w ords here  are clima te and site

condition s, and po int to the fact th at ASA RCO  and the  agencie s have no t collected o r provide d much  site-specific

data or h ard scien ce on R ock Cree k, but rathe r have relied  almost so lely on info rmation  from the T roy Min e, as well

as generalizations and averages about mining and climatic conditions in Montana.  The absence of information

from an evaluation adit to determine actual water quality at the Rock Creek site further exacerbates this problem,

coupled with the planned use of water treatment methods that are virtually unproven for mine process wastewater

and for the flows anticipated at Rock Creek.

In additio n, there is co nflicting info rmation  on wha t exactly will b e measu red at the Id aho bo rder to sup port this

assertion:  page 4-32 states that the lowering of water quality in Idaho is defined as a measurable adverse change

in a parameter, while page 4-49 states that the concentration of pollutants from the mine must be below detection

limits at the border.  The specific constituents to be measured and the concentrations and loads anticipated at the

border during  high and low  flow events should  be provided in  a table, and co ntrasted with detection  limits whose

values ar e defensib le and statistic ally prove n at a 95 % con fidence inte rval.  (S6312)
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Response:  A detailed analysis of potential impacts to water quality in the Clark Fork River are
provided in Chapter 4-Hydrology.  Environmental baseline data have been collected and are
summarized in Chapter 3-Hydrology.  Where data from the Troy Mine were available, these data
were used in selected analyses because of the similarity in the nature of the ore deposits.  The reverse
osmosis technology proposed for Alternative V is considered to be proven and reliable.  While water
quality in the Clark Fork River would be monitored, analysis of the treated effluent is considered to
be the best indicator of whether MPDES discharge requirements are being met.  Since permit limits
would result in unmeasurable increases in constituents just below the mixing zone, they would also
be unmeasurable at the border.

11.  A VNRP is being established for the River from Butte, MT to the confluence with the Flathead, at a substantial

implem entation c ost to the existin g nutrien t discharg ers.  It is unacc eptable fo r the SDE IS and th e agenc ies to

negate the work being done under CWA Section 525 by upstream efforts to remove nutrient loadings to the system

by allowing the mine to reintroduce the load downstream in the River and upstream of the Lake (this negating of

nutrient control measures is acknowledged on page 2-95 and should be moved from the Description of Alternatives

section to the Affected Environment or the Environmental Consequences section).  (S6312) 

Response:  Discharges from the proposed project must meet the effluent standards in the MPDES
permit that would prevent degradation to the Clark Fork River and would not negate upstream
reductions.  

12.  Claiming  dilution by the Flath ead River an d nutrient uptake  and processin g in 18.5 miles of the C lark Fork

River before reaching the state line (page 4-49 – this must be an error as the state line is only about 8 miles whereas

the Lake is about 18 miles from the point of discharge) flies in the face of science, as the nutrients do not disappear

if there is biological uptake--they go back into the water when the plants die.  This also ignores the most recent

studies con ducted a nd releas ed by W ashingto n Water P ower to th ese very sa me age ncies that a re participa ting in

the relicensing of Cabinet Gorge Dam & Noxon Dam on the lower Clark Fork River.  Those studies reveal that the

reservoirs are fast-flushing, not p rocessing, and a re not operating  as nutrient sinks— that in fact nutrients, metals,

etc. mainly pass through the reservoirs and dams and flush downstream.  Permitting the mine discharge without

disclosing  and an alyzing in th e EIS the  cumula tive impa ct implicatio ns to the Tri- State ma nagem ent plan w ould

strike at the he art of the wo rk accom plished to d ate in the b asin.  (S6312)

Response:  The Montana-Idaho state line is approximately 18.5 miles from the proposed project.  The
hydraulic residence time of Cabinet Gorge Reservoir is discussed in Chapter 3-Hydrology.  The
MPDES permit has a reopener clause that would allow incorporation of TMDLs as soon as they are
developed in coordination with the Tri-State Council.

13.  The to tal allowa ble loadin g & degra dation to  the lower C lark Fork  River in bo th Idaho  and M ontana  needs to

be analyzed and the impacts disclosed to the public, along with an analysis of the impacts of water supply.  This has

not been done in the DEIS or the SDEIS.  Page 3-83 of the SDEIS state that “as local areas grow, they increase the

total nutrient loadings in the Clark Fork River.  The extent of future developments are expected to become restricted

as area w ater qua lity reaches th e limits of M ontana  and Ida ho wate r quality stan dards.”  A n April 25 , 1996 lette r to

MDEQ from the EPA indicated ASARCO ’s discharge would use up all the allowable degradation in the lower

River.  Page 3-82 discusses the “heavy clay soils in the western part of the county (Sanders County, MT) can

constrain siting and proper operation of septic systems.”  It then goes on to discuss the Thompson Falls sewage

treatment system a nd river discharge  and the fact that the system  “is operating nea r capacity.”  Pag e 3-82 also

reveals that the Heron Acres water system is “currently at capacity.”  Page 2-125 states “community water

facilities in Noxon and Heron are near capacity”  and continues “Thompson Falls sewage treatment facility is near

capacity and would not be able to accommodate additional demands.”  (S6312 ) 

Response:  An analysis of potential impacts to water quality from the proposed project is provided in
Chapter 4-Hydrology.  If community water and sewage systems are at or near capacity, these systems
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would likely require expansion to accommodate potential growth.  TMDLs for various reaches of the
Clark Fork River have been, or are being developed.  New TMDLs may be incorporated in the
MPDES permit through the reopener clause.

14.  The a pproac h that wa s used to esta blish effluen t limits confor ms with g uidanc e sent to M DEQ  by EPA . 

Verification of these effluent limits has been independently conducted by EPA and calculations confirm, based upon

the low flow conditions in the Clark Fork River as outlined in the draft permit, that the permit limits will not cause a

violation of water quality standards, nor cause a measurable increase in the concentration of any parameter at the

Montana-Idaho border.  (S146)

Response:  The Agencies acknowledge EPA concurrence that the permit limits will not cause a
violation of water quality standards, nor cause a measurable increase in the concentration of any
parameter at the Montana-Idaho border.

15.  Pag e 1-7 Ta ble 1-1. N o perm its or appro vals are req uired by I DEQ ? Wha t is IDEQ 's role and  responsib ility in

maintaining water quality in Clark Fork River and Lake Pend Oreille?  (S4832)(S4833)

Response:  Because there is no interstate compact between Montana and Idaho, Idaho has no legal
jurisdiction or decision making as it relates to implementation of Montana water quality laws. 
However, the project must comply with all federal water quality laws and the Agencies are
committed to fulfilling the intentions of recommendations contained in the tri-state plan.  As soon as
TMDLs are developed for the lower Clark Fork River, the MPDES permit may be amended to
incorporate these limits.

16.  Page 1-10 3rd paragraph "This permit  ... not violate a downstream state's water quality  ...".  How has the

IDEQ been involved in the project?  (S4832)(S4833)

Response:  The IDEQ has participated in interdisciplinary team meetings, and has provided the
Agencies with written comments and suggestions pertaining to the proposed project, project
alternatives, and the EIS process and the MPDES permit.

17.  S-14 4th bullet under Issue 1:  how far is Idaho from discharge point?  (S4832)(S4833)

Response:  Idaho is approximately 18 miles downstream of Rock Creek.

18.  Page 2-94.  Tri-State Implementation Council: What are the numeric loading targets for the Clark Fork River

and Lake Pend Oreille (as established by the state of Idaho)?  Can they be met by Montana issuance of RC

?MPDES permit?  (S614)

Response: Yes, see Part I of the Fact Sheet/Statement of Basis.

19.  To determine if Idaho Water Quality Standards are fully protected it is necessary to know if pollutants will be

detectable at the Idaho border.  Recommend:  Add an additional monitoring location to the MPDES permit, on the

Clark Fork River at the USGS monitoring station below the Cabinet Gorge dam.

Request that an in-stream monitoring requirement be included in the wastewater discharge permit to assure that

water quality in the Clark Fork River is monitored below the proposed mine discharge.  This will allow maintenance

of water quality standards to be verified, and thus, help alleviate the concerns of many citizens.  (S146)

Response:  Monitoring water quality in the Clark Fork River upstream and downstream of the
proposed project would be required.  The upstream location would be between the dam and the
discharge point for the upstream and the downstream site would be just beyond the mixing zone.  A
site below Cabinet Gorge would not reflect only changes from the mine but other sources the mine
would have no control over.
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20.  Add ress the po ssible impa cts that the m ine's discha rge will imp ose on th e Clark F ork's ability to a ssimilate

additional nutrients and accommodate Montana and Idaho's future growth and development.  (S6745)(S3392)

Response: The connection between project impacts, assimilation of nutrients, and the potential for
future growth and development is directly tied to the TMDL.  The TMDL is a calculation of the
maximum amount of a pollutant that a waterbody can receive and still meet water quality standards,
and an allocation of that amount to the pollutant’s sources.  It is the sum of the allowable loads of a
single pollutant from all contributing point and nonpoint sources.  The Clean Water Act, Section 303,
establishes the water quality standards and TMDL programs.  The Montana 303(d) list does not list
the Clark Fork River below the confluence with the Flathead River as impaired due to nutrient
loading.  The lower Clark Fork River, however, is listed as impaired due to habitat, thermal, and flow
alteration.  The proposed discharge for Alternative V will not contribute to impairment for these
factors, and can be permitted.  Idaho DEQ is developing a TMDL for Lake Pend Oreille and the
Idaho portion of the Clark Fork River.  Once developed, a TMDL could be set at the Montana/Idaho
border which could include any loading from the Rock Creek Mine.  The MPDES permit has a
reopener provision which states that the permit may be reopened and modified to include appropriate
effluent limitations if TMDL requirements or a waste load allocation is developed and approved by
DEQ or the EPA.  The TMDL, once established, would limit the potential for future growth and
development.  Impacts from the proposed project would therefore be a factor, albeit unquantifiable at
this point in time. 
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WTR-309  Wetlands and Non-wetland Waters of the U.S.

1.  In appendix N on page 3-17 it talks about the wetland demonstration cells where it states:  These cell will be

revisited in Spring 1997 to record water levels, sample for water chemistry/quality, and establish wetland

vegetation.  The results of these 1997 observations on the wetland demonstration projects should be included in the

final EIS, a long with  any inform ation/ob servation s made  on the de monstra tion projec ts during th e Spring  of 1998 . 

(S3312)

   Response:  The wetland demonstration cells were revisited in the Spring of 1997 and were seeded at
that time.  However, water levels and water chemistry/quality parameters were not measured or
recorded during the Spring of 1997.  With the change in applicant in 1999, no additional field work
or sampling of these sites has been done.  Monitoring would resume during evaluation adit
construction.

2.  Appe ndix N o n page  3-2 states so me min e-related c ompo nents suc h as borr ow area s for reclam ation m aterial,

diversion ditches, or other storm water control structures may be found suitable for wetland mitigation.  The final

mitigation  plan ne eds to inco rporate a ll the elemen ts and de tails of the m itigation ou tline the CO E has p reviously

provided to the applicant.  The current supplement does not provide a detailed plan of how the storm water will be

handled that is being diverted around the tailings impoundment site.  Whether this storm water is utilized in the

mitigation plan or not, the design/diversion of the storm water around the tailings impoundment needs to be

addresse d in mo re detail in the  final EIS.  (S 3312) 

Response:  The areas mentioned on page 3-2 of Appendix N in the supplemental EIS or Appendix L
in the final EIS, are discussed as additional alternative wetland mitigation sites.  The wetland
mitigation plan is presented in detail for three proposed sites and three optional mitigation sites have
been located should the proposed sites prove infeasible or additional wetland creation acreage be
required in the Corp of Engineers 404 permit.  The applicant, as ASARCO, submitted to the COE a
two page letter report and revised wetland mitigation figure in August 1998 showing the location of
six optional wetland mitigation sites that could be used to achieve a minimum mitigation ratio of
1.5:1.  The revised wetland mitigation figure also applies to Sterling.  The letter states that the
created wetlands at the optional sites would use procedures consistent with those proposed in the
mitigation plan.

3.  The March, 1993 Wetlands Inventory, Consideration of Alternatives and Mitigation Plan prepared by Asarco

with technical assistance from Western Technology and Engineering, and Hydrometrics gave no conclusion

regarding the importance of the aquatic diversity/abundance function of the delineated wetlands.  The discussion on

page 3-31  states that aquatic diversity/abu ndance w as considered to  be of mode rate to high impo rtance.  Please

explain the basis of the statement.  (S3312)

Response:  The moderate to high importance rating for aquatic diversity/abundance was based on the
information provided in the March 1993 report, visual observations and evaluations by the Agencies
and their consultants, and discussions with other interdisciplinary team members, especially
aquatics/fisheries.  The high importance rating is primarily based on the data showing that Rock
Creek, east and west forks of Rock Creek all contain fish and bull trout appear to be permanent
residents of all three streams.

4.  Page 4-58 last paragraph disagreement with the statement that "None of the Alternatives would affect more than

1.5 acres  of Waters o f the US  ...".  S ee page s 3-29 a nd 3-30 .  "Waters o f the US"  is poorly d efined an d poorly

discriminated between other jurisdictional "waters" or "wetlands".  It is unknown how much additional "Waters of

the US"  will be affecte d.  The C orps sho uld look in to this statem ent. (S4832)(S4833)
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There is still no  discussion  about m itigating for th e potentia l impacts to  wetland s in the wilde rness area  should

subsidence occur or should fracturing of underlying rock due to mining operations occur that would cause a change

in the hyd rology o f the wetlan ds.  (S631 2)(S211 7)  

Wetlands located in the wilderness and similar areas located above the underground mine workings have not been

adequately identified or discussed in the SDEIS.  A map showing the wetlands identified in Table 3-11 [SDEIS p.

3-30]  would further clarify this m atter.  Elsewhere, the SD EIS identifies only 4.0 a cres of wetlands in the w ilderness

potentially impacted.  Firsthand examination of the wilderness area above the proposed mine reveals extensive

wetland s existent in ar eas related  to the wilde rness lakes, sp rings, seep s, creeks, etc.  Th ese areas a re particula rly

abundant in the Cabinet Mountains due to the predominant horizontal planing structure that creates plateaus that

hold surfa ce and g round w ater, and  create we tlands im portant to  the area’ s particula r hydrolo gy and  ecology . 

These un identified w etlands m ay be affe cted by su rface imp acts (subsid ence), or m ine dewa tering activitie s. 

Mitigation would be identified after-the-fact.  The SDEIS is flawed because it approaches the impacts from the

exclusive standpoint of subsidence potential, and does not adequately recognize the potential for existing

conne ctivity of the w ilderness w etlands a nd wate r resource s to unde rgroun d aquifer s through  fractured b edrock. 

(S188)

Identify and address wetland impacts in the wilderness.  (F1)(S177)(S4364)(S4891)(S4912)(S5051)(S5088) (S5555)

(S5763)

The EIS also  needs to identify and  address wetland  issues in the wilderness an d contain m ore replacem ent wetlands,

to account for the d elay and po tential failure of restoring functions a nd values.  To en able assessmen t of future

monitoring and impacts, more baseline data needs to be included, especially on macroinvertebrates.  (S6613)

 Response:  The potential for impacts to these wetland and non-wetland waters from the mine
dewatering and area-wide subsidence was considered to be very unlikely because the lakes are
located at least 900 feet above the ore body and are hydrologically separated from the regional water
table by an unsaturated zone hundreds of feet thick.  Also, Sterling does not plan to mine the pillars
which would make the potential for area-wide subsidence unlikely.  In addition, rock mechanics
monitoring would be required and used to modify the mine plan in areas of potential subsidence (see
Geology in Chapter 4).  Lastly, under Alternative V a 1,000-ft buffer would be left in the vicinity of
the Cliff Lake fault until it could be proven that mining this area would not impact water resources.  

The existing wetland conditions, delineation results, and an evaluation of the functions and values of
wetlands and non-wetlands water of the U.S. for Copper Lake, Cliff Lake, and Potential Subsidence
Areas, Cabinet Mountain Wilderness are provided in the “Report of waters of the U.S. and wetland
delineation for Copper Lake, Cliff Lake, and potential subsidence areas, Cabinet Mountains
Wilderness” document (Hydrometrics, Inc. January 1997).  A more general wetland function
“Aquatic Diversity/ Abundance” was used to evaluate the overall importance of the delineated
wetlands. Specific information on macroinvertebrates is provided in the Section 3 -
Aquatics/Fisheries of the draft and supplemental EISs. 

An additional table has been added to the final EIS (similar to Table 3-11 in the supplemental EIS) to
provide detailed acreage (see Table 3-16).  The potential for impacts to these wetland and non-
wetland waters of the U.S. from the mine dewatering and area-wide subsidence is considered to be
very unlikely under all action alternatives because the lakes are located at least 900 feet above the ore
body and are hydrologically separated from the regional water table by an unsaturated zone hundreds
of feet thick.  The potential for impacts have been further mitigated under Alternative V which
requires a 1,000-ft buffer in the vicinity of Cliff Lake and south end of the Cliff Lake fault, and the
north and south ore outcrop zones.  In addition, Sterling does not plan to mine the pillars which
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would help reduce the potential for area-wide subsidence.  A conceptual mitigation plan for the
wilderness wetlands has been added to the applicant’s revised wetland mitigation plan (Appendix L). 

5.  Page 2-80 Wetland Mitigation plan para 2, second sentence and Page C-9, last paragraph:  The Miller Gulch

tributary sites identified in Alt V will further decrease the amount of water I receive from the South Fork of Miller

Gulch with the resultant impact to down stream wetlands (referenced paragraph 3 page C-8.  I strongly recommend

that Miller Gulch be used between the south boundary of Section 20 and Government Mtn Road instead.  Miller

Gulch in  this area is br oad (10 0 ft) flat and ve ry little down  gradien t.

Page 2 -126-1 27 cha nges in w aters of U.S . and we tlands:  Pa ragrap h at botto m of pa ge.  Refere nce my  comm ents

for page 2-80.

Page 4-63 paragraph 3 refer to comments for page 2-80 

Volume 2, page 3-1, wetland mitigation sites; South Fork of Miller Gulch tributary: Recommend this site be

chang ed to M iller Gulch  between  section 20  bound ary and  Govern ment M tn Road .  See com ments for V 1 page  2-80. 

I believe this site meets all of criteria listed V2 page 3-4.  (S4892)

Response:  The proposed wetland mitigation sites were selected based on five criteria including their
suitability for establishing similar functions and values as the affected wetlands.  The Miller Gulch
mitigation sites was selected primarily to replace the small isolated perched-water wetland sites that
would be filled with mill tailings.  The section, or reach, of Miller Gulch between the south boundary
of Section 20 and Government Mountain Road already contains wetland areas which may be
negatively impacted by increasing water depths (rather than simply an expanded areal extent).  In
addition, the Miller Gulch mitigation site is located within the permit boundary, while the area in the
NE 1/4, Section 29 is outside the permit boundary.

Water flow barriers in the side tributary to the South Fork to Miller Gulch drainage are designed to
temporarily retain surface water runoff, attenuate peak flows, and prolong base flows.  The total
volume of water stored behind the barriers is not large compared to the total flows.  The temporary
retention wetlands sites behind the barriers are designed to establish similar functions and values as
the wetlands to be filled from the paste tailings.

6.  Page 3-30 top paragraph change to: Wetlands along the ephemeral and intermittent drainages of South Fork of

Miller Gulch within the tailings impoundment area are associated with....  Add:  the South Fork of Miller Gulch

where it leaves the impoundment area is a year round flowing stream.  (S4892)

Response:  The stream designation for that particular reach of the tributary to the South Fork of
Miller Gulch is an ephemeral.

7.  There is a  statemen t about d ischarge  of fill material to  approx imately 5 .2 acres of w etland.  W hat type o f fill

material will be placed here?  Can it not be deposited somewhere else?  And save the wetland.  (S5091)

Response:  The fill materials that would potentially be discharged to the 5.2 acres of wetland are
paste-tailings materials associated with the construction of a tailings storage facility.  Many other
sites and alternatives were evaluated for tailings disposal and discussed in the Cabinet Mountains
mineral activity coordination report (U.S. Forest Service, 1986) and in the draft and supplemental
EISs in Chapter 2, Alternatives Considered But Dismissed.

8.  The effec tiveness of th e wetland s mitigation s need to b e monito red to dete rmine effec tiveness.  If the m itigation is

not effective, there should be money set aside and clear direction of corrective action to be taken to make the

mitigation effective. (S5484)
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Response:  Monitoring of the wetland mitigation for success in reestablishing functions and values 
would be a part of the overall wetland mitigation plan (Section 3.4.3: Monitoring, in Appendix N).

9.  The sum mary a ddresses c reated w etlands sites a nd iden tifies three optio nal wetla nd mitiga tion sites that co uld

be developed if the proposed sites prove to be less successful than anticipated for replacing the lost wetland

functions  and va lues.  I believe  creation o f new we tlands is extre mely difficu lt, and it wou ld be prefe rable to

preserve and improve existing wetland.  Have decreases in the wetlands functions been evaluated?  What time frame

is anticipated for the created wetlands to function and be of value when re-vegetated and fully established? (S6580)

Page S-15—Issue 6. "Effects are predicted to impact: Up to 9.6 acres of Waters of the U.S. and wetlands and

decrease function s and values u ntil mitigation sites, up to 13.8 a cres (depending  on the alternative), were

established (all action alternatives)." This sentence also implies that Waters of the U.S. and wetlands would be

destroyed  before m itigation sites a re constru cted. Assu ming th at the mitiga tion sites are e ffective, how  will

organisms (any threatened species?) that depend on that habitat survive in the interim?

Page S-22. Alternative V calls for 7 acres of wetland mitigation sites. "... all wetland mitigation sites would be

developed as replacement wetlands prior to disturbance of existing wetlands." This sentence disagrees with p. S-15.

Do the alternatives plan for construction of replacement wetlands before or after Waters of the U.S. and wetlands

are filled? (S3462)

Response:  The potential wetland mitigation schedule is provided in Table 2-18 of the final EIS and
in Table F-5, Appendix F, and in Section 3 of the Wetlands Mitigation Plan in Appendix L.  Most of
the wetland mitigation sites are scheduled to be developed and their projected comparable functions
reestablished prior to the actual filling of the wetlands whose functions they are projected to replace
within the first 5 years before production begins.  However, some wetland mitigation work may be
performed concurrent with impacts in order for the hydric soil and local seed source to be directly
salvaged and replaced without detrimental stockpiling.  In general, about 3 years are required after
construction for the created wetland sites to resume comparable functions but could take as long as
25 years.

10.  The summary states:  All four action alternatives would fill waters of the U.S. and wetlands.  I request that the

cumulative impacts of mining activities on these areas be explored further.  (S6580)

Response:  A discussion of the cumulative impacts of mining activities on wetland and non-wetland
waters of the U.S., along with anticipated timber sales, road building, recreational activities, and
other mining projects impacts is presented in Chapter 4 at the end of the Wetlands and Non-wetland
Waters of the U.S. section.

11.  What about loss of wetlands, whose values we have come to progressively come to understand and appreciate?

(S6588)

Response:  The proposed wetland mitigation, if successful, is designed to compensate for the loss of
wetland functions and values.  Wetland mitigation plans for Alternatives II and V are discussed in
more detail in Chapters 2 and 4.

12.  Page 2-80: Could the storm water diverted from undisturbed lands above the tailings paste facility (page 2-64)

be used to supplement the proposed wetland mitigation?  Would it be appropriate to consider creation of wetlands

between the mill site and the west and east forks of Rock Creek to help capture sediment runoff from the mill site? 

Would it be appropriate to create wetlands downgradient of the mill site to attenuate any potential adverse drainage

from the w aste rock u sed to con struct the m ill site?  Would  it be appro priate to co nsider we tland crea tion in

association with the stormwater diversion around the paste tailings pile?  (S146)
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Perhap s oppor tunities for ad ditional w etland m itigation in th e Rock C reek wate rshed co uld also b e develop ed in

association with sediment mitigation needs, and mitigation wetlands could also be designed to provide additional

recharge to Rock Creek to help address intermittent flow and dewatering impacts that are of concern with bull trout

habitat.  Such additional wetland creation may allow for increasing the wetland replacement ratio beyond 1:1.

(S146)

Response:  The applicant’s latest Water Management Plan for Alternative V (January 1997) includes
a figure showing that storm water would be diverted from above the tailings paste facility to both
Miller Gulch and Rock Creek.  The applicant, as ASARCO, has also submitted a two-page letter to
COE (August 11, 1998) stating additional plans to create two of six optional wetland sites that would
rely on surface water provided by the diversion of water around the northwest and northeast sides of
the paste tailings disposal facility.  These plans also apply to Sterling’s water management plan.  This
storm water would also be used to supplement and maintain existing wetlands and flows in the South
Fork of Miller Gulch and lower Rock Creek.  

The applicant has stated their five criteria for selecting wetland mitigation sites, which includes: (1)
suitability for establishing similar functions and values as directly and indirectly affected wetland;
(2) proximity to the project area, yet sufficiently removed from activity to reduce project-related
disturbance; (3) surface ownership; (4) cumulative acreage of sites to achieve a minimum acreage
replacement ratio of one-for-one (now 1.5 to 1); and (5) relative cost of mitigation.  The wetland
creation sites near the mill and tailings paste disposal facility may not meet some of the selection
criteria as well as other possible sites.

It would likely be appropriate (hydrologically) to create wetlands (storm water retention ponds)
immediately below the mill site to attenuate flows and provide sedimentation and filtration prior to
discharge to Rock Creek.  However, the functional capacity of these wetlands would be limited
throughout the mill life because of the lights, noise, and activities that would likely be associated
with the mill.

13.  Pag e 4-63: M itigation for th e propo sed loss of 6 .2 acres of w etlands a nd 0.4 a cres of wa ters of the U .S. with

Alternative  V (page  4-75), sho uld repla ce the eco logical fun ctions an d values o f the wetlan ds that are  lost (i.e.,

ground water discharge, aquatic diversity and abundance, wildlife diversity and abundance).  There is concern that

replacement of the loss of 6.2 acres of wetlands and 0.4 acres of waters of the U.S. with 7.0 acres (basically a 1:1

replacement ratio) may not provide an adequate margin of safety to reflect the likely degree of success of created

wetlands relative to the impacted wetlands (i.e., Will 1:1 acreage replacement of natural wetlands with created

wetlands adequately replace functions and values?)  There is also concern regarding temporal loss of wetland

functions and values due to the time it takes for vegetation and mature ecological conditions to establish in created

wetlands, and for indirect loss or impact of wetland areas and springs or seeps from drawing down of the water

table as the  mine is de watered . 

EPA Region 10 has indicated that for the Crown Jewel mining project in the State of Washington 34 acres of

wetland mitigation was proposed as compensation for 3.5 acres of direct wetland disturbance.  Ground water

mode ling for tha t project ha d predicte d a draw down  area an d a buffer w as adde d to that to a ccoun t for uncerta inty

in the model.  We note that Klohn-Crippen concluded that the hydrogeology of the mine area did not appear to be

well understood (page 55 of the FMEA report).  They recommended that ground water observation wells be

installed to assess the hydrogeologic regime, and that ground water modeling be carried out to assess changes

during o peration s and clo sure.  We b elieve that it w ould be  approp riate to dev elop ad ditional w etland m itigation to

provide an additional margin of safety to reflect the likely degree of success of created wetlands relative to impacted

wetland s and to a ddress un certainties in in direct imp acts.  
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We are pleased, however, that the Wetland Mitigation Plan in Appendix N includes; performance criteria and

monitoring to allow measurement of success of wetland creation; commitments to carry out remedial actions

including additional wetland creation if performance criteria are not met.  We are also pleased that conservation

easeme nts will be esta blished to p rotect the m itigation w etlands (A ppend ix N, pag e 3-33).  (S1 46) 

The proposed action must require more replacement wetlands to account for the delay and potential failure of

restoring function and value.  (F1)(S177)(S4891)(S4912)(S5051)(S5088)(S5555)(S5763)

Response:  The first concern is that a 1:1 wetland mitigation ratio is too low and that there would be
a temporal loss of wetland functions and values.  Even though the applicant has already provided
detailed mitigation designs for 10 acres of wetlands, the actual wetland mitigation ratio has not yet
been decided by the Corps of Engineers.  It is likely that the Corps would require a minimum wetland
mitigation ratio of 1.5:1 and the applicant has identified three optional areas in order to provide about
10 more acres for wetland mitigation.  The proposed mitigation schedule does provide for wetland
construction prior to substantial impacts to the existing wetlands from the mine project.  A standard
5-year period after construction was used to estimate the resumption of comparable wetland
functions for all mitigation sites even though some wetland sites and wetland functions would re-
established faster or slower than the 5-year estimate.

The concern that the wetland mitigation ratio is too low is based on a previous rat io for the Crown
Jewel mine in Washington and that there is uncertainty in the mine hydrogeology especially
concerning potential impacts caused by drawing down the water table as the mine is dewatered. 
Potential impacts to the hydrogeologic regime from mine dewatering are also discussed in Chapter 4
of the supplemental EIS.  In addition, it is not practical to install ground water monitoring wells in
the Cabinet Mountain Wilderness, nor is modeling an effective way of assessing the hydrogeologic
regime.  As an alternative to well installation and modeling, the agencies developed an Evaluation
Adit Data Evaluation Plan to gather and assess more reliable data.  Hydrogeologic data collected
during the construction of the evaluation adit would be used to assess the rate of seepage into the
mine and mine water quality for the purpose of verifying analyses presented in the final EIS.  A
drawdown of the water table from the mine is not anticipated.

14.  Compare maps 2-81 and 3-58.  The "Lower Rock Creek Wetland Mitigation Site" just happens to be an OG

stand.  Losing an OG stand to gain a wetland site is not acceptable.  Another mitigation site needs to be acquired.

(S6312 ) 

Response:  The areas shown on maps on pages 2-81 and 3-58 of the supplemental EIS do have
overlapping areas for the “Lower Rock Creek Wetland Mitigation Site” and “Old Growth”
designations.  The actual Lower Rock Creek Wetland Mitigation Site is only about 1.5 acres.  The
site development concept is to create natural-looking canal-like configurations between 2 to 3 feet
deep and 10 to 25 feet wide.  Even though some small trees may need to be removed to complete the
excavations, larger and established trees (and stumps) would not be removed.  The primary overstory
tree species would be retained after wetland mitigation.

15.  Riparian and wetland functions and values (not just the total amount of riparian and wetland habitat) should be

evaluated, ma intained, and en hanced.  M onitoring shou ld be required to en sure wetland fun ctions and valu es are

being maintained.  An appropriate bond should be posted to cover damages to wetlands and riparian areas and the

wilderne ss lakes.  (S63 12) (S21 17) 

Response:  The wetland functions and values were assessed as part of the wetland and non-wetland
waters of the U.S. delineation and inventory field work completed by the applicant (with assistance
from Western Technology and Engineering, Inc, and Hydrometrics, Inc).  The applicant has stated
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their plans for annual monitoring for five years and every two years through the end of mining and
production.  After final success criteria have been met, Sterling plans to establish Wetland
Conservation Easements for the new wetland sites.  A reclamation bond will be required for all
project-related disturbed areas as part of the Montana hard rock mine permit including wetland
mitigation sites.

16.  Appropriate buffers should be maintained around wetlands to protect their hydrological regimes.  (S6312)

(S2117 ) 

Response:  An evaluation of both direct and indirect impacts to wetlands associated with the various
Mine Alternatives and major mine facilities was completed and the results are discussed in the
applicant’s Wetland Delineation Reports (ASARCO Incorporated 1993, 1995, 1997) and throughout
the draft and supplemental EISs.  The above-ground mine facilities were evaluated based on their
distance (buffers) from existing wetlands.  Wetland areas were considered to have indirect impacts,
and their areas included in the total acreage, if their hydrological regime (water supply) would be
impacted by the mine facilities.  See Chapter 4, Wetlands and Non-wetland Waters of the U.S. for
more details.

17.  If there are any Black Cottonwood stands in the project area, they should be protected due to their importance

to wildlife.  Where in the SEIS is the occurrence and distribution of important wildlife habitat types, such as Black

Cottonwood Bottomland shown?  (S6312)

Response:  Black cottonwood stands were identified in baseline and wetland studies in the proposed
project area (ASARCO 1993 and 1995a).  The wetland inventory maps identify the vegetation stands
identified in the inventory which are dominated by black cottonwood.  Vegetation stands dominated
by black cottonwood were observed in the mainstem of Rock Creek in non-channel floodplains north
of the upper bridge, in a snowmelt tributary and a narrow zone along the East Fork of Rock Creek,
and along the mainstem and north fork of Miller Gulch.  No major stands of black cottonwood are
proposed for disturbance.  The major disturbances to black cottonwood would be along the 50-foot
wide pipeline and access road corridor.  Black cottonwood trees would be avoided as much as
possible and the pipeline corridor will be reclaimed immediately allowing the black cottonwood to
begin reestablishment during mine l ife.  No information was included in the supplemental  EIS
showing black cottonwood bottoms because of the minimal disturbance to the stands in the study
area.

18.  App roxima tely 6.2 acr es of wetlan d will be im pacted d irectly (5.2 ac res) and in directly (1 ac re). The DSEIS

grossly underestimates the unavoidable and major impact of the mine on wetlands for several square miles in the

Cabinet Mountains, throughout the Rock Creek and Clark Fork River watersheds, and in the area surrounding the

confluen ce of the C lark Fork  River an d Lake P end Or eille. 

Instead of just a few acres impacted, we project that several hundred acres will be impacted, perhaps not

immediately, bu t eventually, and tha t at least a few thousan d will be gradua lly degraded.  A fter 30 to 50 years,

thousands o f acres of wetlands, sm all ponds, and  lakes in the Cabin et Mountain s, and down stream in the Clark

Fork watershed will be severely impaired as a result of the gradual buildup of persistent pollutants that the DSEIS

acknowledges will flow downhill from the mine.

We project that within 5 to 15 years of the start of the mine, sediment, nitrogen, phosphorous, arsenic, lead, other

heavy metal, and possibly biological pollutants will build up to levels causing significant shifts in aquatic vegetation

and food chains in several hundred acres of unidentified downstream wetlands.   Based on the history of other large

projects, it is pru dent to also  assume  that there w ill be other ser ious pollu tion prob lems that w ere not an ticipated. 

Hence , there will be little o r no mo nitoring fo r them, no r any rem edial system s in place. 
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Subtle sh ifts in species co mpositio n in wetlan ds are likely to  eventua lly have m ajor and  cumula tive advers e impac ts

on the p roductivity  of the wetla nds and  the diversity o f species tha t live within the m.  In time , predictab le

consequen ces include a redu ction in the diversity and n umber of “to p-of-the-foodch ain” species, especia lly raptors

and Kamloops trout and salmon.

After three decades of operation, the magnitude of xenobiotics settling into the region’s wetlands, particularly the

valuab le wetland s and bre eding g rounds  at the con fluence o f the Clark F ork River a nd Lak e Pend  Oreille, will

reach levels where major and permanent species shifts are inevitable.  We project that at least several hundred

acres of wetlands c ould be dram atically and irrepara bly affected by the m ine.  The worst hit area , and the greatest

loss in habitat quality will occur in a circle with a 10 mile radius around the confluence of the Clark Fork and Lake

Pend Oreille.  Denton Slough, nearby wildlife refuges, and other valuable migratory bird nesting places will be

amon g the area s affected, pe rhaps sig nificantly. 

Wetland degradation will irretrievably harm many species that add immeasurably to the popularity of Lake Pend 

Oreille and the scope and quality of Lake-based recreational opportunities.  Key species that are known to be

sensitive to exposures to heavy metals and other xenobiotics include raptors (including threatened and endangered

species, duck, geese, amphibian, trout, and small mammal populations).  Long-term adverse population impacts can

arise through a variety of mechanisms that the DSEIS hardly touches upon.  These no doubt will include – Loss of

suitable material for nesting and habitat for breeding; Periodic collapses in foodchains that undermine

reproductive efficiency and the survivability of young; and, Multigeneration impacts on reproduction, immune

system development, an neurological development and behavior caused by exposure to endocrine- disrupting

xenobiotics.

Degradation in wetlands caused by the steady influx of pollutants from the mine will also erode the capacity of

biotic communities to overcome other adverse shocks and circumstances.  Such shocks will periodically include a

dry summ er or an unu sually wet spring, the em ergence of a n ew disease or pa rasite, like the whirling disease

problem  plaguin g native b rown tro ut popu lations in m uch of M ontana , the impa cts of fire, or som e sustained  shift in

small aquatic inve rtebrate popula tions.

It is important to further note that such unusual circumstances and shocks to wetland ecosystems are actually a

normal pa rt of the evolutionary p rocess.  They are b ound to arise, to va rying degrees, in at least a  few years in mo st

decad es.  The key  point is that th e pollutan ts from the m ine could  irretrievably re duce the  resiliency of w etlands in

the area, and that as a result, major shifts will occur in times of stress in species diversity and richness, eroding

what most p eople consider so me of the mo st valuable attributes of we tland ecosystem s.

While the mine is projected to operate for 30 years, we project the peak impact of the mine on unidentified

downstream wetlands will not occur until perhaps five to 10 years after the mine closes.  Thus, the period of

maximum impact could be three decades after the expiration of the MDEQ permit to discharge pollutants, which

will run only through the year 2003.

For at least another three to five decades after the closing of the mine, the level of pollutants seeping from the

tailings pile, impoundments, and moving from the cavity within the mountain into the watershed through many

springs and small creeks will be sufficient to maintain most pollutant levels.  Levels of the more persistent

xenob iotics will prob ably rise for m any yea rs after the m ine closes b ecause m any of the  metals relea sed as a re sult

of mining  operatio ns tend to b ioaccum ulate in the  foodch ain. 

Based o n experie nces elsew here it will take  a half-cen tury after the  mine clo ses, at a min imum , for pollutan t levels

in most affected wetlands to approach pre-mine levels.   As the quality of water improves, there is no guarantee that

the origina l biologica l comm unity will reco ver, indeed  there is mu ch eviden ce sugg esting that it is ex tremely

unlikely it eve r will.  Accord ingly, a key  conclusio n is unav oidable  – the Ro ck Creek  mine will p erman ently imp air
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at least severa l hundre d, and p erhaps a  thousan d acres o f wetland s that now  serve as critica l bird and  fish habita t. 

Moreove r, because of the un ique importan ce of these wetland s as breeding an d nesting hab itats affecting the entire

Lake Pend Oreille and Clark Fork River region, there is no way to mitigate the loss by expanding or restoring a few

other wetlands in the immediately surrounding area.  (S4832)(S4833)

Response:  The EIS process and particularly the systematic evaluation of potential environmental
effects requires the analysis be based on the best scientific information available.  The systematic
effects analysis must include identifying both qualitative and quantitative impacts and describing the
reasonably foreseeable natural and man-caused changes from the existing conditions, should the
mine be operated.

  
The analysis of direct and indirect impacts to wetlands and non-wetland waters of the U.S. in the
supplemental EIS and the draft EIS was based on the best available information.  Potential changes
and impacts to wetland and riparian areas, in addition to the delineated 6.7 acres of wetlands and
non-wetland waters of the U.S. that would be directly and indirectly affected, were included in the
cumulative and short- and long-term impact analysis sections.  In addition, other resource areas, such
as aquatics/fisheries and biodiversity, include analysis of impacts to species and populations and to
regional surface water quality (nutrient concentrations).  Because impacts to the Clark Fork River are
not anticipated to be measurable, no impacts to wetlands of Lake Pend Oreille are predicted to occur. 
There is a potential for impact from the remote risk of tailing facility failure, but the potential causes
of such a failure, earthquake or extremely severe storm event and flooding would also contribute to
the impact, such that the impact from the tailings facility failure would be difficult to quantify.  The
reader is directed to comments and responses in GEO-102 for more information regarding tai lings
facility stability.

19.  Page 2-126, Changes in Waters of the U.S. and Wetlands. Does it make sense to say that because the footprint

of a paste tailings impoundment would grow slowly over the life of the mine, the areas that were not yet under the

impoundment would not be affected?  (S3462)

Response:  The phased-in construction of the Alternative V paste tailings disposal facility panels
would delay the direct impacts (actually filling of the wetlands) and indirect impacts (e.g. decreased
function as habitat for aquatic and terrestrial species) for some portion of the 34-year project.  

20.  Page S-22 states that “Alternative V would impact a total of about 6.2 acres of wetlands and 0.4 acres of

waters of the U.S.  These impacts would be significant.  Alternative V would develop a total of 7.09 acres of wetland

mitigation sites along Rock Creek and Miller Gulch.”  

It's interesting to note that the Agencies preferred alternative in the DEIS—Alternative IV would have destroyed

fewer wetland acres (6.0 acres of wetlands and .4 acres of waters of the U.S.) and provided more wetland mitigation

acres (10.5  acres).  The  Agenc ies should  develop  an alterna tive that inclu des a hig her ratio o f mitigation  acres to

acres destro yed.  (S63 18) 

Response:  The discrepancy between the 6.2 acres in the supplemental EIS versus the 6.0 acres in the
draft EIS for acres of wetlands impacts by Alternative IV is the result of mathematical rounding of
individual areas with less than 0.1 acres.  The 6.2-acre area is more accurate.  Alternatives IV and V
would eventually directly impact the same quantity of wetland acres.  Although the applicant has
already provided detailed wetland mitigation designs for 7 acres of wetlands, the actual wetland
mitigation ratio has not yet been formally decided by the Corps of Engineers.  It is likely that the
Corps would require a minimum wetland mitigation ratio of 1.5:1 (about 10 acres of wetland
mitigation).  Thus, the applicant identified the additional areas discussed in previous responses to
comments, above.
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21.  Additiona lly, the Army Corp s of Engineers ne eds to fully exercise their autho rity to avoid and m inimize

destruction of wetlan ds.  One alternative d iscussed, but rejected in the S DEIS, that w ould achieve  this is to require

ASAR CO to b ackfill the 40  million ton s of tailings the y admit w ill fit back in to the  mine wo rkings. Th e backfill

option co uld poten tially reduce  the footprin t of the imp oundm ent, and  as a result red uce the im pacts to w etlands in

the impoundment area.  Additionally, the backfill alternative would help reduce the long-term potential for

subsidence in the wilderness area.

Page 1-1 2 of the SDE IS states that “CO E guidelines req uire analysis of practicab le alternatives that would  require

no disposal of dredged or fill material in the Waters of the U.S., or that would result in less environmental

damage.”   The backfill alternative meets these requirements, and should be included in the Agencies preferred

alternative.  (S6318)

Response:  Part III of Chapter 2 of the draft EIS discussed the alternatives considered but dismissed
from further study, including other tailings disposal methods such as the backfilling of tailings (page
2-96 in the draft EIS).  The backfilling of tailings is dismissed in the final EIS for three main reasons
including: 1) a surface tailings storage facility would not be eliminated; 2) additional land
disturbances may be required; and 3) costs to mine could be uneconomical if backfilling were part of
the project design.  There were also operation constraints that made the use of paste backfill
infeasible.

   
22.   Depending on action alternative, various areas of wetlands will be filled by this project.  The creation of

mitigation areas appear to be highly dependent on structures, disturbance of undisturbed areas, and plant species

introduction.  Long linear features are being replaced by structure-created retention fans.  Some appear to be

potential se diment tra ps for up g radient lan d disturba nces.  It app ears mitiga tion sites are g oing use d as buffer s. 

The structure design limits, upon which the mitigation sites are dependent, are not specified.

Fragmented wetland mitigation sites do not provide the same function and value as contiguous natural area.

The same concern for the lack of site specific baseline data for precipitation , springs, and seeps exists for the

stability of the structures, particularly since they are being proposed in a “stacked” fashion, with the failure of one

directly affecting the stability of down gradient structures.  (S1417)

Response:  The criteria used in developing wetland mitigation were listed in Section 2 of the wetland
mitigation plan for Alternative V (Appendix L).  The seven criteria were to: 1) avoid disturbing
existing wetlands; 2) select areas to create similar functions and values; 3) select sites close to the
impacted wetlands; 4) select sites with hydrologic, edaphic, and topographic capability to support
and maintain wetlands; 5) select areas where surface ownership favors long-term management; 6)
develop mitigation plans that do not rely on periodic maintenance; and (7) minimize potential
impacts of constructed wetland on adjacent or downstream land or sensitive plant or animal species.

The primary functions and values associated with the existing wetlands located in the tailings
footprint are sediment retention and aquatic and wildlife diversity/abundance.  The created wetlands
are anticipated to be functional for sediment retention and ultimately would provide aquatic and
wildlife habitat functions and values comparable to the impacted wetlands.

23.  Page 2 "Impacts to  .."result in unavoidable discharge of fill  ..."they are not unavoidable under Alt 1 "approx.

acres of wetland will be indirectly ..." what about indirect impacts to the Clark Fork River and unidentified

downstream wetlands? "wetland and waters of the US"  Wetlands are Waters of the US - what is the distinction

here? 
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S-21 6th pa ragraph A gain consider th e distinction between  "Wetlands a nd Water of the U S" – the wetlan d report

should hav e identified the difference.  Wetlan ds are Waters of the US.  Does the Corps mean 'streams' for Waters of

the US?  If so, please identify as such.

Page 3-2 9 under "W aters and Wetlan ds of the US" Wetlands are Waters of the US  (Environme ntal Laborato ry

1987). 4 th parag raph:  If A SARC O/Con sultations a re using C oward in (1979 ) classification, th ey shou ld use it

correctly.  Riverine, palustrine, lacustrine are types of wetland systems, upper perennial, forested, emergent, etc,

are classes" "The non-wetland waters  ... are  ... riverine systems."  Riverine systems include wetlands.  The

distinction given here is poor.  "Wetland complex" is given in Table 3-11 but not defined in paragraph 4.  "Riparian

areas" contain unknown amount of jurisdictional wetlands.  Where these identified?  Are any of these within project

area?  Corps needs to address these undelineated areas. 6th paragraph"The non-wetlands  ... are  ... aquatic bed 

..."  Aquatic beds should be considered wetland.  They have vegetation, soils (due to long-term inundation), and

obviou sly, positive w etland hy drology .  They sho uld be co nsidered  for potentia l impacts.  (S4832)(S4833)

Response:  As stated, the unavoidable loss of wetlands would result from implementing the various
action alternatives.  The analysis of direct and indirect impacts to wetlands and non-wetland waters
of the U.S. is based on the best available information.  Primary effects were equated to direct impacts
(construction-related impacts) and secondary effects were equated to indirect impacts.  The potential
indirect impacts were considered to occur at some distance from the actual construction sites and also
considered to occur after the project would be operational.  Other resource areas, such as
aquatics/fisheries and biodiversity, also include analysis of direct and indirect impacts to species and
populations and to regional surface water quality (nutrient concentrations). 

As was noted in the comment, wetlands are part of the overall waters of the U.S.  However, by
definition, wetlands are areas that are inundated or saturated by surface or ground water at a
frequency and duration sufficient to support, and that under normal circumstances do support, a
prevalence of vegetation typically adapted for life in saturated soil conditions.  The text has been
revised, where necessary, to define the two entities as wetlands and non-wetland waters of the U.S. 
In general, the COE considers wetland delineations to be valid for 3 years; the COE will determine if
additional wetland delineation field work is needed.

By definition, the Riverine System includes all wetlands and deepwater habitats contained within a
channel.  The entire wetland complex area was evaluated as jurisdictional wetlands for the EIS
impact analysis.  The riparian areas that were located away from proposed mining disturbances
(primarily along the existing access road corridor) were not included in the inventory and field
verification of jurisdictional wetlands or non-wetland waters of the U.S.

24.  Page 4  4th para graph w here are c umula tive impa cts addre ssed?  Th ey must ta ke into co nsideratio n impa cts

from relicensing dams and ICBEMP  EIS results.  What is considered the "public interest?" Do we consider

environmental impacts less than economic benefits? Cover Sheet Cooperating Agencies Was the USFWS not

included in this assessment? Why not?  (S4832)(S4833)

Response:  Cumulative impacts are addressed in Chapter 4 at the end of the analysis of
environmental consequences section for wetlands and non-wetland waters of the U.S.  The
cumulative impact analysis for wetlands and non-wetland waters of the U.S. did not include
prediction of effects related to licensing or practices associated with Clark Fork River dams because
these projects would not affect the same wetlands.  However, other resource areas, such as
aquatics/fisheries and biodiversity did include impacts to species and populations and to regional
surface water quality (nutrient concentrations) in their cumulative analysis.  The role of a EIS under
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NEPA/MEPA is to identify and disclose impacts to the affected resources; it is the responsibility of
the decision makers and the public to make value judgments about what they read. 

25.  We find the proposed wildlife mitigation measures to be almost futile afterthoughts tacked onto the tail end of

an environmentally degrading project of enormous proportions.  For example, no monitoring plan for the

effectiveness of the replacement wetlands were to be found.  There is simply a reference to ASARCO 's Wetland

Mitigation Plan.  This is disturbing, since mitigated wetlands are notoriously ineffective and are almost never as

productive an ecosystem for the native inhabitants of the one they are supposedly replacing.  Without strict

monitoring and enforcement of wetland construction techniques, construction will likely be shoddy and the wetland

functions  will suffer.  (S6332)

Response:  The re-establishment of aquatic and wildlife diversity and abundance are two main
wetland design objectives for the created wetland sites.  The applicant provided information on re-
establishment of wetland functions and values in their Wetlands Mitigation Plan for Alternative V
(Appendix L).  Sterling would monitor the wetland mitigation sites annually for 5 years to ensure that
wetland functions and values are established and maintained.  Thereafter, monitoring would be
conducted every 2 years through the end of mining.  The agencies would assess the progress toward
successful re-establishment of wetland functions and values documented in the monitoring reports
and, if necessary, require remedial action to address performance criteria that are not met. 

26.  Page S-15  Issu e 6 "ma y decrea se function s  ... until mitigatio n sites were e stablished  (and fun ctioning to

degree needed)."  If quantitative assessment has not been made, how will the "degree needed" be assessed? 

(S4832)(S4833)

Response:  Most of the quantitative assessments of wetland functions and values (WET, HEP, HGM,
etc.) are highly subjective because they rely on the evaluator’s knowledge, education, and expertise. 
Qualitative assessments by qualified wetland scientists are generally considered to be as reliable as
the numerical-type wetland assessments.  Sterling would monitor the wetland mitigation sites
annually for 5 years to ensure that wetland functions and values are established and maintained. 
Sterling would take remedial action to address any performance criteria that are not met, if deemed
necessary by the appropriate agencies.   

27. Page S-22 1st complete paragraph "Temporary  ... due to increased sediment  ...".  Since wetlands are sinks and

most retain sediments, this is not a temporary impact.  The Corps should identify this as "fill."  (S4832)(S4833)

Response:  Sediment retention in wetlands is considered a valuable wetland function while increased
sediment contribution to wetlands is considered a detrimental wetland impact.  The temporary
indirect impact described in this paragraph (sediment contribution from nearby construction-related
earthmoving activities) is described as a temporary indirect impact because the increased sediment
contribution to the nearby wetlands would be short-term in occurrence and would require transport to
the wetlands via surface water runoff and runon.

28.  Page 1-4 4th paragraph"The selected alternative  ... in compliance  ... Corps  ... EPA  ... regulations and

guidelines  ..."  The wetlands report is dated 1993 - wetland delineations are valid for three years - has an extension

been made?  See also page 2, last paragraph.  (S4832)(S4833)

Response:  The wetlands delineation for the original Rock Creek Mine site was formally determined
as valid for a period of 3 years, from October 3, 1994 to October 3, 1997.  No extension has been
made and the COE will most likely require that the wetland areas with proposed direct and indirect
impacts be reverified prior to approval of a 404 permit.
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29.  Pag e 1-12 1 st full parag raph"T he guid elines  ..." The re are no  alternatives  discussing  this - Is the pro ject really

necessar y?  Reca ll that there is a " practicab le" alterna tive.  No we tland imp act from n o mine a ctivity.  (S4832)

(S4833)

Response:  The practicable alternative analysis to evaluate the need to dispose of fill material in
Waters of the U.S., or to minimize environmental damage has been integrated and is part of the
overall EIS alternatives analysis.  The practicable mining alternatives, including the no-action
alternative, and the tailings disposal locations were analyzed and the results discussed in Section
2.1.1 of the Preliminary Section 404(b)(1) Showing (page F-6) in Appendix F.  The text has been
revised to include a reference to the Section 404(b)(1) Showing in this paragraph.

30.  Page 2-2 first bullet, 3rd paragraph"Seepage  ..."   This translates into unidentified wetland impacts - need

response from  Corps.  (S4832)(S4833)

Response:  Seepage into underground mine workings and its affect on wilderness lakes, wetland and
springs was identified as a significant issue to be used as criteria in defining and evaluating the mine
alternatives.  The COE requested additional wetland and non-wetland waters of the U.S. delineation
and classification inventory for areas defined as potential subsidence areas in the Cabinet Mountains
Wilderness area in August 1994.  The additional wetland and non-wetland waters of the U.S. were
delineated in August 1996 and the results reported in January 1997 (Hydrometrics 1997a).

31.  Page 2-80 3rd and 4th paragraphs"ASARCO has identified  ... above the water table  ...". and in 4th paragraph

"Linear channels  ... excavated down to ground water depths  ..." and "Since the wetland hydrology  ... no

amendments  ... to decrease the bottom permeability"  Gobbledygook.  If wetland mitigation needs ground water

hydrology for hydrologic input, and the area is excavated to 'seasonal' level, why would anyone think of decreasing

permeability?  (S4832)(S4833)

Response:  The sentence referring to no amendments to decrease permeability for the channel
bottoms at the upper Rock Creek site was written to help differentiate wetland construction methods
for the Miller Gulch site from those for the upper Rock Creek site.  The text has been revised to
remove this obvious fact.

32.  Page 2-82 Table 2-14 First line - why does it take exactly 19 years for the functions to resume?  What are the

functions  identified he re?  Wha t type of func tional asse ssment h as been  made th at can a ddress the  precise pe riod to

resume function s?

2nd paragraph"  ... salvaged soil."  What is this?  From where was it salvaged?  Is it suitable for native wetland

plants?  Is it relatively noxious weed-free?  What is the project's "standard upland herbaceous mix"?

(S4832)(S4833)

Response:  As stated in the Wetlands Mitigation Plan section of the EIS, soils taken from impacted
wetlands would be used wherever possible to create the new wetlands.  The salvaged soil may also
include soil removed from the sites where wetland mitigation sites would be created.  Soil would not
be wasted because it contains noxious weeds.  Sterling would be required to control noxious weeds
in its disturbed sites.  Any noxious weeds in wetland mitigations sites would be controlled.  The
standard upland herbaceous mix is listed in Appendix J.

33.  Page 2-118 1st full paragraph, 2nd and 3rd paragraphs" ... subsurface geology is well known," and

"Nevertheless  ... impacts  ... are well-understood ..."  Compare this statement with 2nd paragraph, "Therefore,

effects on springs and seeps cannot be predicted precisely."  This is a contradiction, this states "we know but we

don't kno w," and  this indicate s we don 't know tha t seeps ma y form or  dry up.  Isn 't this a charg e of the Co rps to

evaluate  even po tential indire ct impac ts in the light o f such ad missions?   The entire w atershed  may be  affected. 

Comp are with 3 rd para graph,  " Even w ithout such  data,  ... min ing cou ld reduce  flows at som e springs,  ... likely
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increase flo ws at othe r springs  ..."  T he Corp s needs to a ddress the se stateme nts.  The C orps is cha rged with

implemen ting the CWA .  Seeps are consid ered wetlands o f the US.  Loss of seep s is direct wetland impact. 

Increased flows in seeps results in differing water quantities to downstream wetlands, plants, animals, streams, and

other wetland areas.  These have not been addressed.  Can an individual petition the FS to go on their property and

admit to lo se wetland  seeps an d springs , affect dow nstream  condition s and ge t a permit to  do so with out an a nalysis

of effects or im plemen ting mitiga tion?  Co rps respon se neede d.  (S4832)(S4833)

Response:  The EIS process and particularly the systematic evaluation of potential environmental
effects requires the analysis be based on the best scientific information available.  It is possible to
have detailed knowledge of the subsurface geology (rock stratigraphy) without knowing the precise
hydrogeology (piezometric surfaces, ground water gradients, etc.).  Seep and spring areas that
resulted in a predominance of hydrophytic vegetation were delineated as wetlands during the wetland
and non-wetland Waters of the U.S. inventory.  Impacts to these seeps and springs were included in
the impacts assessment. 

34.  Page 2-126 last paragraph Miller Gulch site as a mitigation site.  I thought earlier it was stated that Miller

Gulch would lose surface water runoff.  Surface water runoff and ground water are often related, especially in a

drainage.  How has this been addressed relative to excavated to ground water for mitigation?  (S4832)(S4833)

Response:  The Miller Gulch Tributary mitigation site would create wetland hydrology by
concentrating and temporary storage of seasonal surface water on low permeable, poorly-drained
lacustrine soils.

35.  Appendix N Page 3-41st paragraph"Relative cost of mitigation" should not be used as a determining criterion

for mitigatio n site selection .  (S4832)(S4833)

Response:  Appendix N in the supplemental EIS was prepared by the applicant and was not modified
or changed by the Agencies.  Costs are typically used, along with other aspects, as a criteria for
wetland mitigation design and site selection.

36.  Appendix N, Page 3-11 Table 3-3 One should not support the use of non-native plant species in wetland

mitigation  work.  Re move F estuca ar undina cea.  Also s trongly ca ution ag ainst the use  of Lotus corniculatus in

wetland mitigation projects.  It has a deleterious effect on forb community. It dominates to the extent of mono-

culture.  It has been identified as a problem species in California, Oregon and Washington wetland mitigation

projects.  Recommend the Carex species listed in the footnote.

Page 3-21 Table 3-4.Again remove Lotus corniculatus from list for reasons above.  Also remove the Cultivar of

Poa.  U se only loc al natives.  (S4832)(S4833)

Response:  Appendix N in the supplemental EIS was prepared by the applicant and was not modified
or changed by the Agencies.  This comment has been noted and modifications by the agencies have
been included in the revised wetland mitigation plan provided in Appendix L and Chapter 2,
Alternative description of the final EIS.  Some additional minor wetland plant species substitutions
and changes to the revegetation mixtures would be expected; however, any seed mixture changes
should be approved by the COE or their representative, in consultation with other agencies.  

37.  Appendix N Page 3-13 under "Sediment Retention"what is "run-on"?  (S4832)(S4833)

Response:  Surface run-on refers to surface water that flows into and through the wetland areas from
adjacent upgradient areas.

38.  App endix N P age 3-1 41st para graph " Should  the mon itoring  ... affected  site life expecta ncy  ...".  Ch ange " site

life expectancy" to "plant growth".  One can only assume the site will continue to exist regardless of sediment
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retention circumstances. "These measures could include  ...".  Recommend identification why sediment is excessive -

rather than abandon the mitigation site. under "Aquatic  ..."" ... including amphibians  ...".  Recommend placing

amphibian habitat (substrate) in wetland mitigation sites (i.e. downed logs, large woody debris, or focus more on

Carex a nd Scirp us surviva l.  (S4832)(S4833)

Response:   This comment has been noted and the text changed to “plant growth.”  Additionally, if a
404 permit is approved and issued by the COE, it would likely include permit conditions and best
management practices related to maintenance and monitoring. 

39.  Appen dix N Page  3-15 2nd  full paragraph  "Monitoring  of this 'functionally' will occur  ..." .  What is

'functionally'?  Doesn't make sense.  (S4832)(S4833)

Response:  The word “functionally” has been changed to mean a measure of how well the wetlands
are providing specific wetland functions and values.

40.  The S DEIS  undere stimates the  impacts th e mine w ill have to w etlands.  Th e SDE IS attemp ts, albeit

inadequately, to assess quantities of and impacts to wetlands.  The SDEIS does not consider impacts over time from

such imp acts as cum ulative m etals buildu p, water fluc tuations (d rawdo wn, etc.), spec ies comp osition cha nges in

wetlands (plant and animal), and impacts of wetlands deg radation to other resources.  Therefore, the SDEIS

analysis is incomplete.  (S2034)

Response:  Assessments of both direct and indirect impacts to wetland and non-wetland waters of the
U.S. associated with the various mine alternatives and major mine facilities have been completed and
the results discussed in the applicant’s Wetland Delineation Reports (ASARCO 1993, 1995a, 1997b), 
responses to Agencies letters (ASARCO 1998), and throughout the draft and supplemental EISs.  The
wetland impact assessments did incorporate both quantitative criteria (acres disturbed) and
qualitative criteria (decrease or change in functions and values).  Wetland systems are temporally and
spatially dynamic due to the natural process and man-caused effects in their sediment retention,
fluctuation, water tables (droughts and flood cycles), and associated plant species compositions.  The
supplemental EIS, together with the draft EIS, 404(b)(1) showing, and associated analysis for
vegetation, fisheries and aquatics, hydrology, and reclamation, does provide an in-depth analysis of
proposed project impacts and mitigation measures for wetland and non-wetland waters of the U.S.  
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WTR-310  404(b)(1) Permit

1.  The sup plemen t includes o nly the pre liminary 4 04(b)(1) sho wing pre pared b y the Age ncies for A lternative V . 

Should the a gency decid e on a different alterna tive, or not agree with this sho wing, the final EIS sh ould also

incorporate a 404(b)(1) showing to cover the new alternative. (S3312)

   Response:  The showing has been modified to reflect the changes made to Alternative V since the
release of the supplemental EIS. 

2.  C-14, paragraph 2, last line –the conclusion here is not consistent with other sections (see 4-72).  (S5)

Response:  This conclusion was based solely on impacts to fisheries from a project-related increase
in the suspended particulates and turbidity.  The Aquatics/Fisheries section in Chapter 4 discusses all
water quality impacts but does summarize suspended particulates impacts by stating that “Sediment
mitigations in Rock Creek under Alternative V could reduce project-related impacts to resident Rock
Creek bull trout and westslope cutthroat trout and to Cabinet Gorge Reservoir bull trout.”

3.  Page C-2 2nd paragraph "Indirect impacts  ...".  These should be considered. 3rd paragraph

"Additionally,  ... is likely to have on the public  ...".  See socio-economic section.  Suggest the Corps review Fact

Sheet and Failure Modes Effect Analysis.  (S4832)(S4833)

Response:  The brief discussion of indirect impacts (secondary effects) in the 404(b)(1) Showing
Subpart A, is only for definition purposes.  A detailed discussion of the types of indirect impacts
considered is contained in Subpart B, Section 2.2.8, Determination of Secondary Effects on the
Aquatic Ecosystem.  This Showing is not intended to represent the Corps of Engineers conclusions. 
The Corps will include public interest factors, input from other state and federal agencies, and the
proposed project and mitigation measures in the evaluation process prior to making a final permitting
determination.

4.  Page  C-3 3rd  paragr aph "  ... w etlands a nd Wa ters of the U S  ...".  Never  defined th e difference  between  these. 

(S4832)(S4833)

Response:  Wetlands are part of the overall waters of the U.S.  However, by definition, wetlands are
areas that are inundated or saturated by surface or ground water at a frequency and duration
sufficient to support, and that under normal circumstances do support, a prevalence of vegetation
typically adapted for life in saturated soil conditions.  The text has been revised throughout, where
necessary, to define the two entities as wetlands and non-wetland waters of the U.S.  Also, an
additional paragraph, defining waters of the U.S. and wetlands as a subset of these waters, was added
to Section 1.0 of the appendix. 

5.  Page C-4  3rd paragraph:  Again use of Cowardin classification should be consistent with that classification (see

comment under page 3-29).  (S4832)(S4833)

Response:  This comment has been noted and the text has been revised to more clearly define the
Rock Creek wetland and non-wetland waters of the U.S. using Cowardin (1979) classifications.

6.  Page C-5 1st full paragraph:  "Some small wetland  ... impacted  ...".  Require restoration.  (S4832)(S4833)

Response:  The small wetland areas are included in the total impacted acreage to be filled.  The COE
would require wetland mitigation to help replace lost wetland functions and values.  The text will be
expanded to explain that efforts will be made to minimize the impact to these wetlands through the
use of silt fences.  If necessary, restoration of these areas will be performed.
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7.  Page C-6 under "2.1.2"  Number 1 states no discharge shall be authorized if it:  Causes or contributes to any

violation of applicable water quality standards.  ASARCO needs to demonstrate this will not happen.  Corps needs

to determ ine if ASA RCO 's claim is ad equate.  C orps sho uld read  "Enviro nmen tal Conse quenc es" of SD EIS. 

ASARC O and M DEQ d etermine that imp acts and discha rges will affect water quality do wnstream.  Th ese

discharges also a re additive and m ay prevent an yone or any  agency from  discharging n utrients/metals into Clark

Fork ba sin becau se ASA RCO  will have " used up " allowa ble discha rge am ounts.  H ow doe s the word  "poten tial"

relate to "contributes"?  (S4832)(S4833)

Response:  The brief description of the State and Federal agencies responsible for regulating the
discharge compliance is described in the paragraph directly below the numbered requirements
(Appendix F; page 7).  As explained under “State water quality standards,” the Montana Department
of Environmental Quality (DEQ), Water Quality division, provides Section 401 certification by
reviewing the discharge of material and making an evaluation of compliance of violation of the
applicable state water quality standards.  If DEQ issues water quality certification, any conditions to
the 401 certification will be incorporated by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers as conditions of the
Section 404 permit.

8.  Page C-7 under #3: Consider effects on grizzly with relation to ESA and this statement.  (S4832)(S4833)

Response: The three numbered requirements related to discharge compliance with guidelines
(Section 230.10[b]) were evaluated and the steps and conditions for compliance described in the
paragraphs directly below the numbered requirements in that Section (Appendix F; page 7).  In
addition, the assessment of wetland impacts on total aquatic and terrestrial wildlife habitat
requirements are discussed in more detail in the wildlife and fisheries and aquatic sections of the EIS.

9.  Page C-8 3rd paragraph:  The entire paragraph discussed indirect wetland impacts.  These have not been

addressed.  Corps response needed.  (S4832)(S4833)

Response:  This comment has been noted and the text expanded to provide additional discussion on
the cumulative impacts on Rock Creek wetland and non-wetland waters of the U.S. resource for all
activities affecting the resource.  Although wetlands to be impacted by the project would be replaced,
other habitat that is lost due to tailings paste fill activities would not be replaced.

10.  Pag e C-12 1 st full parag raph Sin ce wildlife bio logists assum e existing h abitats are  at K (carryin g capa city),

this paragraph admits to causing unknown amounts of and species terrestrial organisms mortality.  Under "2.2.7"

"The cumulative impacts  ..."  The Corps is mandated with "no net loss" of wetland acreage.  This is clear admission

of decrease in wetlands not identified in report or dealt with in mitigation.  Last sentence also admits indirect

wetland impacts to downstream wetlands due to water quantity changes in Miller Gulch area.  (S4832)(S4833)

Response:  Habitat requirements and assumptions used for mortality, maintenance, and habitat
improvement, in particular for terrestrial wildlife species, are discussed in more detail in the wildlife
sections throughout the draft and supplemental EISs.  Species with greater mobility are expected to
relocate and compete to reestablish themselves in an area outside of the disturbance.  Less mobile
species are expected to be eliminated as a result of the placement of fill material in the wetlands and
the resulting habitat elimination.  The creation of new wetland areas planned under mitigation would
ultimately provide new habitat for displaced species and reestablishment opportunities for the
eliminated species.  The placement of fil l material in the wetlands located under the paste-tailings
facility would cause both direct and indirect impacts to wetlands which are included in the
cumulative impacts evaluation.

11.  Page C-14 under "3.2" Last sentence changes " ... turbidity in Rock Creek should not have a significant impact

on the fishery."  Change 'should' to "will not" and take personal responsibility for permit approval.   Under "3.3" 
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"An increase in total nitrogen  ..."  Water quality standards were not to be exceeded.  This is an admission that they

will be. " ... could lead to  ...”  This is direct impact.  (S4832)(S4833)

Response:  The project-related impacts from suspended particulates and turbidity in Rock Creek are
dependent on the degree of implementation of BMPs and reduction of existing sediment sources
outside the permit area.  Therefore, the significance of the project-related impacts are based on a
prediction, using the best scientific information available (should not), rather than as an absolute
(will not).

12.  Page C-15 under "3.5" "The seepage collection  ..."  Consider downstream effects on wetlands. (S4832)(S4833)

Response:  Additional text provides information that increased surface flows (both rates and
volumes) in tributaries of the South Fork of Miller Gulch could expand the boundaries of existing
areas that support hydrophytic vegetation by contribut ing additional wetland hydrology.

13.  Page C-16 under "4.3" "Due to the relatively small area  ... impacts are not considered to be significant."  Add

all these "not considered significant," "minimal impacts," etc. together to gain a broader view of total

environmental impact.  Corps response needed.  The environment/habitat should not be considered as individual

units that one can assess of minimal impact.  Each is interrelated to other habitat units/factors.  (S4832)(S4833)

Response:  The assessment of wetland impacts on total aquatic and terrestrial wildlife habitat
requirements are discussed in more detail in the wildlife and fisheries and aquatic sections of Chapter
4.  The total direct and indirect wetland and non-wetland waters of the U.S. areas to be impacted was
used for assessing the impact significance.  

14.  Page C-18 under "7.2" "Treated water will retain some dissolved metals and most of the nitrogen compounds." 

Check with water quality requirements.  This should not be permitted under M T Water Quality Standards and ID

Special R esource W aters requ irements.  C heck with  401 req uiremen ts.  Treatme nt should  remove  pollutan ts. 

(S4832)(S4833)

Response:  Text has been be added that describes the current water treatment system proposed under
Alternative V.  This water treatment would include removal of suspended and dissolved solids,
ammonia nitrogen, and nitrate/nitrite nitrogen removal, prior to discharge to the Clark Fork River
through a submerged outfall located downstream of Noxon Dam.  The mine water treatment system
would include sedimentat ion, fil tration, and nitrogen removal.  Two different nitrate removal systems
would be installed including an anoxic biotreatment system and a reverse osmosis treatment system. 
Additional water treatment system analysis is provided in Chapter 4; Hydrology, Surface Water
Quality in the Adit and Mine Water, Waste Rock, and Milling Process subsections. 

15.  Page C-19 under "8.1" "Of primary concern  ... is potential impact of increased sedimentation on Bull Trout

spawning."  Check with USFWS on this.  Allowed to potential trend a species toward listing?  (S4832)(S4833)

Response:  Text has been added that describes the current listing of bull trout by the Fish and
Wildlife Service as threatened.  A reference to the Biological Assessment (Appendix B) will also be
added.  The conclusion of the Biological Assessment was that implementation of Alternative V is not
likely to adversely affect the Rock Creek population of bull trout.

16.  Page C-21 1st paragraph Recommend not to use PVC.  Dioxins are used in production and are a breakdown

product of PVC deterioration. under "8.8" "The mitigation  measures  ..."  Mitiga tion as suggested in  these

documents does not address secondary effects. (S4832)(S4833)

Response:  The use of a PVC liner is not planned or proposed.  The text has been revised to better
explain this.   
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17.  Page C-22 under "9.0" Please re-read 1st paragraph.  Admission of impacts is clear.  Is it permittable? 2nd

paragraph "Public interest factors  ... ".  See Socio-Economic section.  (S4832)(S4833)

Response:  The proposed project would result in impacts to wetlands.  The Corps of Engineers would
not make a final “permit” decision until after the final EIS is published.  Compliance with the Section
404(b)(1) Guidelines requires the Corp of Engineers to determine if there is a least damaging
practicable alternative that could be permitted.  As part of their final permit decision, the Corps of
Engineers considers the relative extent of the public and private need for the project; if there are
unresolved conflicts as to the resource use; and the extent and permanence of the beneficial and/or
detrimental effect which the proposed project is likely to have on the public and private uses to
which the area is suited.

18.  Page  34 under "c." "A topo map with  ... discharge points, springs, wetlands,  ..."  Will the information be

available to the Corps for their use in determining additional wetland impacts?  (S4832)(S4833)

Response:  The Corps of Engineers will review all the information available for the final EIS,
including wetland mitigation measures to determine if there is a least damaging practicable
alternative that could be permitted.  At the earliest, a final 404 Permit evaluation cannot be made by
the Corps of Engineers until 30 days after the final EIS is published.

19.  Volu me 2 pa ge 3-6 se ction 3.2.1  see com ments on  Volum e 2 n3-1 .  Note that th e recom mend ed Miller G ulch site

has a ver y minim al gradie nt and w ould on ly require se veral wa ter barriers, a nd wou ld cover a  larger are a.  This

area would be more secluded and away from human activity than Asarcos proposed site.  (S4892)

Response:  The main tributary of the South Fork of Miller Gulch wetland site that has been pointed
out is now included as a proposed optional wetland mitigation site (identified as Miller Gulch
Tributary Extension).  This optional area was not originally included because the other wetland
mitigation sites provided sufficient acreage.

20.  Proposed activities would result in a 25 year recovery delay for wetlands and Waters of the U.S.  Cumulative

impacts under all action alternatives would be potentially significant in the short term until wetland mitigation sites

were successfully established.  Such short-term significant impacts preclude the granting of a 404 permit.  The

cumulative im pact of all of the short-term  impacts relating to the p roposed activities for the A SARCO  mine are

significant and detrimental to water quality and fisheries habitat in the watershed.  Therefore, the EPA will not be

able to issue 401 certification nor 404 permits.  (S22)

Response:  The Rock Creek mining project has been reviewed relative to the Section 404(b)(1)
Guidelines and the Agencies have concluded the mining project would result in impacts to wetlands
and non-wetland waters of the U.S.  Several of these impacts would be permanent and long-term
while others would occur primarily during the construction period and would be short-term.  

In the Corps of Engineers review of the project, all the alternatives considered in the final EIS will be
reviewed and evaluated to determine if there is a least damaging practicable alternative that could be
permitted.  Public interest factors, input from other state and federal agencies, and the proposed
mitigation measures will also be considered by the Corps of Engineers in the evaluation process prior
to their making a final permitting determination.  The Montana Department of Environmental, Water
Quality Division provides Section 401 Certification pursuant to the state rules (ARM 16.20.1701 et
seq.) And will make a determination for violations of applicable state water quality standards.  Any
conditions to the 401 certification will be conditions of the Section 404 permit.
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21.  Require more replacement wetlands to account for the delay and potential failure of restoring functions and

values.  (F1)(S4364)(S4891)(S4912)(S5051)(S5088)(S5555)(S5763)

Response: The actual amount of replacement wetlands that would be required has not been
determined and would be part of the 404 permit evaluation process completed by the Corps of
Engineers.   The applicant, as ASARCO, recently submitted to the COE a two page letter report and
revised wetland mitigation figure (ASARCO 1998) showing the location of three optional wetland
mitigation sites that could be used to achieve a minimum mitigation ratio of 1.5:1.  It is likely that the
COE would require a minimum wetland mitigation ratio of 1.5 acres of replacement wetland for each
acre of impacted wetland.




